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Abstract
Laser beam welding processes, with their inherent potential of controlling the energy
input, give rise to new applications with respect to the manufacturing of optical active
and compact laser diode beam assemblies. In electronics and fine mechanics, components
require increasingly high strength joining technologies to replace the conventional gluing
or soldering process. Alternative joining methods for commercial laser diode beam
assemblies often reach their limits in terms of product quality and reliability.
The objectives of this thesis, examined by the author, are as follows: The first objective
is the development and validation of a semi-automatic laser fine welding station (pulsed
Nd:YAG-lasers) with an automatic micro-alignment solution for optomechnical
components.
The second objective in the course of this work is the construction and manufacturing of
new laser diode beam assembly (LDBA), taking into account the laser weldability of the
components. This includes the development of a reliable laser fine welding procedure
supported by a FE-analysis of the clamped components during welding.
The LDBA as an optomechnical example consists of a laser diode pigtail with gradient
index lens (GRIN) for beam collimation. Beam deviation was reduced by modification of
the laser diode (TO-5 case) casing using a special alignment technique (hexapod
manipulation) and surface modification.
For the first time, a pulsed fine laser welding process was successfuJly carried out on
thermal and electrostatic sensitive devices. The welding procedure, the adapted clamping
technique and the optimised laser and process parameters allowed the thermally induced
distortional positioning changes of the separate components to be minimised.
The adjustment of the LDBA-components is carried out and optimised by an intensity
sensitive beam profiler that is located in the output beam path of the LDBA. Moreover,
2D-FineScan software controls a 3-axis motion controller with a precision microhandlings system and data acquisition via photo detector that can be integrated in the
laser fine welding station for adjusting the output coupler. All components have to be
adjusted precisely in ranges of 3 - 6 micrometers to build the LDBA.
Laser spot welding has an important advantage for welding of small fine-mechanical and
electronic components. One of the benefits is the ability to apply a very precise amount
of energy in a very short time (0.4 - 20 ms) to small area locations on the work piece. In
addition, the process has the advantages of low heat input, small heat affected zone,
minimum distortion and absence of filler material.
A wide range of laser and process parameters could be identified. These include pulse
duration, average peak power density, pulse energy, wavelength, focus position and spot
diameter. Material dependant properties such as absorptivity and thermo-physical
properties play a vital role in laser material processing. Understanding the technology is a
key issue for improving and optimisation of the laser welding processes.
For laser welding for most assembly components a process window (P= 1400 W at v=5
rrun/s) could be experimental identified, evaluated and successfully applied. An SMAfibre collimator can be connected to the LDBA, allowing the beam to be easily coupled
into a multimode fibre.
Within the bounds of this thesis the effects of laser beam welding concerning LBDAcomponent-functioning and the divergences from the adjusted optical beam profile are
examined and evaluated.

Keywords
Nd:YAG-Laser, pulsed laser spot welding, laser diode beam assembly, GRIN-optics,
laser weldability, conduction welding, fibre optics, fine welding station
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Introduction

Modem industrial nations can develop only if they obtain and realize new physicalnatural-scientific knowledge and technologies. Suitable material and production
processes are necessary to realize technical ideas, and progress therefore depends on
constructing a scientific technological basis in material sciences and in production
engineering. It is imperative to master innovative technologies, not only in research
laboratories but also within an efficient production regarding economic efficiency and
reliability [16].
This applies in particular to production processes due to a high interest in the creation of
value. It is also important to develop these processes continuously in order to make
complete use of the process-potential [1][2][3].
Here, laser technology has great potential, regarded as an interdisciplinary key- and
growth technology for innovative applications in different areas of research and industry
[1][5].

Demands increase continually for compact, optically efficient OEM Laser Diode Beam
Assemblies (LDBA) in consumer electronics, medical and optical measurement areas.
This is as a result of the steady reduction in laser diode costs and compact optics based on
GRIN (Gradient Index) technology. GRIN optics are characterised by the possession of
very good optical qualities and small physical dimensions.
The OEM systems at present available on the market are very restricted in optical quality
and physical size. Further, these units display a short lifetime when used in aggressive
atmospheres, due to the aging of adhesive joints within the device.
The scope of this work is to construct and manufacture a novel LDBA based on a
modified laser diode. The construction is carried out taking account of the laser
weldability of all components. For welding, a lamp pumped Nd:YAG laser is used. A
specialised half-automatic laser welding station was built for the production of the
LDBA. This welding station may serve as prototype for commercial, fully-automated
unit.
There are numerous advantages of using laser supported technologies in industrial
production, such as high flexibility, production velocity and quality, good automation
capability and high availability [6].
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Looking at laser supported technologies, two growth rates have been recorded. Between
1986 and 1990 the annual rate of growth was about 14% and from 1994 to 1998 around
25%. Even from 2001 to 2003, the market for laser macro-processing (total decrease of
19%) has developed better than the machine tool market (total decrease of 23 %). With
37%, Europe was international market leader in laser systems for material processing in
2003. This was better than North America with 23 % [7].
The long-term prospect of growth for laser markets is still very good. Figure 1.1 shows
the market growth for laser machining systems in different regions of the world. The
steepest growth is expected for East Asia [9][10].

3.0
OPTECH CONSULTING

2.5
2.0
Cl:

iil
~'"

1,5

Oi

1.0
0.5
4 5

0.0

1992

2003

2010

Regions.!. Europe, 2. North Amerika, 3. Japan, 4. East Asia,
5. Other Regions

Fig. 1.1 Market growth for laser material processing systems [9]

Figure 1.2 shows the market-capitalization for material processing laser sources
according to laser types (2003). At present C02 lasers are predominate but in future, solid
state lasers are expected to take the lead. However, the steepest growth is expected for
diode-pumped solid state lasers, which will probably reach the highest quota in 20 I O.
Fighting for future market shares, various diode-pumped solid state laser technologies are
competing:
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Disc lasers, fibre lasers and slab lasers - each laser having its specific advantages. We see
a fast growing acceptance of fibre laser technology in marketing and material processing.
Applications in fine- and micro-processing are predominating. Prognosis for the future
supports the present demand of sub-200 W laser systems. Leading laser system
manufacturers say the ratio of kW to sub-200 W laser systems is 1:10 [Ill.

CO2 >500W
39%

SSL<500W
26%

Diode lasers

SSl>500W
9%

2%

Excimer
18%

Total: 1,3 Billions EUR

Fig. 1.2 Laser sources for material processing. World market after laser types (2003) [9]

Due to their high flexibility, lasers can be used for every major manufacturing method
[I]. Laser processing systems and applications are easily automated. Lasers are suitable
for manufacturing large production capacities and can be operated continuously in three
shifts [12].
The most important reason for laser applications is that the production quality can be
improved in most cases [13]. A laser beam, as a focal-acting, non-contact tool, works
without mechanically loading the work piece. Compared to other thermal methods, laser
has the advantage of a very small heat contribution and consequently a small heat
affected zone. Reworking a device or component can often be minimized or even spared
completely [14] [15].
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Finally, using laser enables certain applications or constructions which will save material
and weight but at the same time offer improved strength.
One economically important branch of laser technique is laser machining. This comprises
the fields of physics, material sciences and production engineering. Laser material
machining can be divided into beam sources such as solid state lasers, diode lasers,
Excimer lasers and gas lasers. They can also be divided into laser types according to their
production process such as ablation, cutting, drilling, welding, surface treatment, etc.
These types may again be sub-divided into macro processing and laser micro processing.
Great importance is attached to laser beam welding of precision components, in different
joint geometries and in precision engineering [16].
In this work, laser beam welding using pulsed solid state lasers (YAG-Iasers) within laser
beam precision machining is examined. As an example, application to an assembly
consisting of passive and active opto-mechanics.
The development and use of new materials and material combinations cause conventional
joining techniques to reach their limits, which can only exceeded by the application of
applying of new technologies. The restrictions on conventional joining techniques are
caused by using materials and material combinations with low welding suitability and by
demanding flexible, automated production of small lots. In addition to conventional
joining techniques, alternative laser supported joining techniques are highly acceptable as
they offer the following advantages:

•

Higher flexibility regarding design and joint geometry

•

High power densities enable high process velocities

•

Joining of material combinations by fine adjusted laser radiation

•

Non-abrasive, precise working tool (laser beam)

•

High flexibility and ease of automation, as well as economic production for small
lots

•

Small thermal influence on the joint surfaces

•

Non-contact weld processes

4
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1.1

Level of Technology in Laser Beam Welding

The use of industrialized and/or automated welding methods is the epitome of modem
welding production. The choice of a weld method depends on the quality of the product
and the economic efficiency of the method. This applies in particular to the trend of using
high-strength materials, or using light metals producing thin-walled and light weld
constructions which have to meet high technological requirements. Laser beam welding
is a new method which will oppose the pressure of rising production cost if planned
correctly. In addition, laser beam welding is known as a suitable tool because of the
locally limited and concentrated energy contributions it achieves, rework of the seam
usually not being required [17-25].
The state of the art of this innovative technique changes constantly and fast. In this
respect trying to provide a full description of what is possible now and can in practice be
used for production purposes is a demanding undertaking.
Laser beam welding takes increasingly part of the conventional joint technique and has
already been completely established in many fields (Tailored blanks, ship-building, aero
space, railway stock).
Recently, high power fibre lasers (multimode up to 30 kW and single mode up to 6 kW)
with excellent beam quality are being used for industrial welding of various steel- and
aluminium-alloys [26].

In addition to this, lasers play an important role in producing precision components for
different industrial fields [27].
New laser joining systems have been developed which are now used for example in
electronic components [29], medical components [30], LIGA components [31], and
components in watch-and-clock industries [32].
With a growing novel of pump sources, beam delivery and shaping systems, a growing
spectrum of focus diameters available for material processing (10 Ilm up to I mm) and
improved beam quality, laser beams can be perfectly adjusted and be precisely positioned
at the given joint geometry [28]. Diode pumped solid state lasers are predominate in the
field of micro material processing today, particularly micro-welding of heat sensitive
components.
The scope of applications in which laser beam welding is used extends from very thin
metal foils (<20 Ilm) to sheet-widths of several millimetres.

5
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High power densities enable very high process velocities (e.g. ultra-speed-keyhole
welding up to 1500 mmls - [33].
Due to a good absorption at a wavelength of 1064 nm, high grade steels, noble metals and
light metals such as titanium are highly suitable for beam welding. Figure 1.3 shows four
examples of laser fine welding and micro-welding are applied.

_"-:.__

-,,,,,-,,,

....._r"

""-.''''

cl Laser fine welding of cardiac pacemaker
[35]

b) Laser micro welded contacts for automotive industry
Cu-alloy 0.4 mm [36]

d) Welding of thin-wire (80 f1m, nitinol)
[34]]

Fig. 1.3 Examples of laser beam fine welding [34-36)
By adjusting the laser pulse form, different materials such as nickel and titanium alloys
can be bonded by welding. Laser beam welding supports both welding using filler
material according to the width of gap.
Potential applications of laser beam welding are to be distinguished by macro, fine and
micro processing.
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At present commercial solid state lasers (YAG-lasers, disc lasers, diode lasers), gas lasers
(C02) and fibre lasers of all power ranges are successfully applied for welding use in
industrial and scientific spheres.
Fibre laser systems are a new generation of solid state lasers which have become firmly
established for many applications as a replacement for conventional laser systems [37].
Fibre lasers are available as single mode or multi mode. They provide better performance
parameters such as excellent beam quality and, at the same time, high efficiency, high
density, lower operating costs, with reduced maintenance. This also improves production
effects while increasing reliability [38].
Modern handling systems consisting of linear translation axis, rotation axis, robots and
scanner systems offer high positioning accuracy and high process velocities [39].
Hybrid handling systems such as a combination of robot- and scanner systems reveal new
perspectives and new fields of application in remote welding to the user. The trend
regarding power ranges of 10-500 W is covered by modulated CW-lasers. These lasers
can be operated in CW, pulsed or q-switched mode according to the processing
requirement [40]. In order to produce homogeneous welding seams a stable laser power
output is required.
By using modulation techniques, a high density chain of spot welds is achieved which
resembles a homogeneous welding seam. In this case the process can be optimized by
changing the pulse energy and pulse repetition rate [41].
At present there are many applications, particularly in microelectronics, medicinetechniques and micro systems techniques, where materials of different material properties
are required to be welded [42].
At this time, this is only possible with newly developed pulsed solid-state lasers, as these
offer a variable, user-defined and reproducible modulation technique and pulses within
the range of miIIi- to microseconds.
Modulation technique and pulse shaping represent therefore a powerful instrument to
influence the temperature-time curve during the welding process and consequently
influencing laser weldability [43].
In addition, continuous welding seams can be produced with pulsed lasers both in overlap
mode of single spot welds and in Stepless High Accurate and Discrete One Pulse
Welding mode (SHADOW) [44].
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However, high process velocities are required as the continuous welding seam, (without
discrete lap-joint and consequently cooling between two pulses) is produced during one
pulse duration. The new welding strategy SHADOW produces a weld contour with one
single pulse of e.g. 10-50 ms. The intervention in the fusion-phase is so dramatic that a
stationary mixing in the weld pool cannot occur. As a characteristic of this method,
thermal side effects are reduced and the weld efficiency improved.
The successful SHADOW-method is suitable particularly for continuous seams up to a
weld seam length of up to 20 mm enabling a drastic reduction of the processing time of at
least one order while, at the same time, the contributed energy is reduced, compared to
conventional pulse welding. Figure 1.4 shows two applications in micro welding.

At the present time, laser opens new fields of applications in medical-technology using
new bio-compatible materials such as nitinol.
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Level of Technology concerning Laser Diode Beam Assembling
Systems

In the course of the fast development of semiconductor-technology it has been possible to
produce smaller and more efficient laser diodes emitting in different wavelength and
power ranges (ImW -IOW). This development has not yet ended. Today, laser diodes are
mainly used in consumer-electronic products (DVD, CD-player, DVD-recorder),
spectroscopy, laser-measuring technology and as excitation source for lasers.
The AIGaInP-laser diode has a multi-quantum-well-structure and is available in a 5.6 mm
standard case TO-5 with monitor-diode. Improving the wave-guide and MQW -structure
new laser diodes have a lower operating current of typical 75mA with 50mW output
power. Additional data are a low threshold power of typical 30mA and a low operating
voltage of approximately 2.3 V. The fields of applications extend from medical and biomedical applications to industrial applications in the printing industry [47].
Being a result of the inner structure (sandwich-structure) of this barrier-layer and the
resulting radiation characteristics, the laser beams generated have to be corrected and
collimated by special optics. By doing this, special applications are adjusted and
optimized.
Nowadays commercial systems of different qualities for laser diode beam shaping are
offered. In laboratories, mechanical cage assembly systems and collimation tubes have
been applied successfully for beam collimating and correction. With only few movements
and mechanical components (cage plates and rods) extensive systems for beam shaping
can be produced. In addition OEM-Iaser pigtails are available. These are specially
adjusted to the desired application according to customer requirements [147].
Attaching laser diodes to the input face of the beam waveguide has been particularly
successful thus reducing the component dimensions considerably.
Since then, so-called single emitting laser diodes have been used as a pump source for
fibre lasers. Here several single emitting laser diodes are spliced to the cladding of the
pump fibre using a special bonding technology [37].
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Unusual Features of Material Processing with Laser Beams

The important difference between laser beams and thermal light (lamp) sources is found
by comparing both beam types. One quality-aspect which is most important for material
processing is the possibility of focusing laser beams down to the smallest given diameter
within the wavelength. The focus diameter which can be achieved with a thermal light
source usually lies far beyond these values. The low resultant divergence of laser beams
therefore allows them to be transported over a long distance with a minimal beam
expansion only [48].
Various consequences for material processing result from this. On account of a low focus
diameter, in practice values from 10 J.Im to some 100 J.Im are obtained. According to the
laser system, lasers can process microscopic structures specifically and precisely. When
working macroscopic structures, minimal processing zones can be obtained. In
association with highest achievable continuous or pulse powers, an intensity at the work
piece of 105_10 10 W/cm2 can be reached for these focus diameters. With these intensities
every known material melts or vaporizes. High intensities have the advantage that the
heat which is produced during processing only minimally penetrates in to the work piece
which results in less shrinkage and small heat affected zones [49].
Another advantage of lasers is their simple spatial and temporal controllability as well as
good laser beam guidance and shaping. In particular, laser systems are available to a high
degree and offer the user, together with processing optics a high automation-potential.
Not least the safety and reliability of commercially available laser units is a very
important aspect for the operator [50].
The power output of modem solid state lasers leads to a considerably increasing energy
density in the focusing laser beam which can be used immediately for reducing the
energy per unit length when using the key-hole welding method. By reaching the
predetermined depth of weld the output power can be reduced or the process velocity can
be increased. Distinctly thinner width weld seams are always produced resulting in a
smaller component shrink rate and a reduction of the heat effected zone.
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Objective

The increasing share of microelectronic and micromechanical components in products of
the consumer- and the capital goods industry require the availability of suitable
production systems and joining methods for metallic and dynamically balanced
components. In mechatronics, optoelectronics and medical precision engineering
(instruments, implants and system components) the use of laser fine welding increases
continually and is more and more accepted as a joining technique using pulsed solid state
lasers.
Following EU-standards, laser precision welding without filler material places high
demands on the weldability of the components as well as automated handling and
clamping technique of individual components. Through an exact and reproducible focus
positioning and at the same time stability of laser and process parameters high quality
precision welds can be produced.
This thesis has two objectives with regard to material processing by laser beams. The
first objective is developing a semiautomatic laser fine welding station with Nd:YAG
Lasers on the basis of industrial module components. This includes the development of a
reliable laser fine welding procedure supported by a FE-analysis of the clamped
components (laser diode and GRIN-lens holder) during welding.
A clean-room cabin of laser safety class 2 with special ESD-safety fitting creates the
required safe working conditions required for producing sensitive, optical and ESDsensitive components. The constructive and manufacturing requirements of the LDBA are
many and comprehensive.
The greatest difficulty consists in the creation of a stable, low distortion laser weld
process on assemblies of optical and mechanical parts, which have been precision
adjusted relative to each other. The thermal effects of the laser welding process may 'not
negatively affect this precision.
The qualitative demands on the laser seams are high. The required seam depths (200 300 Ilm) are also to be gas-tight (Helium). Especially the thermally and electrically

sensitive laser diode and the GRIN-lens may not be functionally degraded by the laser
weld process. Excessive thermal influences can permanently change the gradient index
and thus affect the imaging qualities. This requires precision setting of laser powers with
selected laser and process parameters at the site.
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As no handling systems are available for the specialised manufacture of an LDBA, a halfautomatic fine laser welding station with fine positioning technology is built and
commissioned as part of this work.
Further, special clamping tools for the LDBA components wiII have to be developed.
The secontary objective is the construction and production of a new laser diode beam
assembly (LDBA) suitable for welding in special consideration of laser weldabiIity with
pulsed Nd:YAG lasers systems. This includes the development of a new assembling and
manufacturing procedure as weIl as a Iow distortion laser welding process.
Here the LDBA consists of opticaIly active and passive components of different metals.
A commercial laser diode with a TO-5 case is used and has been modified just for this
application. It is a rather sensitive system component.
Within the bounds of this thesis, the effects of laser beam welding with respect to LBDAcomponent functioning and the divergences of beam width from the optimised result of
adjustments are examined. Since beam welding is applied as an innovative joining
technique (the advantages of laser beam welding shaIl be used in particular) it is
necessary for all applied LDBA-system components to be suitable for welding and easy
to handle. When constructing the system the selection of suitable materials regarding
laser weldabiIity is a central point. Furthermore all components have to be adjusted
precisely in ranges of some micrometers.
For precise clamping of LDBA components special tools and devices have to be
developed and modified regarding the desired joint configuration.
The adjustment of the LDBA-components is carried out and optimised by an intensity
sensitive beam profiIer that is located in the beam path of the LDBA. Moreover a 2DFineScan software controls a 3-axis-motion controIIer and data acquisition via photo
detector that can be integrated in the laser fine welding station.
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List of Contributions

The main contributions of the research are as follows:
The first contribution is the development and validation of a semi-automated laser fine
welding station with pulsed Nd:YAG-lasers. This system consists of two decoupled
handling systems. One Cartesian handling system for manipulation of the laser beam
processing optics and one special Cartesian mirco-handling system for precision on-axis
alignment of small, active components, e.g. laser diodes and Gradient Index lenses.
The second contribution is the development and implementation of a low distortion and
reliable welding procedure by means of a pulsed solid state laser. This welding procedure
is capable of welding thermal sensitive components, e.g. laser diodes without negative
effect on them.
The third contribution is the construction and manufacturing of a unique laser diode beam
assembly (LDBA) with regard to laser weldability. A laser diode with corrected direction
deviation is therefore applied. The laser diode beam collimation is performed by a GRINlens and is optimised by means of Ray-Trace simulation.
The fourth contribution is the development and modification of clamping tools for the
LDBA production. The influences of clamping during welding on the laser diode and
GRIN-lens holder are examined by FE-analysis.
The fifth contribution is the development and validation of a reliable process parameter
window for LDBA manufacturing.
The sixth contribution is the examination of pulsed laser welding influences on precision
assembly alignment and component function.
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The work presented in this thesis has resulted in the following peer reviewed
publications:

Conference paper:
1.

T. Vahrenkamp, J. Miesner, A. BUnting, H. Kreitlow
Kollimationsoptiken fur Laserdiodenzeilen: refraktiv im Inneren von Glas und
diffraktiv in PMMA. Ein Vergleich.102. Congress German Society of Applied
Optics DGaO, 2001, p.96.

2.

A. BUnting, R M Parkin, H. Kreitlow: Laser Welding Station for Laser Fine
Welding of Electrostatic Sensitive Devices with Nd: Y AG Lasers. Proc. ICOM
2003 Loughborough, pp. 599-604, ISBN 1-86058-420-9

3.

V. Warnke, J. Miesner, A. BUnting, H. Kreitlow; Herstellung synthetischer
Mehrstufen-Holograrnme mittels eines Scanning Nearfield Optical Lithography
(SNOL)-Systems.105. Congress German Society of Applied Optics DGaO, 2004,
p.1I0.

4.

A. BUnting, V. Warnke, H. Kreitlow . Hochauflosender chromatisch kodierter
Abstandssensor mit Piezogitter variabler Ortsfrequenz.
105. Congress German Society of Applied Optics DGaO, 2004, p.126.

5.

A. BUnting, F. Asche, R. M. Parkin, M. R. Jackson, H. Kreitlow
Konstruktion und Fertigung eines DLBA (Diode Laser Beam Assembly) unter
besonderer Beriicksichtigung der LaserschweiBbarkeit mit Nd:YAG Lasem.
107. Congress German Society of Applied Optics DGaO, 2006, p.166.

6.

A. BUnting, J. Thieme; Industrial Application for Fibre Lasers;
SLT Stuttgarter Laser Technology Fomm, SLT Proceedings 2008, pp. I 03-1 06
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Thesis Structure

Initially, every laser-technical basis relevant regarding Nd:YAG Lasers has to be
calculated. In addition, the functioning of the beam guidance component LWG and its
influence on homogenizing the laser beam is investigated, followed by different handling
concepts for laser beam material processing regarding the aspect of track precision, which
will be analysed and examined.
Furthermore, each seam and joint geometry used for laser beam welding will be
described and discussed. A feasibility study regarding the relative positioning precision
of the joint geometry with regard to the focus diameter is carried out in consideration of
the production of the LDBA. Finally the most important parameters for characterising a
laser beam regarding its propagation, beam quality and focusing ability are examined and
discussed.
In chapter 3, joining and laser welding methods are described in detail. In particular the
effects of welding with a thermal source are demonstrated.
In addition, a fundamental understanding of the interaction between laser beam and
material is imparted. Furthermore, the principles of laser beam welding regarding thermal
conducted welding and keyhole welding are described.
Finally the differences and disassociations in comparison to conventional joint processes
are represented.
Chapter 4 works out the fundamental basis of semiconductor lasers and their radiation.
By means of Ray-Tracing the collimation characteristics of different GRIN-lenses
(Gradient Index) are examined. Here a GRIN-lens collimates the divergent ray beam of a
laser diode assumed as point light source. For the precise handling of the precision
components during adjustment and welding the clamping components together with
clamping techniques are presented and explained.
Additionally laser welding constructing, with regard to constructing an LDBA, is
described. Furthermore the influence on the seam weld quality by prepared weld seams
and edges is explained.
The technical profile of the fine welding station concerning the production of precision
components is the subject of chapter 5. These are the basis for developing the handling
concepts for focus positioning and LDBA alignment.
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The construction of a fine welding station with Nd:YAG lasers and measuring system for
data acquisition and focusing optics are also presented.
In chapter 6 the mechanical deviation of linear handling systems for focus positioning
and the deviation from the ideal rotation of the rotational axis are determined and
discussed.
In particular the quantities of beam radiation (Rayleigh-length and minimum spot weld
diameter) typical for material processing are determined and compared to the theoretical
quantities.
In chapter 7 different opportunities of focus positioning by laser beam processing optics
(LBPO) are explained. The laser triangulation sensor is a useful extension for a quick and
reproducible focus positioning by LBPO.
Chapter 8 and 9 work out the characteristic processing basics of laser beam welding with
pulsed laser beam welding and special regard to LDBA.
In chapter 10 the construction and production of an LDBA, with regard to a suitable
laser weld formation are carried out and examined.
In chapter 11 an economic examination and comparison of capital equipment for
different laser systems regarding LDBA production is carried out.
At the end of this thesis chapter 12 there are a summary, conclusion and outlook.
Figure 1.5 depicts the thesis block diagram.
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Chapter 1 ...--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,

I

Introduction of the thesis

Chapter 2

State of Technology concerning solid state lasers in laser
machining

~
Examining the track accuracy of different kinematic
concepts
- Feasibility check of the 2D-track processing

~
Laser beam qualities and its application

~
Calculation of 2D-intensity profile (Gaussian beam)

~
Description and control variables

Chapter 3
Operating principle of welding and interaction of laser
beams with matter

Laser beam absorption and optical constants nand k

Influences of Fresnel absorption
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Chapter 4
Laser diode beam assembly

~
Temperature dependence and MQW laser diodes

i
Gradient index optics

i
Characterisation of beam propagation by means of RayTracing

~
Modification of LD concerning beam direction deviation

i
Concepts and definitions of clamping tools for the LDBA

Chapter 5
Concept and development of laser fine welding station
(test rig)

1
Control and handling system for focus positioning
Gur FineWeld

i
Micro handling systems for precision alignment of
LDBA components
Gur FineScan
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Chapter 6 (contribution by the author)
Detennination and evaluation of spot weld diameter and
Rayleigh-length

1
Detennination of handling systems deviation

Chapter 7
Focusing and de-focusing procedure of a laser beam

~
Focus positioning supported by laser distance sensor

Chapter 8 (important background)
Process characterisation of pulsed laser welding

1
Conduction welding versus keyhole welding

Chapter 9
Characterisation of pulsed laser welding parameters

--r
Overlap processing theory for pulsed laser welding

1
Modelling and calculation in conduction welding
with respect to Fresnel absorption
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Chapter 10

Manufacturing of laser diode beam assembly with respect
to laser weldability

LDBA design and alignment procedure

Modification of joint configuration of LD-pigtail

Pigtail Alignment procedure and laser seam welding

2D-alignment of output coupler by means of FineScan

Laser welding of gas-inlet and interface connector
.

Results and discussion

Contribution by the author

Background work

Fig. 1.5 The thesis structure
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Basics and Definitions concerning Laser Beam Welding Systems

In this chapter a laser arrangement with a solid state laser as laser device and beam
delivery with and without light wave guide are described. The characteristics of laser
beams by important beam parameters and the resulting fields of application are described
in the following. Furthermore the components required for laser beam welding are
presented and important terms are defined.
Chapter 2 contains a comprehensive introduction to laser material processing with special
reference to state of the art solid state laser and the system components required for the
manipulation of the process optics and work piece.
Special attention is paid here to laser beam finest processing and the positioning of
filigree components. Relevant, process related deviations such as the thermal focal shift
of a process optic are presented and discussed.
Analysis of different handling systems with reference to positioning and rotational
accuracy led to a feasibility study of two-dimensional laser beam processing. Exact
knowledge of the deviation from the ideal mechanical movement of the different types of
manipulating system had important effects on the clamping concept covered in chapter 4,
where the work pieces to be welded were positioned and fixed. Further, it allowed a
reproducible laser weld seam quality to be attained.
Further, all important laser beam parameters and their influences on the beam dispersion
and intensity distribution are discussed. The knowledge of the inter correlation of these
parameters is decisive for the later laser welding equipment concept (chapter 5) and the
process optimisation and qualification for laser beam welding of smaller, sensitive
components (chapter 6, 9 and 10), using the example of a new Laser Diode Beam
Assembly (LDBA). The structure of this chapter is summarized in Figure 2.i.
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Subchapter 2.1
Solid state lasers (Nd:YAG) in laser fine machining

~

Subchapter 2.2

Solid state lasers (Nd:YAG) - Physical Basics

!

!

!

Construction
and mode of
action

Beam sources
and light waveguideLWG

!

!

Handling systems for
material processing

t

t
Examining
track accuracy
concepts

Analysis of
joint
configuration

Subchapter 2.3
Feasibility check of 2D-track processing

...

...
Examining
Feasibility
criterion

....

Permitted
deviation of
weld shape

.

Conclusion of
Analysing for
fine welding

Subchapter 2.4
Laser beam qualities

~

!
Beam quality,
propagation and
focusing

Description and
control
variables

.....

Laser beam
expansion

Subchapter 2.11 2.212.3/ 2.5 are used in chapter

...

J,.
Chapter 5 - Fine

Chapter 6 - Characterisation
of handling systems deviation

welding station

Fig. 2.i The subchapter block diagram
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A complete system for the processing of components by laser is referred to as a laser
system according to European norm EN ISO 11145 (1994). According to Figure 2.1 - a
laser device consisting of laser and supply facilities is illustrated.

Laser system
Work piece
Laser device
Laser

Laser beam
delivery

r'

Beam shapingl
focusing

+
Supply facilities

Measuring- and
control facilities

r""

Handling
system

I

Fig. 2.1 Schematic diagram of a laser system (EN ISO 11145) [51]

The laser device with beam delivery and beam shaping is referred to as a laser
arrangement and together with handling-, measure and control systems as a laser system.
There can, however, be differences to the EN ISO 11145 standard concerning the
construction of special-purpose machines.
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Solid State Laser in Laser Fine Machining

2.1.1 Physical Basics of Modern Laser Systems

The acronym "laser" stands for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. A
light amplifier which increases the intensity of light, emitted from a medium, by
stimulation. In Figure 2.2 the most important functional units are described
schematicaIly:

2.Resonator

1.Laser medium

Mirror R<l

Mirror R=l

3. Excitation energy

Fig.2.2 Schematic representation of the most important functional units of a Laser

1. The active medium (gas, liquid, solid or semiconductor) must have specific atomphysical qualities (4-1evel standard scheme) so that a laser process can occur.
2. The optical feedback amplifier (Resonator - Mirror I and 2) providing a
stimulated emission

3. A suitable energetic stimulation by pump-sources (lamps, flash lights, highvoltage or laser radiation)

The wall plug efficiency being very low, 1-4 % is typical for Nd:YAG-Iasers, a cooling
system for removing the loss-energy is necessary [52, 136].
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All lasers are classified into the kind of active medium which the laser radiation is
produced in and which sets the wavelength.

•

Solid state lasers: e.g. Ruby, Nd:YAG, fibre lasers, diode lasers or semiconductor

•

Gas lasers: e.g. CO2, HeNe, Excimer

•

Liquid lasers: e.g. Rhodamin 6G

For welding, cutting, drilling, and for surface treatment, mainly COz-Lasers, diode lasers
and Nd:YAG lasers are used. Only these provide enough radiation efficiency under a
technical und economically justifiable expenditure delivering a good beam quality.

2.2

Solid State Lasers

The following chapter describes the physical basis of laser technology. It includes the
mode of action and construction of lasers, the description of the laser beam with its
parameters and its ability to narrowly focus a laser beam.

For transmitting laser light from the laser device to the processing station, mirrors or
flexible light wave cables may be used. By means of a laser light cable it is possible to
bridge the distance between laser and processing point with almost no loss. Integrating
lasers into an existing production plant or connecting lasers to a handling machine
(portals, robots, etc.) becomes as easy as an electrical connection. In order to increase the
economical efficiency of a rather expensive laser device several processing stations can
be connected to one laser. In this way a simultaneous or staggered processing will be
possible.
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Nd:YAG Lasers Construction and Mode of Action

2.2.1

The active medium of an Nd:YAG lasers is neodymium (Nd) which is doped in a YAGcrystal lattice (yttrium-aluminium-gamet). This crystal is often shaped such as a rod.
In order to understand the action of light amplification inside a neodymium-ion it is
required to look at its energy standard scheme. Figure 2.3 shows this 4-state-scheme with
both energy states and the laser-transition.

stimulated niveaus

E,
upper
Laser state

~ Laser transition
~ A=1.06~m

,---,r----Eo

lower Laser
state
ground state

Fig. 2.3 4-1evel standard scheme of the neodymium atom

By means of the pump lamp electron energy of the neodymium-ions are driven into
higher energy levels. From there they reach the upper laser state rapidly (1 ns) without
radiation. During this action the energy-difference is passed on to the host material as
heat. Within the fluorescence lifetime (230 J.Is) the stimulated ion relaxes spontaneously,
emitting the energy-difference as radiation with a wavelength of 1.064 J.Im, first to the
lower laser state and very fast (30 ns) from there without radiation to the ground state.
The laser transition takes places between the upper and the lower laser state.

If a stimulated Nd-ion is hit by the radiation wavelength of 1.064 J.Im it will emit energy
as radiation energy from the laser transition towards the same direction and in the same
phase (coherent radiation). This transition is called stimulated emission.
Laser can be regarded as light transformer absorbing the pump light of the stimulating
source inside the rod thus transforming the stimulated emission into laser light radiation.
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In Figure 2.4 the construction of a Nd:YAG lasers with its most important components is
described schematically.

Resonator mirror

Reflector

Laser rod

Resonator output
mirror

Stimulating flash lamps
alternative - laser diode arrays

Fig.2.4 Schematic representation of a lamp-pump solid-state laser (LPSS-Laser)[52]

Gas discharge lamps serve as stimulating mechanism. If required, one or even two lamps
can be used according to the construction fonm. Stimulation by laser diodes (diode
pumped solid state lasers) is becoming more and more interesting on efficiency grounds.
Two resonator mirrors, one of which being semi-reflecting output mirror, fonm the optical
regenerator (resonator). The light emitted by the rod is reflected several times and is
intensified by stimulation of the remaining upper-state electrons. At a given intensity the
semi-reflecting output mirror lets part of the radiation field inside the resonator pass,
which can be used as laser beam for material processing. The characteristic of this output
mirror plays a vital part in the output power and pulse duration, dependent on the level of
reflective qualities of semi-reflecting surface.
In order to couple the pump light of the stimulating source into the rod as efficiently as
possible to ensure homogeneous illumination, both are surrounded by a reflector.
As the spectrum of the pump source extends from ultraviolet to infrared, whereas only a
small region of the spectrum around 0.8 flm is required to activate the medium, there is
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only an efficiency factor of some percent. The remaining light energy of the pump lamp
spectrum warms the rod. The resulting thermal stress may exceed the mechanical strength
of the rod and cause its destruction. Therefore, it is required that the rod be cooled
efficiently.
The assembly of laser rod, stimulating lamp and reflector is called pump chamber or
cavity. For sourcing the pump chamber a supply unit is required. The following functions
are carried out by the supply unit:

•

Supplying the stimulating energy for the discharge lamp

•

Controlling, monitoring and adjusting the laser operation

•

Ensuring the cooling of the pump chamber and other devices of the laser
(e.g. mirrors, screens, blinds)

•

making suitable interfaces available so that the laser unit can be integrated in the
production plant

The Nd:YAG lasers can generate radiation in either continuous wave (CW) or in a pulsed
operating method according to the construction of the supply unit. The required voltages
are transformed from the public network and rectified. During pulsed operation,
capacitors serve to store energy, thus avoiding the necessity of taking high power pulses
from the supply network. For a laser pulse with a power output of 7 kW and an efficiency
factor of I - 4 %, 160 kW have to be added to the flash lamps. The high voltages are
supplied to the lamps by a fast operating switch.
This switch can be used to modulate the energy within the pulse duration in some
Nd: YAG lasers of some manufacturers. This is referred to as pulse shaping. Before the
stimulating energy is passed to the lamps, they require to have their internal gas content
to be ionised by an internal electrical discharge. This sets the lamp in an electrical lowimpedance state for stimulation.
The central component of the supply unit is the control unit. Here every important
function of the laser device is controlled and monitored. Every internal operating
processes and adjustment of the laser parameters by the operator are processed by this
control unit. Instructions and messages about the operating state of the laser system are
exchangeable via interfaces.
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Short pulses may also be generated by use of a so called quality-switch (Q-switch). This
is a fast optical switch (mechanical, acoustic-optical, electro-optical) placed in the
resonator and interrupting the laser process when closed. As power is still being pumped
into the resonator by stimulating lamps, the opening of the Q-switch at a later time-point
as without this feature causes a far higher output energy pulse as more energy is available
in the rod at this later time-point. This technology can be used for pulsed as well as
continuously emitting lasers.
For currently available Nd:YAG lasers with YAG-rods the highest efficiency achievable
regarding rod-length is restricted. The reason for this is the stress resulting from laseractive medium due to the poor cooling of the material and heating effects from the
stimulating lamps. The highest achievable length of rods ensuring a sufficient quality is
also restricted. Due to this the highest achievable laser beam efficiency is limited to
approx. 500 - 700 W. To produce higher output powers several pump chambers are
connected in series or the laser beams of several systems are joined in parallel to the
component by processing optics.
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Thermally Induced Lens Effect of the Laser Rod

On account of the low efficiency of the Nd:YAG laser the rod becomes highly heated
when being pumped by the stimulation lamps. De-Ionized (DD water is used to cool the
pump chambers by transporting the dissipated heat. As the dissipated heat can only be
transmitted via the outer surface of the rod, a radial temperature gradient is produced
within, resulting in a thennal lens characteristic in the resonator. This thennal energy
depends on the pump power and can affect the generated beam and its geometry as well
as perfonnance characteristics during the start (usually for some seconds). Subsequently,
the depth of weld or weld width can as example be affected during welding. These side
effects increase the focusing quality. For lasers showing distinctive thennal start
behaviour, an online beam diagnostic for a reproducible adjustment of the laser
parameters is an important precondition to maintain the desired processing quality.
Further measures are:

•

Warming up the laser first by means of pre-pulsing it in a beam shutter

•

The laser is provided with a light wave guide constantly keeping the output beam
within its beam dimensions

•

The rod is replaced by a slab-shaped geometry (slab-laser). Opposing thennallens
effects tend to neutralized each other

•

The use of laser diodes for optical pumping, only emitting within a small spectral
range, by which the heating of the rod is reduced considerably
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Development concerning Nd:YAG Lasers

In order to be able to develop further application fields for Nd:YAG lasers, great efforts
are made to improve the beam qualities further.

The most important objectives of development are:

•

Increasing the beam power; currently CW-devices with an efficiency '1 of 4% are
available

•

Minimizing the forming of thermal lens and/or reducing its effects on the ejected
beam

•

Improving the total wall-plug efficiency of the laser by using new stimulation
techniques such as laser diodes

•

Improving the beam parameter product and thus further improving the focusing
ability

Each itemized objective cannot be viewed individually. The objectives described require
each other and can only be processed together. One of the currently most important works
in this field is the stimulation of a laser active medium by laser diode arrays. Laser diodes
are semiconductors emitting at a specific wavelength. If this is well coordinated with the
stimulation wavelength of the Nd-atoms, an Nd:YAG lasers can be pumped with
considerably smaller stimulating losses. The rod does not require to be cooled as much,
there is only a small thermal lens effect and the total efficiency increases. As a result of
moderately falling costs for laser diodes, these are increasingly used as stimulation
sources for commercial lasers. Since the use of laser diodes for stimulating Nd:YAG
lasers will provide economical benefits, on account of its long life and higher pump
efficiency, further developments and an optimization of the stimulation method are to be
expected in case of further faIling prices.
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2.2.4 Laser Beam Sources for Laser Material Processing
The only beam sources currently used for laser beam welding in industrial field are C02lasers and solid state laser systems Nd:YAG lasers, disc lasers, diode lasers and fibre
lasers. Industrial users have been able to use high power fibre lasers with excellent beam
quality of up to 30 kW [26][37]. If the high efficiency of fibre lasers is considered, the
long life of the stimulation sources (single-emitter-diodes - MTBF 100.000 h) and its
distinctively compact size, they may even today be described as potentially alternative
systems for lamp- and diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers and CO2 lasers [37].
Table 2.1 gives a view of the laser systems currently used by the industry:

.

T abIe 21 Compansonof d'ffi
1 erent aser systems [53) [133 -135)

1)

Fibre Laser

Nd:YAG

CO2

Disc

Wall Plug Efficiency

30%

2-4%

10%

15%

Output Powers

upt050 kW

to 6kW

to 20 kW

to 6kW

BPP 1) [mm x mradl
(4/5kWi

< 2.5

25

6

8

Diode Lifetimes In
hours

100000

10000

N.A.

10000

Cooling

AiriWater

De-ionized

Water

Water

Floor Space (4/5kW)

<1m2

6m'

3m'

<4m2

Operating
Cost/hour

$21.31

$38.33

$24.27

$35.43

Maintenance

Not
Required/Less

Often

Required

Often

Beam parameter product

At present cOrlasers have the widest field of application. High available efficiencies,
very good beam quality, high availability and moderate investment costs make these
lasers very impressive. Due to flexible beam guidance via waveguides, adapted pulse
shaping and good focusing ability, Nd:YAG lasers are of great importance to micro-and
fine material processing.
Solid state laser systems with an output power of up to 4 kW have been available for
some time [136].
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Greater attention, however, is paid to the increasing development regarding fibre-coupled
CW-solid state lasers. Lamp- and also diode rod lasers, which do not measure up to the
standard of CO 2-Lasers regarding output power, beam quality and efficiency at all, are
also excelled by the new generation of disc and fibre lasers.
Using ytterbium-doped laser-active substrates and pumping with laser diodes results in an
enormous increase in efficiency. New laser concepts, which optimize the substrate
cooling by making the most of the large volume-related surface of a thin disc or fibre and
thus avoiding thermal effects, lead to an improvement of the beam quality and can be
scaled to very high output efficiencies [54].
The laser active medium of fibre lasers typically consists of (up to) a 50 m double-core
glass fibre whose inner core is doped with ytterbium. The diode laser beam, which is used
for pumping, is coupled into the cladding and led to the outer fibre by total reflection.
The light passes the laser active medium inside the core many times and emits part of its
efficiency, Figure 2.5a. By means of a fibre module an output power of up to 800 W in a
fundamental mode with near diffraction limited beam quality can be produced [116 117].

-~"~

cCl

~.

YLR-400SM

~.

~.

~.

a)

b)

Fig.2.5 a) Schematic representation of a novel fibre laser module [38],
b) Fibre laser YLR-400SM (single mode)

Higher efficiencies can be achieved by coupling a number of TEMoo-fibres using special
splice-technique in which a multi-mode beam with a reduced beam quality is produced.
The efficiency of multi-mode fibre lasers is therefore more than 25 % [37].
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Light Waveguide for Material Processing

2.2.5

As glass is translucent at aNd: YAG laser wavelength of A=1.064

~m

not only glass

optics can be used for beam shaping but also glass fibres can be used for the wave
guiding of laser beams for processing optics. Using these glass fibres has been very
popular in information technology for some time and is a well-known technology. The
special demands of laser material processing on glass fibres are much higher beam
powers which have to be transmitted.
The optical effect referred to as total internal reflection forms the basis of the possibility
to transmit light almost without any losses over long distances. When the light energy
transmitted in one medium graduates into another. a part of the light may be reflected at
the common interface. The rest graduates into another medium. Under special conditions
light can be reflected almost without loss at this common interface. If it is arranged that
the two surfaces are held parallel and the medium between them held as translucent as
possible to the wavelength of the light, it will reflect from surface to surface (interface of
nl and n2) (Figure 2.7) and thus be transmitted inside this almost loss free medium (n2)
over a long distance without any significant reduction in energy.
By arranging the optically thinner medium around a medium with a higher refraction
index it can be achieved that the light beams be zig zag transmitted. In Figure 2.7 such an
arrangement is illustrated schematically.

x

cladding

n

9r12

"

.~ .

........

",

A

~

/

.........

Y

de: core diameter; n,: refraction index cladding
n2: refraction index quarz glass; Smax: max. acceptance angle

Fig. 2.7 Schematic representation oftota! reflection within a light wave guide
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The arrangement described above consists of a material with a higher refraction index n2
inside the core and a cladding with a smaller refraction index nl. Most of the laser
transmitters used for material processing are of quartz glass. There is only a small
difference between the refraction indices of core and cladding. The fibre is provided with
one or more coatings over the cladding to increase mechanical strength.
The refraction index given for quartz glass as inner ring and fluorine doped quartz glass
as outer ring results in a limiting angle of approximately ag ", 80.5°,

(2.1)

nair: refraction angle air
This biggest emission angle

Oman

also called acceptance angle of the fibre, is a matter

constant and is indicated as numerical aperture (NA) by the manufacturer:

(2.2)

The value in the example above is: NA", 0.24

The numerical aperture determines the biggest focusing angle by which the laser beam is
allowed to be lens coupled into the glass fibre. Beams which are coupled at a greater
angle enter into the cladding by refraction and can destroy the fibre if there is sufficient
power.

If a laser beam is intended to be transmitted by a light wave-guide (Figure 2.7),

I.

erJ2 < emax

The focusing angle of the laser beam behind the focus lens

has to be smaller than the acceptance angle of the fibre.

2.

do<dc

The diameter of the laser beam do on the input fibre

interface has always to be smaller than the core diameter of the glass fibre.
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E < Eu.reshold

3.

36

The power density of the focusing laser beam on the fibre

interface has to be smaller than the destruction threshold of the fibre which
is at some GWlcm2•

In the description above the profile of the refraction index radial to the fibre was assumed
to be stepped. According to this step-index profile, such fibre is called step-index-fibre
(SI). Gradient-index fibres (GI) are also used for laser material processing. The
fundamental difference is shown in Figure 2.8.
The SI-fibre shows a constant development of the refraction index above the core
diameter while the refraction index of the GI-fibre decreases from the centre of the fibre.

cross-cut

characteristic
beam propagation

refraction Index n(r) - GI-fibre

-

i&-&f=><09
cladding

side view

core

refraction Index n(r) - Sl-fibre

-

cross·cut

cladding

core

maximum
acceptance anQle

front view

characteristic
beam propagation

side view

front view

Fig.2.8 Schematic representation of a gradient index - GI-fibre (above) and a
Step index - SI-fibre (below) [8]

Thus the beam at the SI-fibre is only reflected on the interfaces passing through the light
wave guide in a zigzag manner. At the GI-fibre the beam is already refracted inside the
fibre core transmitting the wave.
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If a laser beam is transmitted through a glass fibre, it will be influenced by power losses
and changes of the power density distribution and the beam parameter product. Power
losses mainly occur by reflection on fibre end faces at both gas-air crossovers. Currently
these losses are within 3 - 5 % per end face so that the power losses of one glass fibre are
approx. within 6 - 10 %. The length of the glass fibre has only little share in the power
losses because it only shows little attenuation and can be neglected in real applications
(typical light waveguide lengths are 5 - 20 m).
Due to multiple reflections inside the fibre the power density distribution in the beam
cross section is homogenized. In this way peaks are degraded or elliptical beams are
rounded. This form of distribution is determined by the kind of fibre. Whereas it shows a
similar Gaussian beam profile from the GI-fibre, it assumes a column-shaped distribution
from the SI-fibre. The post-connected processing optics reflects this distribution in the
depth of sharpness. Figure 2.9 gives model description of the power-density forms in
input and output transmission of a step index fibre.

a)
Output Laser

Resonator

b)

After fibre
transmission
Output face of
fibre

Fig. 2.9 Laser power density distribution in front of SI-fibre a) (output laser) and behind b) [6]
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The equalizing of the distribution is clearly discernible at the fibre exit. The deviation
from the circular area is only a result of smallest aberrations inside the fibre, its end face
quality and the following optics (lens aberrations).
The described height line profile at the fibre output is called top-hat or flat-top hat profile.
This distribution provides significant advantages for laser fine welding application.

2.2.6

Handling Systems for Laser Material Processing

For 3D- and 2D-applications of laser beam welding it is required to use multiple-axis,
linear and rotary handling devices. The most frequently applied systems and the precision
in track guidance, which each one can achieve, is described in the following chapter.
High demands are placed on handling devices in laser material processing. They must
have both fast processing velocities and at the same time have positioning accuracy
possible. Apart from producing a relative motion between work-piece and processing
optics, the laser beam has to be guided simultaneously in a suitable way to the focusing
optics.
The handling concepts possible according to Table 2.2 are classified by the arrangement
of their axes and the components moved [15].
There is a distinction drawn between the Cartesian systems combined of linear axes and
systems and devices with rotary axes in robot kinematics. The relative motion required
between laser and component is produced either by motion of the beam source, work
piece, processing optics or by hybrid kinematics solutions [55][56]. Moved optics
requires components for beam guidance. Here, a distinction is made between internal and
external beam guidance [57].
On account of the large mass of the laser beam source there are very rare applications for
moved beam sources. This approach will only obtain relevance to the industry with the
distribution of diode lasers and fibre lasers of a much more compact construction.
Solutions with moved work pieces are mainly applied for two-dimensional joint
geometries such as rotary friction welding. Table 2.2 gives an overview of the most
common variations of beam- and work piece guidance, which can be realized by
Cartesian handling and robot systems.
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Table 2.2 Cartesian and robot handlin s stems [8)

Cartesian handling systems

Robot handling systems

moved beam source

moved beam source

moved work piece

moved work piece

moved optics with internal beam control

moved optics with internal beam control

moved optics with external beam control

moved optiCS with external beam control

Hybrid handling systems such as a combination of moved and rotated work pieces can be
used depending on the kind of application. For this a rotational axis is firmly adapted to
the x,y-translation unit. However, if complex 3-dimensional contours are to be processed,
processing optics moved by a robot or moved beam sources are the correct systems. On
account of the wide and flexible range of applications and high positioning velocity, more
and more scanner-systems combined with linear units and robots are used. Focusing is
realized by means of a post-connected F-Theta optics.
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With remote welding or scanner-welding, the laser beam is not brought to the work piece
by processing optics but by scanner optics at a distance. In the scanner-optics I or 2
movable mirrors position the laser beam extremely fast (dependent on the mirror size up
to 10 ms· l ) to each welding position [68). The weld order can be optimized for a number
of applications so that heat input and distortion are very small. Scanner-welding is used
for welding overlap and butt joints.
Selecting a suitable handling concept, with regard to track and positioning accuracy, has
to be carried out according each application and required marginal conditions.

2.2.7 Examining the Track Accuracy of Different Kinematic Concepts
Nowadays 3-axis CNC-handling systems are the most popular handling devices for laser
material processing.
Considering handling techniques, precision and handling are decisive with regard to
focus positioning during laser beam welding. Different characteristic quantities have to
be taken into account. These are comparatively analysed for laser CNC-handling systems,
standard robot systems and scanner systems.
The compatibility of the current position of the robot effector and the position calculated
by the control unit is interpreted as position- and absolute precision. The track accuracy
describes the observed quality of a predetermined track of base points connected to linear
or circular interpolated motions. The repetitive precision is of particular importance for
programming the handling devices by CAD-data. Deviation can achieve an order of
magnitude of some millimetre. However, evaluating a welding track by a direct teach-in
mode at the system, only track- and repetitive accuracies are important.
In order to determine the track accuracy of Cartesian- and robot kinematics, the contour
element circle was examined where tk circular orbit deviations were discovered.
Investigations of a laser portal robot manufactured by the company Trumpf showed
circularity deviation under 120 /lm over a velocity range of 2 - 5 m1min [58). Compared
to this, typical circular orbital deviations are between 0.4 and 1.2 mm within the same
velocity-range. In Table 2.3 the values achieved in track accuracy circular orbit deviation
and repetitive accuracy are given.
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Table 2.3 Cartesian and robot handlin s stems [8]
Portal

Robot

Scanner

Track accuracy:

Track accuracy:

Track accuracy:

<0.10 mm

0.4-1.2 mm

0.02 - 0.05 mm

Repeatability:

Repeatability:

Repeatability:

<0.03 mm

0.02-0.1 mm

0.01 - 0.05 mm

Reducing the circular orbital deviation for robot down to 0.15 mm by additional
controlling techniques inside the robot gearings has been successful [59]. Currently
available systems are only provided with conventional controls and achieve therefore less
accuracy. The reasons for the reduced track accuracy of robots are to be found in
kinematics, mechanics and dynamics [59].
High quality scanner-systems achieve high process velocities while providing good track
accuracy. Through very high positioning velocities between processing sequences the
ancillary phases are reduced considerably.
The combination of galvanometer scanner and image processing is a highly precise and
flexible kinematic concept.
Rotational axes are a lower-cost and, at the same time, precise kinematic system for I-D
processing. The circular orbit deviations range from 20 - 100 J.Im.
Due to the very good path accuracy and reproducibility of Cartesian plane and rotary
handling systems compared to robots, a hybrid solution using both was found for the
LDBA producing laser fine welding station. Scanner systems offered the highest
positioning accuracy, but as process optic for focal positioning very cost intensive.
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2.2.8 Analysis of Joint Configurations and Work Piece Misplacement
The demands on laser beam welding strongly depend on the geometry of the joint that has
to be welded. Therefore, joint geometries relevant for laser beam welding are presented.
Different possibilities are known in welding technique for joining components together to
a welding assembly. These joints and seams are classified by type. The type of joint
describes the constructive arrangement towards each other, while the type of seam
describes the shape of the finished welding seam. The joints and seams most important
for laser beam welding are summarized in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4 Jomt confi19urations

I-weld
Butt joint

Fillet weld

~laSerbeam

~

I
Overlap

I

I

I

~

I

g

Parallel-joint

Corner-joint

-

L

14;
...

I

~

~

I

c-

Multiple joint

I

I!

T-joint
I

I

V

b
~

t
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From the focus positioning of a laser welding process, only the geometry directly near the
joint positions is important. For this reason different joints and seams are summarized
here and the general terms overlap-, butt-, and T-joints are used.
The component deviation - !'J. joint position - at the join patch can have many reasons
(Figure 2.10). There is a difference between dynamic and static deviation [60]. Geometric
alterations of the track during processing, such as thermal expansion during welding, are
interpreted as dynamic deviations. Static deviations are subdivided into global and local
deviations. Global deviations are produced by position deviation of the work piece.
Clamping deviations due to incorrect positioning of the component at the device, or
impurity of the component causes these. Local deviations are subdivided into form and
dimensional tolerances.

Work piece deviation

Dynamic

Position
r~~

,

~

Dimension

~~~~l

Shape

CJ

,'~ ................'J
Fig. 2.10 Work piece deviation [8]

Position- and dimensional deviation cause errors in the positioning of the components
regarding position and orientation. When being joined with a joint-partner, defects of
form at the lining, such as mismatch or joint-gaps may occur [61].
An example of form tolerances in laser material processing is position deviation resulting
from preparing and clamping processes, ranging within some 100 Ilm.
Measured tolerances are extremely important to precision components, which are being
clamped or cut to size prior to the joining procedure. The tolerances are summed up
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within a system assembly leading to an impairment of the desired assembly function
during production such as the adjustment and laser welding of a multi component
assembly.
Materials and components with strong heat expansions cause dynamiC deviation. For
example, the thermal induced component distortion on precision components destructs or
reduces the functionality or even the whole assembly.
In remote or scanner welding, the laser beam is not conducted by process optics close to
the work piece but by scanner optics at a large distance from the work piece. In scanner
optics there are 1 or 2 flexible mirrors, which rapidly steer the laser beam to the new
welding position. The welding seam order can be optimized by teach-in methods, so that
heat input and distortion are minimal. Scanner welding method precisely by using vision
systems for laser beam positioning welds overlap seams and butt joints.
Selecting a suitable handling system, with regard to track- and position accuracy, must be
done according to the current application.

2.3

Feasibility Check of the 2-Dimensional Track Processing

2.3.1 Feasibility Criterion
In order to check the feasibility of an operation of laser beam welding by means of
linearly and rotationally moved axis, the deviation occurring in the track guidance of the
processing optics and position of the joint have to be compared to the tolerances allowed
by the process. It is postulated that the maximum displacement allowed by the joint geometry between laser beam and joint position minus the maximum deviation of the
actual tracks of the used linear- and rotational-axis of the nominal track has to be higher
or equal to the maximum deviation of the actual positions of the joints and its nominal
positions at the work piece [62].
The relation is as follows:

.1. Process - .1. Handling system:::.1. Joint position
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Following permissible deviation of the joint tJ. process, the track behaviour of the tJ.
handling system, as well as the components that have to be joined by the laser regarding
precision and position of the joint components tJ. joint position have to be examined.
Displacements of the joint position can influence the focus situation tJ.z in beam direction
as well as vertically influence the target position tJ.x. The resulting deviations ofthe laser
focus position are described as tJ. process.
The meaning of the term focus situation is the position of laser focus towards beam
direction relative to the component. Another important size is the on-meeting place of the
laser beam on the component. The focus positions as well as the target position of the
laser beam have a great influence on the welding seam quality. Both terms describe the
distribution of the laser beam efficiency on the component (Figure 2.11).

Laser beam

Target position Ax

~~+I

Focus situation ilz

Weld joint

Fig. 2.11 Definition of focus situation and target position

The track velocity Vs describes the motion of the laser focus along the joint edge. It
indicates the velocity of the laser focus towards advance direction. The quotient of the
laser power P and welding velocity Vs is indicated as energy unit length of weld Es.
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Permitted Deviation of Weld Shape

The processing optics cannot always be kept at the defined operating point due to
component tolerances and errors in handling techniques. As a result, deviations in the
position of the laser focus !:J. process occur. The description of these deviations is
summarized and important weld shapes are given as an example in Figure 2.12.
Mistakes in joint configuration can be both a welding gap hs and a component mismatch
at the butt joints hv.

I-seam (overlap joint)
laser beam

Az

AY.

fillet seam (overlap joint)

~

target position

az

focus situation

hG

height of gap

hv

edge offset

10

length of overlap

I-seam (butt joint)

t.z

hv

Fig. 2.12 Definition of the deviation of the seam situation and fonn [8]

The different weld shapes show different process windows with regard to the deviation
from the ideal situation and ideal shape. Orders of magnitude of the permitted deviation
in laser beam welding of steel materials are indicated in Table 2.5. These can only serve
as indication due to a large number of applied beam sources and materials. For
Lightweight materials such as aluminium and magnesium, lower quantities are valid. For
assessing the precision achieved by a track guided handling technique this description is
sufficient.
The permitted field of focus position is independent of the used weld shape and extends
from !:J.z 0.25 to 0.6 mm [63]. The focal distance of the applied optics and depth of focus
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is responsible for the actual value depending on the beam quality. The I-seam places the
lowest demands at the overlap-joint regarding the on-meeting place. The position is
determined by the size of the overlapping field 10 or the possible collision with
component and clamping technique. Here the position is determined by the size of the
overlapping area 10 or possible collisions with component and clamping technique.
When welding the fillet weld at the overlap joint and welding the I-weld at the butt joint
the beam has to be positioned in a way that the focusing laser beam touches both
components at all times. This only guarantees that the melted area covers both
components thus guaranteeing a bond between the components. This results in permitted
deviation of Lix in an order of the beam radius [64].

Table 25 Penrutte
. d toIerances at th eseam weId an d -shape [8]
Deviation
I-weld butt jOint
I-weld
overlap joint

I
Focus situation

y

I

I

I~

Fillet weld
overlap joint

I

I
•

[

Ik

. -".', -I

0.25-0,6 mm

0.25-0.6 mm

0.25-0.6 mm

0.5Do,u

-10

0.5Do,u

0.1-0.25t
or
<0.2 mm
0,1-0.3t

0.05 - 0.1 t
or
< 0.15 mm

0.4 t

ill

Target position
I1x
Joining gap
h.
Edge offset
h.

10: Length of overlap

Do,u: Focus diameter

t: Thickness

A joint gap between the components leads to missing material in the weld if, as assumed
here, it is welded without filler material. This results in an increasing seam relapse with a
growing width of gap, a decrease in the supporting connection area and a fatigue notch
occurs, The seam relapse and the permitted gap size of all weld shapes are in proportion
to the plate thickness t [65 - 66]. Depending on the thickness of the plates there is an
absolute maximum for the size of joint gap, which must not be exceeded,

If this maximum size is exceeded the bonding of the components cannot be guaranteed.
In case of butt joints the laser beam passes through the joint gap without fusing the

components,
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A misalignment of edges between the joint partners is also another possible defect on butt
joints. A misalignment of edges again is responsible for a decrease of the supporting
connection area and the strength of the welding assembly. Another one is the
deterioration of the force flux by the weld [67].
In addition to the demands mentioned on the relative positioning of the laser focus
towards the component, the positions of the component and processing optics, regarding
environment have to be considered. The restrictions are placed by the workroom of the
positioning system or the beam guiding system and the collision other parts of the
component or the clamp and measuring devices. There are no generally valid quantities
as these are highly determined by the current application.

2.3.3

Conclusion of Analysing the Feasibility Criterion for Laser
Fine Welding with Respect to LDBA Production

Assuming a focus diameter of 0.5 mm typical for a standard laser system for laser beam
welding there is a maximum permitted positioning deviation for fillet welds and butt
joints in flat formation of 0.25 mm. The maximum track deviation of an operation carried
out by robots is approx. 0.2 mm if programmed accordingly. Applying equation 2.5, a
minimum component deviation of 0.05 mm is permitted. As described above, this is not
always the case. Summarizing, it can be said that faultless processing cannot be
guaranteed.
The permissible variation for precision components in precision mechanics is below 50
)lm.

Furthermore, a technical zero gap between the components is strived at. Assuming a

Cartesian processing with a maximum track deviation of 0.05 mm and a work piece with
a focus diameter of 0.3 mm, a minimum component deviation of 0.1 mm is permitted.
This interval has to be regarded rather as safety reserve for lateral and focus positioning.
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Laser Beam Qualities

Some parameters result from the construction and operating modes of the lasers
dependent on output power.
Apart from the laser itself further optical components are required for laser material
processing in order to adjust the laser according to its task. The radiation efficiency must
be guided to its processing place. This can be done by mirrors or by using light waveguides. The easiest way is to focus the laser beam towards the work piece using lens
systems (processing optics) or reflecting mirror which are specially shaped.

2.4.1

The Laser Beam, Description and Control Variables

Characterizing a laser beam there are predetermined, system-determined and controllable
parameters. The type and the assembly of the laser determine system sizes. Apart from
these parameters different operating methods can be adjusted by the operator. The
controllable parameters must be adjusted to the various tasks of laser material processing.
The terms and descriptions of the different sizes are defined by European standard EN
ISO 11145 (1994) and EN ISO 11146 [147].

System-determined parameters (laser parameters):
•

wavelength A:
The wavelength of the laser radiation is predetermined by the active medium
neodymium and is A = 1.064 ).lm.

•

Beam waist diameter do:
The beam waist diameter is predetermined by the diameter of the laser rod and the
optical resonator.
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Divergence angle (far-field divergence) 0:
The divergence angle describes the angle by which the diameter of the free
propagating beam is increased in diffusion direction.

•

Distribution of the power density across the beam cross-section I(r)
(W/mm

2

):

The resonator determines the distribution of the power density by the illumination
of the laser rod across the beam cross-section. A distribution rotating
symmetricaUy around the beam axis is required to achieve operating results, which
are independent of the direction.

•

Polarisation (/):
The polarisation describes the distribution of the electrical field vector (vibration
direction) vertical to the direction of propagation.
There is a distinction made between arbitrarily polarized, linear polarization and
circular and elliptic polarization radiation.

Controllable parameters (process-parameters)
•

Pulse peak power Pp:
Pulse peak power is the maximum value of the current radiation efficiency during
one pulse duration. This depends on the power-supplying device.

•

Pulse duration tp:
Pulse duration is the period within the laser emits its radiation. This is a period of
the fuU width of half maximum for a predetermined pulse.

•

Pulse energy Ep:
Pulse energy is the caloric equivalent heat quantity of one single pulse. It is
determined by the integration of the current output power over the pulse duration.
By medium power Pav and pulse repetition rate
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the pulse energy can be
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calculated. For square pulses it is calculated out of peak power Pmax and pulse
duration 'H.
(2.4)

•

Average peak power PAY:
Pulse power is the average value of the current power within the pulse duration.
For square pulses it is calculated out of pulse energy E and pulse duration.

•

Pulse repetition rare!RR:
The number of pulses per second is the pulse repetition rate.

•

Average power Pa,:
The average power can be determined by use of a calorimetric measuring
instrument.

Pa, =E· JP

(2.5)

Duty Cycle 100%
T

Tim e

Pp=2F f.<

Du tyCycle 50%

Ep=E/3

,
t p=T/6

T

Ti me

Pp-4/3P M
Ep=E/2

DutyCycle 75%
I

Ip=3T/8

T

Time

Fig. 2.13 Rectangular power pulses with varied pulse duty cycle Dc
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• Pulse shaping P(t):
Beam efficiency can be changed within one pulse. Pulse shaping is also possible at
short pulse durations «0.5 ms).

Pmax
Pulse shape P(t)

Pay

tp
Fig. 2.14 Single pulse shape P(t)

The special pulse shape of a rectangular pulse offers a sufficiently appropriate alternative
to general pulse shaping for many laser-welding applications where materials of the same
type or different materials are used for welding.

P(t)

-,..--,- - - -

- -r---. - -

- -

- - --

EpUlse

Pay

T
Fig. 2.15 Special pulse shape (rectangular pulse)- pulse modulation
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Nd:YAG-laser sources with flash lights as pump light sources enable pulsed operation
with frequencies between 20 and 500 Hz per cavity. Compared to CW-sources a peak
power can be achieved which is 10 to 100 times higher but at the same time it achieves
only a small thermal load.

2.4.2

Beam Quality, Propagation and Focusing

Each rotationally symmetrical laser beam can be characterised according to three
parameters:

•

Position of the beam waist Zo

•

Diameter of beam waist do

•

Divergence of beam waist 80

Describing the beam quality different characteristic numbers are used: K (Beam
propagation factor), M2 (beam quality factor) and q* (beam parameter product) (Figure
2.16).

r

z

Zo

Fig. 2.16 Definition of laser beam propagation parameters

Quantities K and M2 are standardized for laser beam parameter products and refer to the
physical limit of a laser beam regarding focusing ability.
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The dimensional distribution of laser beams towards beam directions, also called
propagation, is determined by size and place of the smallest beam diameter and
divergence angle. In order to characterise a laser beam it is defined as beam propagation
factor K. The dimensionless value is calculated according to equation (2.6).

(2.6)

A = wavelength in [m]
()o

= divergence angle in [rad]

do = diameter of the beam waist in [m]
The quantities of beam propagation factor K range between 0 and 1. Typical quantities of
the beam propagation factor for lasers above 10 kW are 0.1 to 0.3.

An important fundamental optical constant can be produced out of beam parameters. The
product resulting from beam diameter do and divergence angle () is called beam parameter
product q*.
q* = 1/ 4· do . () =const.

(mm· rnrad)

(2.7)

This size, also known as beam quality, cannot be changed by optics inside the beam path
and is a measure for the focusing abilityl. The smaller the value of the beam parameter
product, the better the focusing ability.
Together with controllable parameters, pulse power and pulse duration the beam
parameter product determines the maximum welding depth and permissible changes in
the distance of the focus position and on-meeting place.
The beam parameter product is not constant throughout the whole power density. The
reason for this is the thermal induced lens effect (thermal lens) inside the rod, which
detunes the resonator. The more the beam quality increases, the more sensitive the
resonator reacts to changes in the thermal lens.
These effects increase by growing beam quality (focusing ability). Figure 2.17 depicts
beam parameter products for different laser systems.

I

Good focusing ability means, apart from a small focus diameter, a high depth of field.
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Both pulse lasers are operated without light wave guide (LWG) and show the changes
depending on the pump power of the beam parameter product due to a thermal induced
lens effect of the laser rod. In connection with an LWG (step-index) these beam
alterations at the place of operation do not occur any longer, the beam parameter product
stays constant over the whole power density.

Beam parameter product
40r---~---r---'---'----~--'---~--~--~~~

LAY304P

20~------r-------r---~--}---~--}---~~

LAY59K+LLK 2

HL10060
: <:w, 1000 W, lLK06
LAY304P
: puis, 300 W, lLK04
LAY50K+LLK02: puis, 50 W, lLK02
KLS321
: puis, 300 W
LAY50K
: puis, 50 W

t----;..-t-:::;;±;;;;;:--r--i

10

~Y5iiK 1~~Ki.S3:\ .....

o

i
.
0 4 8

12

16

20

Pump power in kW

Fig. 2.17 Beam parameter product (BPP) of different lasers vs. pumping power [35]

A laser beam intensity distribution the laser unit output can be referred to as a Gaussian
approximation. This beam is characterized by a transversal distribution of the power
density l( r,Z), which corresponds to a Gaussian bell-curve. Figure 2.18 shows a 2dimensional distribution of intensity of a Gaussian beam.

The radial intensity distribution of a Gaussian beam vertically to its distributing direction
can be described mathematically by the exponential function (2.10).

_2·,2

l(r,z) = lo(z)·e(d(,)I2)'

by the sizes
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(2.8)
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Io(z): max. power density am Ort r = 0
r:
d(z):
z:

beam radius
beam diameter
Position at the optical axis where the beam waist is z = 0 (mm)

Graph 2.18 shows a plot of the intensity distribution of a Gaussian beam with common
methods of defining the beam diameter. For Gaussian calculations the J/e2 is used.

loIl(r,z) (relative Intensity)

........... Half Maximum
l/e' Diameter
......... 99% Contour

O.S

0.6

................ 0.5
0.4

0.2

.......!!~.Q!!!!!!~!~~ .......... .....................---.-..... ----....... ~:ggQ.!!'!!.,....--...--.. l/e'

99% Contour
1.517 rlwo
o ..........
............... .............. .............. .................. .. ............................
. ... '''' 0.01
·2

·1.5

·1

·0.5

0

0.5

1.5

2

r/wo (normalized Radius)
FWHM Full width half maximum

Fig.2.18 Intensity distribution I(r,z = 0) of a Gaussian beam TEMoo [156]

The fundamental waveform TEMoo has a Gaussian .. shaped intensity distribution I(r) or
I(x,y) with beam radius r and beam diameter d = 2w.

..s(x'+,' )
I(x, y) = la exp

d'

(2.9)

The x..y.. level is vertical to the propagation direction

z and r = (x 2 + l) 112 is the radial

coordinate. Power P depends on the maximum intensity inside the beam 10:
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"

p= f fl(x,Y)dxdY=?I2/0.

(2.10)

--~

The maximum power density 10 at optical axis (r = 0) is:

10(Z)=/O(~)2
d(z)
described in the centre of the beam waist at

(W)

.

(2.11)

z = r = O.

For the fundamental waveform the beam parameter product is calculated out of the
diameter do and the divergence angle (J as follows:

_ 4A
d0 - 1(()

(2.12)

For higher transversal waveforms in a laser resonator the beam diameter do as well as the
divergence angle are higher by factor M than at the fundamental waveforms TEMoo. In
this case the beam parameter product is determined:

(2.13)

Size M2 is called diffraction number. It is a measure for the beam quality K of a laser
beam:

1
K =--2.
M

(2.14)

While the diffraction number M2 rises in proportion to the divergence angle (J the beam
quality inverse decreases (J. High beam quality has K = 1, while larger divergence angles
result in K < 1. Figure 2.19 shows schematically the distribution of a Gaussian beam (M2

= 1 and K =1) in comparison to a radiation field without diffraction limited beam quality
(M2> 1 and K < 1), assuming the same position and size of beam waists.
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Normalized beam diameter
(d(z)/d o)
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Fig. 2.19 Comparison of two Gaussian beams with different M and equal beam

waist diameter
The beam diameter d(z) of a Gaussian beam increases with the place on the optical axis z
and depends on the waist diameter do and the Rayleigh-length ZR:

(mm)

do
z
ZR

(2.15)

beam waist diameter (mm)
place on the optical axis (mm)
Rayleigh-length (mm)

The Rayleigh-length

ZR

is the distance on the optical axis after which the beam cross-

section doubles and the power density halves. The depth of field can be defined as double
the Rayleigh-length. At a great distance

(z~oo)

the Gaussian beam results in a linear

magnification of the beam diameter. So, for the divergence angle () (= far field
divergence) there is:

(rad)
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The beam diameter d(z) of a Gauss-distribution is defi ned by the place where the power
density decreases to I (r,z)f1 0(z)=e·2 ::::14 %. Havi ng inserted the beam parameter product
the following eq uation for Rayleigh-length

is a measure for focus depth:

lR

d 2
4 .q•

1 = _0_

x

(mm)

(2 .1 7)

In Fi gure 2.20 Gaussian beam is shown with its di stribution of the power density I(r, z)
menti oned above and its propagation behaviour towards z-di recti on.

I(r,z = 0)

lo(z=z,)= 1012

I(r,z = 2z R)

r = (x' +y'),/2
Laser beam propagation :

--- ---

do

:.:--

---

--- --- --- -

.- . - .- .- .
- -~-
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.-~

z
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d(z=z,)= do2'/2

d(z=O)= do
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+

Fig. 2.20 Sizes of a Gaussian beam, propagat ion behaviour and intensity distributi on in 3 and 2di mensional views
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The 2-and 3-dimensional diagrams are calculated with equations 2.8, 2.9, 2.11 and 2.15
using special vector and matrix functions (MATLab®, surf and mesh) (Appendix 13.6.1).

Even though the output beam of a Nd:YAG-laser is polarized generally, the alteration of
the polarization by using an light waveguide (LWG) should be mentioned.
Research has shown that an SI-light wave guide destroys most of the linear polarization.
Figure 2.21 shows the change in polarization after an LWG.

Pulse energy (J)
90

5
4

3
2

Pulsed-Nd:YAG
lasers

1

1E-1,....,.,H--Hrl-l--t-I°

"P'"""'H'o'(

1

-0- Fibre input

-

0-

Fibre output

2
3

4
5

270

Analyzer angle (')

Fig.2.21 Change of the linear polarization by a SI-light wave conductor [35]

The pulse energy of a linear polarized YAG-laser was measured directionally with an
analyser before and after passing a light wave-guide. An almost completely polarized
laser light was identified at the resonator output. Measurements after the LWG still
showed a 30 % share of linearly polarized laser light, i.e. by an LWG not only the
distribution of the power density is homogenized but also the original direction of
polarization.
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Focusing of Laser Beams

The power density I of the unfocused laser beam at the resonator output is only 0 to 200
WImm 2 and is too small for the material processing of metals such as cutting and
welding. Qnly by focusing the beam with a processing optics the required power density
of 103 to 105 WImm 2 can be achleved.
As optical glass is translucent for the wavelength of Nd:YAG Lasers, highly corrected
lens systems can be applied. These optics guarantee high image-quality and permit
process-observation also during processing.
For these, achromatic optics with several lenses for 3 wavelength ranges are usually used.
The lenses are corrected for chromatic aberration and coated against laser light. A
Gaussian beam, as described in chapter 2.4.1 is imaged by a lens (or lens-system) in a
second Gaussian beam. For this image beam the same mathematical descriptions apply as
for the object beam. As the beam parameter product remains unchanged beyond this
image, every mathematical formula for a focused beam can be applied. In order to
differentiate a focused laser beam from a laser output beam an "F" shifted downwards is
added to the indices of the characteristic beam quantities (Table 2.6).
Table 2.6 Characteristic laser beam auantities
Name
Parallel beam
Beam- or focus diameter do
Angle of divergence
e
Rayleigh-length

ZRp

Focused beam
------1
dOl

eF
ZR

If the laser beam is focused with a lens, focal propagation develops on the focal plane.
The size of the focus diameter

dOF

depends on the system peculiar size of the incident

beam: Divergence angle () and beam diameter do, the distance Zo of the processing optics
of the beam waist of the unfocused beam and the focal lengthfused (Figure 2.22).
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f

f

9

9,
da
~--t---.;.'-'-:='--.--------

Za

Fig. 2.22 Focusing of a Gaussian beam by a thin lens

(mm)

(2.18)

The position of the focus-radius has moved towards the lens by distance Llf.

N = z, - 1 = (za -

122

f)
(Za -

1 ) + ZR

Two different simplifications, depending on the place

Zo

2

(mm)

(2.19)

of the lens, can be developed

from this relation:

I. Near field approximation:
If the processing optics is within the Rayleigh-length (ZO<ZR) of the parallel beam,
the formula is simplified as follows:
(mm)

The focus diameter only depends on the beam divergence

(2.20)

e of the parallel beam

and the applied focus length!

11. Far field approximation:
If the processing optics is positioned outside the Rayleigh-length (ZO>ZR) of the
parallel beam, the equation is:
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(mm)

(2.21)

The focus diameter decreases in proportion to the beam waist diameter of the laser beam
and the lens-distance.
For an objective focal length of f = 100 mm and a beam diameter do = 9 mm the focus
diameter dOF depends on the lens-distance

zo

for different beam divergences B and the

scopes of both approximations shown in figure 2.23.

Focus diameter (mm)
3,0 r-~-~"T""T.~.-~:,,-.--~:~-r-.~."T""T:~:~::-'-I-~~~.~.-'-".

Near-field approximation

Far-field approximation
....
;;....;.~+-;........;...... :::..;..;.

0,5

10

100

1000

10000

Distance lens - beam waist (mm)

Fig. 2.23 Focus diameters of Gaussian beams with different divergence
on the lens distance Zo [69)

edepending

The focused laser radiation, depending on power density, can result in overheating the
molten metal leading to splashes and material ablation, Therefore, it is necessary for the
focus position to vary above a material-specific critical power density, Through beam
guiding and -shaping devices with homogenizing effects, such as beam wave-guide or
transmissive facet-optics a more evenly beam profile, compared to a raw beam, can be
achieved. The distance of the focusing optics of the waist beam of Nd:YAG lasers, which
are used without laser light cable, rarely exceeds the value of 1000 mm. So the focus
diameter can usually be determined by means of near-field approximation,
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Laser Beam Expansion

As a Gaussian beam is imaged again as a Gaussian beam through lenses, the beam
parameter products consequently is a constant:

q.

=1I4·do · 0 =1/4· dOF • OF = const.

(mm x rnrad)

(2.22)

The result of this equation is that by extending the focal angle a smaller focal spot can be
achieved. This angle-extension can be achieved by an increased beam diameter on the
processing optics. Either the distance

zo

between laser and processing optics can be

extended or an expansion telescope can be built into the beam path. An expansion
telescope consists of a dispersing lens and a convex lens (collimator lens). It forms the
input beam into a beam, the beam diameter of which is increased by the expansion factor

/3.
(2.23)
f.: focal length of collimator lens
f _: focal length of dispersing lens
Due to the constant of value q the divergence has to decrease by the same factor /3. If the
expanded laser beam is focused by a following optics, the focus diameter decreases by the
expansion factor. By means of near-field approximation this is:

(mm)

(2.24)

Exchanging the dispersing lens, focusing can easily be adjusted to the processing
geometry given. The focus position therefore moves in relation to the optical focus of the
point of observation. This permits a defined alteration of the focus position (de-focusing).
The power density can specifically be adjusted to the processing task.
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Beam Shaping, Collimation and Focusing after a Light

Wave guide
Having passed the light wave-guide, a divergent beam bundle emerges from the fibre end.
The divergent beam bundle is then collimated with a pIano-convex lens ife) and then
focussed by a second pIano-convex lens (j). In Figure 2.24 the beam path of the beam
bundle leaving a fibre end surface is described.
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I

Fig. 2.24 Schematic representation of a collimated and focused laser beam after a light
waveguide

Both lenses image the fibre face (core diameter de) onto the processing space. As a result
the imaging relation is given by the focal length of both lenses:
(2.25)

fc: focal length of collimation lens
f: focal length of processing optics

The achievable focus diameter is then determined by:
(mm)
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The beam quality q* at the transmitting cable output is constant and remains constant
after being focused on the work piece. The advantages of a high beam quality in laser
material processing are:

•

Larger working distance

•

Smaller seam welds and cutting joints

•

Higher processing velocities

•

Greaternarger distance tolerance between optics and work piece

The depth of field s indicates the size of the field below and above the focus plane after
the power density has decreased to 50 %. Depth of focus is double the Rayleigh-length ZR,

d

2

s=2·z R =2·~
4 . q•

(mm) .

(2.27)

In the following, the effects of beam quality q* on focal diameter do! and the focal depth 2
x ZR are shown (Figure 2.25, 2.26, 2.27).

A greater focal length f increases the focus diameter doe and the depth of focus s at a
constant beam parameter product q* (Figure 2.25):

for q* = const.

2ZR,1

2ZR,2

Fig.2.25 Beam propagation for q* = const. (2zR - double Rayleigh·length)

A better beam quality q* will be achieved:
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•

The same focus diameter dOl at a greater working distance and greater depth of
focus (Figure 2.26)

--

-.~-

____- r - -_ _

--- ---

Fig. 2.26 Beam propagation for q*, < q*2andf = const.

•

Smaller focus diameter dOfat the same working distance and smaller depth of
focus (Figure 2.27)

dot., > d ot.2

-- ------... ---

-- ... -

I, = 12

Fig. 2.27 Beam propagation for q*, > q*2

The better the beam quality, the better the focal qualities of the laser beam. Higher beam
quality q* results in smaller spot diameter and reduced depth of focus. This leads to an
increased intensity at the material to be processed.
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Figure 2.28 shows the industrial processing optics of an Nd:YAG-lasers with fibre beam
delivery and CCD-camera for focus position monitoring. Modem processing optics have
a modular construction being cooled by air/ventilation or water, according to the power
required.

CCD·Cameni

Fig. 2.28 Processing optics with CCD-camera for laser beam welding [35]
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3

Joining by Welding

In this chapter different welding processes are presented, explained and compared.
Further, the effects of different welding processes and their intensity distributions at the
hardening gradient in the joint cross-section and heat impact zones are discussed. In
general Laser beam welding processes can be divided into the two areas, heat
conductance and depth welding (key-hole welding).
An important aspect is the comprehension of the physics of the absorption of electromagnetic waves in material, material surfaces and their interaction with it. Using the
optical constants n (refraction index) and k (extinction coefficient) and the Fresnel
equations, the reflectivity R and thus the absorption A, in dependence of the laser beam
incident angle can be determined. For polarised light, this is effective for the
perpendicular and parallel coordinates.
This should allow the estimation of the effects of a changing incidence angle on the work
piece to be welded. Knowledge of these effects had impact on the construction of the
work piece and the applied clamping technique.
The limitations and differences of conventional joining technologies as compared to laser
beam welding are then evaluated.
The findings and results from chapter 3 are applied in the chapters 5, 6 and 9. The
structure of this chapter is summarized in Figure 3.i.
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Subchapter 3.1
Operating principle of welding

~
Effect of the heat source

1

Subchapter 3.2

Interaction of laser beams with matter

~

~

Principle of
laser beam
welding

SHADOW-

welding

Subchapter 3.3
Absorption of laser radiation

~
The optical constants
n andk

Subchapter 3.4
Restrictions and differences to conventional joining
methodes

Subchapter 3.1/3.2/3.3/3.5 are used in chapter
~
Chapter 5 - Fine
welding station

I
I

I
I

~
Chapter 6 - Characterisation
of handling systems deviation

Contribution by the author
Background work

Fig. 3.i The subchapter block diagram
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Joining by welding achieves the cohesion of materials using heat or force. This is made
possible by welding materials, welding powderlflux or -paste.

,..----------,
\

material 1

v!

I

L.~
,
welding zone

Laser beam
energy

I
I
I
I
material 2
I
I
I
filler metal
for welding

...

FIg. 3.1 Schematic representatIOn of Jommg

The energy required for welding is supplied from outside. Supplying thermal energy
usually enables and/or supports the joining process.
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FIg. 3.2 Methods of heat generatIon at the weldmg posItIOn

Typical forms of heat production are chemical reactions, effects of electrical current,
friction, effects of radiation see Figure 3.2, which, in positive substance joining and
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welding with or without pressure, lead to the processing groups of fusion or pressure
welding.

3.1

Operating Principle of Welding

According to its physical course a difference is made between pressure and fusion
welding. Pressure welding is carried out using force with or without filler materials.
Welding is enabled by limited local heating, even up to fusing.
Fusion welding is joining with a limited local fuse mass without force/strength with or
without filler material.
Figure 3.3 shows the causality-combination between thennal and mechanical energy,
which, according to its productional- and technical realization, pemrit dividing the weld
method into causality-principles for pressure and fusion welding.

I

I

I

...
Fusion weld methods

Energy form:
[Heat

...

I Pressure welding methods I
l

I

I

Pressure or heat and pressure

!
Joining by:

Fused material of components
and filler metal

Fig. 3.3 Schematic representation of weld method groups
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Effect of the Heat Source

3.1.1

During welding, and related thermal methods, the quantity of heat leads to the
development of temperature fields which, depending on the power density (Figure 3.4) of
the method, has an effect on the on-glaze cross-cut, the seam shape and the distribution
of the temperature field.

1. Laser beam welding
2. Electron beam welding
3. Plasma beam welding
4. MIG/MAG-welding
5. ARC-welding

104

1

2

3

4

5

Fig. 3.4 Comparison of the power density at select melting weld methods

The heat source applied achieves a number of material alterations of the welding joints
during welding and component-deviation. Large material alterations only appear at
fusion-melted joints. Every alteration is disadvantageous for the component.
This is caused by the extreme temperature-time-course characterizing the welding
process.
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a) On-glaze cross-section

TIG-welding seam
MIG-welding seam
Plasma welding seam
Laser welding seam

b) Temperature distribution:

arc welding with electrode

Laser beam welding

Fig. 3.5 Melt cross-section and temperature distributions of different welding methods [35]

The thennal source used causes a number of changes in the weld material and mechanical
changes in the work piece. These changes occur mostly in fusion welding methods and
are always detrimental to the work piece.
The reason lies in the characteristic extreme temperature-time constant (Figure 3.6a) for
such welding techniques.

•

High heating velocity (lOO to 1000 Kls)

•

High cooling velocity (values up to 600 Kls)

•

Short austenitizing period (some seconds)

High power densities, as achieved by beam processes, achieve small on-glaze zones and
therefore require very precisely prepared joints and very small weld gaps, often press fit.
The critical heat affected zone (HAZ) increases with reducing power density, and
inevitably welding velocity, and the hardness gradients reduce with the temperature
gradient, corresponding to the cooling velocity (Figure 3.6b).
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Fig. 3.6a Influence on the power densities of different weld processes at the HAZ

1 MIG-welding
2 Electrode welding
3 Laser beam welding

3
2

1

b)

Distance from weld centre x
HV: Hardness Vickers

Fig. 3.6b Influence on the power densities of different weld processes at the
heat-affected-zone (HAZ) [35]

The temperature-time-course in welding is the reason for:

•

Material alterations

•

Dimension alterations of the welded joint (construction) resulting from residual
stresses caused by differences in temperature.
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3.2

Interaction of Laser Beams with Matter

3.2.1 Principle of Laser Beam Welding
Laser beam welding is a fusion welding method and only differs from other fusion
welding methods in the type of energy supply. The energy required for laser beam
welding is penetrated into the material as electromagnetic radiation for the required weld
metal volume, as quickly as possible, with corresponding power, thus reducing the heat
load of the component in many application cases. Figure 3.7 shows chronological phases
of laser beam welding.

Absorption

Heat conduction

isotherm rings

optical depth

Heat conduction welding

Keyhole welding
plasma torch

weld pool

vapor
channel

Fig. 3.7 Different chronological phases of laser beam welding [35]

During the opening phase of the laser beam welding process, four, chronological phases
(absorption - keyhole welding), according to power density, can be observed.
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1. Absorption
The required power density for laser beam welding is achieved by focusing the
laser beam radiation on the work piece by focal optics. In case of metals the
radiation is then absorbed in a thin layer «I ~m) on the metal surface and
converted into heat. The transport of the energy into the material takes place by
heat conduction.

2. Heating
The temperature achievable on the material surface is a function of the power
density and the penetrating duration and is reduced by reflection- and heat
conduction losses. These losses can specifically be reduced by both modifying
(e.g. oxidation) the surface of the material and optimising the geometry of the
work piece.

3. Heat conduction welding
On achieving the melting temperature a melt bath is produced on the surface in
proportion to the penetrating duration, which, in spot welding, solidifies after
pulsing thus determining the welding geometry. This method is called heat
conduction welding as the geometry of the melt in this case is considerably
determined by the heat conduction (Figure 3.8a).

4. Penetration welding
The welding process changes if, within the duration of penetrating, the
evaporating point is achieved and the repulse pressure of the escaping vapours
deforms the melt surface. During material melting a vapour-capillary (keyhole) is
formed. The laser beam can deeper penetrate into the material through this
keyhole. The welding depth is limited by the distribution of the beam and the
interaction of radiation and metallic fume inside the capillary (Figure 3.8b).

The two fundamental fields of laser welding are (Figure 3.8):
•

heat conduction welding - spot- and CW-welding

•

keyhole or penetration welding - spot-and CW -welding
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Nd:YAG lasers: 1500W,1=100Hz
libre 400 lAm, spot: 300 lAm, I = 150mm
vs = 1,,2 m/min, aspect ratio: 0.5

Fibre Laser: Weld seam 1,700 W,
fibre 50 lAm, spot: 100 lAm, I = 300 mm
vs = 9 mimin, aspect ratio: 2.6

Fig. 3.8 Range of laser welding processes, a) conduction welding and b) penetration welding
Heat conduction welding and penetration welding is possible with lasers operated in
continuous mode as well as operated in pulsed mode.
The absorption behaviour of metals when penetrated by laser radiation and the influence
of laser beam parameters on the welding process and the resulting welding geometries are
presented in the following chapters by spot welding serving as an example.
Conduction welding offers less perturbation to the system because laser radiation does not
penetrate into the material being welded. As a result, conduction welds are less
susceptible to gas entrapment during welding. With keyhole welding, intermittent closure
of the keyhole can result in porosity.
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3.2.2 Stepless High Accurate and Discrete One Pulse Welding
(SHADOW)

Laser welding methods, due to joining dynamics, can be subdivided as follows:
Stationary beam:
•

Spot welding: Joining is by single welding spots.

•

Simultaneous welding: This technique is similar to spot welding. The focus of the
joining geometry has been adapted to the joint geometry. It is possible to produce
weld seams using a line focus, for instance, by one single laser pulse without
apparent motion between laser beam and component.

Moving beam:
•

Spot seam welding: A seam is produced by stringing single spots together.

•

CW-welding: A continuous seam is produced by a CW-laser (continuous wavelaser)

A seam weld of several millimetres is produced by one single pulse lasting 'H higher 10
ms through processing velocity Vs bigger 10 mfmin). In order to use SHADOW, a beam
source with the following specifications is required [44]:

•

Wavelength <1100 nm

•

Pulse peak power <3,..5 kW

•

Beam parameter product <20 mm x rnrad

•

Focus diameter <300 flm

•

Pulse duration <50 ms

•

Rayleigh-length >0.5 mm
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For SHADOW-methods flashlight pumped as well as diode-pumped Nd: YAG Lasers are
used. The required chart velocity can be provided by linear axis, rotational axes or
scanners. The joint geometry can be of different forms, as long as accessibility from one
side is guaranteed. This results in a minimum cycle time tz.

(3.1)

Pp= peak power,

PAV= average peak power,

'rH

=Pulse duration

The advantages of SHADOW compared to spot seam welding are:
•

Shorter processing time

•

Less thermal load: In spot seam welding every single pulse causes heating up and
cooling off. In spot welding, with equal seam length, more material is melt open
because 60 % of the single welding spots are overlapping, thus reducing the
distortion of components.

•

Improved input coupling of laser radiation: In industrial production regimes the
surface conditions of the materials can vary on account of oxide layers and
contamination through oil or roughness, influencing the absorption of the laser
radiation in particular in case of low absorbing materials such as copper base
alloys.

In SHADOW only, during the launching-phase laser radiation is coupled in at the
solid phase. The material melts after some 100 liS. Coupling then takes place
reproducibly into the liquid phase of the metal. In spot seam welding, however, each
pulse is coupled into the solid phase of the metal.
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Absorption of Laser Radiation

In case of material processing using laser radiation, the result of the process considerably
depends on the laser beam efficiency coupled into the work piece. The power, absorbed in
thermal joining methods such as cutting, joining and surface processing, leads to heating
and phase transitions inside the work piece which can then be used for material
processing. The ratio of absorbed power

Pabs

to the incidenting laser power h is called

coefficient of absorption A.

(3.2)

The coefficient of absorption considerably depends on the wavelength A. of the laser light
used for processing. But also surrounding conditions (processing gas, surfacing, surface
quality (roughness, geometry), quality of the work piece (thickness), alterations due to
laser radiation (local heating, laser-induced plasma) have an influence on the coefficient
of absorption. In the borderline case of low absorbed power and ideal surfaces, absorption
can be described by wavelength dependent optical constant index n and attenuation index
K. As measuring the coefficient of absorption is very difficult, it is most of all determined
indirectly via measuring the transmitted (Ptrans ) and reflected (Prejl) radiation and
balancing the energy,

(3.3)

Transmission coefficient T and Reflection coefficient R are defined as follows:

and

(3.4)

The simple relation between absorption-, transmission-, and reflection-factor results from
equations (3.3) and (3.4):
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A+R+T=l

(3.5)

Making use of equation 3.5 the coefficient of absorption can be determined by measuring
reflection factor and transmission factor.
If work pieces are thick enough, every material becomes opaque/non-transparent to
electromagnetic radiation. For metals this thickness, the optical penetration depth 0, for
the wavelength used in laser material processing;'

= 1.06

flm und ;.

= 10.6 flm,

only

fractions of flm. In this case the equation (3.6) is simplified:

A=l-R

(3.6)

The reflection factor of metals has the same information as the coefficient of absorption.

Absorption can be divided into two major fields:

•

Volume absorption 02: t

•

Surface absorption 0 « t

(I : thickness of work piece)

As for material processing usually a surface absorption can be assumed.

Should as example a volume of a certain material to be melted at a speed Vs by the
thermal conduction method, the power to be required is given by equation 3.7.

(3.7)

w is the seam width and d the weld depth. The first bracket term represents the time-unit
related volume, the second term the material and process energy requirement with the
melt enthalpy hM •
This allows a general relationship between laser power, material characteristics and
attainable process data to be found.

PL

oc

[wdv s . f(material, process) +P v
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where absorptance as material and wavelength dependant proportionality factor. If w x d
approximately represents the seam cross section F, the proportionality from equation 3.8.
gives

(3.9)
The heat input per unit described by equation (3.10) is suitable as characterizing quantity.

(3.1 0)

This linear dependency of the seam cross-section on the energy input per unit length can
also be found experimentally in other parametric areas to very high powers and/or low
speeds.
Methods using a high power density produce a very small heat affected zone and lead to a
very little distortion of component.
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Electro-Optical Properties of Matter

Interaction of light and matter happens through charged particles such as electrons. Only
light electrons, arising from the frequency

0)

and/or wavelength Aof laser beam radiation,

are able to follow the electromagnetic fields of the laser beam. The electrons are
interacting with themselves, with positively charged atoms in the crystal lattice and with
microscopic missing places left in a crystal lattice construction. The energy transmission
taking place in this interaction is absorption energy, which can macroscopically be
measured by an increase in temperature.
In case of gas and some solid or liquid dielectrics the electrons are attached to lattice

atoms. The incidenting light stimulates the electrons to vibrate towards lattice atoms. The
energy absorbed through vibration is emitted by the radiation of the atom or converted
into kinetic or vibration energy by an impact. This usually leads to an increased
temperature of the work piece.
The optical properties are determined by two quantities in this thesis:

Vibrations of electrons versus lattice atoms can be described by vibration frequency

0).

The atom-shocks and interacts among themselves, described by shock frequency Ve.
In case of metals the electrons, interacting with laser radiation, are no longer attached to
individual atoms. The electrons form a gas of charged particles (plasma), which keeps
together the crystal lattice built up by positively charged lattice atoms. The whole electron
gas can oscillate versus the crystal lattice. The typical frequency is called plasma
frequency wp. The plasma frequency depends on the density of the electron gas,

(3.11)
(e: elementary charge; eo: dielectric constant in vacuum; me: electron mass)

Influenced by laser radiation, this vibration is stimulated and the energy of this vibration
is converted into heat by shocks from self-oscillating crystal lattices (electron-phononcoupling) or by lattice imperfections. These shocks are also described by typical shock
frequency VC.
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Not only the optical characteristics of metals are dominated by the electronic system, but
also the electric conductivity
such as

(J)p

and

VC'

(J

and the heat conductivity Ah are described by quantities

This is also expressed by the close connection between reflection

coefficient factor and the property of conducting electricity (Hagen-Rubens-relation).

R = 1-

2~2~ti1
(3.12)

3.3.2 The Optical Constants
In order to combine the absorption with the optical constant, the simplest case of the vertical
incidence has to be observed. In this case absorption is independent of polarization as there is
no direction of propagation indicating vertically in any direction, and the reflection factor R
can simply be expressed by n and k.

(l-n)' +k'
R =-'----"-;;---::-:;(l+n)' +k'

(3.13)

R = reflectivity, n = refraction index, k = imaginary part of refraction index

This relation results from the limit conditions for electromagnetic fields between air n;:::I, k;:::O
and the work piece. The material constants n and k are frequency dependent and so are
reflection and! or absorption. So the model idea, described above, comes to:

k

= (112. (-e+ (e' + /' )"'))"

(3.14)

(3.15)

and
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(3.16)

e is the frequency independent, static, relative dielectric constant of the work piece.
The coefficient of absorption has been found for various metals as function of the wavelength
in figure 3.9. In addition, the wavelength of laser radiation, of laser types relevant for material
processing, has been marked. It shows that there is less absorption for C02-laser radiation.
One of the possibilities to increase the absorption of metals is to illuminate the work nonvertically using the dependence of the absorption coefficient from the direction of
polarization [69].
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Fig. 3.9 Dependence of absorption (A) from the wavelength for different materials [69]

The polarization, indicating the plane on which the vector of the electrical field oscillates
vertically to the direction of propagation, belongs to the complete characterization of the laser
light. Inclining the laser beam perpendicularly to the work piece surface it results in a special
plane, a plane of incidence, which is set by the direction of propagation of the laser beam and
the vector perpendicular to the surface.
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If the electrical field of the light oscillates parallel to the incident plane, the beam is called
parallel polarized. If it oscillates vertically, it is called polarized vertically. Non-polarized
light consists of statistically distributed amounts of vertically and parallel polarized light [69].
If (jl is the angle between direction of propagation of the laser beam and the surface vector

angle of incidence, FresneI's Form comes to the following connection:

a 2 + b 2 - 2a· cos9'+ cos 2 9'
2
2
a +b +2a·cos9'+cos 2 9'
2

2

2

(3.17)

2

R =R a +b -2a·sin9'tan9'+sin 9'tan 9'
2
2
2
2
P
S a +b +2a.sin9'tan9'+sin 9'tan fjJ

(3.18)

(Index s for polarized vertically and p for parallel polarized)

(3.19)

For non-polarized light the average quantity has to be taken and applied to 3.14 und 3.15

R

(3.20)
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3.4

Restrictions and Differences to Conventional Joining Methods

In precision mechanics, in particular electronic and optical precision mechanics, joining
techniques are required on account of increasing miniaturization and compact
constructions, which have a high potential of being automated with an exact control of the
penetrated process energy.
The advantages of laser systems in material processing are contactless material
processing and small heat-affected zones compared to conventional welding processes,
except for electron beam welding. Compared to electron beam welding laser beam
welding offers the advantage of welding within the surrounding atmosphere. Pulsed solidstate lasers with an average output power of up to 400 W are mainly used for spot- and
seam welding. It is mainly used for electrical bonding and the mechanical joining of
filigree components. The user can specifically influence the process by a number of
adjustable processing parameters.
The currently usual joining techniques in precision mechanics, competing with welding
by solid-state lasers, are resistance- and arc-welding, welding with micro plasma and
soldering. This method, however, has one major disadvantage. The thermal load on small
and sensitive components is rather high and it cannot or only to some extend be used for
areas which are difficult to access. In resistance welding components are mechanically
loaded to such a degree by the pressure of the electrodes that using this welding process is
restricted. Requiring electrical bonding for weld current circuit additionally restricts using
this method for joint geometries. Table 3.1 shows a comparison of laser welding to other
welding processes.
The irritating facts about brazing are the thermal load on components and the
environmental damage by soldering flux. Detailed descriptions of conventional welding
and brazing techniques can be gathered from literature [70]. Being a non-material contact
joining method, adhesive bonding of small and sensitive components offers a number of
advantages to material contact methods. The components to be joined are not exposed to
any thermal or mechanical load. Great disadvantages, however, are insufficient aging
stability, instability towards aggressive materials (e.g. acids, lye) and gas.
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Ta ble 31 Compansonofl aser we Id·!Ogtoother weldi ng processes [14]
Parameter
LB
EB
GMA
GTA
Joining efficiency
High aspect ratio
Small heat affected zone
High processing speed
Bead profile
Weld at atmospheric
pressure
Weld reflective metals
Combine with filler
Automate process
Capital cost
Operating cost
Reliability
Fixturing

RW

0

0

-

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

-

+

-

0

0

0

+

+

+

-

+
-

+

+
+

+

0

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

-

-

-

0

0

+
+
+
+

+
+

-

+

0

+

-

-

-

-

-

+
0

-

+, advantageous; -, disadvantageous; 0, neutral; LB, laser beam; EB, electron beam; GTA, gas

tungsten arc; GMA, gas metal arc; RW, resistance welding

In electronics and fine mechanics the components require increasingly high strength
joining technologies to replace the conventional cluing or soldering processes. Laser
welding can be an alternative because of its flexibility and the ability to provide short
cycle times.
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Laser Diode Beam Assembly Construction and Clamping
Technique

Chapter 4 gives a short introduction into the construction and function of commercial
laser diode beam assemblys.
The disadvantages of modern systems are discussed and a possible solution for a novel
Laser Diode Beam Assemblys (LDBA) is developed.
Solid-state laser diodes with multi-quantum well structure are used as the active beam
source of a LDBA. Here, the principle mode of operation of the laser diode is explained
and the temperature dependency of the output power as function of the excitation current
discussed
Gradient Index Optics (GRIN-optics) are very compact and efficient components used for
focusing or collimation in optical fibre techniques. Through a radial, in near
approximation parabolic refractive index characteristic, the laser beam is continuously
deflected and thus collimated. The characterisation of the laser beam collimation ability
of a laser diode with a beam direction deviation within a GRIN lens, was carried out
using a Ray-tracing simulation.
This led to the awareness, that the beam direction deviation of the laser diode could only
be corrected by a modification of the laser diode body.
For the precise and reproducible positioning of sensitive components, a special softworking clamp technique was used. Industrial clamping tools were modified to the
different clamping requirements. It was also necessary for new type clamping for laser
diode and GRIN-lens to be developed. The structure of this chapter is summarized in
Figure 4.i.
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Commercial Laser Beam Assembly Systems

These systems collimate and focus the divergent laser radiation of the laser diode by
means of special optics and optical fibres (Figure 4.1).
Owing to beam direction deviations of the laser diode and the mechanical construction of
common beam assembly systems, the optical quality of focusing and collimating is
restricted and are thus not suitable to assignments which require high quality radiation. In
addition, these systems are limited by size and chemical resistance to aggressive fumes,
gas and humidity. Various applications such as spectroscopy, medical technology or laser
measuring technology require beam sources of smaller dimensions, be resistant to
aggressive media and have better beam qualities.

2

o
Collimation tube
1) Retaining ring 2) LD 3) Collimation optics

Fig. 4.1 Laser diode pigtail with collimation tube [76]

In order to achieve smaller dimensions while improving the beam quality, it is required to
access the laser light emitting chip. In addition, the optics for focusing and collimating the
laser beam/radiation must be adjusted within the /lm-range towards x,y and z-direction to
the laser chip. Positioning (adjustment) should not alter considerably on account of
thermal fluctuation or ageing processes. Furthermore, the individual components have to
be designed in a way that their future function will not be impaired by the laser process.
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Semiconductor Laser

Shortly after the first laser had been realized in 1961 there was a report on semiconductor
lasers. At first only pulsed operation at low temperatures was achieved. CW-operated
lasers also working at ambient temperatures were developed later on. Semiconductor
lasers are of great economic interest, a large number having already been used in
consumer goods such as digital music recorders and CD-ROMs as mass storage for PCs
and laser printers. Compared to other lasers, the most important qualities are:
•

Small dimensions ranging within micro- and millimetres

•

Immediate stimulation by small electrical currents and voltages

•

High efficiency over 50 %

•

Immediate modulation opportunities via stimulating current with frequencies over
10 GHz.

•

They can be integrated into electronic components and wiring, wave guides and
further elements.

•

Production by semiconductor technology enabling low cost mass production

•

Small beam diameters which can be coupled immediately into the glass fibre for
optical telecommunication

On account of the small resonator, radiation becomes highly divergent through diffraction
resulting in beam direction deviation which is rather disadvantageous. Almost parallel ray
beams are produced by suitable lenses or collimation optics.

4.2.1

Fundamental Basics of Laser Diodes

According to Figure 4.2a the output power increases in proportion to the increasing
current. The radiation efficiency is relatively low in this area of spontaneous emission. If
the optical gain exceeds the losses in proportion to increasing current and increasing
power laser operation will start if a fixed current threshold I,h is reached. Radiation
efficiency with power will increase heavily in the area of the stimulated emission. The
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external quantum efficiency 1/ defined in equation 4.1 is differentially formulated for the
steeply ascending laser characteristic line,

e d<t>,
1l=-.-.
Eph

(4.1)

dI F

Where are
<Pe: Intensity [w]; h: forward current [A]; Eph : energy of photon [J]; e: electromagnetic
charge [As].

A differential quantum efficiency of T]ext = 32 % per mirror end surface results from the
characteristic line for 25°C.

a)

b) Intensity <4>JmW
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Fig. 4.2 Characteristic diagrams of a semiconductor laser: a) Principle, b) Measured curves for
GaAlAsl GaAs-Lasers by the author

The single laser diode has high losses thus requiring a current density of j'h"'105 Alcm2 for
laser operation. Such lasers can only be pulse operated.
Sophisticated structures enable reduction of the current threshold density down to j,h<500

Alcm2 thus enabling a continuous operation at ambient temperature.
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Temperature Dependence during Operation

Figure 4.2b shows that current threshold I'h increases if the temperature rises and the
characteristic line slopes down gently, i.e. if the differential external quantum efficiency
decreases. The current threshold shows to be exponentially depending on the temperature.
This connection was empirically determined.

(4.2)
The following quantities were found for the typical temperature To:
•
•

GaAIAs-Laser:
InGaAsP-Laser:

120Kt0230K
60Kt080K

The mode spectrum of a laser diode progresses to a longer wavelength if the temperature
rises. The enveloping characteristic line is displaced similar to the band-gap with GaAs,

dA.

-

dT

'" O,24nml K .

(4.3)

The peaks of the individual longitudinal modes are displaced if temperature, refraction
index and crystal length increase.

dA.
A. dn
-=A.a+-·n dT

dT

(4.4)

a is the linear expansion coefficient of the crystal resulting in the following Figures:

dA.

-

dT

'" O,12nml K

with GaAs and ",0.08 nmIK with InGaAsP.

Only 10 % of the total effects are contributed by the length change of the crystal.
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4.2.3 MQW Laser Diode Packages and its Beam Deviation

The HL63 14MG/24MG are 0.63 f1m band AlGalnP laser diodes with a multi-quantum
well (MQW) structure. They are suitable as light sources for laser pointers and optical
equipment for amusement. The laser chip is on a cooling body being protected and
shielded by a protective gas atmosphere. The cooling body forms a unit together with the
basic body. Surplus heat energy is expelled outwards.
The pins guarantee the current supply of the laser diode as well as data acquisition of the
monitor diode for controlling the output power of the laser diode. The emitting laser
radiation gets outside through a window (t = 250 f1m) (Figure 4.3).

1.27mm

Window
thickness 250

___-

Housing

~-

Laser chip

Mounting surtace
Pins

03.55 mm

2.3 mm

1.2 mm

6.5 mm

Fig. 4.3 Laser diode package (side view)

Features [158]:
•

Visible light output: 635 nm

•

Single longitudinal mode

•

Optical output power: 3 mW (CW)

•

Low operating current: 30 mA
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On account of a rotationally symmetric construction the laser diode packages can be
easily handled, can be clamped into devices and can be positioned without difficulty. Two
symmetric notches and a groove (1.0 x 0.4 mm) on either side mark the beam propagation
direction of fast and slow axis. Due to their construction semiconductor-laser diodes are
very sensitive to electrostatic charges. Minimal static discharges can cause destruction or
impair the function.

05.6mm

1214.1 mm

"+-I-I~- Window (250 ~m)

Housing
Emitted
beam profile

0.4 mm

1.0mm

Fig. 4.4 Laser diode package (top view)

There are two internal circuits mode, style A and Style B, where PD is the photo diode
and LD is the laser diode (Figure 4.5).
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Style A:

Style B:

1

3

3

PD

PD

PD

LD

2

2

Fig. 4.5 Internal circuits of laser diode packages [158]

Due to the inner construction and refraction-determined radiation characteristics of the
laser diode there are deviation from the ideal beam propagation (9

= q> = 0°)

(Figure

4.6A».The lateral, non-centric alignment and orientation of the laser chip inside the diode
(0 5.6 mm laser diode package, steel with gold plating) can be another cause of beam

deviation with regard to the base area. That means the laser diode does not radiate at the
surface vector toward the base surface of the laser diode.

Front view:

A)
Laser crystal
a)
a=~=900

Side view:
8)

Fig.4.6 Schematic beam propagation of a laser crystal inside a laser diode [158]
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Angle deviation () and rp for a common spatial beam propagation are ranging from -OS
to 5°. By pre-selection the laser diodes with the least beam direction deviation are
selected particularly.
A further possibility of beam direction compensation is the tilting of the laser diode in
direction and degree against the deviation of the beam. A big disadvantage that results
from this is the negative effect on required parallelism of the laser diode base to GRINlens.
laser radiation

H
,,

,,

a)

3)

2)

1)

b)

0=13=90'

4) corrected laser diode
Laser diode body

Fig.4.7 Schematic beam direction deviation

By adjusting the incorrect beam direction (Figure 4.7-2b) to the surface vector of the
basic body of the laser diode, the beam direction deviation can be further reduced or
minimised. By processing the base surface special mechanical, the surface vector verges
into the incorrect beam. Processing (removing the LD-housing) by use of a can opener
(see Appendix 13.11) and a cutting tool can be produced as a precise and sensitive
processing method (Figure 4.7-4).
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Gradient Index Optics for LDBA

For the beam collimation of the laser diode pigtail, a GRIN-lens system is favoured. Two
significant advantages of GRIN-lens technology are the very good optical qualities and
the small physical size. This allows the laser diode pigtail to be constructed in a highly
compact and efficient manner.
The way a GRadient INdex (GRIN)-Iens works may be explained best by considering a
conventional lens: An incoming light ray is first refracted when it enters the shaped lens
surface because of the abrupt change of the refractive index from air to the homogeneous
material. It passes the lens material in a direct way until it emerges through the exit
surface of the lens where it is refracted again because of the abrupt index change from the
lens material to air (Figure 4.8 right). A well-defined surface shape of the lens causes the
rays to be focussed on a spot and to create the image. The high precision required for the
fabrication of the surfaces of conventional lenses aggravates the miniaturization of the
lenses and raises the production costs [77].
GRIN-lenses represent an interesting alternative since the lens performance depends on a
continuous change of the refractive index within the lens material. Instead of complicated
shaped surfaces, plane optical surfaces are used. The light rays are continuously bent
within the lens until eventually they are focussed on a spot. Miniaturized lenses are
fabricated down to 0.2 mm in thickness or diameter. The simple geometry allows a very
cost-effective production and simplifies the assembly of such products. Varying the lens
length implies an enormous flexibility at hand to meet the lens parameters as, e.g., the
focal length and working distance to your special requirements without high research and
development efforts and costs. For example, appropriately choosing the lens length
causes the image plane to lie directly on the surface plane of the lens so that sources such
as optical fibres can be glued directly onto the lens surface [83].
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GRIN-lens

JOI

Conventional spherical lens

Fig. 4.8 Schematic representation of beam propagation through a GRIN-lens (left) and a
spherical lens (right) [77]

GRIN-lenses are produced by silver and lithium ion exchange in special glasses. In
contrast to the thallium technology, which is conventionally used for the fabrication of
GRIN-lenses, this unique key technology, where the special shape of the refractive index
profiles is to be realized precisely, is non-toxic and bears no health and environmental
risks for producer and user of such products. Refractive index changes up to 0.145, which
are similar to those attained via thallium ion exchange, achieved via silver ion exchange.
Embedding silver ions into glass or, alternatively, removing them from it, allows focusing
and diverging lenses to be produced with numerical apertures up to 0.6 and acceptance
angles up to 70 0 for the visible and infrared spectral range. Both processes are performed
in rods and slabs resulting in rod lenses and cylindrical lenses with plane optical surfaces.
This large scope of focusing and diverging lenses in rod and cylindrical geometry provide
the user compact GRIN-lens systems and subassemblies as, e.g., micro-optical telescopes,
complete endoscopic imaging systems, anamorphic beam shaping optics for diode lasers,
and micro-optical scanners, in addition to single high-performance lenses. With such
competence in optical design it is possible for the manufacturer to fit the system to user
requirements [82].
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Technical Details of the Optical Design with GRIN·Lenses

A radial refractive index profile of nearly parabolic shape realizes a continuous cosine ray
trace within a GRIN focusing lens, the period or pitch length P of which does not depend
on the entrance height and the entrance angle of the light ray (Figure 4.9).

Fig. 4.9 2.Ray traces within a GRIN focusing lens of different pitch length [77]

Various imaging designs can be realized using the same index profile by choosing
different lens lengths:
A quarter-pitch lens images a point source on the entrance surface of the lens into infinity
or collimates it, respectively. This configuration is usually applied to the collimation of
single-mode and multi-mode optical fibres and laser diodes. For high-power laser diodes,
GRIN cylindrical1enses are used for the fast-axis collimation. Together with other GRIN
components they are easily integrated to compact micro-optical systems.
A half-pitch lens images an object on the entrance surface inverted on the exit surface of
the lens (magnification M = -I).
A 1- (2, 3, or more, respectively)-pitch lens images an object on the entrance surface of
the lens identically on the exit surface (magnification M = +I). Those lenses are used in
endoscopes as relay lenses, which transmit the image from the front part of the endoscope
to the eye-piece [77].
A 0.23-pitch-lens images a point source within a defined working distance s into
infinity and/or collimates it (Figure 4.10).
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z,

d

Fig. 4.10 Beam collimation with a GRIN-lens [77]

The geometrical gradient constant g characterizes the steepness of the index gradient and
with the lens length z/ it determines the focal length f and the working distance s of the
lens:
(4.6)

Various magnifications M and working distances s can be realized by choosing an
appropriate lens length z/. The refractive index profile has to fit an ideal shape most
accurately to ensure an optimum imaging qUality. For focusing lenses, the ideal shape is
described by:
n(r) = nosech(gr) ,

(4.7)

where no is refraction index at the centre of the profile, r is the radius and g is the gradient
constant of GRIN-lens.

2

Definition sech(x): sech(x) = I/cosh(x)
Definition range: -

00

< x < +00

XE

R
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sech(x)

\
•

.,
.,

Function sech(x):

being a function which deviates slightly from a parabola, with its maximum refraction
index no at the centre of the profile. The pitch length P results from the gradient constant

g,

P = 21&.
g
By adapting the geometrical length of lens

ZI,

(4.8)

deviating imaging tasks can be solved.

Typical focal lengths and working distances standard lenses are listed in the product
specifications. Figure 4.11 shows the procedure of optically designing an imaging
GRIN system using these parameters.
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Fig. 4.11 Image formation by a GRIN focusing lens [77]
The distance between principal planes PI and P2 indicates that GRIN-lenses have to be
treated as "thick" lenses. However, that fact does not influence the outstanding image
quality and isoplanatic property of GRIN-lenses. The maximum acceptance angle of a
GRIN collimation lens or the maximum viewing angle of a GRIN objecti ve lens,
respectively, is determined by numerical aperture NA. As in fibre optics, it is derived
from the maximum index change of the GRIN profile,

sin(t9) = NA =

~(no2 - n/) = no~l-sech2 (gd 12)

n« is the refractive index at the margin of the profile, and d is the diameter or the
thickness, respectively, of the lens.
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Characterisation of Beam Propagation by Means of Ray-Tracing

The imaging quality of a GRIN -lens considerably depends on the fluctuation of the
gradient constants as well as the tolerance of the lens length

Zl,

diameter d and working

distance s. Axle inclination and the lateral displacement of the light source, which is
assumed to be a point, are not taken into consideration. Figure 4.12 schematically shows
the collimation of an assumed point source at distance s.

Z, +I!.z

d

collimated laser
beam

Fig.4.12 Collimating by means of a GRIN-lens

Typical values of tolerance of a GRIN-lens (stick lens):
~

length of lens Zj:± 3 % (tolerance range due to the manufacturing process)
~ diameter d:
± 0.02 mm
~ distance s:
± 0.01 mm
~ focal length f: ± 0.02 mm

The deviation of ideal collimation from to real collimation, in consideration of the
tolerance range of the lens length, diameter and working distance, can be optimized by
precisely positioning the light sources within working distance S as well as towards the xand y-direction.
Today efficient RAY-trace programmes are applied for simulating and optimizing beam
propagation through optical systems [78-82].
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Table 4.1 Technical data regarding GRIN-lenses for LDBA construction [83]
Types of GRINlenses

Focal
Length

Pitch

Numerical
Aperture

Working distance

Diameter

I1U>22Zl~

Q,2.6_1TI!rl

~)~

!L~ll

0.12 mm

11
=

B) 399724

1.85 mm

0.23

0.48

0.23 mm

1.8

C) 399732

0.97 mm

0.23

0.50

0.15 mm

1.5

As an example the beam track for three different GRIN-lenses is simulated by means of a
Ray-tracing programme (WIN-Lens). A spot light source, which is exactly within
working distance s, is imaged into infinity and collimated. The GRIN-lens is assumed
without tolerance of its theoretical dimensions.

A) When the point source, a Laser diode was placed at an object distance of 0.1088
mm at the object plane, the GRIN-lens (399712) images into infinity or collimates
as shown below (Fig. 4.13).

diode laser beam input side

Output side collimated laser beam

y

~x

Laser point
source
Fig. 4.13 Ray tracing showing collimation of Ideal setup of Laser Diode - GRIN-lens (3997 I 2)
optical system

B) When the point source, a Laser diode was placed at an object distance of 0.1689
mm at the object plane, the GRIN-lens (399724) images into infinity or collimates
as shown below (Fig. 4.14).
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Figure 4.14 Ray tracing showing collimation of Ideal setup of Laser
Diode - GRIN-lens (399724) optical system

When the point source, a Laser diode was placed at an object distance of 0.0857 mm at
the object plane, the GRIN-lens (399732) images into infinity or collimates (Fig. 4.15).

Fignre 4.15 Ray tracing showing collimation of Ideal setup of Laser
Diode - GRIN-lens (399732) optical system

Assuming an ideal GRIN-lens, it can be taken that light from a divergent propagated
point source can be collimated to a perfect parallel beam. Different apertures, focal and
working distances result in different beam diameters at the GRIN-lens output.
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Tilting of a Laser Point Source

Differences in the quality of collimation at assembly of LDBA are caused by lateral
positions tolerances of the laser diode related to the input surface of the GRIN-lens. The
lateral position differences can be corrected by an x-y adjustment (xyz-micro-axes
system) of the laser diode.
This has no significant influence on the collimation. Is, however a tilt of point source in
relation to the GRIN-lens input surface, that is discussed in chapter 4.5.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the difference in collimation quality of a tilted and non-tilted point
source in front of the input plane

~RIN.

The planes Ern and ~R1N are not parallel.

Fig. 4.16 Difference in collimation quality between tilted and non-tilted point source

On an example of the GRIN-lens type A (Table 4.1) with following technical data:

•
•
•
•
•

Focal length f = 0.96 mm
Pitch = 0.23
NA=0.51
Diameter = 1 mm
Working distance = 0.12

The results of a tilt are simulated in Figure 4.17. A value for the tilt is the linear shift
of point source .1s from the mid-axis.
Due to the small diameter, the large aperture and the small working distance, the
GRIN-lens type A allows a compact assembly of a laser diode pigtail for the LDBA.
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Rotation 0,5·

Rotation 1,0·

Rotation 1,5·

Rotation 2,0·

Rotation 2,5·

Fig. 4.17 Different Ray-Tracing representation due to inclination of GRIN-lens Type A
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Modification of a LD with Respect to Pulsed Laser Fine Welding

Hi-end-application place high demands on beam quality and focusing-ability of laser
radiation thus making it necessary to correct the astigmatism of the laser diode.
Astigmatism comprises beam direction failure and the parallel displacement of the laser
beam through the output window and the non-centric positioning of the chip on the basic
body of the diode. Easy access to the laser chip is required if corrections have to be made.
In addition, the angle of the laser diode base surface towards emitting direction has to be
adjusted. It is well known through beam waveguide technology that laser diodes were
glued to the entrance surface of a beam wave guide.
Since direct access to the laser chip is restricted by the housing with output window, it is
removed by means of a special opening tool (Appendix 13.11) (Fig. 4.18).

TO-5

Housing

2mm

LDwith

and with removed housing (right)

After having removed the housing, the laser diode is adjusted three-dimensionally by
means of a handling system beaming evenly at quadrants I-IV of the 4-quadrants diode
thus guaranteeing the surface vector of the 4-quadrants diode to be congruent to the
direction of emission of the LD. Wave vector
LD.
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k marks the direction of emission of the
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Fig. 4.19 Schematic representation of modified LD with removed housing

As a result of this alignment the laser diode inclines by angles rp and () (angle of beam
direction failure). By careful ablation of the small, rotationally symmetric surface area of
the laser diode basic body surface vector ii w and wave vector k are matched (Figure
4.19). As processing method turning is applied. The height of ablation depending on the
diode beam quality ranges between 0.1- 0.2 mm. In order to remove the last bits of the
housing the ablation depth reaches up to the cooling body of the laser diode chip,
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Precision Clamping Technique

Clamping tools or clamping devices carry out important functions and assignments during
material processing by laser beams such as laser beam welding, for example. They are
used for fixing components and for positioning the joining position in relation to the laser
beam. It is very important to observe the required accuracy taking account of component
tolerances. It is also important to keep the position accuracy required by the process
regarding the tolerances of the device.

Function of the clamping device taking laser beam welding as an example:

•

Defined fixing of components prior to and during welding

•

Positioning of the joining position in relation to the laser beam
Decreasing of the joining gap by pressing the components to be joined against
each other. (e.g. I-butt)

•

Decreasing and/or avoiding of distortion during welding

•

Heating up of components is stopped and/or heating is expelled by heat
conduction

The following criteria must be observed when constructing a weld joint:

•

Clamping tools at the welding position must be accessible

•

Clamping surfaces should have a good heat conduction

•

Components should be clamped as quick and easy as possible

•

When selecting the material for the welding device it is important to notice if it
resistant to laser radiation

•

Clamping forces should not deform the component
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Precision Clamping of Work Pieces by means of a special
Clamping Device

The following chapter explains the applied clamping devices and their elements which
enable the fixing of the joining components during the alignment procedure and
eventually during the laser welding procedure. Precision devices used in tool
manufacturing were used here. A few modifications to force transmission elements and
new constructions of special devices, in consideration of the laser weldability of the
components (LDBA) and their careful clamping, expand the bandwidth of the clamping
opportunities.

4.6.1.1

Terms and Data

Clamping means securing a defined positioned work piece on a device in every
processing condition during processing. The working direction, the kind and number of
clamping elements are determined as follows:

•

The forces arising during processing must neither displace, nor inadmissibly
deform the work piece nor cause the work piece to vibrate

•

The size and the working direction of the clamping force have to be determined in
a way so as to reduce deformation of both work piece and device

•

Clamping and de-clamping must be done quickly and safely

•

If possible, the clamping force should be supported by a solid surface

According to the way the clamping force influences the process, a difference is made
between
•

direct clamping

•

indirect clamping
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In case of rigid clamping, pressure is released as soon as the clamping is removed,
whereas, in case of elastic clamping, the clamping force is effective over the whole period
of clamping. In case of direct clamping the work piece is clamped directly by means of
the applied clamping element. In most cases of indirect clamping a number of elements
are used for force transmission.
For the devices described below, elastic and indirect clamping as well as rigid and direct
clamping have been applied.

Hydro-Clamping Device (HD-CD)

4.6.1.2

Explanation and features of Figure 4.20:
•
•
•
•
•

accuracy of concentricity <511m with 3 x D
axial length adjustment
exact centric clamping
motionless clamping
inter-socket diameter reduction

1) Clamping tool - centric
clamping to central axis
2) Drilling diameter
3) Groove
4) Stretching socket
5) Regular pressure
distribution
6) Clamping by means of
clamping screw and liquid
medium
7) Fastening

5
4

2

1
/'

Longitudinal axis

3

Fig. 4.20 Hydro clamping device HSK A63

On account of its light weight, moderate dimensions (Figure 4.21 and Table 4.2) and
extensive attachments of precision slit inter sockets the hydro-clamping device can be
adapted easily to an X-Y transport thus guaranteeing a reproducible and careful clamping
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of the joining components. Due to the open design (gateway drilling 0 7 mm) it is
possible to guide the beam path on the longitudinal axis through the hydro-clamping
device.

mounted below
micro-stage

A
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Beam path ( - . ) through gateway drilling 0 7 mm

Fig. 4.21 SchematIc drawmg of Hydro-Clampmg DevIce (HD-CD) HSK A63

The following Table 4.2 shows the main dimensions of the Hydro-Clamping Device.

Table 4.2 Dimensions of HD-CD

01

02

03

A

12

13

15

15

V

G

kg

32

50

86,5

61

37

45

35

10

Ml0xl

1,1

Clamp

HSK

0
12

A63
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Precision Collets and Slit Inter-Sockets

Collets and slit inter-sockets are used for picking up and clamping cylindric work pieces.
As a power transmission device with a clamping element such as screw fastening, they
form a die chuck (Figure 4.22).

Fen

,-'

._ _. _ - - - - J t - - - -

Fig. 4.22 Collet with work piece stop

The clamping element operates the collet 1 either by shear force on surface AI or by
tensile force on surface A z. The slit collets is pushed into the cone of basic body 2, the
inner diameter of the collet increases, the work piece is picked up first and clamped
afterwards. When the collet is inserted, friction arises between basic body and collet with
a friction index /11. The collet picks up the work piece and takes it to the stop pin 3. If the
work piece touches the stop pin the collet is drawn further in until the work piece is
clamped. More friction arises between collet and work piece with a friction index /12.
As for the friction angle there is:
(4.10)

P2 =arctan.u2

(4.11)

Tension force Fsp , depending on resulting force Fen, angle of inclination y, friction angle
between collet and basic body p 1 and friction angle between collet and work piece P2. can
be derived from the following equation:
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(4.12)

Fsp

..

Ferz

,'-

---

I

L._._._._J

Fig. 4.23 Collet without work piece stop

At this collet there is no relative movement between collet and work piece. Therefore, no
friction arises between collet and work piece when it is drawn in.
Slit inter sockets with a truth of running of ±2 J.Im are applied to increase the clamping
diameter. The truth of running of the system (hydro-clamping device + inter socket) is ±5
J.Im. By slight modification the inter sockets, particularly adjusted to the hydro-clamping
device (HO-CD), can also be adjusted to non-conventional component diameters. The
modification can be carried out by means of sinking process.
The slit inter sockets are special importance because they are the main clamping element
for the clamping tools listed in the table below.
The following Table 4.3 illustrates the clamping tools applied for producing an LBOA.
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devices for LDBA

Table 4.3

Clamping tools

Assistant clamp or
alignment tools

119

and
Location of clamping tool

LD-clamping

Interface Coupler
clamping

I

and IC·clamping

chuck for MD1

Device

For further and detailed information concerning clamping devices see Appendix
13.11.4.
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Construction with Respect to Laser Beam Welding

Laser beam welding, as joint method, opens up a number of new constructional
opportunities to form components, particularly in view to light construction and fine
machining. Little heat input or the opportunity of joining where only one side is
accessible, but also the opportunity of using it for a great number of materials and
material combinations, are just some of the assets of laser beam technology. In order to
use laser efficiently in industry and technology, the constructional opportunities of laser
welding must be used resolutely, taking into account the specific requirements, for
example on process tolerances, through suitable constructional measures.
The objective of constructing through laser welding is the forming of components and the
selecting of material so that requirements placed on laser welded components by both
function and quality can be performed reliably and economically. The interactions
between construction, material and production process are summarized by the term
"weldability", as it is applied for conventional welding methods [71].
In order to point out the special requirements of weldabiIity on laser beam welding, laser
beam weldabiIity is assumed in the following description. It comprises every coherence
with regard to specific methods.

4.7.1

Concepts and Definitions

The coherence described in Figure 4.24 completely applies to laser beam welding as well.

A component can be processed by laser welding if the following points are fulfilled:
•

the material is suitable for welding (weldability)

•

the welding reliability of the construction is guaranteed

•

a welding possibility is guaranteed during the manufacturing process
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Material
weldability
•
•

mechanical technological
qualities of laser seam
coating. surface

Possibility of welding

Reliability of welding

Manufacturing

Design

•
•
•
•

processing optics
handling technique
clamping technique
measuring technique

•
•
•

Design
Type and height of load
Surroundings influences

Fig. 4.24 Definition oflaser weldability [71]

It is the primary assignment of the constructing engineer to guarantee for the welding

reliability, i.e. the component must guarantee, by its construction, to bear the load/stress
which is to be expected during the process. The welding reliability, being considerably
influenced by the material, is to be known to the constructing engineer. Furthermore, the
component has to be constructed in the way that, under the manufacturing conditions
chosen, the intended welds can be performed professionally and economically
(weldability) under the selected manufacturing conditions.
The main influencing factors to be considered and/or checked during construction,
regarding load, are:
•

the kind of stress: resting, cyclical, pulsatory

•

the kind of load: tensile, pressure, bending, torsion

•

outer influences: temperature, corrosion, wear/attrition/abrasion

The influencing factors by material and/or filler material:

•

weldability and mechanical-technological qualities of the laser welded seam
resulting from laser welding process
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Apart from these influencing factors, further boundary conditions, which are important to
the functional qualities of the laser-welded component, have to be taken into account in
order to guarantee for a high quality and a reliable manufacturing process. These are:
•

the coating of the material (e. g. oxide layer, zinc layer)

•

tolerances (handling system)

•

seam and edge preparation

•

accessibility (processing head, handling system)

•

seam guidance (dynamic of handling system)

The advantages and potential of laser beam welding are in the considerable differences to
conduction welding methods. The most important difference is the concentrated local
energy deposition with high process velocity and thereby very low heat input per unit
length. In addition, laser radiation can be positioned very precisely by a suitable handling
technique. All together, these qualities open up a number of new constructional
opportunities, such as:

•

favourable mechanical-technological qualities

•

joints with one-sided accessibility

•

new seam variants, e. g. Sting seam at the T-butt

•

reformable welding seam, (inside high pressure remodelling), tailored blanking

Apart from various new constructive opportunities, which are opened up by laser
welding, production technical advantages can considerably contribute to using lasers
economically. In particular, these are:

•

high process velocity and thus productivity

•

high weld seam quality

•

low heat influence I distortion, destruction of components.
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Laser Specific Influences on the Quality of Weld Seams

Special energy deposition in laser welding leads to little fusion deposition with large
penetration and high gradients of temperature inside the weld zone. These characteristics
require more time in the preparation and positioning of the work piece thus influencing
weld imperfections and the mechanical·technological qualities of the weld seam.

4.7.2.1

Laser Welding Seam Imperfections

The microstructure of the seam, as of all metal weld seams, is supposed to be as fine·
grained as possible. Further qualities of the seam depend on its aHoy constituent. The
melts of the joint components are combined in the weld seam. If they consist of the same
material, the characteristics may correspond with those of the base material.
If joint partners consist of different material or if fiHer material is used, an aHoy is
produced. AHoy qualities can be speciaHy produced.
Technical norms distinguish between outer and inner seam imperfections. The butt weld,
for instance, shows outer and inner seam imperfections typical of Figure 4.25 in laser
welding.

connection
failure

melt expulsion

-{--.....-..::=..=..=..=..:-:-.'
misalignment
of edges

root depression
pores

Fig. 4.25 Overview of laser welding seam imperfections
•

Weld shape imperfections such as penetration and root depression are weakest
points where the weld can tear.
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Melt ejection is produced if the melt is ejected from the seam on account of
overheating resulting in holes and irregularities thus decreasing the strength and
gas tightness of the seam.

•

Seam concavity and root suck-back decrease the weld cross section thus the
decreasing stability.

•

Misalignment of edges at an I-butt joint at a butt joint also decrease the weld cross
section.

•

Minimum hollows at the end of the joint, so-called final craters, decrease the weld
cross-section as well. They are produced if the laser beam is switched off too
soon.

•

The oxidation of top and under weld bead reduces the corrosion resistance of
stainless steels.

4.7.2.2
Influence of Joint Configuration, Seam- and Edge
Preparation
The technical specification of the edge preparation requires considering the proceeding
specific qualities of laser welding analogous to other weld methods. If the demands on
positioning, clamping technique or edge preparation are not observed, laser specific weld
seam imperfections might be produced (Figure 4.26). In particular the dimensions of the
laser beam of some tenth millimetres - and the size of the weld bead volume - some
millimetres towards weld width, have to be observed. The deep-penetration weld effect
and the more favourable force flow let the square butt weld at the butt or fillet joint seem
more favourable for laser-welding.
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Fig. 4.26 Specific laser welding imperfections [72]

While butt joints, on account of their possible simultaneous melting-on of both work
piece edges, are more favourable, from the energy point of view, disadvantages might
occur through the formation of cracks at microstructure- or not fully penetrated joints or
miss-positioning [73]. In contrast, overlap joints inside a component are disadvantageous
on account of their power diversion. However, an overlap joint can be realized by rather a
simple clamping technique offering much better joint tolerances and beam position
deviation. In this case only variations in the focus position above the track bear weight.
Gaps and misalignments of edges, tolerable on account of their beam technical boundary
conditions, are limited to approx. 3 % of the plate thickness, within the range of plate
thickness used for rough production. The seam quality is not reduced without using filler
material.
Preparing the components for laser welding is very important as maintaining the accuracy
achieved by material processing is one major potential of the process. Therefore, laser
welding is only applicable, from the economical point of view, if production flows,
regarding exact production, are re-organized. Best preconditions for laser welding are
revolved and milled edges.
By means of clamping technique the joining parts have to be positioned in that way that
the joint is completely held by the fusion bead over the full length of the weld seam. A
technical zero-gap with a maximum tolerance of 0.1 mm is required for welding without
filler material. The required tolerances may be much smaller according to application
(fine welding), e. g. in precision welding (2 - 20 Ilm). Larger gap widths lead to
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inadmissible seam concavities. Assuming constant welding parameters adjusted gap
widths are to be observed in case of welding with filler material with low tolerances,
independent of the component thickness. Tack welds are required especially in case of
unfavourable clamping and precise positioning of the joint components, because gap
expansions occur due to thermal expansion during heating-up particularly at the end of
the joint, which lead to inadmissible root suck-back at constant welding parameters. The
dynamic behaviour of the welding gap (welding gap expansion), with regard to the layout
of a suitable clamping device, depends on the individual fixation (restraint) towards
welding direction and on removing the fixation from the weld centre. If it is not possible
to observe the tolerances or if it is too cost-intensive, filler material can be used for
welding in order to avoid suck-back at the weld seam.
The influence of contaminations on the work piece, which has to be welded, considerably
depends on the shape of the weld, the laser efficiency and the process velocity. The
higher the heat input per unit length, the lower the result of contantinations such as scale,
oil or lacquer on the seam quality [74].
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Laser Fine Welding Station with Pulsed Nd:YAG-Lasers

In chapter 5 the concept of the Laser Fine-Welding Station is developed and specified on
the basis of the technical qualification profile.
The Laser Fine-Welding Station consists of a handling system for the positioning of the
process optics,

a numerical control program FineWeld for laser welding, a cartesian

micro-handling system for high-precision on-axis positioning of the laser diode beam
assembly components and a monitoring and measurement program FineScan.
The LabView program FineScan was developed in a diploma thesis project for fully
automatic steering and measurement data acquisition. A special adaptation of the
positioning routine and data acquisition was used for the positioning procedure of the
output coupler on the laser diode beam assembly.
An industrial Nd:YAG-Iaser system with laser beam processing optics (LBPO) was
specified and built. The optical construction of the laser cavity and the excitation
mechanic of the pump source, the numeric aparture of the process fibre and the optical
construction of the LBPO led to the determination of the process parameters min. spot
diameter (beam waist diameter), Rayleigh-length, intensity distribution and pulse peak
power.
The Nd:YAG-Iaser fine welding station finds usage in chapters 6,7,8 and \0. The
structure of this chapter is summarized in Figure 5.i.

Starting out from the technical qualification profile, the following chapter goes into the
special conception and the construction of semi-automatic laser fine welding stations with
pulsed Nd:YAG Lasers. A specially developed control system (FineWeld) and special
software for controlling and data acquisition (FineS can) support high precision
positioning and precise laser fine welding of rotationally symmetric components (0 1 20 mm) by pulsed laser beams. Modified collets and recently developed special clamping
tools are used as clamping device.
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Subchapter5.!
Technical qualification profile
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Concept of laser fine welding station
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Fig. S.i The subchapter block diagram
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Technical Qualification Profile of Fine Welding Station

The qualification profile of the laser fine welding station is closely combined with the
requirements for the weld seam quality (Figure 5.1)
Selecting and integrating a suitable laser system (laser, beam delivery, processing optics),
handling systems (axes, controller) and clamping technique (clamping tools and devices)
for laser fine welding, in consideration of laser weldabiIity, are explicitly adjusted to the
processing task.
In this chapter the quality profile of a fine welding system (laser system, handling system
and beam monitoring) is developed. This quality profile simultaneously serves as the
basis for constructing a welding station, selecting suitable components and developing
software for controlling and data acquisition.

The following technological requirements are to be placed on a laser welding station:

•

Positioning of processing optics towards X,Y,Y-direction - 20 J.Im, tilt _15°_+70°

•

Positioning of components to be welded towards X,Y,Z-direction < 1 J.Im

•

Rotation of joint partners for spot welding with angles ranging between 0 -180°

•

Rotation of joint partners towards seam and spot welding (0 - n·3600)

•

Positioning of clamping tools towards X,Y,Z-direction, 5 - 10 J.Im

•

Positioning of beam monitoring optics towards X, Y,Z-direction, 5 - 10 J.Im

•

Clean-room-atmosphere (class 1000) to protect all systems, units and the LDBA
manufacturing process

•

Electrostatic protection (ESP) for protecting the laser diode during adjustment

For detailed information see schematic construction and assembly of the handling systems in
Figure 5.2 and Appendix 13.1.
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p------------------------------,

LDBA

- high precision welded seam
(lateral mismatch 30 Ilm)
- gas tight seams
- very small heat affected zone
- unaffected alignment solution

Weld seam Quality

:
:
:
:
,:

,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 4

Qualification Profile
Laser Fine Welding Station

I Laser System
I Welding mode I

I Handling System I I Clamping Technique
Laser Beam
Processing Optics

Fig.S.1 Influences on laser seam quality of LDBA
The following requirements are to be placed on the control and data acquisition software:

•

FineWeld: Controlling of linear axes for the positioning of processing optics and
both the rotational axes (RI u. R2) and the laser.

•

FineScan: Controlling of micro axes (X, Y-direction) with variable step width
(rough and fine scan) for precisely positioning the adaptive optics (fibre, lenses)
by means of data acquisition by intensity-detector PDA-55 and CCD-camera
beam profiler.

5.2

Concept of Laser Fine Welding Station

Starting out from the technological quality profile, a modular construction of the welding
station is achieved and realised. Standardized mechanical, electronic and optical
components and group of components are created here.
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Based on the quality profile, individual components are selected, adjusted and integrated
into one functional unit. Two Cartesian handling systems, consisting of translational and
rotational axes, are set up and employed on account of a better positioning accuracy of the
laser radiation on the joints of the components to be welded and less investment costs
(compared to robot kinematic).
Figure 5.2 shows the schematic construction and assembly of all manual and
programmable motional axes (translation, rotation and tilting).

M,

M2

1

e~------ --X

R2

rf
,,
,,

}
}

4

3

,y

T,

2

____ central axis

1. Handling system LBPO, 2. Rotation table with three axis micro handling system
MD1, 3. x,y,z- Hydro clamp device, 4. x,y,z-manipulation beam monitoring sensor.

R,: Rotation 0 - 180°, R2 : Rotation 0 - n x 360°, T,: Manual tilt of LBPO -15°- 0°_
+70 0 M,: Manual translation stage (Monitoring), M2 : Manual translation stage for Hydro
Clamping Device
Fig. 5_2 Schematic construction and assembly of the handling systems

The construction can be divided into two decoupled fields, thus being independent from
each other.

•

1. translation (X,Y,Z-direction) and inclining of the laser beam processing optics

•

2. + 3. + 4. Rotation table with micro-axis, clamp device and beam monitoring for
fine alignment and final laser welding.
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Uncoupling the translational axes for the focus positioning of the processing optics and
handling of the components during the fine alignment procedure and during the laser
welding procedure enable positioning rotationally symmetric components within
micrometers and welding by laser radiation. 2D-beam profilers and an intensity sensor are
deployed (integrated) for supporting the fine alignment procedure of all optically active
components of the LDBA.

+, -y-direction

hydo-clamping
device
--.J:
midget rotary
axis MD-1

Fig. 5.3 Rotation table with beam profiler and PDA55 intensity sensor

The handling systems for focus positioning and the fine alignment of LDBA-components
support and guarantee the laser fine welding procedure of the following joint and weld
seam configuration with diameters ranging from 2 - 20 mm:

•

Butt weld

•

Fillet weld

•

Overlap weld
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Setup ofthe Laser Fine Welding Station with Nd:YAG-Lasers

Following norm EN ISO 11145 (1994) and considering laser reliability/safety. a semiautomatic laser fine welding system with pulsed Nd:YAG Lasers (HL 204P) is set up and
put into operation. Every protective measure for producing highly sensitive optoelectronic and mechanical components are given by a class 1000 clean-room atmosphere.
Figure 5.4 shows the schematic description of a laser fine welding station including its
subsystems and components [75].

3-Axes and
rotation z

r----+I

I Beam
~haplng

~ tLa=.=.r=be=a::m===-,LJ,

Workpiece 2

Laser Beam PrOO8ssil'lll Optics

3- Axes and
rotation x

LabVlew

3- Axes and
rotation z

)-----I.--------tl)"
1· Axes and
rotation z

Fig. 5.4 Schematic representation of welding station components and sub-systems [75]

Handling systems are adapted by special carrying shelves of section aluminium (see
Appendix 13.3) (Figure 5.5). The carrying shelves with handling systems are surrounded
by a protection cabin in which a clean-room atmosphere is produced by a flow box. Floor
and work surface are protected by electrostatic protective measures (earthed protective
mats) against electrostatic charge.
There are also protective measures for the operator to be used (wrist straps and straps
around the ankles). Directing external laser radiation to the working head inside the
welding cabin is guaranteed by flexible beam wave guides. External power supply is
made available for the operation of the handling systems.
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For assessing the component quality (edge and surface quality), the operational test and
the sight check a stereomicroscope (x 135 magnification) with CCD-camera is used. First,
superficial sight checks of the laser weld seams are carried out with this system.

I

Flow Box

1. Handling system LBPO (T,), 2. Rotation table with micro-axes (R,), 3. x,y,z- clampingdevice (M 2), 4. x,y,z-manipulation beam monitoring GGD-sensor M,), 5. micro axis system
with mini-rotation axis (R2)
R,: Rotation 0 -180·, R2 : Rotation 0 - n·360·, T,: Tilt -15 - 0 - +70·
M,: Manual translation stage (monitoring), M2 : Manual translation stage (Hydro Tool)

Fig. 5.5 Front-view of laser fine welding station with Nd: YAG lasers
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5.3.1 Control and Handling System for Focus Positioning
For precise and reproducible focus positioning, a semi-automatic handling system
consisting of a Cartesian x-y-z order of linear servo and manual axes is used (Figure 5.2).
The exact adjustment towards x-direction (parallel to specimen) is carried out by a
manual translational axis with micrometer screw. A manual tilting device enables the
tilting of the laser beam processing optics within angles ranging between -15 0 -+70 0 • The
FineWeld-programme controls the positioning of the laser beam processing optics
towards z- and y-direction with an accuracy of 5 /lm. In z-direction towards specimen
surface, the effective spot diameter can be adjusted.
In addition, FineWeld takes over the control of the rotation table and mini-rotational axis
during the tack und continuous spot welding procedure. The rotation table is only used for
the tack weld process. Figure 5.6 shows the interactions between the application program
FineWeld, the handling system (x-axis, y-axis and rotation axis) and the controller driver
ISELDRV.EXE. The FineWeld program interacts with the ISELDRV via interrupt call.

Application Program FineWeld

Interrupt Call
Driver ISELDRV.EXE

-------------------------------------------

I

DOSWindow

Operating System
WINDOWS 95

I

AT-Bus
PC Interface Card

V-Axis

Z·Axis

Minirotation axis

Rotation
table

Fig. 5.6 Software and Hardware structure with ISELDRV.EXE
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The main driver and the interface between the application program FineWeld and the
operating system are a MS-DOS program (ISELDRV.EXE).
It is installed on a Pentium Computer with the operating System WIN 95. To guarantee
reliable data exchange between application program and the driver program it is stored as
a resident program in the main memory. The data exchange between application program
and driver is carried out via interrupt calls. Using interrupt calls for communication is a
normal method in MS-DOS.

Technical Data of the AT -Bus Interface Card

•

Four PID-controllers with a sample time of 0.35 ms and 12-Bit-D/A-Converter to
control up to four servo axes via +/- 10 V-signals.

•

TIL or RS422 interface for encoders.

•

32-Bit position, velocity and acceleration registers.

•

14 opto-electronic inputs (end switches, reference switches)

•

opto-electronic outputs.

•

50-pole RIBBON plug.
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5.3.2 Description of FineWeld (GUI)
The program GUI (Graphical User Interface) of FineWeld is subdivided into five
windows: Servo Controller, Linear Axes, Table Rotation (RF-t axis), Laser Welding
and Rotation Axis MD-t (Figure 5.7).
~---=====

,.n

!I~Ei

FmeWeld

FineWeld

Nd:YAG:::;::====::;=====

Controne,r-L-1_-_....,...J1

rLine~r A!(..------------,

ncGetVxDlnstallStale

X·Position

Y-Pool;on
z-Pos;t;on

I

J: v.m

:"L"'·.·"'_===, "'"
= = = = ' ! "'"

""I

Move

ncReference

s,'"
r::., Shielding Gas

RoIationAlCi~----~

I"__:"~~._"o.;:,o;,,,~./;

taserWeldir'!II

f
_

Start

:

Sei;i~~dy I

Fig. 5.7 Program GUI FineWeld (Object Pascal) for controlling the handling system
and process parameters
Controller functions:
1.

ncGetVxlnstallState: Checks the install state of the controller

2.

ncGetDrvInstallState: Checks the install state of the controller driver

3.

ncInitDrv: Initialises of the controller driver

4.

ncReset: Resets the controller

5.

ncReference: Executing of a reference drive for the linear and rotation axis.

Servo-driven linear axes (y- and z-axis) and manual driven (x-axis):
- x-Position (manual): Changes the working distance of the LBPO (J.IIl1) in positive
and negative directions parallel to specimen to be welded ..
- y-Position (integer): Changes the height of the LBPO (J.IIl1) in positive
and negative directions.
- z-Position (integer): Changes the working distance of the LBPO (Jlffi) in positive and
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negative directions in beam propagation direction.
- Move: Execution of linear and rotation movement.

Servo driven rotation table RF-t (integer): Rotation of the rotation table in a range of
0 0 to 1800 for tack welding procedure (Appendix 13.4.2).

Servo driven midget rotary axis MD-t (integer): Changes the rotation speed (o/s) and
direction (+ left, - right) of the mini-rotation axis, range of rotation ±n x 360 0 (Appendix
13.4.2.1).

Set Velocity: Sets the new rotation speed and direction.

Laser Welding: Start switches the Nd:YAG lasers on and off.

Shielding gas: Opens and closes the valve for the shielding gas supply.

5.3.3

Micro Handling System and Rotation Table with Mini
Rotation Axis MD-l

The rotation table built out of section aluminium rectangular sections of a light
construction type with a tower for c1amping- and measuring-devices, is adapted on a
rotation unit with a servomotor by a rotary plate (Figure 5.8). The rotation unit guarantees
smooth rotation around the axis of the rotation table within a range of 0-180 0 • To
counteract the tilting and vibration of the rotation table during a turn, the rotation axis was
set immediately next to the mass centre of gravity of the construction. In addition, a
reduction ratio of 1: lOO was selected for the rotation unit, which results in a higher
torque.
Lateral moving of the mass gravity centre, resulting from pOSitioning by a micro-handling
system, does not impair the precision quality of the rotation table.
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1. Rotation
I
system 4. Midget rotary axis MD-l

Fig.5.S Rotation table with 3-axes micro-handling system and midget-rotary axis

The rotation table with its Cartesian 3-axis handling system, orthogonal platfomn for
mini-rotational axis, as well as c1amping- and measuring devices adapted to the tower, are
the central unit of a laser fine welding system.
All the components to be welded are exactly positioned to each by means of the desired
beam profile and power measurement and are laser-welded then being supported by
precision clamping devices.
In order to position the rotational axis of the rotation table exactly vertically, the laser
beam of an HeNe-lasers is guided to the centre of the rotation unit via two corner
reflectors and a pin aperture. A fixing device with reflection mirror is fixed in the centre
of the rotary disk (Appendix 13.1). By equalizing the level differences of the rotational
unit by precision foil, the laser-output beam is reflected back along its transmission line.
The rotational axis is now vertical. All of the following components such as the microhandling system with its mini-rotational axis are adjusted at the rotational axis by the
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HeNe-Iaser beam. Thus the mini-rotational axis, even if it is off-axis while being
adjusted, can be re-positioned to on-axis very easily.
A micro-handling system consists of 3 linear micro stages with an position accuracy of 50
nm, being adapted to a Cartesian x-y-z handling system by a 900 angle bracket (Figure
5.9). The second angle bracket is fixed to the z-axis thus serving as a platform for the
mini-rotational axis.

~

90 angle brackets
0

00

D

0
0

0
0

0

0

y·axis

z·axis
<>

=

<>

x·axis

mounted midget·rotary axis MD·1
Fig. 5.9 Three-axis motorised micro stage assembly with 90 angle bracket [148]
0

By this system of linear-axis a mini-rotational axis can be adapted to the orthogonal
platform of the z-translational axis and may be driven precisely in three ordinates in
space. The complete micro-handling system again is fixed on the rotation table, including
the tower for measuring and clamping devices. The complete handling unit can now be
turned within a range of 1800 without affecting the adjusted components.
The rotation table is turned incrementally by FineWeld offering any step size and
velocity.
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Graphical User Interface of FineScan

GUI FineScan has been developed to automatically determine the maximum intensity of
optical light sources and to control motion controller MM4005 in LabView and has since
been used with success. Data are recorded by a data acquisition card (NI PCI-6024E) with
a sensor connected to the card via connector block (SCB-lOO) (Appendix 13.5.2.1/2).
Motion controller MM4005 supports both manual mode by keypad (see Appendix 13.7.4)
and programmable mode for carrying out complex, user-defined tracks. The motion
controller, particularly during external mode, converts control signals from a second
computer (programme) into processing commands for the micro handling system.
Mathematical algorithms in Rough Scan Mode and Fine Scan Mode determine the
maximum intensity of a beam source with variable step width.
The determined intensity data are stored in Excel files thus being available to other
programmes for further processing.

Devices used (see Appendix 15.5):
NI PCI-6024E

•

PCI-Data Acquisition Card:

•

Connector Block:

SCB-lOO

•

SensorlDetector:

Amplified Silicon Detector PDA 55

•

Motion Controller:

Motion Controller MM4005

The GUI of FineScan is subdivided into five registers (see Appendix 13.5, 13.8).
•

Manual Motion (MM4005)

•

Measurement

•

Rough Scan Result

•

Fine Scan Result

•

LoadData

These five registers cover full functionality of data acquisition, automatic and manual
motion control.
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Pulsed Nd:YAG Lasers with Processing Optics

The laser system used for laser micro processing is an Nd:YAG Lasers (Hl204P) pumped
by flash light, which can be operated either in spot weld or continuous mode (pulse
trains).
The laser system consists of the components mentioned in Figure 5.10.

3

4

1) Laser 2) Optical arrangement 3) Laser light cable (LLC) 4) LB Processing optics
5) Control 6) Mains distribution 7) Cabinet cooler 8) Lamp power supply
9) Laser cooler 10) Operating PC 11) Control panel

Fig. 5.10 Pulsed Nd:YAG Lasers HL 204P system with LBPO [150]

The main components of the laser system are (Figure 5.11)
•

The cavity with laser and excitation lamp.

•

The resonator consisting of rear mirror and output coupling mirror.
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The output coupling mirror is partially transmitting for laser light. The cavity is cooled
with de-ionized water.

n
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\

'l21[]J

1

1 Output coupling mirror

2 Cavity

,

2

3

3 Rear mirror

Fig.5.11 Mam laser components (resonator) [150]

5.3.5.1

Characteristic Curves of HL 204 P

The characteristic curves on the following pages show typical courses for the lasers HL
204P. The courses may in single cases differ slightly from those indicated here.
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Fig. 5.12 HL 204P: Pulse energy vs. pulse duration [150]
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Fig. 5.15 HL 204P: Maximum pulse energy vs. pulse repetition frequency

5.3.5.2

Optical Arrangement

The optical arrangement contains every component for guiding the laser light within the
laser device up to the coupling optics. The laser light cable is connected to the coupling
optics. The components of the optical arrangement are compiled and arranged according
to the respective processing task (Figure 5.16, 5.17).

Fig. 5.16 Optical arrangement and set-up of the Nd:YAG lasers
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Flg.S.17 Components of the optIcal arrangement [150]

5.3.5.3

Laser Light Cable

The length of the laser light cable depends on the distance between laser device and
processing optics.
Laser light cables with dimensions according to standard lengths are delivered together
with the laser device.

Purpose

The laser light cable is a flexible transmission medium for laser beams. It
permits spatial seperation between laser and machining station.
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Fig. 5.18 Nd: YAG lasers with laser light cable and processing optics [150]

Standard lengths of the laser light cable:
Standard lengths 4m,6m, 10m, ISm, 20m
The specified values are usable lengths, measured from the outlet
at the laser device.
Bending radius

The bending radius of the laser cable must be smaller than 200 mm.

Installation

Ensure that the laser light cables are installed without tensile stress
and buckles.

Structure

In the interior of the laser light cable there is a light guide, which
guides the laser beam from the laser device to the processing optics.
The light guide is surrounded by a plastic tube and a steel case. The
steel case protects the light guide from mechanical stress. It limits
the bending radius of the laser light cable.

The steel case is surrounded by an external plastic tube protecting the laser light cable
against environmental effects. A safety circuit integrated into the laser light cable
switches off the laser automatically if the light guide is damaged or the laser light cable
has been removed from the laser or the processing optics.
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Table 5.1 Technical data laser li ht cable [150]
Fibre core diameter
Standard lengths

HL 62P

HL 124P, HL204P

200llm

400llm

4m, 6m, ISm, 20m
Extensions in steps of 5m available up to 50 m

Minimum permitted
bendin radius
Cable diameter

200mm
I2.5mm

5

l

,~------~----~,

7

1. Optical plug, laser side
2. Cover slide
3. Electrical plug, monitoring
4. Cable connector

5. Cable
6. Optical plug, processing side
7. Cover slide

Fig. 5.19 Laser light cable and its optical components [150]

The laser light cable is monitored over the whole length. The laser device switches off
immediately and no more laser light may be emitted if a fault occurs in the cable.
The fit of the two optical plugs is monitored as well. If an optical plug is loosened, the
laser device immediately switches off. The electrical plug (3) connects the integrated
safety monitoring of he laser light cable to the safety circuit of the laser device. The cable
adapter (4) allows the monitoring cable to be connected when the counterpiece is
terminated by a round plug.
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Laser Beam Processing Optics for Focusing

The processing optics (Figure 5.20) focuses the laser light onto the processing point. The
high power density required for the material processing is generated thereby. Processing
optics consist of modules according to the requirements of the respective task. Further
information is to be found in the operator manual for the processing optics.

Main characteristics of the processing optics type LBPO are (Figure 5.20):
•

Collimation focal length 100mm or 200mm, thus producing the outside diameter
of the optics of approx. 40mm or approx. 70mm

•

Beam guidance straight (0°) or bent (90°)

•

With or without monitoring optics

•

Objectives for cutting and welding application

1

2

3

4
9

5

6

8

1 Seat for LWG plug
2 Collimation module
3 Set collar for defocusing
4 Locking ring
5 Splitter and deflection
6 Lens
7 Mouthpiece
8 Observation optics
9 Eyepiece

7

Fig.S.20 Laser Beam Processing Optics (LBPO) for fine welding applications [150]
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If components and modules are adjusted and combined according to the processing task,
there will be three possible configurations of the laser beam processing optics (LBPO).
For each combination (collimation focal length, focal length and fibre-core diameter) the
Rayleigh-length, working distance and imaging scale was calculated in Table 5.2.

Tbl52T
mcaIdata f or confi19ural10n 0 fl aser bearn processmg optics
a e . ech'
Collimation focal length fe =200mm)
Focal length f
100mm
150mm
Focus diameter rllml (* Rayleiqh-Iength)[ mm1
o Fibre·core diameter
100/(0.08)
150/(0.18)
200 !lm
150/(0.18)
230/(0.41)
300 !lm
200/(0.31)
300/(0.])
400 !lm
300/(0.7)
450/(1.58)
600llm
127
Working distance (mm)
80
0.75
0.5
B = fife

* RayleIgh-length [mm]

200mm
200/(0.31)
300/(0.7)

400/(1.25)
600/(2.8)
187
1

To pass the LBPO on to the different work tasks, a compromise between power density
and Rayleigh-length has to be found. Through changes to the collimation, focal length
and fibre diameter, the minimal attainable spot diameter at the beam waist can be
calculated. Input of these optical values takes direct impact on the working distance and
Rayleigh-length.
To laser beam weld rotational symmetric components in thermal conduction mode, a
maximal power density of 105 W/cm2 (7kW pulse power, spot diameter 300llm) should
be attained. In consideration of the handling concept and the accessibility of the
components, short focal lengths (f = 100mm, Rayleigh-length < 400!lm) with a small spot
diameter and short work distance appear not to be possible. At focal lengths> 150 mm a
large working distance from 187 mm increases the difficulty of precise positioning the
laser beam to the component. Considering the combinations mentioned in Table 5.2,
beam guidance is realized by a light waveguide (0 400llm) with the following, focusing
processing optics (f = 150mm) thus achieving a focus diameter of 300llm, with a depth of
field (Rayleigh-length x 2) of 1.4mm and a processing distance (optics - componentsurface) of 127mm.
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Additionally a laser distance sensor for highly accurate distance measuring is adapted on
the top of LBPO (Laser Beam Processing Optics) (Fig. 5.21). The function of this
distance sensor is to enhance the focus positioning process.

Laser distance
sensor

tillable
micro stage
translation in
x-direction

o·-position of LBPO

mechanical tilt mechanism

- - - measuring range 120 mm
max. workin distance 160 mm

Fig. 5.21 Laser Beam Processing Optics (LBPO) with laser distance sensor
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Figure 5.22 schematically shows the modular constructed processing optics LBPO-42.
The individual components and modules have particularly been selected for laser fine
welding of LDBA.

LBPO 42. Beam guidance O·

112
~
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~

---~ 90·
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\
\

, ,\ \
\
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1. Fibre (0400 pm), 2. Collimation (f= 200 mm), 3. 90· Beam splitter,
4. Protection filter, 5. Ocular, 6. Objective (f = 150mm), 7. Protection glass
8. Laser sensor for distance measuring

Fig. 5.22 Illustration and description of the Laser Beam Processing Optics (LBPO)
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Characterisation of Handling System Deviation and
Determination of Spot Weld Diameter and Rayleigh.Length

In chapter 6 the beam parameters minimal laser spot diameter und Rayleigh-Length were
theoreticaly calculated using the system specifications of the Laser Beam Processing
Optics (feoh ffocus) and the process fibre diameter. These results were compared to the
experimentally acquired dimensions and evaluated. The basis for the calculations are the
determined associations in chapter 2.
The mechanical deviations of all relevant handling systems from the theoretical ideal
drive and positioning accuracies were experimentaly determined. Taking into account the
experimentally determined Rayleigh-length, the effects of machinal deviations on the
focal positioning can be accurately evaluated. This led to prediction of the robustness of a
laser beam weld on the example of the LDBA.
The results find usage by the laser beam weld process of the LDBA in chapter 10.
The structure of this chapter is summarized in Figure 6.i.
In order to guarantee reproducible and high quality laser welds, all laser and processing
parameters must remain stable. The pulsed Nd:YAG lasers system HL 204P used here,
has an active power control which compensates the effects of aging of the flash lamps on
laser parameters providing stable values for the applied laser parameters. In order to
evaluate the processing limits and processing reliability of the laser fine welding system
with its installed handling system, typical deviation of the linear- and mini-rotational unit
are checked by measuring the deviation from the ideal circle movement.
In particular, the spot weld diameter depending on pulse power and forward feed distance
towards x-direction is determined. Important data may so be acquired regarding process
reliability and the constructional forming of joint geometries.
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Subchapter 6 1
Detennination of minimum laser spot diameter and
Rayleigh-Length

~

Subchapter 6.2

Detennination of linear and rotation axis deviation
for laser beam processing optics

I Subchapter 6.1 - 6.2 are used in chapter
Chapter 10 - LDBA
manufacturing

Contribution by the author
Background work

Fig. 6.i The subchapter block diagram
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6.1

Determination of Minimum Laser Spot Weld Diameter and
Rayleigh-Length

The ability of focusing laser radiation is described by beam quality factor M2. It indicates
the divergence angle of the laser beam in a ratio to the divergence of an ideal Gaussian
beam with equal diameters at the beam waist. Determining M2 the beam diameters have
to be measured longitudinally to the beam waist [139 - 141]. By customizing the curve to
the ray trajectory, the diameters of the beam waist, beam divergence and M2 are
determined. ISO-standard 11146 [138] describes different methods of determining the
diffraction (dimension) figure.
As determining the diffraction figure does not say anything about the minimal, real spot
weld diameter, the real spot weld diameter depending on distance z to the surface of a test
body, with a step width of 200flm is taken down and measured. This is achieved by
removing the black surface of photographic paper through single pulse shots with defined
laser parameters. The diameters of the spot welds correspond approximately to the real
beam diameters at the prevailing positions on the z-axis.
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Distance z in mm
Distance z is measured from protection glass of the processing optics

Fig. 6.1 Spot weld diameter vs. distance z in laser beam propagation direction
At a distance of 126 mm from the protection glass front of the processing optics the
minimal spot diameter is 336 ±10pm (Figure 6.1). The spot diameters were determined
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by measuring the spot weld ablati on results (Fi gure 6.2) with a mi croscope. In
comparison, the beam diameter, which is theoreticall y to be ex pected according to
equation 2.23 for a fibre with a core diameter o f 40011m and an image relati onship of 0.75
of the processing optics

!/uJP(/!c =314),

is 3001Jm. For verifying the spot diameters at

positi ons I a nd 2, one single laser pul se was directed o nto black Kapton film and
measured, as shown in Fi gure 6.2.

Fig. 6.2 Sin gle spot weld ablation results

The diameter of the beam wai st at po iti on I correlates very well with the di ameter
mea ured in Fi g ure 6. I. The ablation of photographi c materi al within the concentric fi e ld
of the spot is caused by heat conducti on. Thi s field is not affected on meta lli c surfaces on
accou nt of high er melting temperatures .
The Raylei gh-length is another important typi cal quantity for laser beam propagation . Th e
Raylei gh-length is the di stance between pos iti on Zo of the beam waist and positi on

ZRal'

where the beam diameter d(zRay) has increased to d o ' J2 . As shown in Fi gure 6. I , th e
measured beam diameter is 475 ± lOlJm if the Rayle igh-len gth is 1.05mm thu s resultin g
in a depth of fi eld of 2.1mm . The quantity theoretically determined for the Ra yleighlength of the processing o pti cs is 0.7mm.
The di fference between the theoretica l Rayle igh-l eng th and actual measured results ( 1.05
mm) are explained by th e inaccuracy of the measuring eq uipment , the res ultant value of
the beam diameter bei ng o nl y an ap prox im atio n. Especiall y in the case of pul se
excavati ons as in Fi gure 6.2, a sli ghtl y in creased spot diameter was noti ced.
The exact loca l beam dimens ions along the transmi ss ion path can onl y be measured with
the use of a specia l foc us mo ni to r.
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Determination of Linear and Rotation Axis Deviation for LBPO
Handling

Linear and rotational axes, in a mathematical sense, do not carry out ideal translational or
rotational movements. The real position of linear axes deviates more or less from the
adjusted quantity, according to drive type (spindle) and applied controlling. Rotational
axes normally do not carry out circular track movements but only approximate these
movements.
In order to assess the effects on focus positioning, resulting from deviation from the ideal
linear and rotational movement, the z,y-translational axes (Figure 5.2) are measured for
position accuracy and the mini-rotational axis is measured for concentricity.
The z- and y-axes are moved with a defined step width of 200 J.Im within a symmetric
positioning range of ±2 mm around the working distance of 126 mm (focus positioning)
of the processing optics (Figure 6.3, 6.4). Every position alteration is recorded by an
inductive sensing element (Digital Comparator).
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Fig.6.4 Linear servo-axis deviation in Y-direction for focus positioning (height) LBPO
The maximal positioning accuracy in Figure 6.3 and 6.4 of the focusing in z and y axis by
the servo control is 9

~m

and 18

~m

respectively. In view of the theoretical Rayleigh-

length of 750~m and a spot diameter of 300!lm, the deviations have no significant effect
on the welding results,
Deviation from the ideal circle movement of the mini-rotational axis are also recorded
and analysed by Digital Comparator (precision inductive sensing element) for a 3600
rotation, For this, a polished test body is measured at different positions within step
angles of 100 (Figure 6.5), The maximum deviation ofroundness of the test body is 3 !lm,
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Digital Comparator

Precision
test body

Rotational Axis MD-l

Fig. 6.5 Measuring unit with test body and Digital Comparator
The Encoder of the rotation axis MD! generates 1000 steps per revolution. Internal flank
multiplication using the phase shifted A and B channels, a resolution of 0.09°. The concentricity
is given as 30 ±!O fAm
Measuring starts approx. 1 hour after the Digital Comparators had been started in order to
minimize possible measurement fluctuations on account of temperature drifting. The
temperature inside the fine welding station before and during data acquisition is 19°C.
Significant heat extensions of the test body are not to be taken into account.
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Summarizing, the quantities of positioning accuracy Ay and Az of the y-z translational
axes for focus positioning are in a range of 8-20 Ilm. The quantity of accuracy of the
manual tilting micro stage translation axis (Figure 5.21) Ax amounts to 21lm. In addition,
the maximum deviation of the rotational axis of an ideal circle movement amounts to
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IMotmaxl - SO !lm (Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7). Figure 6.8 summarises and illustrates all
linear and rotational deviation which can influence the welding process.
A change in the working distance in z-direction caused by concentric deviation in the
rotation axis and excenter adjusted components lead to a shift in the focus position and a
change in the spot diameter on the component surface. To achieve sufficient process
stability, the shift distance Az should be around ± 400 !lm.
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focusing lens
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.llrotmax

working distance

focus position

'IF focal length, z/FRayleigh-length
Fig. 6.8 Linear and rotational deviation in comparison to the Rayleigh-length

In comparison to the Rayleigh-length of 1050 !lm all deviation in z-direction can be
neglected. The lateral shift Ax is, compared to the size of the component, also negligible.
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Focusing and De-focusing Procedure of a Laser Beam

In chapter 7 the focus positioning using laser triangulation sensors described and
technicaIly implemented. A laser reflex sensor mounted off-axis to the laser beam
processing optics was adapted for the precise and reproducable focal positioning at laser
beam welding. The sensor calibration was carried out in works (pre-calibrated
Scheimpflug condition). As the sensor was required to be operated off-axis, the
characteristics curves for different angles had to be determined.
To support exact laser focal positioning, the laser reflex sensor is used in chapters 8 and
10. The structure of this chapter is summarized in Figure 7.i.

Subchapter 7.1
Focus positioning supported by laser distance sensor
(triangulation)

~
Laser reflex sensor with

CMOS-line array
Subchapter 7.2
Scheimpflug condition

~

Subchapter 7.3

The laser sensor CP24MHT80 and its adaptation at the
LBPO

Subchapter 7.1 - 7.3 are used in chapter

.

Chapter 8

+

Chapter 10 - LDBA
manufacturing

I

I

I
I

Contribution by the author
Background work

Fig.7.i The subchapter block diagram
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The focusing and de-focusing of the laser beam by means of processing optics cause a
displacement of the focus position regarding the surface of the work piece. An ocular
(x lO-magnification) with cross-hairs is applied to position the focus precisely. If the focus
position (1) is on the surface of the work piece, it is called focusing. If the focus is within
(-) or outside (+) the surface of the work piece, it is called de-focusing.
If the cross hairs is within the focus area, the surface of the material is imaged sharply
(reference point). From this point negative and positive de-focusing can be adjusted to a
precision of 10 !Im.

Ocular

cross·hair ( ] )

Focus position

3 scales

213

...... "
.........." .. -

~~~.j..j.I-";~Piiiiiiiiiiii""';;i>

1111111
1111111II1II
1111111

+

adjusting ring

z

Fig.7.1 Laser Beam Processing Optics (LBPO) with monitoring

Displacement can be carried out either by an adjusting ring at the LBPO (Figure 7.1) or
by a program-controlled movement of the z-axis of the LBPO-handling system with
FineWeld software. Three calibrated scales on the LBPO mark the adjusting-length for
each focal length applied

ifLBPO

100, 150 und 150 mm).The maximum adjusting-length is

± 8 mm. Focus displacement L1z is to be determined as follows:

Llz 0< i ~:o . iD (scale)
iLBPO=

(7.1)

fc = focus length collimation optics [mm]

focus length focusing optics [mm]

iD = displacement of the adjusting ring [mm]
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Focus Positioning Supported by Laser Beam Distance Sensor

For precise and reproducible focus positioning the processing optics have been extended
by a commercial laser sensor for focus distance measuring with the laser serving as guide
laser at the same time. The following chapter describes the construction and the mode of
action of a laser distance sensor, working on basis of the laser triangulation principle, as
well as the adaptation to the processing optics.

7.1.1

Laser Reflex Sensor with CMOS-Line Array

Laser triangulation is a measuring method by which the distance of a point on the surface
of an object is determined by a reference plane. This makes the triangulation method a
guide laser similar to a mechanical comparator. The distance determined corresponds to a
one-dimensional measured quantity.
Figure 7.2 shows the principle of laser triangulation. A laser beam is directed onto a work
piece. The light is scattered at the place of incidence. This scattering light is measured for
observing the place of incidence. If there is an ideal mirroring/reflecting surface, there
will be no diffuse scattering light but only a directed reflection. Objects such as these are
not suited to be measured by laser-triangulation. In general, the scattering behaviour
depends on the material quality of a work piece, its surface structure and the wavelength
of the laser. The scattering behaviour is represented by a polar scattering diagram. The
luminous spot at the place of incidence is imaged on a detector (CCD-Iine array) under a
predetermined angle to the incidence direction. This angle, regarding the scattering
diagram, has to be selected so that the intensity, sufficient for detection, is detected by the
objective. The position sensitive detector yields a signal depending on the position of the
imaged spot.
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Working distance:
40-160 mm

CMOS-Line array
Ojective
Laser beam
Working
distance

reflected
radiation

Fig. 7.2 Representation of laser triangulation sensor and principle

The position of the spot on the detector depends on the position of the work piece towards
z-direction_ A signal, in proportion to the distance of the measuring object (z-direction), is
produced out of tbe measured spot position, the known image geometry and the incidence
direction (Chapter 7_2)_

7.2

Scheimpflug Condition

Objective and detector have to be arranged so that the spot is imaged (focussed) on the
detector level as sharply as possible for various distances of tbe measuring object. For
this, the CMOS-Iine array is tilted in relation to the optical axis (Scheimpflug condition )_
This is a sensor default setting_ In Figure 7.3 the required geometrical arrangement is
explained in detail. This system of coordinates has been selected so that the v-axis is
parallel to the optical axis of the objective and the u-axis on the objective level directs
towards the z-axis_ The zero point of the uv-system of coordinates is in the centre of the
objective_ The laser beam, directed towards tbe work piece, is tilted toward tbe v-axis_ If
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the laser beam reaches the work piece at point PI. the resulting spot will be imaged in the
detector plane point PI'.
u
CMOS-Line array

Laser beam

Objective

P,

Fig. 7.3 Imaging geometry for laser triangulation

Accordingly, the same applies to P2 and P2" As P2 is further away from the objective than
PI. the distance between P2 and the objective is shorter than the distance between PI and
the objective (Figure 7.3). The detector (CMOS-line array) has to be tilted toward the vaxis to achieve sharp imaging for P2. The laser beam towards incidence direction is
described by the equation as follows:
(7.2)

u, v
mL

Uo

f

coordinates (Figure 7.3)
gradient of straight line
position of laser beam at v = 0
focal length of objective

If v and u are the coordinates of a point P on the work piece, the coordinates of v' and u'

of the appropriate image point P' result from the following relations:

v
v' = -,---:---,vI f +1
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V'

u'=-u
v

(7.4)

Function (7.3) results from the existing image equation lib + IIg=11f, with b image
distance, g object distance. Equation (7.4) results from relation BIG

= bIg with B image

height and G object height. The straight line coordinates are eliminated by equations
(7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) to determine the equation of the curve with image point P'. The
result is:

(7.5)
Function (7.5) describes a straight line. For a sharp image of points PI and P2 in Figure
7.3 the detector has been aligned to this straight line. This equally applies to every other
point along the direction of incidence of the laser beam. For v'= 0 this straight line
crosses the u-axis near u = Uo, i.e. in the same position as the incident laser beam. The
slope of the detector has to be selected so that the direction of incidence, the u-axis on the
objective level and straight line, which the detector has been aligned to, (equation 7.5), all
cross one point. This rule is called "Scheimpflug condition" and had been announced by
Theodor Scheimpflug in 1907. This rule emphasises the general validity of the lens
equation.

7.3

The Laser Sensor CP24MHT80 and its Adaptation at the LBPO

The laser sensor (CP24MHT80) uses a high-resolution CMOS line array and DSP
technology, virtually eliminating material, colour and brightness related measurement
value differences.

I Working Distance

40 mm

160 mm

Ij-,L::-::i"::glh;":'t::;S~p(ot::":S::;i=ze=--+-::0':::.5'::'x:::::-I.::-2-m-m--t-:-"1x 2.5 mm

The measurement range is calibrated accurately to 10 ).lm. Integrated analogue output can
be configured for voltage 0 ... IOV (1O ... OV) or current 4 ... 20mA (20 .. .4mA) via Teach-in
or PC control.
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Control Panel

Laser diode
objective
Signal
Output

_ _ CMOS·Line
Array Objective

Fig. 7.4 Laser sensor CP24MHT80

The parameterization and initi ali sa tion of th e sensor is done through th e co ntrol panel at
the sensor (Figure 7.4,

7.5). C urrent and voltage si gn al s get from the signal ou tput to th e

interface box (Appendix 13. 10.2) where th ey are m easured. The l aser sensor h as been
equipped with an RS232 interface for comm uni ca ting with a PC or a controller.

03 - Error Indicator
07 - Selector Switch

12 24 25 63 -

Analogue Output Indicator
Plus Button
Minus Button
Analogue Output Current Indicator

./+ = Minus and Plus Key with LED

Run = Sensor operation
RES.lSPEED Mode = Switch Resolution
TEACH = Measurement range
RS·232 = Interface operation
U/I Mode = Analogue Output

Top View Control Panel

F ig. 7.S Panel of laser sensor CP24MHT80 [ I57J
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Using the RS-232 interface and junction plug (Figure 7.6) S232W2 the functions of the
sensor as well as the sensor conditions can be activated and measured quantities be
observed. The interface works as software handshake procedure.

Sensor
Teach-In

I

~.-.-.-

------...

S232W2

,

------+

.,.

Supply
Output

RS-232
PC, Controller

Fig. 7.6 Laser sensor connection via plug adapter S232W2 with PC

A pnp error output disables a pulse if there is no object recognized within the adjusted
field of operation or if there is a failure. A red F-LED indicates the switched error output.
If the measuring range of the sensor is exceeded, it will be indicated by a yellow LED.
The laser sensor is integrated with a small tailored metal sheet above the LBPO parallel to
the optical axis

z.

Tilting enables the angle/s to be adjusted within a range of 35°_50°

(Figure 7.7)_

laser distance sensor

z

+
2

Fig. 7.7 Laser beam processing optics with laser distance sensor
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The sensor characteristic (Figure 7.8) depicts the linear behaviour of the output voltage in
the operating field as a function of the working distance.
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Fig. 7.8 Sensor characteristic for different working angles to measurement surface, (I) 0° and

(2) 42°
The sensor characteristics were determined using a precision slide on a vibration isolated
table. A specimen was driven over a defined distance (120 mm) with respect to a
triangulation sensor. The specimen was illuminated at angles of 0° (curve I) and 42°
(curve 2) by the sensor. The parallax from curve 2 is explained by an increased reflection
on the specimen. The measurement range was 10 ±2 !lm and is sufficient for the focal
positioning. A great advantage of this system is the high accuracy of DSP-technology and
the elimination of measurement accuracy characteristics of material, colour and
brightness of the specimen. A triangulation sensor with a wide working range was used,
due to the construction of the LBPO (laser beam processing optics) and the focal length
of 150 mm (Appendix 13.10.2).
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Process Characterisation of Pulsed Nd: YAG Laser Spot and Seam
Welding

Chapter 8 discusses and compares the heat conduction and the keyhole welding with
respect to the advantages and disadvantages by the welding of sensitive components. It
was shown that with regard to the LDB welded components, that the heat conduction
method using pulsed solid state laser is the more process-reliable.
The effects of pulse-forming and modulation on the insertion behaviour of the laser beam
on the work piece and the welded seam are also discussed. In the framework of a
experimental parameter study a set of process-reliable laser and process parameters
(process window) were developed. This parameter set finds usage in the welding
procedures of the LDBA in chapter 10. The structure of this chapter is summarized in
Figure 8.i.

Subchapter 8.1
Conduction welding versus keyhole welding
Subchapter 8.2

+

The use of pulse shaping and modulation

~
Comparing effect of pulse shape in strunless-steel
welding

Subchapter 8.1 - 8.2 are used in chapter
Chapter 10 - LDBA
manufacturing
Contribution by the author

Background work

Fig. 8.i The subchapter block diagram
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Laser welding applications are becoming increasingly complicated. The trend towards
smaller and cheaper products often results in the need to make high quality welds using
less than suitable materials or active components, which are sensitive against heat.
Successful laser welding of these components requires the development of a weld
schedule with a reasonable process window. The use of pulsed Nd:YAG lasers with
support for pulse shaping can help to significantly increase the process window and
improve weld quality.
The development of new laser systems has led to an improved control over laser
parameters and therefore also the processes. This means a considerably better pulse to
pulse repeat accuracy and more control and influence of the actual pulse form.
Improvements in laser technology also increase interest in the usefulness of pulse
forming, modem laser systems allow almost any pulse form of high complexity to be
generated. The user can program the pulse shape as an X-Y curve point for point, adapted
to the pulse period and power. The most advanced laser uses a real-time power feedback
mechanism, which controls the discharge current based on the measured optical laser
output. This way the laser is able to produce the same shape over and over again,
independent from lamp age, laser temperature or other external influence [106 - Ill].

8.1

Conduction Welding versus Keyhole Welding

In laser welding, the materials are heated to temperatures above the melting point by the
absorption of laser light. On removal of light the materials cool down and solidify.
The resulting weld shape is determined by the peak power (pulse shape) of the laser
pulse, the spatial intensity distribution, pulse energy, repetition rate, material
characteristics and surface conditions. Within the set of parameters, the peak power, pulse
shape and pulse energy can be programmed by the operator to change the weld shape.
The spatial distribution is determined by selection of beam delivery system. In most cases
a flat-top profile is used, provided by a stepped index fibre with the added benefit that the
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spot size does not change with the laser power. Figure 8.1 illustrates the spatial intensity
distribution of a Gaussian beam after a step index fibre and with free propagation [109].

Solid state laser
after step index fiber

co.

or solid state
laser free propaQation

\ --}------~-------~-.

----

---

----- -- --

---------~---------~--.
flat-top

------

-

-

------------

D-------------~--~----/\
----

----------~---------~--.

/

--- -------~-------~-.
\

Fig.8.1 Spatial intensity distributions of a Gaussian beam, left (after step
index fibre) and right (free propagation)

The pulse energy determines the maximum amount of material that can be melted. The
peak power of pulse amplitude determines how fast power is applied. Peak power is an
important factor in determining weld shape.
There are two modes of welding with pulsed Nd:YAG Lasers, so-called conduction
welding and keyhole welding. When welding with lower peak powers the weld shape is
determined by heat conduction and convection from the surface of the material.
Consequently the weld becomes both wider and deeper at the same time. This type of
weld does not splash, is very reproducible and suitable for welding thin materials.
Conduction welds are not suitable when deep welds are needed.
At high peak power a keyhole is generated. A small amount of material is evaporated
from the weld area and a small hole is created. The walls of the hole reflect the laser light
internally and therefore absorption is strongly increased. Keyhole welding is a less stable
process than conduction welding, but results in deep high aspect ratio welds, often needed
to create hermetic seams, or to meet strength requirements [112 - 125].
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The Use of Pulse Shaping and Modulation

There are many potential uses for pulse shaping to improve weld quality, enlarge the
process window or improve the cycle time.
When discussing the influence of laser parameters on the weld, it can be said that the
surface of materials is of importance. Contaminants on the surface such as oil, coatings,
oxides and surface texture determine the amount of light that is absorbed.
By creating a laser pulse with a first segment that heats, but does not melt the surface, a
reproducible environment for the actual weld pulse can be created. The result is a much
more consistent weld quality with reduced sensitivity to differences in the materials [84]
[85].

8.2.1 Comparing Effect of Pulse Shape in Stainless-Steel

In general are three classes of pulse shapes, the rectangular pulse, the up-sloped pulse and
the down-sloped pulse.
The rectangular pulse is the standard pulse shape employed in most of the steel welding
processes. It generally gives the least penetration for a given energy and is prone to
produce inclusions when used in the keyhole-welding mode.
The up-sloped pulse starts with a peak power, which is lower than that of the square
pulse. The amplitude is gradually increased with time, which results in the deepest weld
penetration of the three shapes compared. The reason for the deepest penetration is that
the highest peak power is employed once the keyhole is already established. With the
multiple reflections in the keyhole the absorption is high and most of the energy becomes
-absorbed. The result is that the keyhole penetrates deeper, resulting in about 50 % more
penetration than using simple square shapes of the same energy [128 - 130]. The
down side to this pulse shape is the abrupt termination of the pulse at high peak power.
Just such as the square pulse, the weld wiII solidify quickly leaving a hole near the tip of
the weld [86]
The down-sloped pulse starts with the highest peak power, which is gradually reduced
towards the end (Figure 8.2). The pulse has the same average peak power as the square
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pulse, but still produces a slightly deeper weld. Of more importance is that the weld
solidifies much slower giving the keyhole time to close.
The ideal pulse shape is somewhere between the up-slope and down-slope pulse.
Obviously the ideal shape depends largely on the requirements of the application and the
material to be welded [87].

Pmax

up· slope pulse
Pulse shape P(t)

•

t

tp

Fig. 8.2 Up-slope and down-slope pulse

8.3

Characterisation of Pulsed Laser Seam Welding Parameters

The inherent complicated pulsed laser parameters of pulsed mode Nd:YAG Lasers permit
a wide range of experimental conditions to be applied. These lasers also have the ability
of pulse shaping at pulse repetition rates of up to several kHz and with durations varying
from 0.3 to 20ms. This flexibility gives control of thermal input with a precision not
previously available. It also allows control of penetration, melt pool shape and size, the
onset of boiling, keyhole formation and explosion ejection. Pulsed mode YAG-lasers are
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particularly suited to industrial applications such as precision spot and seam welding of
small electromechanical and mechanical components [88].
Many studies have been carried out on pulsed Nd:YAG lasers welding applications [8996]. Unfortunately, these studies always focus on the general experimental work, with
giving a systematic analysis of the processing parameters.
It can therefore be said that the effects of pulsed laser process parameters on material
processing are still not fully understood.

8.3.1

Single Shot and Overlap Processing Theory for Pulsed Laser
Welding

Pulsed mode laser material processing is characterised by an interaction of either a single
pulse or multiple power pulses with the laser beam and the work piece. Therefore the
processing theory for pulsed laser welding processes consists of both the single shot and
the overlap theory.
In Chapter 2.4.1 various diagrams (Figure 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15) are showing pulsed laser
power output for a series of variable and constant energy pulses.
A set of pulsed laser parameters is defined below:
Pp =

average peak power (kW)

Ep =

pulse energy «(J)/pulse duration (ms)

PD =

average peak power density (kW/m2)
average peak power (kW)/spot area (m2)

PM = mean laser power (kW)

pulse energy (J) x pulse repetition rate (Hz)

tp =pulse duration (ms), Ep =pulse energy (J), PRR =pulse repetition rate (Hz)
TF= pulse to pulse time (ms), CD = tplTF = duty cycle
During laser material processing by a single shot of pulse power, three heating modes are
observed: heating, melting and vaporisation. These are the combined effects of the peak
power density and the interaction time between beam and work piece surface. The peak
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power density determines thermal input rate onto the treated material area during the
interaction time which is equal to pulse duration, because there is no relative motion
between laser beam and work piece. As illustrated in Figure 8.3 the weld dimensions
depend on the peak power density, pulse duration and welding speed Vs.

Rectangular laser power pulse train

1

t
TF

single spot weld vs=O

-0- !

:,~\~, ~;:,:"

)

•

0
0

tp

•

d

•

l -

series of single spot welds (vs> 0) forming a seam
D

D*=vsxtp

Fig. 8.3 Single spot-weld and series of overlapping spot welds

Pulsed laser seam welding consists of the execution of a series of periodic single spot
welds overlapping each other and forming a welding seam. The formation and the
percentage of overlap as well as the weld quality depend on the combination of various
pulsed laser parameters (mean power, welding speed, pulse energy, pulse duration, spot
diameter and average peak power density) [88).
Due to the partial overlapping of spot welds and the refilling process of preceding fusion
zones, pores can effectively be reduced. The relevant equations are formulated as follows:
Assuming a one-dimensional overlapping, the percentage of overlap Po can be calculated
in x-axis direction as follows:
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Po

= (D-D*).IOO%
D
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(8.1)

(8.2,8.3)

Substituting the expression for D* and D in equation 8.1, the overlap percentage can be
calculated,

(8,4)

It can been seen from equation 8,4 the percentage of overlapping depends upon the pulse

duration tp, the pulse to pulse time T, welding speed Vs for a given mean power PM and
spot size d.
Nd:YAG lasers pulse train can be considered as a transformation of a continuous wave
(CW - duty cycle lOO %) power. Figure 2.13 illustrates a transformation of a CW laser
power into the pulsed mode. The relationship between the parameters can be expressed by
following mathematical equations, where D is the spot diameter:

(8.5)

(8.6)

(8.7)

From equation 8.5 it can be observed that for a given laser power PM, there can be various
combinations of Ep and PRR and the relation in inversely proportional. The Nd:YAG
lasers used for pulsed LDBA welding has the ability to vary duty cycle. This may have
significant effects on weld quality and thermal heat input of the LDBA.
The question arises how to select a set of parameters to provide efficient and effective
pulsed laser welding concerning LDBA manufacturing.
Equation 8.8 is essentially correct for any power pulses, including rectangular pulses as
used for LDBA manufacturing:
178
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(S.S)

The energy of a single pulse, Ep, varies linearly with the pulse duration tp if the duty cycle
and the mean power PM is maintained constant. Conversely, for selected values of PM and
tp

the duty cycle decreases with increasing pulse energy. Moreover Equation S.S can be

written as:
(S.9)

The duty cycle decreases with increasing PD, if the spot size D and the mean power PM
are kept constant. Due to earlier experiments regarding pulsed laser spot welding of
precision devices, it has been shown that short duty cycles can improve spot weld quality
and reliability [97]. It has been stated that for spot welding by single power pulse, that the
most important parameters are the average peak power density APPD and the pulse
duration

tp.

For pulsed laser seam welding, other processing parameters have to be taken

into consideration, e.g. mean laser powers PM and the travel speed Vs [88]. To achieve a
suitable APPD, the laser spot size has to be carefully selected with regard to the low mean
power available.
In the following described experiments, spot-welds· with pulse periods
u. 0.5 ms,

PRR

tp

(0.3 ms, 0.4 ms

= 100 Hz and 5 pulses) and with different power levels were carried out.

Stainless steel (1.4920) was chosen as material. From the resultant depths of the spot
welds as a function of laser pulse power, the minimum required pulse power for different
spot diameters can be ascertained (Figure 8.4 and 8.5). The spot welds depicted in Figure
8.4 were carried out at the beam focal point. The spot welds in Figure S.5 were carried out
with a spot diameter of 400 Ilm. This diameter occurred at the half of the Rayleigh-length
(Figure 6.1).
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Fig.8.4 Depth of weld as a function of pulse power for a 330 flm spot (PRR = 100Hz)
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Fig. 8,5 Depth of weld as a function of pulse power for a 400 flm spot (PRR = 100Hz)
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Fig. 8.6 Series of spot-welds for 330 fJm spot diameter with pulse duration (0.3, 0.4, 0.5 ms) and
pulse powers up to 2 kW
With increasing pulse power and period, the weld depth increased in linear approximation
(Figure 8.5). Larger spot diameters resulted in reduced area energy density and thus
smaller weld depths. The threshold pulse powers required for measurable weld depths are
therefore lower for smaller spot diameters as for larger.

It is observed that for a given mean power and focal spot size of 330 J.lm, the appropriate
zone of acceptable spot welds quality by pulsed laser welding is between the duty cycles
of 3-5 %. The advantage of short duty cycles causes less thermal heat input into the
material than larger duty cycles. The strategy of multiple pulses on the same position is
that after the first pulse absorption conditions are increasing. Due to this increased
absorption behaviour the coupling efficiency of laser radiation is much higher compared
to a single pulsed spot weld.
As the manufacture of the LDBA requires no weld depths greater than 400 J.lm, no greater
pulse power than 1600 W is required at a pulse period of 0.3 - 0.5 ms (Figure 8.7).

1500 W, 1=100 Hz, Duty Cycle 4%, v=8 mm/s

Fig.8.7 Series of circular welds in stainless-steel
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Figure 8.8a-d illustrates the results of a series of overlapping spot welds. By changing the
velocity, the degree of spot overlapping can be adjusted in range of 0-100 % from the
spot area.

Parameter:
1500W, 1=100 Hz, DutyC.
4%, locus situation Z= 0
overlap: 10 %

vs: 30 mmls
shielding gas: Ar (20 IImin)

Parameter:
1500W, 1=100 Hz, DutyC.
4%, locus situation Z= 0
overlap: 40 %

vs: 20 mmls
shielding gas: Ar (20 IImin)

Parameter:
1500 W, 1=100 Hz, Duty C.
4%, locus situation Z= 0
overlap: 85 %

vs: 5 mmls
shielding gas: Ar (20 IImin)
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Parameter:
1500 W, 1=100 Hz, Duty C.
4%, locus situation Z= 0
overlap: 95 %

vs: 1.7 mmls
shielding gas: Ar (20 IImin)
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Figure 8.9a-d illustrates the results of a series of overlapping spot welds. By changing the
shielding gas pressure, the quality of the weld bead was greatly influenced. A stable and
uniform weld bead was obtained with the parameter set in Figure 8.9d. Due to the high
shielding gas flow in Figure 8.9a-c the weld bead was not stable and irregular.

Parameter:
1500W, 1=100 Hz, DutyC.
7%, locus situation z=-0.2mm
overlap: 85 %
vs: 5 mm/s
shielding gas: Ar (50 I/min)
nozzle orientation: 45 0

Parameter:
1500 W, 1=100 Hz, Duty C.
7%, locus situation z=-0.2mm
overlap: 85 %
vs: 5 mm/s
shielding gas: Ar (40 I/min)
nozzle orientation: 45 0

Parameter:
1500W, 1=100 Hz, DutyC.
7%, locus situation z=-0.2mm
overlap: 85 %
vs: 5 mm/s
shielding gas: Ar (30 I/min)
nozzle orientation: 45 0

Parameter:
1500 W, 1=100 Hz, Duty C.
7%, locus situation z=-0.2mm
overlap: 85 %
vs: 5 mm/s
shielding gas: Ar (20 I/min)
nozzle orientation: 45 0

Fig. 8.9a-d Series of overlapping spot welds with different shielding gas pressure
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Threshold for Conduction Welding

In chapter 9 the single shot and overlap processing theory is developed. Depending on the
pulse frequency, spot size and feed rate, an overlap factor of single laser spots from 0 100% can be process-reliably set. On the basis of the Fresnel equations and LambertBeers laws, a mathematical model construct in heat conduction mode can be carried out.

In the following, the threshhold for heat conduction welding in dependence of the laser
power, incidence angle and polarisation axis can be calculated for iron and comparatively
for aluminium.
Results show that a change in the incidance angle of the laser beam affects the welding
speed only marginally, so long as the incidance angle lies under the characteristic
Brewster angle. The structure of this chapter is summarized in Figure 8.i.
The development of laser material processing requires extensive empirical research and
the development of accurate and robust mathematical models. Many of these models have
concentrated on various aspects of cutting [98, 99, 100], welding [101, 102, 103, 104] and
drilling [105, 106]. All models of different laser machining processes involve the
understanding and modelling of the fundamental physical and chemical laser absorption
mechanisms. Photon-matter interactions are complex. The mechanisms determining
energy coupling into the matter represent a key issue for understanding of laser material
processing and improving the efficiency and reliability of this technology.
The objective of this chapter is to determine the threshold for conduction welding
regarding laser seam welding of stainless steel with respect to Fresnel absorption as a
function of the angle of incidence [144 - 146].
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Fig. 9.i The subchapter block diagram
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Lambert & Beer Law

The Lambert-Beer law gives the decrease in light intensity as a function of propagation
distance z in the form of an exponential law. According to Lambert & Beer's law for
homogenous media:
(9.1)

where

a 41&~nk is the absorption coefficient and Aa is the vacuum wavelength [119].

The reciprocal of IX is called the absorption length la, and is the distance after which the
intensity is reduced by a factor of lie.

In inhomogeneous media, nand k depend on position and may in certain crystals even
depend on the direction of propagation. In that case

IX

must be replaced by a(z) and

integrated along the propagation path (equation 9.2).

(9.2)
The optical constants nand k can be calculated from complex dielectric permittivity.
(9.3)

using the following equations:

n2= (e, +~e,2 +e; )/2
k 2= (-e, + ~e; + e; )/2

(9.4)

(9.5)

However the law is valid for following assumption. The centre of absorption does not
interact. There is no non-linear effect or

a is a constant. Furthermore there is no

saturation and the material is homogeneous.
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Fresnel Equation and the Reflection at Metal

In the generalized Maxwell description, materials are characterized by the three
parameters

(I

(dielectric constant) /J (magnetic permeability) and

(1

(electrical

conductivity). In particular, the conductivity leads to a damping and absorption of
electromagnetic radiation. Normally metals show a very large conductivity. Therefore the
Fresne1 equation can be simplified for reflection at the metal after inserting the complex
refractive index. In this way the following reflectivities can be found:

(cosB-n)' +k '
(cosB+n)' +k'
R _ (l-ncosB)' + (kcosB)'
p (l+ncosB)' + (k cos B)'

(9.6)

(9.7)

Where B is the incident angle, n is the refraction coefficient, k is the material extinction
coefficient. It can be seen the reflectivity of parallel rays (Rp) and perpendicular rays (Rs)
are different; p-rays are more easily absorbed by materials than s-rays do [119].

9.3

Threshold for Conduction Welding

The threshold for conduction welding when the work piece moves with the speed v
relative to the stationary laser beam sent the absorbing power AP to the surface can be
obtained from following approximation to the heat equation [146]. The coordinate is as
shown in Figure 9.1 and r

=(x 2+i+z2)ln [118].
T(r)-T
o

=

Ap exp(v(x+r»
21fKr
2k

187
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laser beam

Fig 9.1 The coordinate for laser welding [120]

Equation 9.8 is the exact for the point source of strength AP and has a singularity at
r

= O. It can be used to estimate the threshold for welding for a Gaussian beam of radius

w, by taking for T =Tm at r= w.fi

~

And x =0 and P = fI(r)2JZrdr

= 211i(r =0)~f(

o

[22]
~ rdr)

exp -

(9.9)

W

0

From this results:

v =_ 2.fiTC ln [(Tm -To)*2.fiJTKW]
m

AP

W

(9.1 0)

Where
K = Thermal conductivity of the material (W/mK)
K=

Thermal diffusivity of the material (m2/s)

w=

Diameter of the Gaussian beam (m)

Tm=

Melting point (K)

To =

Room temperature (K)

AP=

Absorbed power (W)

Vm= Critical welding speed of the work piece (rn/s).
The minus sign in front of the equation (9.10) means that the absorbed power (AP) should

*

be greater than (Tm - To) 2.fiJTKw or this equation can be written from this condition as
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P
mi

•
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~ (Tm -To)*2J21!l(w .

(9.11)

Amin

Hence the minimum power of laser welding should be evaluated before using equation
(9.20). The problems for using equation (9.20) are the thermal conductivity and thermal
diffusivity because these values depend on the temperature. We did not know exactly
which temperature should be applied to these thermal parameters.
However when we compared or the numerical values of Steel at A =0.1 and Aluminium
at A = 0.03 given by Cline and Anthony [127]:

v _ -2.7XlO-4 1 [2.2XI0 7 w]
(AI) -

V(Steel)

n

W

P

= -2.7xlO-5 1n[5.7XI0 6 w]
w

P

,

(9.12)

.

(9.13)

Where w and v are given unit in m and mls respectively.

When (9.12) and (9.13) are compared with (9.10), thermal conductivity (K) and thermal
diffusivity (k) are calculated and compared with the values from data sheet as shown in
Table 9.1.

enna1I pnyS1C
Tbl91Th
h·a1I properlles 0 ft·
s amIess-steeI andAI Ulrumum
a e .
From [122] [123] and
[121]
Metal
[122]
[124]
k( m< Is)
k (m</s)
K «W/m-K)
K «W/m-K) k (m</s)
K «W/m-K)
Steel

42.48

8.84 x 10-·

40

nI.

AI

139

9.54 x 10-'

110

6.5 x 10-"

*
**
***

$
$$
$$$
nJa

40-43
121"

...

7.3 - 8.84 x 10-·
3.5 x 10-' '"

At liquid phase.
From T = 1810 - 3800 K (from melting point at 1810 K)
From T = 1810 - 3500 K (over melting point)
At 900 K (near melting point at 933K). No information for liquid phase.
At 1073 K (over melting point)
At melting point.
No information in liquid phase.

From the comparison, thermal physical properties of Iron should be the value in the liquid
phase. However for Aluminium, only thermal conductivity is corresponding with the
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value in the liquid phase. Therefore thermal physical values of each metal have to be
applied at the temperature near the melting point.

9.3.1

Modelling in Conduction Laser Welding

The objective of this chapter is to calculate the profile of the critical welding speed as a
function of incident angle by using threshold for conduction welding model (equation
9.10). However AP or P in equation 9.10, 9.11 and 9.12 are not constant. AP or P should
be the absorbed power from material. Therefore in this report the reflectivity from the
Fresnel equations is applied to obtain the AP is a function of incident angle B by the
following equation:

R =_R-,-s(_1_)+_R....::p_U_)

(9.14)

2
AP = (l-R (B)) * Laser Power
AP = (l-Rs (B)) * Laser Power
AP = (I-Rp (B)) * Laser Power

(9.15)
(9.16)
(9.17)

Assumptions for modelling are included following:

The mode of welding is conduction welding according to the welding speed equation
9.10. It implies that laser power should not be higher than the threshold of 106 W/cm2for
steel, otherwise the keyhole-welding mode will occur.
Laser beams with the Gaussian intensity distribution (also from the assumption of
equation 9.10. Type of laser is a pulsed Nd: YAG lasers because in the calculation of
reflectivity, the refractive index is for the wavelength 1.06 Ilm.
From the comparison in Table 9.1 thermal conductivity (K) and thermal diffusivity (k) in
formula 9.20, it is assumed that these parameters at near melting point.
The reason for choosing the physical parameters at near, not at, melting point or at liquid
phase is because at melting point the absorptivity increases abruptly [126]. At the liquid
phase, the Fresnel absorption can therefore be neglected. However, this chapter studies
laser welding at absorptions at any incident angle. Hence modelling is carried out with the
metal in the solid phase, i.e. temperature near melting point.
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Substrates used are stainless-steel (1.4301) and Aluminium because of the ease of finding
physical properties values Vm from numerical formula in (9.12) and (9.13).

9.3.2

Calculation

At programming, the reflectivity R(s) and R (p) are first calculated from incident angel

e,

over a range of 0° to 90° according to equation 9.6 and 9.7. The absorbed power (AP) is
the calculated from equation (9.14) and (9.15) as a function of incident angle. Finally
each value of AP at each incident angle

e is substitute in the equation (9.1 0) to calculate

the critical welding speed of each material.
From the modelling the welding process can be optimised by selecting the incident angle,
which gives the minimum welding speed. At this point the maximum absorption occurs
(most metals show increase power absorption abruptly near their melting points). This
angle is called the Brewster angle.
From mathematical model, profiles of welding speed in steel work pieces are calculated
in the different value of laser power (800, 1200, and 1500 Watt) and the different size of
beam diameter (0.4 and 0.33 mm)
From formula (9.6) and (9.7) Brewster's angle depends on index of refraction of each
material [126]. Figure 9.2, 9.3 shows the reflectivity of steel and Aluminium as function
of the incident angle.
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If the profile is considered before Brewster's angle, the minimum power for laser
conduction welding can be calculated by using equation (9.11) p. > (Tm -T,,)*2.fi7rKw and
~,
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maximum reflectivity. For Rmax it is applied the value at the zero incident angle not the
angle after the Brewster angle. The result for suitable power of each material are
presented in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2 Minimum ower for conduction weldin
Metal

Minimum Power W
For beam diameter 0.4 mm.

Minimum Power W
For beam diameter 0.3 mm.

Steel

=600
=650

=460
=490

AI

From the value in Table 9.2, it means that laser power applied in the model (800, 1200
and 1500 W) are appropriate.
From the formula (9.10), the critical welding speed depends on laser power. Hence the
results from programming the different value of laser power for each material are shown
in the following.
Figure 9.4 and 9.5 shows the results of modelling by using Nd:YAG-lasers power of 800
Watt on steel with beam diameters of 330 /lm and 400 /lm.
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Figure 9.6 and 9.7 shows the results of modelling by using Nd:YAG lasers power 1200 W
on steel for beam diameters of 330 flm and 400 flm.
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Fig. 9.7 Profile of welding speed of steel from Nd: YAG lasers welding (laser power
1200 W A.=1.06 flm beam diameter 0.4 mm) with Fresnel absorption R
Figure 9.8 and 9.9 shows the results of modelling by using Nd:YAG laser power 1500
Watt on steel for beam diameters of 330 Ilm and 400 Ilm.
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9.3.3
1.

Conclusion
Change of incident angle does not materially affect welding speed if the process is
carried out under Brewster's angle. Therefore a changing incident angle over a
range of 60° is not a critical parameter in laser welding.

2.

For the optical system, material changes to welding speed come from laser
intensity. An increase of beam power or reduction of beam diameter will therefore
result in speed increases and deeper weld penetration.
According to Lambert & Beers law, the shorter the wavelength, the more energetic
the photons are. Photons with shorter wavelengths are more easily absorbed by the
materials than photons with longer wavelengths. Hence welding speed also can be
increased by reducing the wavelength.

3.

For the physical thermal properties, heat diffusion will have most affect on
welding speed. However, higher thermal diffusion properties result in higher
probabilities to reach keyhole-welding modes.

4.

Parallel polarised radiation is absorbed considerably better than vertically
polarized radiation.
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Manufacturing of Laser Diode Beam Assembly

This chapter discusses the difficulties arising in the manufacturing process of devices in
which opto-electronic, micro-optical and precision mechanical components are assembled
and joined by laser fine welding. The production of a laser diode beam assembly (LDBA)
is used for demonstrating new solutions of these problems. Main difficulties occur in the
alignment of the optical function components of this system. Regarding the LDBA, the
first component in the assembly device is a laser diode, which has tolerances in the
direction of its light emission. Because of this, the alignment of the components following
this light source have to be carried out in such a manner that the light propagation through
the LDBA device is kept parallel to the beam path of the optical axis. This leads to a
necessary angular displacement related to the symmetrical axis of the LDBA. Therefore a
previously developed laser fine welding system has been enhanced by a fine scan system
for enabling the optical alignment of the LDBA [97][142].
Chapter 10 describes and discusses the construction and manufacturing procedures of a
novel laser diode beam assembly.The LDBA is characterised by a corrected beam
direction deviation, optimised beam characteristic and a compact build. The LDBA
consists in the main of a modified laser diode pigtail, an interface connector and an output
coupler. The LDBA can also be filled with a protective gas via a gas inlet on the
interface connector.
The combination of modular construction and a new, adapted manufacturing procedure
allows the laser beam weld technique in heat conductive mode to successfully produce
high-precision positioned jointing in temperature-sensitive work-pieces. In total, 6 weld
seams had to be carried out on the LDBA in a rigidly process sequence. A full-automatic
adjustment of the output coupler using a two-dimensional area scan (FineScan) allowed a
positioning of the output coupler in micrometer ranges. This allows the smallest
manufacturing tolerance induced beam direction deviation to be corrected. The chapter
goes on to discuss and evaluate the effects of the laser weld process on the adjustment and
alignment of single components and of the function of the highly heat-sensitive laser
diode. The chapter closes with an economics review on the joint technology laser beam
welding using the example electro-opto-mechanicallaser diode beam assembly (LDBA).
The review was carried out with reference to the contemporary commercially available
solid state and gas lasers. The structure of this chapter is summarized in Figure IO.i.
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Subchapter 10.1
Laser diode beam assembly design and alignment
procedure

~

Subchapter 10.2

Pigtail construction and manufacturing

~

Subchapter 10.3

Modification of joint configuration of LD-pigtail

!

Subchapter 10.4

Pigtail alignment procedure and pulsed laser fine welding

~

Subchapter 10.5
The interface connector

~
Seam welding of laser diode pigtail and interface
connector

~

Subchapter 10.6

2D-area scan set-up and output coupler alignment
procedure

~
Laser fine welding of interface connector and output
coupler and

!

Subchapter 10.7

Welding of gas inlet and interface connector

!

Subchapter 10.8

Laser diode beam assemby

~

Subchapter 10.9
Results and discussion

!

Subchapter 10.1 0

Consideration of economic efficiency of laser beam
welding systems (Example - LDBA Production)
Contribution by the author
Background work

Fig. lO.i The subchapter block diagram
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LDBA Design and Alignment Procedure

As a new joining technology, laser beam-welding offers a multitude of enhanced
constructive possibilities in device design. Not only the low energy input or the
possibility of one-sided access jointing, but also the application to a great variety of
materials and material combinations are important advantages of this technology. The
prerequisite for laser fine welding is to design the component shape and to make the
material selection in such a manner that functional and quality requirements of the
weldable components are guaranteed. Moreover the manufacturing process has to be
carried out with high accuracy and reliability. For a high repetition accuracy of alignment,
it is necessary to clamp the components in specially designed precision clamp tools. Table
10.1 depicts the complete LDBA alignment and assembling procedure, subdivided in
components construction, assembling, welding procedure and intermediate stage.

Tab. 10.1 Schematic procedure of LDBA alignment and assembling
Begin

,
,, ,

Components
~,

modification

I
I
I

Assembling

" man",u"::.I~--,

Allgnm~1lI

I

~
~

I
I
I

I'
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

:
I
I

,
I
I

IntermediJU

'. r---'''--_!J

LDBA

~

.'
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Weldabi lity and welding seam quali ty (mechani ca l properties, gas-tightness) depend
strongly on the optimised process parameters, laser parameters, materi al composi tion,
precise structural design of the components (edge preparati on and gap to lerance) and the
use of a preci sion handling system. T o meet these conditi ons, a diode laser diode beam
assembly (LDBA) was des igned consi sti ng of a laser pi gtail, Interface Co nnector (IC),
focusing ou tput coupler and gas inlet (Figure 10. 1). Di fferent fibre focusing optics can be
al igned as replacement for the focusing output coupl er.

Flange B
Flange 1.

Gas-Inlet

Flange 2.
Laser
diode

Flange 4.

Laser diode pigtail

Output Coupler
Flange 3.

Flange 2 - Gas-Inl et
Flange 4 - IC and Output Coupler
• one-sided radial accessibility
• multi-fu nctional Flange 1
• self-centering (Flange 1 & 2)
• Flange 3. optional Fi lter
• Flange 4. ex!. Optics/ Collimation
Fig. 10.1 Exploded drawi ng of the diode Laser Diode Beam Assemb ly (LDBA)
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These components consist of different material compositions (high-grade steel 1.3920,
1.4547, see chapter 13.11.2) with different sensitivities to the local melting process
caused by pulsed laser welding. The most sensitive device in the LDBA is the laser diode,
a small active laser device. Its main body consists of steel covered with I micron thick
gold plating. The LDBA and its components are constructed in such a way that all
alignment procedures can be carried out with high accuracy. Due to the LDBA
construction and component joint configurations, all influences from clamping during the
alignment procedure and after the laser welding process cause fewer mismatches on the
alignment.
The Butt joint configuration makes design and alignment of optical components much
easier as well as avoids time-consuming focusing procedures of the welding head. In
particular, the fillet joint configuration is sensitive to deviation during the welding
process, which can lead to a mismatch of the components to be welded. The small
number of welds positions and reduction in the complexity of joint forms allow a fast and
accurate positioning of the components relative to each other. The laser pigtail and gas
inlet are mounted self-centring on· the interface connector without the need for an
adjustment effort (Figure 10.1).
By the use of three joint forms so chosen as not to influence each other during weld, any
interference of the alignment results during and after welding can be neglected. In the
case of the assembly of laser pigtail and gas inlets, a weld joint thermal movement can be
practically excluded. The precision manufacture of the components leads to no seam
openings being expected. The vertical construction form of the LBDA and the butt-joint
weld arrangement of pigtail to IC and output coupler to IC, a one-sided access laser weld
can be carried out without a high focusing effort on the working optics.
Table 10.2 Pairs of components to be aligned and to be welded (Figure 10.1)
Connection flange

Joint configuration

Alignment
Degree of difficulty

Pigtail

Flange A and B
(Beam profiler)

Butt and overlap (fit)

high

Pigtail + (IC)

Flange 1

Butt weld (fit)

less

Gas inlet + IC

Flange 2

Fillet weld (fit)

less

Output Coupler + IC +
Pigtail

Flange 4 (FineScan)

Butt weld

medium

Pairs

of

components
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Table 10.3 Technical details of LDBA (construction drawings see Appendix 13.11.3)
Components
Laser diode (LD)
GRIN-lens holder
GRIN-lens mount
Gas-Inlet
Interface Connector (IC)
Output Coupler (OC)

Drawing No.
2000-73-01
2000-73-04
2000-73-05
2000-73-03
2000-73-02
2000-73-07

Weight (g)
0.25
0.55
0.35
0.14
6.80
1.80

Material
Steel + gold plating
1.3920
1.3920 + gold plating
1.4546
1.4546
1.4546

The 4 main steps in manufacturing of LDBA are (chronological order):

»
»
»
»

Laser diode Pigtail alignment and laser welding by use of a beam profiler
Alignment and laser welding of laser diode pigtail and IC
Alignment and laser welding of Gas-Inlet and IC
Alignment of Output Coupler and IC by means of FineScan and final laser
welding

10.2

Pigtail Construction and Manufacturing

Using the knowledge and findings in the previous chapters and taking into account the
negative impacts of small positing deviations of laser diode and GRIN-lens on the beam
collimation, a laser diode pigtail was constructed. This also covered any defects in clamp
surety in component construction affecting positing accuracy.
The laser diode pigtail consists of a laser diode (without casing) with corrected beam
projection, a GRIN-lens holder and a mounted GRIN-lens.

Flange A
GRIN-lens
GRIN-lens
mount

,

I

\
GRIN-lens holder

J,...

2mm

Fig. 10.2 Laser diode, GRIN-lens holder and GRIN-lens with mount
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The body of the laser diode consists of steel with a 10 !lm gold plate surface. The GRINlens holder was manufactured from good machinable stainless-steel (1.3920) with low
thermal distortion coefficient and good weldability.
The GRIN-lens mount was also of stainless steel. To improve the solderability of the
GRIN-lens into its mount, the lens mount was plated with 3 !lm thick gold plating.
A necessary prerequisite for high-quality welded seams was the cleaning of all joint
connections with acetone or Isopropanol. In the further course of the LDBA production a
GRIN-lens was used with the following technical data:
Focal length f = 0.96 mm, Pitch = 0.23, NA = 0.51, Diameter = Imm, Working distance =
0.12 mm.

10.3 Modification of Joint Configuration ofLD-Pigtail
So that the effects of weld shrinkage induced length contractions on collimation
alignment remained minimal, the GRIN-lens holder was modified at weld positions 2, 3
and 4 with respect to laser weldability. Figure 10.3 shows the laser diode pigtail with the
modified joint geometry. The wall thickness in the welding groove area was now 0.3mm.

,,

1 ,,-

•,

---

laser beam 2, - --,

-,-

4

,,,

,

" ",
"':..

"

",

"-

,

'"
"

-

GRIN-lens
Fillet weld (45~
GRIN-lens holder
Welding groove

F (clamp force)

"

-,

.~~

Butt weld
Laser diode
Power supply
connections

Self-cantering

Fig. 10.3 Laser diode pigtail with modified GRIN-lens holder
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The joint geometry in the weld positions I to 4 in Table lOA is shown with the relative
laser beam direction. All following laser welds were carried out with angles under 90° to
the symmetrical axis of the laser pigtail.

.

T abl e 104 Jomt
. confiI uratlOn andId'
we mg_d'IrectlOns 0 fJ aser d'lode pI taIl
1) overlap joi nt

r-

,

7'1' , ,'
",

I GRIN-

I mount
I
I

•

2) overlap joint

3) butt joint
Interface
: Connector

I GRINlens

·~l

4) butt joint

. "'----

mount

r

GRIN·lens
holder

I

I GRIN-lens
I holder

• ....... - - .

I

laser diode

GRIN-lens
holder

•

favoured welding direction

---~

alternative welding direction

This allows non-productive and time-consuming focal position adjustment of the laser
beam process optics to be eliminated.
The functional surface 3 served two purposes. During welding (spot and seam welding) of
the laser pigtail, a pressure of about ION was applied to this surface. This prevented a
displacement of the GRIN-lens holder during welding.
At the following welding of the laser pigtail to the Interface Connector, this functional
surface allowed the pigtail to self-centre to the IC-flange (dotted line flange 3 in Figure
10.3) and is welded at position 3 with flange 3 of the interface connector.
In the following FEM- simulation, the influence of the pressure of the GRIN-lens holdercentring surface 3 (Figure 10.4) and mechanical deformation of the laser diode was more
deeply investigated [159]. The pressure at the centring ring was taken as 10 N.
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Fig. 10.4 Deformation of GRIN-lens holder due to the influence of pressure strength

The mechanical deformation on the outer boundary of the GRIN-lens holders reached a
maximum of 0.845e-04 mm. This relatively small value had no significant affect on the
alignment results and was neglected.
Figure 10.5 shows the different areas of deformation of the laser diode during mechanical
fixing, due to the pressure caused by the GRIN-lens holder (surface 3, Figure 10.3).
The largest deformation (0.214 - 3.84e-5 mm) lay in the outer area of the laser diode.
This is also the bearing surface for the GRIN-lens holder. A local deformation peak is
found on the right-angled notch on the base. This marginal deformation led to no adverse
effect on the beam characteristics of the laser diode and could also be neglected in the
course of further production.
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Fig. 10.5 Defonnation of laser diode due to the influence of pressure strength
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10.4 Pigtail Alignment Procedure and Pulsed Laser Fine Welding
The following alignment procedure regarding pigtail manufacturing is carried out in the
alignment area of the rotation table and laser beam process optics (Figure 10.7).

1. Laser Beam Processing Optics, 2. Rotation table, 3. Laser
distance sensor, 4. Photo detector or alternative beam profiler

Fig. 10.6 Set-up with Rotation table for pigtail alignment and welding

The focusing procedure of the laser beam is monitored by means of an application
microscope. Further a laser distance sensor adapted on the top of LBPO allows fast and
precise focus positioning.
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beam
profiler

beam path

LD power supply

Fig.IO.' Alignment area for pigtail alignment procedure and manufacturing

The laser diode is fixed in a special clamp tool, which can be rotated by the precision
mini rotation axis and be moved by means of linear precision axes in x,y and z directions.
The GRIN-lens mount including the GRIN-lens is fixed by means of a hydro clamp tool
inserted into a GRIN-lens clamp tool. The GRIN-lens is positioned in front of the laser
diode. During the alignment process the laser beam intensity distribution is measured and
monitored by a beam profiler. The active photosensitive surface of the sensor has an area
of 40.6 mm2 (6.5(H) x 6.25(V) mm - 752 x 582 usable pixels).
Figure 10.8 shows a characteristic 2D-intensity distribution of a collimated laser diode
beam at a given distance, referred to as distance alignment. During the alignment of the
GRIN-lens, the distance between photosensitive chip of the beam profiler and the GRINlens was 218.5mm is commensurate with a beam width of 4140 !lm.
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Slit width

Beam width

2D-Beam rofile

Fig.lO.S 2D-intensity distribution of a collimated LD-profile by means of a GRIN-lens
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Distance: Beam profiler - front surface GRIN-lens (mm)

FIg. 10.9 GraphIcal representatIOn of beam WIdth vs. alIgnment dIstance

After the GRIN-lens holder and laser diode adjustment process was finished using the
measured beam width of 4140 f1m. they could be joined together at the chosen positions
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by pot welds in a heat conduction mode. Th e GRIN -le ns holder was now fi xed to ho ld
the la er diode (butt weld - W l ).

w,
W2

t
z

y

w,

x

Fig. 10.1 0 Sc~;;;:t;~Y;;p.:e:e:u

welding direclion

During the spot-welding processes, a cl amping ring assured a techni cally zero di stance
between laser diode and GRIN -lens holder by exerting pressure on the la er di ode
urface.

special clamping of GRIN-lens holder

b) Clamping with special ring

Fig_ 10.11 Clamping situations of GRlN-lens holder and LD

Fi gure 10. 12 shows the joint situati o ns before laser Spot and seam welding. The techni ca l
gap between laser diode and GRIN- lens holde r amo unted to 5 flm .

2 10
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laser diode

GRIN-lens holder

laser diode

GRIN -lens holder

Fig. 10.12 Joint confi guration and gap si zes ofLD and GRIN-lens holder

Fi gure 10. 13 shows the joint conditi ons after laser spot welds and fin al seam weldi ng
with a spot overl ap of 90%. Discrete spot welds fi x the components local before a
compl ete seam weld is performed.

b) Parameter: P=1400 W, 1=100 Hz
Pd=OA ms, vs=4mm/s

Shield ing gas Ar (201/mi n)
Fig. 10.13 Pulsed spot (a) and seam welding (b)o f laser diode pigtail
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GRIN·lens
holder

Fig. 10.14 Welding results of LD and GRIN· lens holder (a) no lateral mismatch (b) lateral
mi smatch 6x = 120,,01

Figure 10. 14a shows the welding result o n the butt joint. The technically zero distance
between the components prevented any collapse on the seam upper surface of the joint.
The seam showed no expul sion of material , no pores o r micro·cracks. Figure 10.14b
s hows the result at a side offset (latera l mi smatch) of LD and GRIN·lens ho lder of 120
).Im . The possible impact of an ins uffic ient clamping during and after the spo t·welding
process (Fi gure 11.1 Sa) can result in a lateral di slocati o n wi th additio nal angular
di spl acement of the GRIN·l ens ho lders. The result of this di s location, the collimated
beam profile fro m the laser di ode would not be projected centrall y on the photosensiti ve
s urface of the beam profiler.

Fig.

Comparison of intensity distribution
clamping (a) and correct clamping (b)

2 12

spot weld procedure due to incorrect

2 13
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Additionally, the beam path would not be paralle l to the z- axi s (Figure 10.10). The
collimated beam woul d not be free from interference and would be projected to the edge
of the photo- ensiti ve surface (Figure 10.15a)
The GRIN-lens is manua ll y moved insi de the GR IN-lens holder to a defi ned position f'.d,
where the beam inte nsity di stributio n and beam width are optimi sed . To avoid
longitudinal contractio n between GR IN-lens mount and GRIN-lens hold er, the latter i
eq uipped with a welding groove. The length deviation results from the decrease in
vo lume of the weld pool during the change from the liquid phase to the so lid phase at W3
(Figure 10. 10).
Figu re 10 .1 6 shows the characteristic bea m width deviati on due to the defi ned
di splacement of the GRI N-lens in z-di reclion.
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Displacement in -z-direction ()Jm )

Fig. 10.16 Beam width de viati on due to GRlN-lens displaceme nt

A physical le ngth deviation in z-directio n of 5)J m in the ali gnment di stan ce between the
laser chi p and the surface of the GRIN-lens causes a change in the opti cal beam -width of
nearl y 120)Jm . The movement in longitudinal positi on of the GRIN -lens ho lder during
weld in g at positio n W 3 (Figure 10. 10) can be e liminated by a constructi onal c hange of the
GRI N- le ns ho lder. Before the GRIN-lens was welded to the GRIN-lens holder at position
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W J . a spot-weld sequence at a number of points at positi on W 2 (welding groove - overlap
weld) (Fi gure I 0. 17a) were carried out.
The GRIN-lens holder and GRIN-lens were then spot welded at the top (welding
directi on I - overl ap weld 0°).

a)

b)

2

s.

,

X

"

t

' ",('1"\ grin-lens
: I i mount
"'" T·....

GRIN-

lens
holder

' - - - - jr--------:::::J.- welding groove

340l-'m
Parameter: P=1300 W, 1=120 Hz, Pd=0.4 ms
S pulses
Fig. 10.17 Joi nt arrangement of GRIN-lens ho lder and GRJN-Iens

Weld direction I (0° ) had the advantage over direction 2 (45° ) that a time-consuming
adjustment of the weld opti c was not necessary. Further, the concentricity accuracy of 47
I-'m of the M ini-Rotations ax is caused no negative effects on the focal positi on and
therefore also no negati ve effects on the welding results. Fi gure I 0. 18a shows the results
of the spot weld proce s

and spot seam welding of GRIN-lens holder and GRIN-lens
moun t (b)

2 14
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A circul ar weld as in Fi gure I 0. 18b is full y possible. However, thi s welding led to a
sustained heating of the silver so lder used to fi x the lens into the lens mount. Thi led to a
subsequent di slocat ion of the GR IN -lens within the GRIN -lens moun t.
Figure 10.1 9 shows the GRIN-lens moun t with silver-soldered GRf -l ens. A fter th e
so lder process, a thin layer of flux and sil ver older exi sts on the output surFace of the
GRIN -lens, which has to be removed.

Fig. 10.19 Soldered GRIN-lens

Figure 10.20a shows the weld result between GRIN-l ens mount and GRIN-lens holder.
Through melting of the edge of the GRIN -lens holder , the thennal loading of the GRI lens mount could be reduced to a minimum. The weld al so shows no pores or mi crocrack.

I
Smm

GR IN-l ens holder

Welding result

-lens mount

2 15
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The Interface Connector (IC)

The interface connector (IC) is a speciall y developed dev ice, whi ch is manu fac tured fro m
stainl ess steel. It is designed to link the pi gtail (fl ange I) with th e output coupler (fl ange
4). The

re is

constructed so th at the welding processes at fl ange I and 4 can be carri ed

out in a butt joint configuration except for the fill et joint configuratio n of the gas inlet
(fl ange 2). Thi s construction all ow precise ali gnment of pigtail , output coupler and gas
in let (fl ange 2) with a technicall y zero gap. Flange 3 is a special surface plane for optical
filters and dia phragm s.

Gas-Inlet

Output
Coupler

laser diode
pigtail

Fig. 10.21 Schematic cross-sec tion of interface connector with fl anges

In particul ar fill et joi nt con fi gurati ons are sensitive to deviation during the weldin g
process, which can reduce the weldin g seam quality. The

re fulfilled different tasks.

Function of Interface Connector in LDBA construction:

Interface Connector

Pigtail carrier

Gas reservoir

Output Coupler

Fig. 10.22 Schemat ically representation of le functi on
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Seam Welding of Laser Diode Pigtail and Interface Connector

The first step of the al ignment process is to in sert the pigtai l in the Interface Connector
(fl ange I). The IC is then precisely fi xed in a chu ck.

Parameter:

Fig. 10.23 Set-lip for laser seam weld ing of LD-pigtai l and IC

The tack weld procedure is carried out at 8 points (distance 45 °) on the fl a nge side I wi th
minimum pul se power. A co ntinuous welding seam is th en performed on the fl y with a
revolution of 380° using Argon shi elding gas. The Spot welds have a weld overlap of 85
%. Fi gure 10.24 shows the precise bun joint arrangemen t of the interface co nnector

Fig. 10.24 Precise j oint arrangement of IC and GRIN-le ns holder
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and GRIN-len s holder. The precise pass surfaces A and B support an exact positi onin g
and ali gnment for the LD-pi gtai ls and of the Interface connectors.
Th e e nd surfaces o f GRIN-lens ho lder and Interface Connectors are provided with a
chamfer ( 150!l m x 200!lm) (Figure 10.25a).

le

GRIN-lens

c)

isotherm
layers

Parameter: P=1500 W, 1=120 Hz, Pd=0.3 ms
vs=4mm/s, Ar(201/min)
Z= -200 ~m

Fig. J

Welding results of pigtail and

connector

Figure 10.25b shows the weld result o n the Butt joint. Because of the clamped
components, a small seam collapse occurred on the upper surface the consistent form of
the weld seam pattern showed no materi al expu lsion or ind icatio ns of surface cracks. As
the weld process starts and stops on the fly, no burn ing on seam begin or end occurred.
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2-D Area Scan Set-up and Output Coupler Alignment
Procedure

For the fi ne ali gnment procedure of the output coupl er to the interface connector (lC) it is
necessary to find the optimi sed position re lative to each other. Thi

positi on depend

strongly on the angul ar dev iation o f the pi gtail. For instance an angular deviation of 0.5 0
to 10 causes an eccentric ity of -0.5 mm to I mm during the o utput coupler - interface
connector alignment procedure (Figure 10.26). There ex ist two main cases o f output
coupler alignment. In case I the angle devi ation a is zero, as a result M is zero. In case 2
an angul ar deviation a causes an output coupler shift M, which is not equ al to zero. In
compari son to case I thi s jo int config uration is more difficu lt, because th e weldi ng laser
beam has to have its tilt angle changed durin g each revolution of the LDBA .

Output Coupler

!

laser beam

laser beam
pigtail

laser beam
pig tail

As

laser beam

•

-

r
case 2

case 1

deviation angle a

Fig. 10.26 Laser beam deviation due to pi gtail angle deviation , case I - optimi sed
geometrica l alignment case 2 - alignmem considering the optical functi onality
In compari son to optimal joint configuration of case I, the mi salignment of joint
configuration of case 2 is very sensi ti ve to weldin g fa ilu res.
To correct pigtail angle deviation, the relati ve position of the output couple r to the
interface conn ector has to be displaced away fro m the symmetri c ax is. Therefore it is
necessary to know th e exact positi on where the output intensity is at max imum IMAx(x,y).
Fo r thi s reason the 2D-intensity distributio n of th e output beam is measured and th e
positi on of the max imum intensity IMAX(X,y) is determined . Thi s is realised by a system
whi ch consists o f a motion-controller, a micro-hand ling system, a photo detector
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(PDA55), and a computer with a PCI-Multi VO card and speciall y developed FineScan
software. The PDA55 is a sili con pho to detector designed for detecti on of light signal s in
a frequen cy ra nge fTom zero to 10 MH z.
The software FineScan contro ls the micro-handli ng system via motion controller and
provides the d ata-acqui sition for each pi xel during the area scanning process (area of 2

Detector PDA55

~
r

lamp r ngTOol

Ou tput Coupler

Interlace Connector

u....j-lr'

-====::;-.:__~---(

~

X

Y-Axis

X·Axis

!
1

IsCB.l
~

,- -

L
_

AS 232

labVIEW

OAQ

1-

Micro-Conlroller

FineSca n
Fig. 10.27 Bl ock di agram of the scan set-up.

FineScan offers a rough scan and fine scan mode dependin g on the step width as well as a
manual moti o n control mode. The x-y mi cro-stages manipul ate the moti on of the
interface connector in the x-y-p lane (Figure 10.28).
The measurement process is divided into two steps. F irst a low-reso lution scan seeks the
area where a max imum of li ght inten sity is located. Secondl y a hi gh-resoluti on scan is
applied to determine the exact maximum position.
The scanning field data (intensity di stribution) is detected For each pixel by a Silicon
photo detector and stored as an ASCII-File. Evaluating the detected 2-D intensity
distribution, FineScan generates the positi on coordinates of the max imu m intensity a nd
the motion instruct ions For the handling ystem. During the area scan process, the ou tput
coupler of the LDBA (Figure 10.27) is clamped by the clampin g too l in a fixed positio n.
Figure 10.28 shows a measured 2-d ime nsional intensity di stributio n of a laser di ode after
a fi ne scan process (resolution of 32 x 32 measuring point by a lateral step width of
50flm) in different representati o ns.
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a)

22 1

b)

.•

X·Axls

•

10

Fig. 10.28 2-Oimensional intensity di stributi on with contours (a) and 3-dimensional
representation (b).

To complete the alignment procedures, the values found from Figure 10.28 are dri ven to
wi th an accuracy of O.5f.1m. At thi s position , the output coup ler is then fixed to the
Interface coupler by spot-welding.

Output coupler
Interface
connector

.

-

I

500

~m

Fig. 10.29 Precise joint arrangement of le and Output coupler

Figure 10.29 shows a cros - ecti on through the Interface connector and the Output connector. The
offset of 100flm resulted from the 20-area scan optimi smion. Through this scan optimi sation the
potenti al beam ali gnment fail ures of the LOB A were corrected.
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Laser Fine Welding of Interface Connector and Output Coupler

Fi gure 10.30 shows the ali gnment area of the welding station and the set-up for OUtput
coupler adj ustment.

Photo detector
- -+r-PDA55

Laser
welding directi on

Laser welding head

Mini-rotati on ax is

Hydro clamp tool

Laser diode beam assembly (LDBA)

Fig. 10.30 Laser fine welding station with Nd:YAG Lasers and LDB A alignment set-up

The second step of alignment is to insert the output coupler into the clamp tool and to
move it close to the flange 4 of the interface connector. Subsequently FineScan performs
the 2-dimensional area scan with variable step width and provides the intensity
di stribution of the laser pigtail radiation. The position of the maximum intensity IMAX(X,y),
whi ch is calcu lated out of the intensi ty profile, i converted directl y into in struction s to
the micro-handlin g system. The spot weld procedure is carried OUt at various positi ons
arou nd the interface co nnector ( IC) (Fi gure 10.30b, 10.3 1). As opposed to spot we ld
procedures, by seam weldi ng of the outpUt coup ler break age can occur caused by stresses
in the mirror. The pul se power threshold for such a breakage was found to be 1700 W at

PD = O.4ms.
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Parameter:
z= 0 ~m , 4 pulses

Fig. 10.31 Results of spot-weld

Finally, a contin uous welding seam is performed at a 380 0 revolution of the LDBA. The
result of a hi gh quality laser fine welding seam is shown in 10.32 including croSSCUl. For
thi s weld ing seam flan ge the foll owing laser and process parameters in Fi gure 10.32 are
used.

•

Interface Connector

Output Coupler

Parameter: P=1400 W, (=120 Hz, Pd=O.4 ms
Z= ·200 I'm ,
vs=4mm/s, Ar(201/min)

Fig. 10.32 Results of OUlput coupler seam welding

The consistent form of the we ld seam pattern showed no material expulsion or indi cations
of surface cracks. As the weld process starts and stops on the fly, no burn ing on seam
begin ning or end occun·ed.
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Welding of Gas-Inlet and Interface Connector

To refill the Interface Co nn ector with shie ldin g gas it was necessary to constru ct a Gas
Inlet (see constructio n drawing Append ix). The Gas-In le t which is adapted to the drillin g
(2) of the Interface Connector is laser welded le

than 45° (fi llet weld).

•

direction 45 °

2

3
tJ.s

laser beam
4

AI "":=~e::;-A2
r
Gas- Inlet

1. Welding head, 2. Shielding gas, 3. Gas- Inlet clamping

device, 4. Rotation axis MD1

welding

A special clamping too l supports the ali gnment procedure of the Gas-Inl et to the Interface
Connector. It is essential for a reliable laser weld , that axis I covers a xis 2 exactly. The
fi llet weld joi nt configurati on is very sensiti ve against mi salignment of the two rotation
axes I and 2. The difference Lls between the axis 2 (rotation axis of the clamping tool)
and axis I (rotation axis of Interface Coupler and Gas-Inlet) cause an eccentric ity. Thi s
eccen tricity is proportional to Lls.
Fi gu res 10.34 and 10.35 show the welding resu lts of the Interface Connectors and of the
Gas- Inlets. The co nsistent form of the weld seam pattern showed no materi a l ex pUlsion or
indications of s urface cracks. An ultrasonic test showed no inner seam fai lures such as
inclusions or pores.
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Parameter:

Fig. 10.34 Results regarding Gas-Inlet and

Connector fill et welding

A crosscut of IC-Gas- Inl et weld show n in Figure 10.35 illu strates the penetration depth of
400).lm .

.

. \ .'.'
•

Parameter: P=1500 W . f=120 Hz. Pd=O.4 ms

z= 0 I'm ,
vs=4mm/s . Ar(201/min)
Fig. 10.35 Crosscut of IC and Gas-Inlet fill et weld
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Laser Diode Beam Assembly (LDB A)

The LDBA is a co mpact laser di ode beam so urce (Fi gure I0.36b), constructed of highgrade mechanical, optical and opto-electroni c parts. Thi s assembly is optimi sed with
special regard to the beam propagation direction. Figure 10.36a shows the LDBA in a
secti on cross-cut.
b)

a)

LDBA

-

Smm

2mm

Fig. 10.36 Laser Diode Beam Assembl y cross·cut (a) and complete system (b)

A leak test us ing Helium showed a comp lete loss rate of S.Ox I 0-9 l/mjn (Figure 10.37) for
the LDBA. Due to the less leakage rate, a filling of the LBDA w ith shielding gas tS
possible. Thi s gas protects the laser diode from oxidation and increases the li fetime.

Fig. 10.37 LDBA Helium leakage test procedure
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On the basis of the LDBA , combined fibre syste m soluti o ns can be developed . Here the
o utput beam o f the LDBA is coupled into a multi mode fibre via a popular SMA or FC
fibre collim at ion package.

10 mm

LDBA

Fig. 10.38 LDBA with SMA-fibre collimati on package

Figure 10 .38 shows a LDBA with a SMA connected co llimation package (SMA
F230SMA-A , NA = 0.55, f = 4.Smm , diameter 0.9I11 m) and a S MA-fibre. Thi s si mpli fies
fibre coupled detection and meas uring sys tem.
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Results and Discussion

The new developed LDBA consisted of 6 different components, joined togeth er by laser
welding. Opti cal, mechani cal and optoelectroni c components were used. For the
mechanical parts; GRIN-l ens holder, GRIN-l ens mount, Interface Coupler, Gas- Inlet und
Output Connector, an acid-resistant stainless steel was used.
The basis of the LDBA was a modified laser diode w ith its case removed and an angul ar
dev iation corrected . The small worki ng distance of 0. 12 mm to the laser chip all owed the
beam collimation to be carried out with a GRIN-lens [77]. To prod uce the optimal
positi on of GRIN-le ns to laser chip, both parts were clamped by special tools and with the
help of a hi gh-precision Cartesian handling system positi oned to each other.
Finite elemen t simulation s were made of the mechani ca l loads on the GRIN-lens holder
and laser diode caused by the clamping tools. The results showed that max imum
mechani cal deformation appeared in the area of the notch in the base of the di ode and
amou nted to not more th an (0.2 14 - 3.84e-Smm). The mechanical deformation on the
outer boundary of the GRIN-l ens holders reached a max imum of 0. 84Se-04mm. These
va lues are small enough to be neglected.
During adju stment, the intensity distributi on in the ax is was recorded with a beam
profiler. The laser diode was manuall y adjusted until the entire beam cross section was
imaged on the Beam profiler sensor surface. At a working di stance of 2 10mm (Laser chip
- Sensor Beam Profi ler) the beam width was set to 4 1OOJ.!m. At this distance the best
co llimati on of the laser beam was observed .
As first step after adjustment, the laser di ode and GRIN-lens holder were tacked at
different points of the rotation -symmetri c bull join t. The GRIN-lens was then set to the
beam value of 4 100J.!m in Z-ax is. Tacking the GRIN-lens mount and GRIN-len s on a
welding groove joint prevented a de-adj ustment in Z-axis. The GRIN- len s mount and the
GRIN- le ns holder was then tacked on the lap join!. In the final step, the LD and the
GRIN- lens holder were rotati on symmetri ca lly welded. Welding over th e tacking and the
notch in the LD showed no negati ve effects on weld quality. The assembl y of LD, GRINlens holder and GRIN-le ns was now referred to as laser diode pi gtai l.
The first step in the assembly of the LDBA was the in serti on of the laser pigtail into the
receptacle in the interface co nn ector, which was then tacked at 6 positions in
circumference. A complete round weld was then carried o ut on the GRIN -lens ho lder
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flan ge. In the second step the o utput coupler was clamped in positi on on the interface
co nnector. The output coupl er is a concave mirror fitted in a ring mount th at can correct
the small est angle deviation of the laser pi gtail through lateral movement on the interface
co nnecter.
The 2 D-positi on op timi sin g of the output cou pl er was carried out using Fi neScan.
FineScan offers coarse and fin e scan opti o ns with variable step width s. By evalu ati on of
the stored intensity data from th e PDA55 Photo detector, the intensity maxi ma could be
driven to at an accuracy of I J.lm . At thi s optimal positi on, the ou tput coupler was tacked
onto the interface connecter. Finally, a complete ro und weld was carried out.
In the last production step of the LDBA, the gas- inlet was clamped with special too ls in
position and was welded to the interface connecter.
The user has now a hi gh-value, compact and beam direction optimi sed laser diode beam
assembly source for advanced applications. The weld suitable construction of the LDBA
an d matched laser and process parameters allowed the thermal load ing of the components
to be considerably reduced . The weld seams on the LDBA showed a hi gh quality. The

total leakage rate of the LDBA was determi ned to be 5.0x I 0.9 IImin in a helium leakage
test.
Due to the semi -automati c manufacture and th e complex adj ustment procedures (manual
and au tomatic) of the LDBA using beam profiler and photo detector, the average
producti on time of an LDB A was ca. I hou r. The effecti ve time tpr", to laser weld all
LDBA parts was determined as being tpr'" <I min .
Through detemlined automation in clamp ing, co mponent posi tioning, focus ing and
adj ustment, the average product ion time cou ld be red uced to 20 - 30 min. An optimi ed
tack weld process to fi x all parts of the LDBA pri or to the mai n welding process could be
reali sed using two simultaneously workin g Laser Beam Process opti cs. These opti cs will
require to be physicall y opposed to each other, to neutrali se the effects of shrinkage
tension in the LDBA parts. Thi s would repress negati ve effects on the adjustment and
focu sing results (2D-intensity profile and intensity distri bution).
An adapti ve online process monitoring and contro l system with integrated power
mo nitoring could compensate for small instabilities in the laser process and the resulting
divergences in weld quali ty.
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10.10 Consideration of the Economic Efficiency of Laser Beam Welding
Systems taking the LDBA Production as an Example

Th e increasin g use of lasers, not on ly as special too ls in indu stTi al fine mechani cs but
increasin gly competin g with conventional weldi ng methods, requires resulting costs to be
suffi ciently transparent. Ex perience has shown th at the decision to introduce laser
technology is usuall y in favour of laser if
•

new production opportuniti es can be developed by using lasers

•

or the quality achieved through laser processing is higher than th e quality
achi eved through conventi onal processing

•

or the production costs throu gh laser process in g are lower than the costs through
conventi onal processing

The eco nomi c efficiency of the method is a central criterion for all of the three cases
menti oned above. The following economic considerati on will assist the evalu ation of the
costs of welding. It is not possible to show a simil ar valuati on of altern ati ves, as the
criteri a of assessing new producti on techniques are individu al company aims. Order and
trend of hi gher costs are demonstrated here, taking as exampl e a weldi ng method fo r
producing an LDBA . The costs of the indi vidual groups were determined in 2007.
One handling system (rotation tab le) fo r adj usting the component and relevant c1ampand measurin g techniques is assumed fo r both the system based on a CO2-laser and the
Nd:YAG lasers. Different modifi cations in beam guidance and focusin g can onl y be
menti oned marginally. The calculati on of operating and investment costs is based on a
system confi gurati on set up and used successfull y for producing an LDBA.
•

Laser beam system

•

Chi 11 devi ce

•

Gas supply

•

Handling system for beam positioning (handli ng technique)

•

Mi cro handling system

•

Beam guidan ce, processing opti cs for co llimating and focusin g

•

Control and sa fety systems

•

Cl amping technique
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A lthough laser systems for the industri al scale manufacture of one indi vidu al component
essentia ll y consist of the same compone nt s used in a mUlti-purpose system, they can
hard ly be put in a cost survey sin ce special de velopme nts in moti on techni que, c la mp ing
technique and special syste ms o f compone nt transport have to be considered.
As the production costs are an essential criteri o n in selecting the appropri ate weldin g
method, a detail ed statement of the indi vidual costs shall serve the user as a basic
co mpari son of the costs.
The coSts for Nd:YAG lasers, C0 2 lasers and also fi b re lasers, whi ch increasingly e nable
new appli cati ons, are li sted.
Costs include a laser system consisting o f laser unit, cooling unit, standard processing
optics and clamping technique. The coo ling unit a nd optics for C02 lasers gene rall y have
to be p rocured separately, but are calc ul ated as being a lump sum . These units are usuall y
ele me ntary parts of a solid-state laser system. If required, laser beam guidance via li ght
wave-guide can be obtained from the laser manufactu re r. Costs for special handlin g units
and operating personnel have not been taken into co nsiderati on as these changes
according to operati on. Operation and producti on are also determined by cl ock times,
number of working shifts, changing and adjustin g times so th at the cost can be calcul ated
based on an 85 % availability of the laser durin g a o ne shift operati on wi th 1600 ho urs a
year.
Experi ence with hi gh power lasers has shown that avail abi lity can be up to 95 %. Hi gh
investment costs for a laser system also require hi gh avai labi lity and operati o n in several
shifts for various appli cations.
The statement of costs in Table 10.4 refe rs to a pulsed Nd:YAG solid state laser with
average output power o f 300W , a CO2-laser with an output power o f 2 kW and fibre laser
(S ingle Mode) of 400W. On account of a high pul se output power, the process ing results,
but not processing velocity, of standard ap pli cati ons of seam welding can be compared to
the results achi eved by C0 2-lasers. These scale in good approx imation with average
ou tput power of the laser systems. The purchase price is rather to be considered as a
guideline representing the effi cie ncy c1 as of the laser syste m.
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Table 10 5 Statement of costs
Statement of costs
CO 2 · Laser

Nd :YAG lasers

Fibre Laser

Investment costs
Laser
Cooling (Water)
Beam guidance
Optic (Focusing )

160.000 ,16.000,·
7.500.00
12.000 ,-

85.000 ,00
7.000 ,00
6.000 ,00
9.000 ,00

75.000 ,00
1.000 ,00
3.500,00
7.000 ,00

Standard handling
system

40.000,00

40.0000 ,00

40.000 ,00

Micro handling system
Clamping technique

22.000 ,00
2.8000 ,00

22.000 ,00
2.800 ,00

22.000 ,00
2.800 ,00

Total Investment

260.300,00 €

171 .800,00 €

151 .300,00 €

Deduction (5 years)
Tax costs! year (11 %)
Maintenance! year
(3% of Investment)

52.060 ,00
13.000 ,00
7.800 ,00

34.360,00
8.590,00
5.150,00

30.260,00
7.565,00

Fix mach ine costs! year
Fix machine costs!
Hours (1920 h)

72.860 ,00

48.100 ,00

37.825,00

37,90

25,05

19,70

1,80 €lh
8,60 €lh

--------------------1,50 €lh
7 ,40 €lh

----------------------------------------2,10 €lh

No

No

No

48,30 €

33,95 €

21 ,80 €

Laser gas
Flash lamps
Electrical energy
Protection gas (welding )

Total costs! hour

--- - ---- --------

No maintenance

If there is already a cooling unit available, the item "cooling" can be dropped as l ong as
the exi stin g coo lin g unit guarantees the required temperature stability and provides the
appropriate techni cal co nnected loads of the laser sy tem . The onl y essenti al maintenance
work is changing the outpu t window of the laser, maintain ing the vacuum pumps and
ventilators. Maintenance work on a solid-state laser usuall y is changin g the flash lamps
(every 200 - 500 hrs of operation) and the ion-exchange cartridge (once a year). Thu s the
lump sum for maintaining, as stated in th e Table 10.5, is a li ttle less than the ca lcu lated
for so lid-state lasers.
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Si nce analys ing the operati on costs of CO2-lasers and soli d state lasers (Nd :YAG and
fibre laser) shows th at the costs per hour of each of the three systems are determined by
the depreciation (fixed costs) (w ith pure operati on costs hardl y making a d ifference)
reducing the fixed costs is the main objective. The fi bre laser system is maintenance-free
thus reducin g the fixed costs considerably.
By selectin g the right laser system for the appl icati on planned, it is poss ible to reduce
costs. The max imum average power of th e laser system should be adju sted to producti on
rates and specific clocking rates, thus achievin g a hi gh overall perfo rm ance in practi ce. If
process overhead cycl e time, for exam ple, are hi gh on account of handling and
preparati on of joint geometri es, a pul sed laser system with low average o utput power is
less ex pensive than a CW-I aser with correspo nding output, whi ch is onl y required for a
short time. B y di stributing the laser beams appropri ately at several process ing levels, the
overall perfo rmance of laser systems can be increased, red ucing certain costs.
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Conclusion and Outlook

11.1 Conclusion
The increasing miniaturization and compact co nstructi ons in mechanical , electroni c and
optical preci sion engineerin g require joint tech niques providing high automating
capabi lity and reproducibility with preci se co ntro l of the penetrated energy.
Laser beam welding processes with their inherent potential of contro llin g the energy input
give ri se to new app lications wi th respect to the manufacturing of optical active a nd
compact laser di ode beam assembli es. In electronics and fine mechanics the components
require increasingly high stren gth joinin g tec hno logies to repl ace the conventional gluing
or soldering process. Alternati ve joining methods for commercial laser diode beam
assembli es often reach their li mits in terms of prod uct quality and reliabi li ty.
Here the precise laser fine welding of rotationall y symme tri c, optomechanical
components with different jo ining and seam configura ti ons i of great importance.
The objectives of thi s thesis, examined by the author, are as fo llows: The first objecti ve
was the deve lopment of a semi-automatic laser fine weld ing station (pul sed Nd: YAGla ers) with an automatic micro-alignment so lution for optomechnical components.
For the time being, there are no commercial laser systems available guaranteeing high
quality and reproducible fine adjustment for laser production of small optomechani cal
components. Therefore a semi-automatic laser fine welding system, based on a laser
proce sing y tem according to EN ISO-standard, was developed as lab-prototype (test
rig) and was successfull y applied for micro-alignmen t and the production of the new laser
diode beam assembl y (LDBA).
The seco nd objective in the course of this work is the constructio n and manufacturin g of
new laser diode beam assembl y (LDBA), taking into account the laser weldability of the
components. The LDBA consists of a laser diode pigtai l with GRIN lens for beam
co llim at ion. Beam deviation was reduced by modification of th e laser diod e casi ng usin g
a spec ial ali gnment techn ique (hexapod manipulation).
For the first time, a pul sed laser weld process could be successfull y carri ed out on thermal
and e lectrostati c sensiti ve dev ices. The weldi ng procedure, the adapted clamp in g
technique and the optimi sed laser and process parameters allowed the therma ll y induced
distortional positioning changes of the separate componen ts to be minimi sed.
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Compared to commercial laser di ode beam assembli es, the LDB A possesses a row of
indi vid ual characteristics. The robust constru ction and high manu fac turing quality all ows
operati o n under high thermal cyclic modes and demanding enviro nments (Moisture,
aggressive gas atmospheres).
The effects of laser weldabiLity on the fun ction of acti ve and temperature-sensit ive
co mponents are in vesti gated. Further, the relati ve pos itio n dev iati ons from the adj ustment
results, caused by shrinkin g stress due to the laser welding process, are also covered.
Special safety devices and a class 1000 fl ow box allow the producti on to be carri ed out
under clean room cond itions. The ESD-safety devices installed in side the fl ow box
reduced the danger of destructing sensi ti ve compo nents through electrostati c discharging.
A system for data acqui siti on and data processing (FineScan) was set up and was
integrated into the producti on procedure to support the precise ali gnment of the opti cal
components of the LDBA .
After considering the relevant technica l basics of laser weldin g techniques, various
kinematic systems were rev iewed and in vesti gated as to their paths accuracies. The
results showed that scanner systems, as compared to robot and portal systems, di sp layed
the best path accuracy (0 .02-0.05 mm) and reprod ucibility (0.0 1-0.05mm). It was however
evident that the path accuracy and reprod ucibili ty of portal systems sufficed for precision
usage when such system s were used in com bin ati on with a rotati on axi s co nstruction. The
rotati on ax is allowed the precision path movements and the portal system ensured [h e
target positi on of the compo nents to be addressed.
Based o n the foundati on of a techni cal qualifyin g pro fil e, a half-automati c beam weld
stati on usin g a pul sed Nd :YAG lasers systems was buil t and successfull y used on the
example producti on of an LBDA .
The modul ar constructed beam gu iding and focusin g system of th e LBPO is adapted from
a Cartes ian ax is system. The LBPO achie ves a theoreti ca l spot di ameter of 300iJm and a
Rayleigh-length of 0.75 mm from a collimation foca l distance of 200mm and a foca l
length of 150mm. The foca l positi oning was carried

Ollt

by use of an adapted ocular on

the LB PO and a laser triangul ation sensor CP24MHT80.
Using a servocontroller and the Software FineWeld, th e LBPO could be driven in all 3
coordinates . FineWeld also modul ated the pul sed Nd: YAG lasers and contro ll ed the
rotati on tab le and the mini rotati on axis.
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A seco nd, autarkic Cartesian hand ling system consistin g of three hi gh-precision micro axis was adapted to the rotati on table. For adjustment and position optimisi ng of the
LOBA componen ts, two measurement systems were incorporated into the Laser weld
station. They were an intensi ty sensitive 20 measurement system with a photo detector
POA-SS and a beam profiler. The program FineScan controlled a 3-axis MOlion
Controll er that carri ed out the 20 scan procedure via a Cartesian micro-axi s system. The
data acq ui sition und analysis was also calTi ed out by FineScan.
As the characteri sed beam parameters differed from the theoretical values, the minimal
spot diameter and die Raylei gh-l ength was determined experimentall y. At a working
di stance of the LBPO from 126mm, the spot diameter was 336± I Of.lm. The Rayleighlength cou ld be determined as 1.0Smm. Thi s gave a focal depth area of 2. lmm by a spot
diameter of 47S± I Of.lm .
To assess the influence of operati on on posi ti onal accuracy, the linear unit and the minirotation table were measured for accuracy deviation. The inaccuracy of the linear unit to
the focal position was from 10- 20f.lm. The max imal inaccuracy of the mini-rotati on table
was 50f.lm. It was therefore determined that the in accuracies could be co n idered to be
small. The maximal positional uncertainty of focus in X-ordinate cou ld be given a 70f.lm
or 7 % of the Rayleigh- length. In the Y and Z-ordinates, the positional in accuracy was
between IO-20f.lm.
Commercial beam assembli es on the basis of laser diodes show a row of di sadvantages in
the beam propagation and quality. To mention are the limited beam direction quality of
the assembl y, the rel atively large dimensions and th e poor fl ex ibility. Further, the beam
directi on faults can on ly be corrected with difficulty and heavy ex penditure. Laser di odes
especiall y show a great sensiti vity to electrostatic c harges and temperatures over 50°C.
Thi s can lead to co mpl ete loss of the fu nctions of laser and monitor diode. Thi s would
lead to Fai lure of the LOBA .
Laser di odes of Semiconductor basi s emit a small -band wavelength spectrum with powers
up to SOmW. The emi tted beam shows an elliptical and divergent character due to the
construction o n the laser ch ip and the sharp change in refractio n index between
semi cond uctor and air. The beam also emits wi th an angle deviation to norm, whi ch can
reach some degrees.
An optimi sing of the beam characteri stics was reached thro ugh red ucin g the di stance to
the em itting laser c hi p. The housing of the Laser diode was removed a nd the angul ar
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deviati on determined usin g a 4-quadrant di ode. T he base surface of the laser diode was
the n mechani call y lathed, taking into accou nt th e a ngu lar dev iati on.
For beam colli matio n, a speci al lens o n the bas is of G RIN -technology was used. Th e
co mpact construction and the good opti cal characteristics make GRIN-le ns suitab le for
the complex usage. Assuming the la er diode chip as light poi nt source to be at a working
di stance of 0. 12mm to the GRIN- lens in put surface, a number of RAY-Trace simul ati ons
were carried o ut. It could be shown that small tilts of th e laser diode to Ule input surface
of the lens led to a non-orthogonal beam ex it. The beam was, however, still co llimated.
For the LDBA , a GRIN-l e ns with the fo llowi ng techni cal detail s was used: (f
pitch

= 0 .96 mm,

= 0.23, NA = 0 .51 , diameter = Imm and workin g di stance 0. 12mm). Because of the

small size and for easier handlin g of the GRIN-lens, it was soldered into a special
(stainless-steel) GRI N- lens mount.
Fo r the precise pos itioning and fi xing of all LDBA components, a sui table optimised
clampin g techniq ue was indi spe nsable. For the producti on of the LDBA , high-precision
industrial clamping techn iques were used, modifi ed according to cl ampin g assignment
and jo int geometry. For the speciali sed clam pi ng req ui reme nts fo r the laser diode, the gas
inlets and the GRIN-le ns, new clamping elements were developed and success full y
deployed.
The great number of vari abl e parameters influe ncin g the pulsed seam welding process
and thus influencin g the weld ing result are typical for laser beam welding, in particular of
heat conducti on weldin g by means of pu lsed so li d state lasers operatin g in the spot or
seam weldin g regime. T he mo t important parameters whi ch could be identifi ed are mean
laser power, pul se e nergy, pulse duration, welding velocity, beam dimensions as well as
the temporal and spati al intensity distributi on and the average peak power de nsity of the
laser radiati o n. For material processin g by a single shot of pul se power, three heating
modes are observed, heating, melting and vapori sation. These are combined effects of the
peak power density and the interacti on time (pul se durati on) between the beam and the
material. The pul sed seam welding process consists of the producti on o f a seri es of
peri odic spot welds parti ally overl apping to form a fu sion zone. The percentage of
o verl ap and thermal heat input can be contro lled by the beam di mension, duty cycle and
weldi ng velocity.
Trials in spot-weld mode for diameters of 330l1 m und 400l1m were determined as
fu nction of the pul se power. It could be shown that with relati vely short pul se peri ods
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(duty cycles 3-5 %), weld depths in the order of so me 100fl m cou ld be rea li sed. Thermal
absorpti on in the component was moderate by short pulse periods (0.3 -0.5ms) and middl e
powers up to 1600W . Thi s is a necessary preconditi on for the welding of sensi ti ve
components without greater thermal loading.
The theoreti cal threshold for conducti on weldi ng with regard to laser seam welding of
stainless-steel ( 1.430 I) was in vestigated, with respect to Fresnel absorpti o n as a function
of the inci dence angle.
The calcul ation s fo r the foca l diameter of 330flm and 400l1m at different powers and
angles of incide nce have shown that parallel polarised li ght is more effectively absorbed
as verticaly polarised. This led to a decided increase in welding speed. The absorption
maximum was reached at the Brewster angle for parallel polari sed li ght. Thi s is
dependent o n the material characteristics .
Further, the effective weld ing speed increased with power density at the work piece. The
use of non pol ari sati on supporting glass fibres leads to the laser beam having a poor wave
plane at the fibre ex.it. It can therefore be taken as a good approx imation that an ari thmetic
mean of parallel and vertical polarised light is ex istent.
The new developed LDBA consisted of 6 different components, joi ned together by laser
welding. Optical , mechani cal and optoelectron ic compo nents were used. For the
mechanical parts ; GRIN-len holder, GRIN-Ien mount, Interface Coupler, Gas-Inlet und
Output Connector, an acid-resistant stainl ess steel was used.
The basi s of the LDBA was a modified laser diode with its case removed and an angu lar
dev iation corrected. The small working di stance of 0. 12mm to the laser chip allowed the
beam collimation to be carried out with a GRIN-lens (DATA). To produce the optimal
positi on of GRIN-lens to laser chip, both parts were cl amped by special tools and with th e
help of a high-precision Cartesian handling system positioned to each other.
Finite element simul ations were made of the mechanical loads on the GRIN-lens ho lder
and laser diode caused by the clamping tools. T he results showed that max imum
mechanical deformation appeared in the area of the notch in the base of the diode and
amounted to not more than (0.2 14 - 3.84e-5mm). The mechani cal deformation on the
outer boundary of the GRl -lens holders reached a maximum of 0.845e-04mm . These
values are sma ll enough to be neglected .
During adjustment, the inten sity di stributi on In the axi s was recorded with a beam
profiler. The laser diode was manuall y adjusted unti l the en tire beam cross sectio n was
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imaged on the Beam profiler sensor surface. At a working distance of 2 1Omm (Laser chip
- Sensor Beam Profi ler) the beam width was set to 4 100flm. At thi s distance the best
coll imation of the laser beam was observed.
As first step after adj ustment, the laser diode and GRIN- lens holder were tacked at
different points of the rotation-symmetric butt joint. The GRIN-lens wa the n set to the
beam value of 4 100flm in Z axis . Tacki ng the GRIN-lens mount and GRIN -lens on a
welding groove joint prevented a de-adj ustment in Z-axis. The GR IN-lens mount and the
GRIN-lens holder was then tacked on the lap joint. In the final step, the LD and the
GRIN- lens holder were rotatio n symmetri call y welded. Welding over th e tacking and the
notch in th e LD showed no negati ve effects on weld quality. The assembly of LD, GRINlens holder and GRIN-le ns was now referred to as laser diode pi gtail.
The first step in th e assembly of the LDBA was the in sertion of the laser pigtail into the
receptacle in the interface connector, wh ich was then tacked at 6 posi tions in
ci rcumference. A complete rou nd weld was then carried out o n the GRIN-lens ho lder
flange. In the second step the output coupler was clamped in positi on on the in terface
con nector. The output coupl er is a concave mirror fitted in a ring mount that can correct
the smallest angle deviation of the laser pigtai l through lateral movement on the interface
connecter.
The 2D-position opt imising of the output coupler was carri ed out using FineS can.
Fi neScan offers coarse and fine scan opti ons with variable step widths. By evalu ati on of
the stored intensity data from the PDA-55 Photo detector, the intensity maxima cou ld be
driven to at an accuracy of I flm. At thi s optimal position, the o utput co upler was tacked
onto the interface connecter. Finall y, a complete rou nd weld was carri ed out.
In the last production step of the LDBA , th e gas- inlet was clamped with special too ls in
positi on and was welded to the interface con necter.
The user had now a hi gh-val ue, compact and beam corrected laser diode beam sou rce as
LDBA avai lable to him . The weld suitab le construction of the LDBA and matched laser
and process parameters allowed the therm al loading of the components to be considerably
reduced. The weld seams on the LDBA showed a hi gh qu ality. The total leakage rate of
the LDBA was determined to be 5.0x IO·91/min in a helium leakage test.
LDBAs are versatile in use. They can be comb ined with commercial opt ics and fibre
components to form new systems.
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The laser beam output of the LDBA was therefore focu sed in simple manner with an
SMA- fibre collimati on package in an SMA fibre. Fibre measurement systems can
therefore be constructed in relatively short time peri ods.
The laser system s, handling syste ms, cl amp material and process control sensors are
capital intensive and cause high overheads. For econom ical use, a high-value output
through laser welding and a hi gh capacity utili sati on hi ghly necessary. For these reasons,
laser welding is mainl y carried out in th e automobile industry, the automobile subsuppli er area and in large volume producti on.
The economics of laser beam welding process and the quality of the weld joints are
decided through the producti on environment and laser weldab ility. The productivit y and
weld quality is influenced considerab ly by the constructive form of the joint geometry
and seam preparation.
In spite o f the hi gh investme nt and overheads, laser beam welding offers an economic
advantage when the whole product and production process is taken into account. First
through thi s procedure is it poss ible to methodi cally construct and produce in a manner
suitable for laser beam welding, and therefore take advantage of the full capabi lity. The
exact knowledge of the limiti ng boundaries of laser use wi ll lead in future to laser weld
usage in a large number of producti ve area .

11.2

Outlook

In years to come there will be a great demand for OEM Laser Di ode Beam Assembl y.
There wi ll be a growin g number of hi gh-qu ality applicati ons, demanding improved beam
qu ality and ava ilability. A trend towards economical, autarkic Laser Diode Beam
Assembly for various appli cati ons is perceptible. Future fi elds of application wi ll be
medical technology, spectroscopy and measuring technology.
New laser ap plicati ons offer additi onal potential in mi croelectTOn ic-, electroni cprod ucti on and the production of flat screens. The appli cati ons of laser are driven ahead
by the progressin g miniaturization of mass- produced articles such as cell phones,
notebooks and devices for consumer electroni cs. New materials and a combinati on of
materi al s, considering laser weldab ility, will increasingly be ap pli ed.
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Materi al combinati ons such as copper and stain less steel can be welded by Sing le-Mode
Fibre lasers even today. Hi gh bri ghtness reduces the flu x o f the melting bath vertical to
the sheet materi al surface o n account of mall melLing bath dimensions nex t to the gas
capillary.
The industri al application of hi ghl y efficient laser beam sources with improved beam
quality, and at the

ame time parameter control and avail ability for producing

optomechani cal and electroni c components, will constantl y increase.
Additi onal successful appli cati on, with regard to laser weldability of miniaturi zed
co mponents, considerabl y depends on the development of ex isting and establi shed laser
systems. There is a clear trend towards laser fin e welding for the produ cti on of
miniaturi zed components rather th an app lyin g solid state lasers with fl ex ibl e beam
guidance and beam shaping.
Here, processin g opLi cs with automati c focusing are of special importance. In particular,
scanner opti cs are very flexibl e instrume n.ts for adjustin g the fo cus position and adju sting
the intensity di stributi on to process require me nts in laser welding technology.
Pul sed solid state laser systems with hig h beam qu ality, improved energetic effi ciency
and hi gh avail ability, such as fibre lasers and di ode-pum ped di sc lasers, develop a large
number of vari ab le laser parameters provid ing process co ntrol and process stabilit y.
The effecti vene s of a laser ystem also becomes more and more important considering
the global increasing cost of energy.
The hi gh bri ghtness of modern solid state lasers result in a considerabl y increasin g e nergy
density within the focussed laser beam, w hi ch can immed iately be used for reducin g the
heat input per unit length. It is possible to reduce the requ ired output effi ciency or to
increase the processing velocity by achievin g the predetermined depth of welding.
Co nsiderably slimmer welding seams are produced thu s involving small component
distorti o n and reducin g the heat-affected zone.
On account of the improved process co ntrol o f laser parameters o f pul sed beam sources
and the avail abil ity of high efficient laser systems, there are new technologica l
opportuni ti es in micro-joi ning technology whi ch support welding techno logy in stead o f
adh esive or solderin g joints. In the future, materi als will j ust be chosen for fun cti onal
requirements on acco unt of the developm ent o f new laser joining techniques and joining
strategies, because less restri cti on by laser weld ab ility are ex pected.
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At the same time the laser develops new field s of appli cati on by applying new biocompatible material s such as nitinol.
If global economic conditions are favourable, the market for laser welding system will
grow. This a pplies in parti cular to the market and appli cat io n of mi cro processin g
systems. Even well establi shed applicatio ns such as la er beam welding have not yet
beco me saturated. Two central trend s in process ing technology, such as flexibility and
automati on are important advantages o f laser compared to o ther tools.
It is not a question of which system will be successful in the future. An integral way of

viewing things, mainly considering the applications that are to be carried out, quality and
technical conditions (laser weldability) and considering business aspects will be
inevitable.
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13.1 Construction Drawings and Components of the Laser Welding
Station

HeNe-laser
system
for rotation
table adiustment
TFT -monitor
laser sensor
Laser sensor
LBPO

ESDprotection

Rotation table

Motion controller

Servo-controller

Assembly carrier

Flow-Bo x

Outer
cabin

Fig. 13.1-112 Front view - Fine We lding Station wi th pul sed Nd :YAG Lasers
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Mirror

Filter

input beam path -+

Mirror

He Ne laser (linear polarised)

reflected beam path - - - -

Fig. 13.1-3 HeNe laser for rotati on table adjustmen t

The opt.ical set up shown in Figure 13. I -3 ensures the correct, perpendicul ar ori en tation of
the rotati on table with mi cro axis system if input beam and reflected bea m are adju sted
parall el.

Inspection

mic:rosco~)e

L
Nd:YAG Laser
Parameter
~~)n itor ing )

SCB-100

Cabin

Data acquisition and Servomotor control PC

Fig. 13.1-4 Side view-Fine Welding Statio n with pu lsed Nd:YAG Lasers and Inspecti on
Microscope

-----------------------------------------
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Technical Drawings (Laser Fine Welding Station) pp. 257 - 264

•

Fine Welding Station

•

Assembly Carrier

•

LBPO Translation Unit

•

Rotation Table
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13.2 List of Devices and Materials for Pulsed Laser Fine Welding
Station

ITEM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Description
MAYTEC 80x80-2080
MAYTEC 80x80- 1390
MAYTEC 80x80- 1520
MAYTEC 80x80-1360
MAYTEC 80x80- 1379
MAYT EC 40x40- 2074
MAYT EC 40x40- 605
MAYT EC 80x80-1375
MAYTEC 80x80-465
MAYTEC 80x80- 1750
MAYTEC 80x80-4 10
MAYTEC 80x80-725
MAYTEC 40x40- 1750
MAYTEC 40x40-1295
MAYTEC 40x40-505
MAYTEC 40x40-465
MAYT EC 80x80-500
MAYTEC 80x80-162
MAYTEC 80x80-340
MAYTEC 40x40-235
MAYTEC 80x80-1 000
MAYTEC 40x40-500
MAYTEC 40x40-210
MA YTEC 40x40-242
Phenolic wheels
Grips
Srews M6x15
T-Nuts M6
Springs
ESO p rotection mate 1600x1500mm
ESO protection m ate 600x500m m
Holder system LBPO
X-Y Base plate
MOl base plate
Rotary table base plate
Tilt base plate
Holder Beam profiler
Aluminiu m ang le profiles 20x20x 12mm
Holder Hydro-Clamping device

Location
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station

Number
4
4
2
1
1
4
6
2
4
3
2
3
2
2
6
1
2
2
1
4
1
1
2
2
4
2
100
80
75
1
1
6
2
1
1

3
1
60
2
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ITEM
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76

77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Description
Base Plate PDA55
PDA55
WINCAM Beam Profiler
WINCAM Holder
Laser Distance Sensor CP H
Axis LF4
Axis LF5
Newport Motor-Interface cable
Newport x,y-z Cartesian system
Motion Controller MM4005
Rotation axis MD1
Chuck
Rotary axis RF1
LBPO
Fibre 400um 10m
Hvdro-Clamping device
Collets
LBPO Tilt device
FlowBox class 1000
SCB-100
BNC-cable 4m
PC (FineWeld, FineScan)
NI -PCI-6025
PC (Laser parameter WINLAS )
ISEL Motio n controller
Power cables
HeNe-Laser 2mW
Mirrors 15x15mm
Gray Filter
Cage Plates
Manual stage 426 Newport
Thorlabs XY-Translator w. Differentail Dr,
Thorlabs XY- Translator w. Micrometer Dr.
Srews M5x12mm
Connector strips
SM25 Newport
Newport 360-90 angle brackets
Newport 436A
Newport 423
Newport Li near Actuator 850F
Connector Interface Box
LDBA Constant Current Drive
Digital Inductive Comparator
Plexi-glass 1mm (16m2)

Location
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fi ne Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fi ne Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fi ne Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station
Fine Welding station

Number
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
8
1
2
1
3
2
1
1
40
3
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
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Aluminium Profile for Construction of Fine Welding Station
Aluminium Profi le

Extruted profile as per DIN 17615

uminium alloy: AI Mg Si 0,5 F25
ria l No. 3.320672 I
Mechanical Data
(Values give in the direction of the press flow)
Tensile strength in

RM

min 250 N/mm2

Elongation

min 200 N/mm2

Stress point As

min 10 %

Stress point AlO

min 8%

E-Module

about 70.000 N/mm 2

Brinell hardness

HB 25/187,5 = 75

Coeffizent of
elongation

23,8 x 10-6/K

Profile tolerance
(Excerpt from DIN 17615, part 3)
Nominal dimensions:
The dimensions deviation depends on
the precision with wich the tooling is
manufactured , the tooling wear and the
variation during the extrusion process
For one manufacturing set-up the
variation within one profile is 0.0004
inches

Table 13.2-2 Al uminium profi le data

Flatness of profiles surface

Surface as per DI N 17611 :
E6/EV1 -dull finish and anodized
colours
Coat thickness ca. 10 micron
Coat hardness 250-350 HV
Special co lours upon request
The surface area - subjet to
technical procedure - ca n show
optical changes.

Dimensions range in
mm
to
from
10
10
15
15
30
45
30
45
60
60
90
90
120
120
150

Tolerance in
mm

± 0,15
± 0,20
± 0,25
± 0,30
± 0,40
± 0,45
± 0,60
± 0,80
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stability, all profiles surfaces are
designed and manufactured with
concave surfaces . This assures that the
assembled profiles contact is on the
outer edges only (line of contact) .

0.1 - 0.4

1-,--------

"

Straightness tolerance of the edge
in longitudinal d irection

IZ=: 300

•

At a certain length 11 the given
tolerance h1 is not to be exceeded .
For each incremental length of 12 =
300 mm the deviation h2 is not to
exceed 0,3 mm
Lenght

h m t 0 to to to to to
1

2

3

4

5

6

Tol. h1 in mm 0,7 1,31 ,82 ,22 ,63 ,0

Flatness tolerance (Twist tolerance)

,----:--

=-

\Q
, "'

,~

-

b:-~ ~.
...... '

..

W idth b
Dim.
ran ge

-'

-'

~.

:.---"'~--- I

-- --- - -- -- "

Parallelism tolerance (Angu lar
tolerance)

-

up

1,0
1,0
1,0
1,0
1,0
1,2
1,5
1,8

1,5
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,5
1,5
1,8
2,5

up

up

up

-

25
50
75
100
125
150
200
300

1,5
1,5
1,2
1,5
1,8
1,8
2,2
3,0

2,0
1,8
1,5
2,0
2,2
2,2
2,6
3,5

2,0
2,0
2,0
2,2
2,5
2,5
3,0
4,0

I

IThe parallelism tolerance (angular
I

up

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
from to to
to
to
to
to
to
1000
2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

25
50
75
100
125
150
200

\i "

Flatness tolerance at
length

tolerance ) refers to unequal sides to the
shorter side of the angle , i. e. it is

2,0
2,0
2,0
2,5
3,0
3,0
35
4,5

I
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measured from th e longer si de.

W idth B
from

b

to

Parallelism to lerance

40

0,3

40

100

0,008 x b

100

300

0,006 x b

Strengt h values for profile connection with MayTec -Connect o rs
To rque tighten ing values for
connector setscrew

Setscrew
special
execution

max.
torque value

20 mm H-slot

M6 x8

8 ,5 Nm

20 mm F-slot
30 mm F-slot
40 mm E-slot
45 mm E-slot
50 mm E-slot I
60 mm E-slot I

M8x10
M10x12
Ml 0x 12
Ml0x 12
Ml0x12
Ml 0x 12

Profi le group

il

20,0
30, 0
40,0
40,0
40,0
40,0

Nm
Nm
Nm
Nm
Nm
Nm

The max. tightening torque values are only valid for the
MayTec setscrew and
can not be reached by the usual comercial quality
standard.

Ail values given have been tested wi th pre-tension of the
connectors
and maximu m torque value and refer to the connection of
two identical
profiles.

Tension load

I

max. tensile strength
Profile group
Connector
'.
T-Nut
Standard lUniversal ~

I

20 mm H-slot '
1.500 N I M4 i 4.000 N I
20 mm F-slot 5.000 N 'I6
- .-00- 0- N
- +I-M
- s--ra .-0-00----1
N
30
40
45
50
60

Slide load

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

F-s it
0 5 000 N ' 6 000 N i
E-slot'1 0.000 N 12.000 N
E-slot 15.000 N I S.000 N
E-slot 15.000 N IS.000 N
E-slotI15.000 Nll s.000 NI

Profile group

MS
MS
MS
MS
MS

a 000 N
12.000 N
20.000 N
20.000 N
20,000 NI
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,
40 x 40
BO x BO
40 x 160
BO x BO
Winkel
BO x BO
Winkel
BO x BO
BO x 160

Flexure load

flexure
=== strength
Connector
Connector
Eslot pcs Standard
t
Standard
connec
or
,
I
E ' 1 6.000 NI 9.000 NI 250 Nm
2 12.000 N 1B.000 N 750 Nm
4 24.000 N 36.000 N 1.500 Nm
-; }

B.OOO N! 27.000 NI 1.000

I

N~

I

4 24.000 NI 36.000 N 1.500 Nm
6 36.000 N' 54.000 N 2.250 Nm
B 4B.000 N' 72.000 NI 3.750 Nm

I

'

..,..
45::-X
_4
::-::5_--;--::E,-; 1 I 6.000 NI 9.000 Ni 360 Nm
45 x 90
2 12.000 N1 1B.000 N. 1.0BO Nm

T-Nuts
Fastening element for
screw-type
nections

20
6.5
'l>

5 C

,
Fixi ng with compressing
spring

Detail of Profile Group 40 , E3-Nut

~--~-----------------------------

heavy

KemlOCh 0 12
fur Gs'A'tnd& MI 4

~
"!

-

I

-.., -

8.

Description

Profile 40 x 40, 4 E

l
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1.11.040040.43.60
1.11 .040040.43.61

I
cm

4

Ix

Widerstandsmome nt

cm

3

Wx

Wei g ht

kg/m

T ensi le strength

=
=

12,0 Iy
6 ,5

Wy

=
=

12,0
6,5

2 ,0

I of Profi le

KemlOCh 012
tUrGe\\'nde M I <I

.

~

~
-

1

-

..,

6.2

on
cm

4

Ix

Widerstandsmoment

cm

3

Wx

Weight

kg/m

Tensi le strength

=
=

166,0 Iy

41,4
5 ,9

Wy

=
=

166,0
41,4

[152]
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Hand.ling System and Devices for Manipulation
Ball Screw Feed Axis LFS for Processing Optics
Manipulation
Features

r---------------------------------------~

Belt Drive module

• aluminium shaft profile
W 225 x H 75 mm , anodized
• clamping surface and profile
bottom side plan-milled
• 4 precision steel shafts 0 12
h6, material Cf53 ,
hardness 60 ± 2 H RC
• aluminium slide blocks WS 5/70 ,
2 x WS 5170 (70 mm long) or WS
5/200 (200 mm long) , adjustable
free
of
clearance,
central
lubrication
• ball screw pitch 2 .5/4/5/1 0/20
mm
• profile sealing by abrasionresistant sealing lips
• aluminium die-cast end plates
• 2 limit andlor reference
switches , repeatability ± 0.02
mm
• driving steel collar with
sealed angular contact ball
bearings
• prepared either for flangemounted direct drive modules or
lateral belt drive modules

Order K ey: 234 311 0057
Fig. 13.3·1 Ball screw Feed Axis

Aluminium profile LES 5
r.1 oment of inertia I(

2381.654 cm'

r.1 oment of inertia 1'(

298.925 cm'
33.39 mm

"'CBn~

of gravity :"..I'- '"'J

Cross section SUr10CB

42.49 cm'

/.Iaterial

AIMgSiO. 5F22

Anodization

ElYEVl
13.8 kg/m

Weight whh steel shafts
Weight whh steel shafts
, nd spindle

•

~
,.uw

15.2 kg/m

FIg. 13.3·2 T echnical Data A lunl10lllnl Profile

;
19
24

'!

21

"
" " '"
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Deflection
. r...J ,onlig. 2

¥- -¥
I

F

- - - L- --I

,r-----r-----r----,-----,-----,--~rl

j-----+-----\------1------!------!+ +-I
~ ,t-----t-----~--~----~--~~~~_I
.<I-----I------1------!-----+--__~--_,~

.j

), f

Q

I.<j-----+-----\------1------:l¥----?!So"----I

1.,111

'''''

Lmgtitll-l

Fig. 13.3-3 Deflection LF5

4X 1.16

LI

25'd.--2S--r-f-r25

Scale Drawing
Aluminium Profile

F ig. 13.3-4 Ball Screw Feed Axis LF5 for processing optics manipulation
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Featu res
• aluminium shaft profile W 75 x H 75 mm,
anodized
• clamping surtace and profile bottom side planmilled
• 2 precision steel shafts 12) 12 h6, material Cf53,
hardness 60 ± 2 HRC
• aluminium slide blocks WS 5170, 2 x WS 5170
(70 mm long) or WS 5/200 (200 mm long),

clearancefree adjustable. centrallubricatlon
• ball screw pitch 2.5/4/5/ 10/20 mm
• profile sealing by abrasion -resistant sealing
lips
• aluminium die-cast end plates

Direct drive m odule

• 2 limit and/or reference switches,
repeatab ility ± 0.02 mm
• driving steel collar with sealed angular contact
ball
• bearings prepared either for f langemounted
direct drive modules or lateral belt drive
modules

Order key: 234 011 0069

Fig. 13.3-5

Ax i s LF5
Aluminiumprofile U 4
Mommrofinerriall

'07.71 1 an"

MomMt ofinertia I,

1251 841 an"

MomMf of r~sistance

~

14, 873 cm)

Monumt of resistance

w"

38, 130cm J

Mommf of ,e.siullnce WI"l

19, 960cm J

Cross-sooionolorto

18,81 cm 1

Mar,riol

AIMgSiO, 5f22

Anodaation

E6/ EV!

W,;ghr with sre,' shofts

6,2 kg/m

Wfj!, hr with Sff.ishlJhs

an spindle

7.6 kg/m

Max. deviaf io n from
tllf straigh t line

0,8 mm / J m

MQJ(.

torsion

Convex. concav,"

NomlntfltwqH [Nu n}

...".

~udom nlrrinJ

'000

1.5 mm l l m
0.' 5 mm

FIg. 13.3-6 TechnI cal Data A IUlTIll1lum Profil e

, , "
"
"
" " " 10 "
" "
"
Sp.. ..,pltdt
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Index Rotation Table RF-l and Midget Rotary Axis MDl

Features
• reduclion assembly kit 1:52 and/or
1:100
• reduction 1:24 (standard)
• weight: 14.6 kg

RF 1 wtth servo motor drive

Options:
• reduction assembly kit 1:52 and/or
1:100
• electromagnetic brake [60 NmJ
• stepping motor drive with encoder
• CNC control via amphenol

RF 1 wllh slepping malar drive

Assembly kn
For reducllon 1 52
Item no. 269077 0001
For reducllon 1 100

Aluminium T·groove plale

Aluminium rOlary plale
0490 mm. CUSl:omef-SOtClfIc

0240 mmI PT 25
Item no. 269050 0240
0365 mmI PT 25

AX110 IlOIn am posslllf 31 e.llra
Charge

Chuck

:Ha.'dUO: 8 125
Item no 269060 1125

nem 00 · 269051 0500

Fig. 13.3-9 Index Rotati on Table

OC-servo 100101"
M-I 120

S"""rng
MS 200 """
HT ·
Or"" ,,,,,1Il10,

_11_

--.. -

[1ftnInI

Fig. 13.3-10 Technica l Data
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Fig. 13.3·11 Scale Drawings RF- I

13.4.2.1

Midget Rotary Axis MD 1 (Mini-Rotation Axis)

Features:
•
•
•
•

play-less ti mi ng belt drive wi th steppi ng, o r DC servo mOlor·reducti on 1:20
shaft with through hole 0 12mm
recepli on fl ange wi lh intern al cone SK 20
weight : accord ing to design from 1.35 kg upwards

Optionen:
•
•
•

"cl osed" design
additional mou nting p lale
(vertical mounling possible)
CNC control via Sub-D

Mounting pl ate (vert ical mou nting of th e c losed design)
Item no.: 277 026
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Accessory:
Collets Fitting

,/

Collets SK-20 for tolls 0 3 - 10mm , with
mounting ring

Order Key:
261010011
Fig. 13.3-12 Midget Rotary Axi s MDI

",.

Fig. 13.3-13 Technical Data MD I
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Cenrring socket
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Fig. 13.3-14 Scale Drawings MD I (149)
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(optional)
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13.5 Technical Data Control PC and Servo ControUer

13.5.1

Servo Control PC

- Casing:
•
•
•

Stable Sheet steel- system carri e r for PC- components
Powder- coated Aluminium-Half-she ll casing
DimensionsBxHxT=475x 186x4 10mm

-Configuration:

Processor

' 586 (m in . 100M Hz)

RAM

8 MB

Hard di sk (optional)

mi n. I GB

Graphics board

PC] , 2 MB

Floppy-di sk

3.5" 1.44 MB

Interface

2 serial , I parallel

Power supply

200 W

Servomotor-Control board UPMV 4/12
•

Four independent axi proce sors

•

32- Bit Set value regi ter, accelerati on regi ter

•

32- Bit Position detection

•

Programm able I 6- Bit PID-Controller, Samplin g time 0,35 ms

•

I 2- Bit D/A-Output (± 10 V Speed -Set value)

•

Eight Si gnal inputs for Reference-/Zero point swi tching (optically
isolated)

•

S ignal input Fault Outpur stage (optically i olated)

•

Signal input El1able Limit switch (opt ically isolated)

•

Signal output Stage switch -o.ff(optically iso lated)

•

S ignal output El1able Limit switch (opticall y isolated)

•

Connected via SO-pole Flat band-Conn ector
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Power unit for DC-Servomotors
- Casing
• Robust Sheet steel- system carrier for Power supply and electronics
• Powder-coated Aluminium- shell casing (anthracite)
• Dimensions B x H x T=475 x 186 x 4 10 mm
• Integrated fa n unit to force-coo l the output stage
• Front side operating elements Emergency stop. Power and Mains switch
• Wiring of the Signal in -1- outputs from Servomotor and Contro l proce sor
via connectors at the rear.
- Power block PB 600-C
• 600 VA-Toroidal transformer with Temperature monitoring
• Electronic Switch-on current limiting via the output voltage
• Auxiliary voltage I + 24V /2A
• Auxiliary vo ltage 11 + 24V/IA (safety circuits)
• Safety circuits with Emergency stop- and On-switch -i nput
• Integration of external emergency stop systems (Remote)
• Closed sheet teel ca ing L x B x H 220 x 150 x 140 mm
• Connections via connector sets
- Servomotor-Power board UMV 10
• 4-Quadrant -Amplifier 70 V/8 A
• 18 kH z PWM-Switchi ng frequency
• Efficiency up to 85%
• Set valu e ± 10 V (Current control)
• Safety circuits for: Over voltage, Over current, Over temperature
• Front side Displays for Operation, Faults
• Euro-Format 160 x 100 mm , 9-TE-Front plate

•
- Emergency stop- system
• Relay chain wi th two separate limit sw itch inputs per motoroutput, + 24 V swi tched
• Shorting the limit sw itch monitor func tion through key switch
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• Shoning the limit witch monitor function through ofLware contTolled
inputs
• Display of limit swi tch operatin g conditi ons
• Integrati on of external command syste m
(Emergency stop, safety switch contact, main switch)
• Signa l input to functi on mon itor the Servomotor-Contro l board
(Operational readi ness of the control proce sor )

• + 24 V-Supply voltage through Isel- Power block
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13.5.2

System Description

13.5.2.1

Overview Circuit Plan

connection: Multi UO

X-axi s
123<I -

X-axis (UMV IO)
Y- axi s (UMV tO)
Z-axi s jUMV10j

A·axi s IUMVt OI

Remote
- E-stop

- ON switch
Main switch
AC

Remote

- E-SIOI
-ON

Key SWItch SK
8. Stgnallnp!J1 Et .t-EI .8
8. signal input E2.1-E2.S
Pori UPMV 4

8. signal outp!J I AI .I-AI.B

Pon Multi VO

Sllgnallnpu! (X2)

Signal Input (XI)

molor OOlpul

Power supply Brake

1 -X-aXIs
2 - Y-axIs
3 - Z' axlS

4 - A·axis

F ig. 13.5-1 Overview of the circuit connecrions
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Control PC for Laser Fine Welding Station

b)
a)

a)

Servomotor-Control interface UPMV 411 2 [1 49]

b)

NJ6025E - Multifunction DAQ card [155]

The Contro l processor consists of a compact ' 586-Processor with hard di sc, floppy-di sk,
PCl-Graph ics board and power suppl y. The rob ust Sheet steel casing provides a hi gh
grade of system operational safety, ensuring compli ance wi th the relevant EMC
Regulations (Noise immuni ty) and therefore permits use of the Control ler in Industrial
Environments.
Features of N16025E - Multifuncti on DAQ card [ 147]
.16 ana log inputs at up to 200 k Is , 12 or 16-bit reso luti o n
• Up to 2 ana log output s at 10 kS /s, 12 or 16-bit resolu tio n
. 8 digital VO li nes (TrLlCMOS); two 24-bit counterlti mers
• Digital triggerin g

. 4 analog input signa l ran ges

• NI-DAQ drive r simp lifies co nfi g ura ri o n and meas ureme nts
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SCB- IOO
to PDA55
(intensity
meas uring)

Cable

SH68-68 E

RS232 to
Moti o n
contro ller
(Moti o n
data)

Fig. 13.5-3 Rear view - Control PC for data acqui sition and ax is cOlllroliing
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SCB-100 - Shielded Connector Block for Data Transmission

The SCB-IOO shi elded co nnector block is a shielded board with 100 screw terminal s that
connect to the AT-MIO-64E·3 or other products using the 0.005 series shielded D type

UO co nnector. The termin al block has 100 screw terminal s for easy connecti on to signal
wires. A cold·junctio n compensation temperature sensor is included for use with
thermocouples. The SCB· I 00 al so has a strain·reli ef bar for securing wires or cab les.

BNCcable

PDASS
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8

Cold-Junction Comoensation Temperature Sensor
Switches S4 , SS and S6
100-PIN 1/0 Connector
Signal Accessory LED
Switches S 1, S2 and S3
Screw Terminals
Breadboard Area
Borad Mount Screws

Fig. 13.5·4 SCB· I 00 - Shielded connector block
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Signal Connection
To connect the signal from the PDA 55to the SCB - I 00, the fo llowing Steps have to be
performed:
I. Di connect the I aa-pin cable from th e SCB- I00, if connected.
2. Remove the groundi ng screws on either side of the top cover and open the top
cover.
3. Configure switches to the signal types you are using (Fi g. 13.5-4)
4. Adjust the strai n-relief hardware
•

Loosen the strain -relief screws and slide the signal wires through the front
panel strain-relief open ing.

•

Remove the top strai n-reli ef bar.

•

Add insulation or padding if necessary.

•

Connect the wires to the screw terminal s by stripping

v.. in . of insul ation,

inserting the wires into the green termi nal and tightening the screws.
•

Reinstall strain-relief

Cl ose the top and connect the terminal block to the I aa-pin connector
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Ser vomotor-Interface UP M V 4/12

Fig. 13.5-5 Servomotor-Interface UPMV 4/ 12

b)

JI

Jumper field base address

12

Ju mper field interrupt

XI

Ou tput connector

M ulti-I/O- board
The Multi-I/O- board wi th 16 inpu ts and 8 outpu ts (as PC-Insertion board) is
specia lly developed to the requirement of Binary data acqui siti on respectivel y
of Data exchange
The PC- board is 250 mm lon g and can be used in any PC or Indu strial
processor with a 16-Bit ISA-Bu connector.
Through a settable adj ustable base address is a combinati on as also a number of
Multi-I/O- boards in cascade possible.

Fig. 13.5-6 Mu lti -I/O- board
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Servo Controller Power Unit

The Power unit is a compact assembl y for the operati on of up to four bru sh fitted DCM otors. The Main parts are four Power output stages UMV 10 with output power of70
V/8 A , and a 600 VA-Power block . The latter provides all necessary supply vo ltages and
safety relevant inputs for the function elements of the servo-controll ers.

•

•

0

Emergency Stop
DC-ON
Mains ON/OFF

F ig. 13.5-7 Servo Controller Front Vi ew [ 149]
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Power unit for DC-Servomotors

a)

Servomotor-Power board UMV 10

b)

Power block PB 600-C

c)

Interface module

d)

DC- Power suppl y NT-24

e)

Connector

a) Servom otor. Power board UMV 10

Fig. 13.5-8 Servomotor-Power board UMV 10

b) Power block PS 600-C
The Power block PB 600-C is a co mpact current suppl y for power units/
co nt rolle rs. The Power bl ock provides an un regu lated Intermediate link voltage,
operati ng vo ltages for the power output stage and also two separate + 24 V-Fixed
vo ltage o utputs.
Further, it take over the Power block control and monitoring function .
of safety relevant components and the Emergency stop-Switching of the
motor voltage.
The Power block is type tested and is subject to manufacturing
control thro ugh VDE (VDE 0160-Te t certifi cate 6224).
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Fig. 13.5-9 Power bl ock PB 600-C

c) Interface- module
The Interface- module serves as auxiliary adapter to the 37-pole Sub D-Connector
on the Multi-VO- board.
Through a I: I connection line, the signal inputs and outputs of the Multi-VO- board
are led to the relevant connector of the In terface- modules by user friend ly ScrewTerminal Con nectors.
The modul e also includes LED-bar di splays and input and o utput status displays .
The modu le requires a DC voltage suppl y of + 24 V. This is provided through the
built-in DC-Power su pply T-24.

•

•

Fig. 13.5-10 Interface- modu le

d) DC-Power upply NT-24
The Modular power supply serves to suppl y voltages to the ex te rn al signal inputs
and
outputs of the Servocontrollers.
The Power supply is mounted inside the Controller casing and switch on via the
voltage supply of the Power blocks. Output power is stabilised at a fixed vo ltage +
24 V/2.6A. Thi s all ows smaller smaller units (e.g. Valves, relay, Sen sors) to be
directly operated without additional ex tern al power suppli es.
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Fig. 13.5-11 Module power supply (+24V/2.6A)

e) Connector

Connects external components (e.g. Motors, Signal inputs and outputs).

13.5.2.4

Connection and Commissioning

All connectors the external units (Motors, signal input s and outputs) are at the rear of the

o

4

X2

5

Fig. 13.5-12 Rear view of the Servocontroller

( I)

220V power plug

(2)

Key swi tch

(3)

Remote-connector

(4)

Interface- mod ule with signal input X2

6

7

8
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(5)

Mon itoring Limit switch

(6)

Signal input X I

(7)

4 Servo motor outputs

(8)

Voltage supply motor brake

Mains voltage-Input
The servo controll er unit power supplies req uire alternating vo ltage 230V/50Hz at
a total- current now of no minal 4A ,

(2)

Key switch

(3)

Remote Connector
Over the remote connector the Servo controller can be linked into the supervisory
Emergency stop system, respecti vely external operati ng elements,
A 6-po le Screw-Terminal-Con nector is avai lab le,

1- 2

potenti al free Switch contact (Closer contact

Output)

3-4

Emergency stop- system

(Opener contact

Input)

5-6

In -Swi tch

(Closer contact

In put)

- Potential free switch contact ( I - 2)
Thi s switch contact is closed when the power output stage is supplied with voltage
(safety relay and switch relay active), At an interruption in the safety system , the
contact is opened ,
- Emergency stop- system (3 - 4)
Thi s input serves to connect from ex ternal safety ystems, e,g, EMERGENCY STOPSwitch, safety switches, If no external EMERGENCY STOP is required , these contacts
mu st be shorted ,
Th e termi nals carry the safe ty circuit vo ltages, Take care to use potential free elements
when installing, as otherwi se a short-circui t in the safety system may occur. (use switch
e lements accordin g to EN 4 18)
- Main swi tch (5 - 6)
Thi s contact set is wired parallel to the fro nt side main switch, As soon as thi s contact
set is close, voltage is suppli ed to the output stages, when all safety relevant co nditi ons
have been me!.
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Accord in g to machine ry safety regul ations, the con nection of an extern al main swi tch is
permiss ible onl y when the front pane l main sw itch is disab led by appropri ate measures
(covering the switch etc.)

(4)

Interface- module with Signal input X2
Over this 37-pole Sub D-Connector the Signals and outputs are led to the Multi1/0- board and Power unit.
Pin con nection of the Sub D-Male plu g

.

Table 13 5-1 Sional
". Assiolllllents
.".
Signal
Analog- Input ± 10V
GND (24 V-SupplyCurrent)
GND (24 V-S uppl yCurrent)
Relay -Output A 1.2
Re lay -Output A 1.4
Relay -Output A 1.6
Re lay -Output A 1.8
PWM-Out (Emitter)
+ 24 V-Supply-Current
+ 24 V-Supply-Current
Counter-Input
Signal-Input E1.3
Signal-Input E I . I
SiCTnal-Input EI.7
Signal-Inpu t E I.5
Signal -Input E2.2
Sia nal-Inpu t E2.4
Sio-nal-Input E2.6
Signal-Input E2 .8

Pill
I
2

Pin
20
21

3

22

Signal
Analog-GND
GND (24 V-Suppl yCurrent)
Relay -Output A 1.1

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Relay -Output A 1.3
Relay -Output A 1.5
Relay -Output A I .7
PWM-Out (Coll ector)
+ 24 V-Suppl y-Current
+ 24 V-Suppl y-Current
+ 24 V-SupplY-Current
Signal-In put El.4
Signal-Input El.2
Signal-In put EI. 8
Signal-Input E I.6
Signal-In put E2. 1
Sia nal-In put E2.3
Signal-Input E2.5
Signal- Input E2.7

9

All signal connections from In terface modu le and Multi -I/O- board are identi cal, so th at
a screened standard line ( I: I Wiring) can be used to connecllhe units
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FineWeld Program Source Code and Controller INI-File

unit Unit1 ;
interface
uses
Windows , Messages, SysUtils, Classes , Graphics, Controls, Forms, Dialogs,
Servo32 , StdCtrls ;
type
TForm1 = class(TForm)
Button 1: TButton ;
Button2 : TButton ;
Button3: TButton;
Button4: TButton ;
Button?: TButton;
Button9: TButton ;
Button 10: TButton ;
Edit1 : TEdit;
Edit2: TEdit ;
Edit3 : TEdit ;
Label1 : TLabel ;
Label2: TLabel ;
Label3 : TLabel ;
Label4: TLabel ;
LabelS: TLabel ;
LabelS: TLabel;
Label?: TLabel ;
Edit4: TEdit;
LabelS : TLabel ;
procedure Button 1Click(Sender: TObject) ;
procedure Button2Click(Sender: TObject) ;
procedure Button3Click(Sender: TObj ect);
procedure Button4Click(Sender: TObject);
procedure ButtonSClick(Sender: TObject) ;
procedure ButtonSClick(Sender: TObject);
procedure Button?Click(Sender: TObject) ;
procedure ButtonSClick(Sender: TObject) ;
procedure Button9Click(Sender: TObject);
procedure Button 1OClick(Sender: TObject);
private
{ Private- Deklarationen }
public
{ Public-Deklarationen }
end ;
var
Form 1: TForm 1 ;
implementation
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{$R *. DFM}
procedure TForm1 .Button1 Click(Sender: TObject) ;
const ss : array [0 .. 80] of AnsiChar ; 'bspservo.ini';
var
ret: LONG ;
5: string;
ps : Pointer;
begin
ret :; nclnitDrv(@ss);
{s :; Format(,ROckgabewert: %d', [ret]) ;
ShowMessage(s) ;}
end ;
procedure TForm1 .Button2Click(Sender: TObject);
var
ret: LONG ;
5: strin g[80];
begin
ret :; ncGetDrvlnstallStateO ;
{s :; Format(,ROckgabewert : %d' , [ret]) ;
ShowMessage(s);}
end ;
procedure TForm1 .Button3Click(Sender: TObject) ;
var
ret: LONG ;
5: string[80];
begin
ret :; ncGetVxDl nstallStateO;
{s :; Format(,ROckgabewert: %d' , [ret]) ;
ShowMessage(s) ;}
end ;
procedure TForm1 .Button4Click(Sender: TObject);
var
ret: LONG ;
5: string[80] ;
begin
ret :; ncResetO;
5 :; Format(,ROckgabewert : %d', [ret]) ;
ShowMessage(s) ;
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end ;
procedure TForm1.Button5Click(Sender: TObject);

var
ret: LONG ;
s: string ;
ss : array [0 .. 100] of AnsiChar;
begin
ret := ncGetVxDVersion(@ss, 100) ;
s := Format(,ROckgabewert : %d Version: %s' , [ret , ss]) ;
ShowMessage(s) ;
end ;
procedu re TForm1 .Button6Click(Sender: TObject);

var
ret: LONG ;
s: string[80];
begin
ret := ncSetHandMode(17);
s := Format(,ROckgabewert: %d', [ret]) ;
ShowMessage(s) ;
end ;
procedure TForm1 .Button7Click(Sender: TObject);

var
ret: LONG;
s: string[80];
begin
ret := ncReference(NC_ REF _X or NC_ REF _ Y or NC_ REF_ Z);
s := Format(,ROckgabewert: %d', [ret]) ;
ShowMessage(s);
end ;
procedure TForm1 .Button8Click(Sender: TObject) ;

var
ret: LONG ;
s: string[80];
status : NCSTATUS ;
begin
ret := ncGetStatus(@status);
if ret <> 0 then
begin
s := Format (, ROckgabewert: %d', [ret]) ;
ShowMessage(s) ;
end
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else
begin
if slalus.SlalusAX and ISMOVING <> 0 Ihen
begin
ShowMessage('Anlage in Bewegung');
end ;
s := Formal(,Status: AX: % .4x, BX: %.4x, CX: %.4x, DX: % .4x', [rei ,
slatus.StatusAX, slalus.StatusBX, slalus .StatusCX, slalus .StatusDX]) ;
ShowMessage(s);
end ;
end ;
procedure TForm1 .Button9Click(Sender: TObjecl);
var
ret: LONG ;
s: slring[80];
pos: NCPOS ;
begin
pos.X := SlrTolnt(EdiI2 .Texl)'3600 ;
pos.Y := StrTolnl(Edit1 .Text) ;
pos.Z := SlrTo lnt(EdiI3.Text);
ret := ncMoveLineRel(@pos) ;
Is := Format(,ROckgabewert : % d', [rei]);
ShowMessage(s);}
end ;
procedure TForm1 .Button1 OClick(Sender: TObjecl);
var
rei : LONG ;
s: slring[80) ;
begin
rei := ncSeIVel(SlrTolnt(Edit4.Texl)'3600) ;
s := Formal(,ROckgabewert: %d', fret]) ;
ShowMessage(s) ;
end ;
end.
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BSP-Servo 1Nl-File for Controller Initialization

Load in FineWeld procedure TForm1 :
procedure TForm1.Button1 Click(Sender: TObject) ;
const ss: array [0 .. 80] of AnsiChar = 'bspservo.ini' ;

[ISEL AUTOMATION MOTOR DRIVE 3.00]

;Remark=12_ BiUnterface for 3-axes motion control

HARDWARE SETTINGS
Ressourcen=50%
Software Interrupt= 78h
Hardware Interrupt=IRQ11
Base address=300h
Axes_nu mber=3
Axes_typeX=Linear axis
Axes_typeY=Linear axis
Axes_typeZ=Linear axis
Axes_typeA=Rotation axis
Control structur=No_TTT_ Structur
Movement_directionX=Standard
Moveme nt_direction Y=Standard
MovemenCdirectionZ=NoCStandard
Movement_directionA=Standard
ActiveJevel_switch= Low
Port_address-positiv End_switchX=30Ch
Bit_number_ PositivEnd_switchX=O
EnableDisable_PositivEnd_switchX=Disable
Port_address_ NegativEnd_switchX=30Ch
Bit_ number_ NegativEnd_switchX=O
EnableDisable_NegativEnd_switchX=Disable
Port_add ress_ PositivEnd_ switchY=30Eh
Bit_number_ PositivEnd_switchY=5
Enable Di sable_PositivEnd-switchY=En able
Port_address_ NegativEnd_switchY=30Eh
Bit_ number_ NegativEnd_ switchY=1
EnableDisable_NegativEnd_switchY=Enable
Port_address_ PositivEnd_switchZ=30Eh
Bit_ number_ PositivEnd_switchZ=2
Enable Disable_PositivEnd_switchZ= Enable
Port_add ress_ NegativEnd_switchZ=30Eh
BiCnumber_ NegativEnd_ switchZ=6
EnableDisable_ NegativEnd_switchZ=Enable
Port_add ress _ PositivEnd _switchA=30 Eh
Bit_ number_PositivEnd_switchA=3
EnableDisable_ PositivEnd_switchA=Enable
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PorCaddress_ NegativEnd_switchA=30Eh
Bit_ number_ NegativEnd_ switchA= 7
EnableDisable_ NegativEnd_switchA=Enable
Port_address_ Referenz_ switchX=30Ch
Bit_number_ Referenz_ switchX=O
Mode_ Referenz_ switchX=Standard
Direction_ Referenz_ switchX=Standard
Distance_ Referenz_ switchX=500
Port_address_ Referenz_ switchY=30Eh
BiCnumber_ Referenz_ switchY =5
Mode_ Refe renz_switch Y=Standard
irection_ Referenz_ switch Y=Not_ Standard
Distance_ Refere nz_ switchY=1000
Port_add ress_ Referenz_ switchZ=30Eh
Bit_ number_ Referenz_switchZ=6
Mode_Referenz_switchZ=Standard
Direction_Referenz_switchZ=Standard
Distance_ Referenz_ switchZ=100
Port_address_Refe renz_switchA=30Ch
BiCnumber_ Reference_switchA=3
Mode_ Reference_switchA=Standard
Direction_ Referen ce_ switchA=Standard
Distance_Reference_switchA=500
Enable Disable_Watch Dog_ Reference= Enable
Velocity-controler=available
Port_address_Keyswitch=30Ch
Bit_ number_Keyswitch=5
EnableDisable_Keyswitch=Disable
ActiveJevel_ Keyswitch=High
Port_address_ lnput_ Portl =31 Oh
EnableDisable_ lnput_ Portl =Disable
Port_address_lnput_Port2=311 h
EnableDisable_ lnput_ Port2=Disable
Port_addressJ nput_ Port3=312h
EnableDisable_ lnput_ Port3=Disable
Port_address_ lnpuCPort4=313h
EnableDisable_ lnput_ Port4=Disable
Port_address_Output_ Portl =31 Oh
initial_ value_ Output_ Portl =OOOOOOOOb
En able Disable_ OutpuCPortl =Disable
Port_address_Output_Port2=311 h
initial_ val ue_ Output_ Port2=OOOOOOOOb
En ableDisable_ Output_ Port2=Disable
Port_address_Output_ Port3=3 12h
initial_value _ Output_ Port3=OOOOOOOOb
Enable Disable_Output_ Po rt3=Disable
Port_address_Output_ Port4= 313h
initial_ val ue_ Output_ Port4=OOOOOOOOb
En ableDisable_Output_ Port4=Disable
Move ment_ Output_ Port_ use= Disable
Port_address_ Movement_ Output_ Port=314h

o
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Min imum_ Value_ Movement_ Output_ Porl=OOh
Maximum_ Value_ Movement_ Output_ Porl=FFh
Delay-time_ Movement_ Output_ Porl=0.1
Encoder_ Li ne_numberX=1000
Encoder_ Line_ numberY=1000
Encoder_ Line_ numberZ=1000
Encoder_ Line_ numberA=1000
Axes_gear_ ratioX=64042
Axes _gear_ ratio Y =2534
Axes_geauatioZ=5107
Axes_gear_ ratioA=259200

SOFTWARE SETTINGS
Maxi mum_axes_accelerationX=42693869
Maximum_axes_accelerationY= 1013600
Maximum_axes_accelerationZ=2042400
Maximum_axes_acce leration A=181440000
Reference_ acceleration_ratioX= 10.0
Reference_ acceleration_ ratioY=10.0
Reference_ acceleration_ ratioZ= 10.0
Reference_ acceleration_ ratioA= 10.0
Maxi mum_axes_ veloeityX=2304793
Maximu m_a xes_velocityY=68400
Maximum_axes_velocityZ=137700
Maximum_a xes_velocityA=10368000
Segment_velocity=25000
Trace_ velocity=25000
Teach In_ veloeity=25000
Fast_velocity=100000
Initial_ Reference_ velocityX= 10000000
End_ Reference_veloeityX=500000
Initial_ Reference_velocityY=25000
End_Reference_ veloc ityY =2500
Initial_ Refe rence _ ve loeity Z=50000
End_ Reference_ve locityZ=2500
Initial_ Reference_ velocityA= 10000000
End_ Reference_ve locityA=500000
Circle_ velocity-Reduction_factor= 1
Trace_ velocity_ Reduction_factor =1
X_Axes_dead_time=0 .0043
Y_ Axes_dead_time =0.0099
Z_ Axes_dead_time =0.0062
A_ Axes_dead_time =0.0163
Tracking_ Tolerance=200%
Positive_ SoftwareEnd_switchX=+ 1296000
Negative_ SoftwareEnd_switchX=-1296000
Positive_ Software End_switchY =+2000000
Negative_ Software_switch Y =-2000000
Positive_SoftwareEndschalterZ=+2000000
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Negative_ Software_switchZ=-2000000
Positive_Software_ switchA=+ 1296000
Negative_ Software End_switchA=-1296000
Controller_ KpX=50
Controller_ KiX=50
Controller_ KdX= 1000
Controller_ TdX=O
ControlleU IX=2048
Controller_ KpY=50
Controller_ KiY=50
Controller_ KdY = 1000
Controller_ T dY=0
Controller_ IIY=2048
Controller_ KpZ=100
Controller_KiZ=50
Controller_ KdZ=2000
Controller_ T dZ= 1
ControlleUIZ=1024
Controller_ KpA=50
Controller_ KiA=50
Controller_ KdA=1000
Controller_T dA=O
Controlle U IA=2048

13.6.1

3D and 2D-Plot of Gau sian Intensity Distribution

% 3D , 2D-Plot of Gaussian Intensity Distribution and Beam Propagation
% calculated for 10(z=0)=IO, 10(z=zr)=IO/2 and 10(z=2zr)=10/5

%
x=(-2:0.1 :2) ;
y=(-2 :0.1 :2)';
v=ones(length(x) ,1) ;
1=10/2
X=v'x ;
Y=y'v';
f= l'exp(-2'(X. A2+ Y. A2)) ;
figure
surf(x,y,f)
mxf = max(max(f)) ;
mif = min(min(f)) ;
axis([ -3,3, -3 ,3,mif ,mxf])
xlabel('x-axis') ;
ylabel('y-axi s') ;

%grid in x-direction
%grid in y-direction
%grid help vector
%calculated for 10, 10/2 and 10/5
%grid matrix of x-values
%grid matrix of y-values
% Function values
% 3-0 plot
%max. function values
%min. function values
%axis adjustment
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13.7

High-Performance Handling Components

13.7.1

High-Performance Low-Profile Ball Bearing Linear Stages

13.7·1 Low-Profi le BaUBearing Linear Stages

•
•
•
•
•

Precision ball bearing movements
Non-influencing lock (except 4 in .)
Reversibl e for left or right-h anded applicati ons
Compatible with Newport manual and motorised ac tu ators
Stackable fo r low profi le multi-axi s positioning

Models 423, 433, and 443 feature exceptional performance, usability, and value with
preci sion ball beari ng constructi on - hardened ball s rolling between opposi ng pai rs of
hardened and polished stai nless steel rods. For stability, repeatability, and excepti onall y
smooth moti on, actuators bear upo n a hardened carbide in sert. Springs provide preload
against the actu ator tip to elimin ate backlash.
A stab le stainless steel actu ator mounting system all ows your choice of manual or
motorised actuators to be attached in either a left or ri ght-hand confi gu rati on. A nonin fluenc ing lock (also reversible for left-handed con figu rati o n) si milar to th at used on our
top-of-the-line ultrali ght Series Stages provides positive stable positionin g and guards
against inadvertent adjustments. For higher load capacity, see 426 and 436 Series
Crossed- Ro ller Low -Profi le S tages, or our Double-Row Ball Bearing UMR Seri es Stages

[ 148]
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Table I3 7-1 Techni cal data staoes 423
423

(M-423) Series
433
1 (25)

Maximum Stage
Travel [in . (mm ))

(M-433)
Series

443

1.8 1 (46)

(M-443)
Serie s444

M-443-4)

~eries·

2 (50)

4 (102)

<200

Angular
Deviation (wad)
47
(209)

35
( 156)

~oad

Capacity,
Ce ntered [Ib (N))

58 (258)

58
(258)
15 (67)

oad Capacity,
~ertica l [Ib (N))

Table 137-2 Dat a manual and motori sed drives
Travel

Manual Drives
AJS Series

Description

423 (M-423)433 (M-433)443 (M-443)

-

ine

Adjustment Screw
SM-13

Nicrometer

SM-25

~icrometer

SM -50
HR -13

/v1 icrometer

-

·
·

~igh - R esol utio n
Nicrometer

DM -13
DM -13L
DM-25L

Diff ere ntial
""icrometer
pifferen tial

.

~icrometer

pilferential
~icromete r

·

Motorised Drives
LTA Series
~otorise d Actuator
CMA Series

~o tori se d Actuator

PZA12
Actuator

~a n o PZ actuator,

12.5 mm travel

·

·
·

.

Sensitivity
( ~m )

13- 50 0.6-0 .75

-

·

(mm)

·
·

·

13

1

25

1

50
13

1
0.5

13

0.1

13

0.1

25

0.1

25-50
12.5-25
12.5

0.05
0.2-0 .5
0.03
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XV -Translator Stages with Differential and Micrometer
Drives

XY Translator with Differential Drives
Differenti al Adjusters Similar to DM22
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CoarseOAmm pe r Revo luti o n - Fine
25>J m pe r R evoluti o n
0.5 per Re vo lutio n
Co mpac t design
1/4" (6 .5mm) travel
Backlas h free de ign
Compatib le with 0 1.00 le ns tubes
Compatib le with cage plate assemblies
13.7-2 XY Translator with Di fferenti al Dri ve

XY Translator with Micrometer Drives

Micrometer Dri ves Model 148-205 0.5mm Pe r Revoluti on 10j.lm Per Graduation
Compac t Design
114" (6.5mm) travel
Backl ash Free Design
Compat ible with our 0 1.00 Lens Tubes
Compatib le with our Cage Pl ate Assemblies

13.7-3 XY Translator with Micrometer Screw
The STlXY translati on stage utili zes hardened too l steel components on all moving pan s; this
ensures long-te nn. drift-free operation . The ST IXY is designed to connect with our extensive line
of 0 1.0 diameter lens tubes as well as our cage assemblies. Thi s compat ibility o ffers great
fl exibility in building optica l systems. An #8-32 (M4) tap has been added to the bottom surface to
allo w direct mounting on our TR series 112" diameter post [1 56]
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850F-Series Linear Actuator

The 850F actuator in corporates a versati le design which can be configured with travel
limits from a little as approximatel y 1/32 inches to 2 inches (9.8 mm - 50 mm), enab lin g
it to be used on a wide variety of Newport translati on stages and mirror mounts.
M echani cal limit sw itches cut motor power preventing acci den tal over-travel. Th e
actuator incorporates a manual actuation knob for coarse adj ustment (with the motor
power off).

Fig. 13.7-4 Motori sed Linear Actuator
To provide accu rate moti on, the actuator's 3116 inch diameter plunger i s non-rotating.
The standard gearbox ratio actu ator can produce a maximum thrust in excess of II kg,
when operatin g continuousl y over many cycles, the maximum load is rated at 8kg.The
actuator's internal stru cture is a precision-rolled lead-screw with a pitch of 32.3885
threads per inch. The pitch of the lead-screw has been chosen to provide exactly 0.05J.lm
encoder resolution when combined with the standard ratio.
Table 13.7-3 S eci fi cati ons Linear AC1l1ator
Base Material
Stainless steel bod
Drive Mechanism
Drive Screw Pitch
HL Version 1 :66
Reduction Gear
HS Version 1 :14
Feedback
Motor mounted rotar encoder, 2048 cts/rev.
Limit Switches
Mechanical switches, both ends , max. travel limit is ad'ustable
Uses minimum travel limit for homing, typically <4 J.lm
Origin
re eatabilit
UE I 724SR

3
h at 25N load and a 10% dut c del0,000
LTA-HL 0.90 0.41
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Key Featu res:
•
•
•
•
•

Up lO 50 mm travel in a space saving design
Non-rotating tip improves moti on smoothness and has no wear
Exceptiona l po ition sensiti vity
Adjustable limit switch prevents damage fro m over-travel
Convenie nt manual positi onin g knob

Table 13.7·4 S ecificat ions

Mini mum Incremental Motion

LTA-HS
50
0.035

LTA-HL
25
0.0074

0.1

0.05

0.15 typical . 0.5
guaranteed

0.15 typical. 0 .5
guaranteed

0.6 typical. 2 guaranteed

0.6 typical. 2 guaranteed

5 typical . 15 uaranteed

2 typical. 8 uaranteed
1
120
20

5
50

5
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Connector Pin Assignments

CONNECTION

PIN

WIRECOLOR
NC
NC
NC
NC

BLACK

WHITE
NC
NC
Ne
Ne
NC

--- 1

-- 2
-- 3
-

-

t::= 56

MOTOR +

.--= ~

Ne

MOTOA-

9
10

SHI ELD GND

---

ORANGE
GRAY
YELLOW
GREEN
RED

4

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

SHI ELD GROUND

FORWARD LIMIT SWITCH
REVERSE LIMIT SWITCH
CHANNE L A
CHANNE L B
+5 - + 12V DC (5ma @ 5V DC)
GROUND

la

'--'

BLUE

NC
NC
Ne

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Fig. 13.7·5 Connector Pi n Assignments
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Fig. 13.7-6 Scale Drawing
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Angle Brackets

Ri gid , ang led mounting brackets with slotted faces 30°, 45 °, and 90° angle brackets

Fig. 13.7·7 Angle brackets

The 360 Series Angle Brackets are ri g id, angled mountin g plates with slotted faces.
The 30, 45 and 90 degree angles are accurate to within ±2 arc min. Model 360-90 is
useful for building 3-ax is linear stage assemb lies and as a platform with rod
mounted co mpo nent s. Brackets may be co mbined to pro vide sta ble co mpo und angle
supports . Pairs of 360-30 or 360-45 brackets bolted together on h ypotenu se faces
provide coarse-adju stab le hei ght platform s of exceptional ri gidit y [ 148].

z-Axi s

, °,
,
,

c

y-Axis

x-Axis

.w:

Fig. 13.7·8 Cartesian system with linear motorised translation stages
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General Description MM400S

The MM4005 is an advanced, stand-alone, integrated moti on controll er! dri ver. It ca n
co ntTo l and drive up to 4 axes of motion, in any stepper and DC motor combination. The
MM4005 contro ller was speciall y designed to operate with Newport 's broad line moti on
devices.

Fig. 13.7-9 Minimum system configuration
In thi s co nfigurati on all commands are received from the front panel. Programs can be
generated and executed without using an additi onal computer.
A more common setup is shown in Fig. 13.7-9. The MM4005 drives multipl e stages a nd
is controlled by a remote computer [1 48].

Features
Many advanced features make the MM4005 the preferred choice for precision
appli cations:
•
•
•

Integrated controller and driver design is more cost effecti ve and a space savi ng
so lu tion.
Compact, rack-mou ntabl e or bench-top enclosure.
Allows any combi nation of motor types (stepper and DC) and sizes.

•

Supports closed- loop operatio n of stepper motors.

•

Feed-forward servo algorithm for smooth and preci se mo ti on.
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o Advanced multi-ax is synchroni ati on (li near interpolation).
o Advanced moti on programming capab ilities wi th up to 100 nested loops and
complex di gital and analog UO fun cti ons.
Specifications

Functi on
o

Integrated motion controller and dri ver

umber of moti on axis
o

I to 4, in any combinati on or order of tepper and DC motors

Trajectory type
o

Non-synchroni zed motion

o Multi -ax is synchroni zed moti on (linear interpolation).
o S-Curve or Trapezoidal velocity profile for non-synchronized and synchroni zed
motion. The default configurati on is S-C urve velocity profi le.

Motion device compati bi lity
o Emire fami ly of motorized motion device, usi ng ether stepper or DC motor.

CPU type
o 5x86/ 100 Processor.

DC motor control
o

16bit DAC resolution.

o

10 MH z max imum encoder input frequency.

o

Pill wi th velocity feed-forward ervo loop.

o 0.3 m digi tal servo cycle.

Stepper motor contTol
o

I MH z maximum pulse rate.

o

Full , half and mini step capab ility.

o Open or closed-l oop operati on.
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•

PID with velocity feed forward closed-loop mode.

•

0.3 ms digital servo cycle.

Computer interfaces
•

RS-232-C

•

IEEE-488

Utility interface
•

8-bit 0PLO-coupled digital inputs

•

b-bit open-collector di gital outputs

•

4 analog input , 12 bit resolution programmable input range (0-5 V, 0-10 V)

•

External synchronisation Pu lse Output from po ili on acquisition.

Programmin g
•

Remotely via the computer interface.

•

From the front panel.

Program memory
•

30 KB , non-volatile.

Di. play
•

F1uore cent backlit LCD.

•

40 mm x 130 mm, 6 lines by 30 characters.

Dimensions
•

(134 x 483 x 395).

Power requiremenls
•

Power suppl y with PFC (Power Form Corrector) 90 to 264V- 50/60 Hz

•

MOlors off - 100 VA max.

•

MOlor on - 570 VA max.
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Modes of Operation

13.7.4.1

LOCAL Mode
In LOCAL mode, the MM 4005 is operated thro ugh the keys on the fro nt panel. The
di spl ay and functi on keys allow the selection of menus and operati ons that can be
performed without using an extern al comp uter.

LOCA L MODE

l MOTOR

I!lii

I

[

SETUP

I
11

II

MOTOR IillI
I

I

PROGRAM

I[
[

I
MOTION
MANUAL 1
MOVE 1

'\ PROGRAM

Execution

I

HOM E
SEARCH

,

I

Fig. 13.7-10 Functi ons available in LOCAL Mode

Operati o ns th at can be performed fro m the fro nt panel depend on whether the power to
the moto rs is turned on or o ff. A motion, for insta nce, cannot be perfo rmed whe n th e
moto rs are turned off and a general contro ll er setup should not be done when the motors
are on.
SETUP can be acti vated onl y from LOCAL mode, Motors Off. In thi s mode, the user can
set up the general operati on of the contro ller and the parame ter speci fic to every moti on
ax is and motion devi ce.
The programming mode can be acti vated in LOCAL Mode while motors are on or off. In
programming mode, a motion program ca n be created or modifi ed.
MOTIO

is a general mode of operation in which an ax is is co mmanded to move. The

most complex moti ons result from executing a program. The two other cases are when a
manual JOG or a point to point move is executed .
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REMOTE Mode

To operate in REMOTE mode, the controll er must be connected through on of it
interfaces (RS-232-C or IEEE-488) to a compute r or termin al. In thi s mode, all
commands are received remotely and the contro lle r executes them as directed. Th e
MM4005 comm and language consists o f 129 commands.

[

REMOTE

I
[ PROGRAM

~ I O DE

I

I

[

MOTIO N

I
I

JOG
MOVE
PROGRAM
Execution

HO ME
Search

)
)

1

Fig. 13.7-11 The functi ons avail able in REMOTE mode

The functions avail able in REMOTE mode are simil ar to the o nes in LOCAL mode. Th e
main di fference is that the MOTOR off / MOTOR o n cases are handl ed by th e co mm and
interpreter so there is no need to di stingui sh between them. The controll er will refu se to
execute moti on commands when the motors are turned off a nd will set the appropri ate
error fl ag.
Another difference between LOC AL and REMOTE is that the Setup mode is not
avail abl e remotel y. Some Se tup parameters can be changed but the contro ll er cannot be
pl aced remotely into a setup mode.
Programmin g mode is enabled and di sabled by speci fic commands. All valid commands
sent in thi s mode are not executed immed iately but stored as a part of a moti on program.
MOTION is a general mode of operati on in whi ch a n ax is is commanded to move. The
most complex motions result from program execution. Other types of motion include
manu al JOG and a point to point MOV E.
HOME Search mode has the same meaning and functionality as in LOCA L mode. A
ho me search cycle should not be interrupted. The controller ex it th is mode automaticall y
and task comple ti on.
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Front Panel Description

A general view of the front panel is show n in Fi g. 13.7- 12. The re three di stinct areas,
from left to right: power con trols, a display and function keys, and a keypad .

4,
.~

..

•
Moto r switch

Function keys

•

i

,

Aq ..

Key pad (ma nu a l moveme nt)

Fig. 13.7-12 MM4005 front panel

Power Stand-by
Thi s button is used for everyday controller power ONtOFF switching. To differentiate
from the rear main power swi tch, thi s butto n is called Power Stand-by.
MotorO tO FF
For conveni ence and afety reasons, the power to motors can be controll ed separately

13.7.4.3

Rear Panel Description

Before attempting to operate the MM4005 , it must first be properl y connected and
co nfi gured.

interlock

Fig. 13.7-13 Rear panel of the MM4005
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Axis Modules
The MM4005 can accommodate up to fo ur mOlOr d ri ver card s. Each motor dri ver card
has a 25-pin O-Su b conn ector, mounted on a small pane l visibl e fro m the rear of the
controller, fo r attaching the moti on device.

GPIO Connector
Thi s 37-pin O-S ub connector is used for general purpose di gital Inputl Output signa ls.
The MM4005 offers two separate 8-bit d igital ports, one for input a nd one for output. A
variety of commands are available fo r control and interface usin g these ports from within
a motion program .

Power Inhibition Connector
Thi s 9-pin O-Sub connector provides remote motor power interlock capabi lity. One or
more external switches can be wired to remotely inhi bit the motor power in a way simil ar
10

the Motor off butto n on the fro nt panel.

Auxiliary Connector
T his 25-pi n O-Sub connector has two active lines. One is fo r motor power status
indication and the other for frequency generator o utput. T he frequency generator is
contro lled by the motio n program and has frequency range of 0. 01 to 500 Hz.

Remote Control Connector
Thi s 25-pin O-S ub connector prov ides two functions. Th e first is simil ar to the power
Inhibiti on co nnector. Th e two acti ve pin s must be short-circ ui ted for the mOlOr power to
be enabled. The connector's second functi on is to provide inputs for the two analog pon s.
T hese ports are two independent 8 bit analog-ta-d igital converters. Programmin g
comm ands all ow the user 10 read and manipul ate the in fo rm ati on prov ided by these port s.

RS-232-C Connector
Th is 9-pin O-Sub connector prov ides an RS 232-C in terface to a host compu ter or
terminal. The port has a three-li ne confi guration using a software (XON/XOFF)
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handshake. The pinout enables the use of an off-the-shelf, pin-to-pin cab le. The port
provides internal ly the necessary jumpers to bypass the hardware handshake, if needed.
IEEE-488 Connector

This is a standard 24-pin IEEE-488 connector.

r147]

13.8

FineScan Description

The program "Centerposition" has been written to all ow the determinati on of the midposition of optical sources by use of software. A light source is driven in two axes and the
local intensity measured. Using a mathematical algorithm , the mid-position of the light
source is calculated. As an alternative, it i possi bl e to determine the position of maximal
intensity. The desired position can then be driven to . The so determin ed intensity valu es
are then stored in Excel-compatible fil es
The Program can be used on a Perso nal Computer running Windows 95 operati ng system
or higher. LabVi ew 6.0i or higher must also be install ed on this Pc.

[t

is also possible to

install a Runtime version to perm it LabView applications to be run [ 153] .

13.8.1

The Build-up

The light sou rce to be scanned is fixed to the mount of a two- ax is-pos iti oning tabl e. The
source is moved along both paths and the light intensity measured at various points using
a Thorlabs Silicon Detector PDA 55.
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A sensor analogue output signal (OV 10 10V) is transmiued to a data acquisitio n board
(DAQ) via terminal bl ock and screened cable.
The DAQ-Board fro m the company

ati o nal Instrument

is initialised via the

Measurement & Automation Explo rer (LabV IEW). T he board is now recogni sed by
LabYIEW, and communi cati on built up between the RS3 23 interface and the Moti onControll er MM 4005, bein g co ntro lled by the "Cellle rpos it ion" program.

Equipmelll u ed:
•

Data acquisition Board:

•

Connector Block:

SC B- IOO

•

ScnsorlDetector:

Tho rlabs Silicon Detector PDA 55

•

Motion Contr oller:

Mo tion Controll er MM4005

13.8.2

Operating Instructions

13.8.2.1

Manual Motion

I PCI-6024 E

With the Operating pa nel "Manual MOli on" the ax is table can be manuall y driven in the X
or Y-Direclio n. The Operator fi eld for manual Co nlro l is based on the original
Motion COlll roller MM4005 .

ewport
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Manual Motion Control

I ~AAT~~~ »I

Inlt:nWty
10:

JOO

...

......

...

~

.... , CJ D 0

..., Q

Q Q

Position
0,,,,,"

0,,,,,"

':

AMfs3 CJ ~

0

0,,,,,"

':

El

IRebJ~,1

0,00II

Fig, 13,8-1 Operating panel "Manual Motion"
To drive the three axi s manuall y using the Mouse, the Button "STA RT Manu al COlltrol

» " must be acti vated. At thi operati on the button changes from green to red co lour.

As long as the function is in lhi

po ilion , the ax is drives are activated. The di splay

situated to the right of the wi ndow now shows the actual inlen ity mea ured.
To move each ax is 0, I mm in the desired direcli on , operate the correspondi ng buttons on
the panel under the single arrow < (button n 1,4,7) or> (b utton n 3,6,9). To drive at a
speed of I mm , select first the doub le arrows «» (button n 2, S, 8), whereby only the
middle row may be activated. Operati on o f button " Home" return s all axes to the
po itions et at the start of the controller.

The button " Read Positi on" reads the actual pos itio n of each ax is and sets the val ue

III

lhe corresponding fi eld s ri ght nex l to the bU llons.
To leave thi s me nu correctly, operate the red button "STO P Manual Control « " when
driving is fi nished.

~

In thi s function it is ofte n fo rgo tte n, the button "ST O P Ma nual Cont rol « "
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to operate, so it remains active despite a change of field . This is normally
noticed by other program function s not reacting. Operation of the bUllon to the
co nditi on "STA RT Manual CO II/rol » " usually eliminates thi problem.

Thi functi on is normally used to set the axis start positions before
measurement begin. Here it is recommended to observe the maximal expected
intensi ty, etling the observed maxi mal intensity display to not more as 80%.
This allows room for unexpected hi gher intensities to be correctly displayed.

Measurement

13.8.2.2

The operating panel "Measurement" is the actual core function of the controller. 1n thi s
fu ncti on all inputs and informati on are con tained pre, du ri ng and after scannin g.
r

~aJOrelTlent

anu41 Motklo

I Measurement
-

I

I ROO9h Scan R~uIt 1rIM; Scan RHull I load Data

...
[""",,_J

,1OX1I

[""J

Stepwkih 11 ~

,<mll

[""J

"'""

Q•

••

;- 11 11

1I

Ckedt:bmc

.....""

r
r
r
r
r

R.ou;;i Scan done

....... Scan

lMgthA •

_

(enter ~ done

mxandooe
AxIs cme-eeI

(entrr Calculation
Fut Maxirun

Type
MIKian Fter

NOT AUS

~

Fine Scan

lengthB ~

.<mll

[""J

Slepwdti b • O,OCIOl:1I

[""J

"'"
( eota

AxIs

r.

c

~
c
•
byI""",

co-dSOe

••

•

r

~

•
NOT AUS

::I

Q•

• b
bib Ibl

PrOlJe5S A»s I
0

Proo--ess AxIs: 3
0

Fig. 13.8-2 Operating panel "Measurement"

The operat in g panel is constructed to fol low the seq uent ia l run of the program. In the
figure above, the fou r main working steps of the controller are illustrated.
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The four main working step are:
I.
File
2.
Rough Scan
3.
Centre Calcu lati on
4.
Fine Scan
The Checkbox at the ri ght Side serves to check the fun cti on, to be abl e to determine
whi ch workin g Step is being carried out. An Emergency stop function is included, to
permit halting the system at any time.

13.8.2.2.1

File

In the upper part of the fi gure, the fil e dialog panel is shown . In thi s box the fil e name
under which data is to be stored can be entered. Storage of scan data is initi ated by
operating the green Button " Enter". To carry out a scan, the fil e name must be entered
Operati on of the button opens a norm al di alog window as usual with Mi crosoft windows
appli cations. The fil e name is entered without ex tension, whi ch are automaticall y added,
being .rsv for Rough Scan Data and .fsv for Fine Scan Data. After success ful input of the
name, it appears in the box wi th a ti ck after the fil e name. If the ti ck symbol is not
displ ayed, so can no measurement be made.

FR

[wtOOut awerrlxJ

Fime
Fig. 13.8·3 Data Dialog

13.8.2.2.2

Rough Scan

In thi s secti on, the measurement values of th e Rough Scan Fi elds and the step width are
et.

Rough Scan
Length A

I

0,00001

[mm]

.I

stepwidth a ~ O,OCMlOl
J

Points

0

Fig. 13.8-4 Rough Scan

[mm]

a
A a
•

ala la I
A
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The scan is always carri ed out over a quadrant table area havi ng all sides of the same
length. Thi s length A ca n be chosen free ly, it is recommended to keep th e surface to be
scanned as small as possible, scan time increa ing to square of the side length s.
Step width A field contain s the value from point to point at whi ch the area i to be
scanned.
The fi eld Po ints contains a calcul ated val ue showing how many points are to be scanned.
The scan functi on is tarted by operati on o f button "Start" During the process; the
advance of the measureme nt functio n is shown in the lower ri ght corner.
Operati on of the register card " Rough Scan Results" will all ow the scan measurement
processes to be foll owed. At end of the scan functi on, a tick is shown in the check box for
" Ro ugh Scan done".
An earl y sto p o f the measurement process can o nly be carri ed out by operation of th e
emergency stop co ntro l. T hi s is not reco mme nded, as it wi ll also end the progra m, and
enter zero values for all non-scanned areas in the tab le.
It has been found th at for the Rough Scan fun ction, the fi eld to be covered should be held
not larger as needed. Ca. 100 po int/fi elds are usuall y suffi cient for Rough Scan
operations.
Further, a smaller step width will allow a faster measurement from point to point. 100
points at a distance of I mm will req uire considerably more time as with a di stance of
0.05 mm .

13.8.2.2.3

Centre Calculation

In thi s part of the menu , the method by which the midd le of the fo ll owi ng fi ne scan fields
should be calculated is set. On th is ca lcul ated value is the fi ne scan fiel d set. Th is is only
possible when a rough scan has been carri ed out and a ti ck is displayed in the chec kbox
after "Rough Scan done".

[enter [alculation
Type
Median f ilter

xtmum
Binary
Binary f iltered
Manually

Fig. 13.8-5 Centre Calculation
The foll owing options a re possible in the progra m:
With the Option " Fi rst Maximum" the first max imal intensi ty value wil l be taken as that
which as first di spl ays a scan maxima l value in the scan fi eld.
With the Option " Bina r y" the sca nned fi eld is set to d igital 0 and I value. Th e va lue at
whi ch an intensity value is set to I is set by the "threshold" value. Fro m th is bi nary field
the middle value is calcul ated.
Di e Option " Bin a r y Filtered" functi ons as the opti on Bi nary, with the except ion that
isolated hi gh intensity points are ignored in the calcu lati on.
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With the Option "Manually" a further wi ndow is opened, where a cross-point graticu le
can be led to where the middle hou ld be set to. Operation of bullon "accept" initi ates
thi s selling.
Through operati on of bUllo n "Calculate", the set optio n is used to calculate the middle. A
further window di plays the result as ill ustrati on in flashing pi xel mode. Re turn from thi s
window is through butto n " Back".
In the Check box behind "Calcu lati on done" a ti ck is di splayed.
Th e valid in all options given "Median Fi lter"(*1) smoothes the Rough Scan result . The
sin gle intensity values are compared to their background levels and corrected as
necessary.

Center Calculation

*1

Frst Maxinum

•

Fig. 13.8-6 Ce ntre Calculation
The calculation process ca n be repeated indefinitely, after each calcul atio n the midd le
valu es will be di splayed again .
Before measurement, it should be con idered th at the calc ulati on method "First
Maxim um" will provide a generall y good re ult a lo ng as maximal inten sity limits are
correctly set. Smoothing by the Median Filter allow measurement failures to be
sati sfactori ly corrected.

13.8.3

FineScan

Th e Fine Scan functions primarily just as the Rough Scan. However, the limiting o f the
fine scan field as compared to rough scan can be attai ned by one of two differe nt
methods.
Fine Scan
Grid Size
Length B

~/ :~r:~~;l!t!t'Ir~
,'r-----

Stepwidth b <} 0, 0000 1

Points
Center Axis

[mm]

' r---0

,,,

Fig. 13.8-7 FineScan - Length B and step width b
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The fo llowi ng program opti ons are possibl e:

1.

Option " By Length" :

If the Option " by Length" is selected, the data can be input a by Rough Scan:
The scan is always carried out over a quadra nt table area having all sides o f the same
length . T hi s length B can be chosen freely, it is recomme nded to keep the surface to be
scanned as small as possib le, can time increas ing to square o f the side length s. Step
width B fi eld contains the value fro m point to point at whi ch the area is to be scanned.
The fi eld Po ints contains a calcul ated value showi ng how many points are to be scanned .

2.

Option " Interacti ve" :

If the Optio n " Interactive" is selected, a further window opens and displ ays the Rough
Scan data detected:

Establish the Finescan Area with Cursors !

Fig. 13.8·8 Interactive election of the area
The two d i played graticu le can be moved over the scanned area and all ow selection of
that which is under the centres of the graticules to be c hosen as scan area. Wi th the bullon
"accept" the data is input.
With the BU llon "S tart" the scan process is started. During measure ment , the progress
made is di played in the ri ght lower corner.
Operati on of register card" Fine Scan Resuhs"all ows th e scan o f the fi eld to be di splayed
during measurement.
At end of scan, a tick appears in a checkbox after "Fi ne can do ne".
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An early stop o f the measurement process can o nly be carried out by operation of the
emergency stop co ntrol. Thi s is not reco mme nded , as it wi ll also end the program, and
enter zero values for a ll no n-scanned areas in the table.
The opti o n "Centre Axis" in Fi g. (13.8-7) offers the pos ibility to dri ve the axis to the
max imal intens it y point after Fine Scan . With thi s o pti o n active, the axis is therefore
automaticall y dri ven to the maximal intens ity point.

13.8.3.1

Rough Scan! Fine Scan Results

It is possible during the scan process to fo llo w the progre S of measurement. Regi ster
card "Rough Scan Results" or "Fine Scan Results" ac tivated all ows the data in thi s
display to be set in intensity values and so more easil y seen.

13.8.3.1.1

Load Data

If data from previo us measurements is required to be di splayed, thi s is possible under
regi ster card "Load Data".

I

M.....

_ I ""- I·"",,,,,,,,,... I""''''''·....

LDad Data tb\Tl~~~~-»»JJ5d

F ig. 13.8-9 Register card Load Data
Through operatio n of button " File", the Fil e dialog box is opened and prev io us data ca n
now be read in . In the upper part of the di splay, th e paths and fil e names of the disp layed
data is sho wn.
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End Program
With the red button "End Prog ram" , the program "Centerpositi on" is normally ended

13.8.4

Centre Position

13.8.4.1

Main program (Main. I)

The LabVlEW-Program "Centre Positi on" to determi ne mid-position s of optical sources
consists of o ne mai n part. Thi s main program (Main . I) consist of fo ur sequ ences, which
are run through, in row.

The fo llowi ng sequences are processed in the Main program:

•

Sequellce 0:

•

Sequell ce J:

•

Sequellce 2: In thi s Sequence is the mai n contro l part.

•

Sequellce 3: The seri al interface RS232 is c10 ed

The RS232 Interface is opened to co mmuni cate wi th the NewportMoti on-Contro ller M4005 .
The button/motor is initi ali sed.

Main program "main VI "
Sequence 0
Sequence 1
Sequence 2
Sequence 3

Fig. 13.8-10 Structuregram Maln .VI

The Aclioll sequence ,,0"
Communicatio n between PC and Con tro ller is via a seri al interface (PC) and an RS232line. With the VI " RS232 Open" it is possible to open a serial interface. (see Fi g. 13.8- 1 I)
If a failure in communi cati on in interface or PC and co ntro ller is detected, a fa ult message
is issued at once. Th e set-up of the serial port baud ra tes and other characteri sti cs can be
fou nd over the O .S system contro l function. (see Fig. 13. - 11 ).
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Action sequence 0

o
RS 232 port
(2 =COM2)

au message

Baud rate

Fig. 13.8-11 VI RS2320pen

Die Action sequence"!"
Here the input vari ables (Stop, table I M, ) are set to FALSE to prevent unwanted
conditions from arisin g. In this sequ ence the fi le name fi led is fill ed with an empty strin g.
The Sub VI "MOfMF" permits a check ri ght at the onset to find is the motor is in
operati onal conditi on ON or not. Is the motor not operational, a fault message is issued
throu gh the Sub Vi.

o

0 0 0 0 0 0

811 ro ..3 1 !FPCl

tj Cl []

'! 8I

Sub VI "MOfMF

- \lAXIS 1

I~J,I

Field Fi lename fi ll ed with empty string

0 Cl 0 Cl 0 0

l~ f' l

MII

-jIAxls 2 M 11
I "'~I" ··-IIAx;s3 MU

ab Control

~I
.". =

Fig. 13.8-12 Sequence 1

mt

···· CEEJ

Scan donel

n
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The Action sequence"2"

The main seq uences to the determination of mid posit ion of opti cal Sources are described
in the second part.
In a "While"-Ioop seven " Case" tests contained in the o perator panel input are repeated
(see Chapter 13.8.2).

•
•
•

Enter Filename
Manual Positioning
Measurement/Rough Scan

•

CaleLl/taions

•
•

Fin e Scan
Load Data

The " While"-Loop is left by operation of End Program or Emergency Stop.
In the following part, the above named CASE tests are explai ned in detail.

End-Program (True)

STOP-conditi ons of the While-Loop
Fig. 13.8·13 VI stop and end program
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Action sequence 2
Filenarre

YES

1Q5

Input of File name
YES

71

ante/ 'NO

ManUa I PbS~
n S ln

T~

Manual control of axis

~su'7<
NO

YES

Rough Scan

Excecution of determined area
rough scan

YES

Centre calculation of previous scan

YES

Excecution of fine scan (reduced area)

0

Ca lc u la / - ............
NO

I~
Fines/ ,..--/
NO

IQ)

~dda~
File
NO

YES

Representation of data

·I ~

Abort condition if: Emergency stop= true or EndProg=true

Fig. 13.8-14 Action sequence"2"
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File entered

In the u er window under the Regi ter card " Measurement", if the Filename is input and
the Enter- button operated , the CASE test will be set to True. Through File Dialog (I) a
Dialog box (Wi ndows) opens in wh ich the path can be given, where the measurement
results can be stored .
After closi ng the d ialog box with OK or Enter, a tick is set to indicate a successful input.
The file name is then given the e nding .rsd (Rough Scan Data) or .fsd (Fine Scan Data).
These files are the n stored in the given paths, allowi ng the data

File
DiaJog

'~er
n

10

be recalled at any time.

Input
Filename

tlarre I

Attachment of the endings
rsd and fsd

Fig. 13.8-15 Enter Fi le name
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Manual Positioning

Here the manu al co ntrol of the X-, Y- and Z-Axes are carried out. During runtime the
buttons 1,3,4,6,7,9 (see 13.8.2. 1) are tested of "Tru e". If positi ve, it is checked whi ch
bunon o f which ax is is activated.
Ad diti o nall y the centre-positio ned buttons tested. Is as exampl e butto n I acti vated, th e
axis I will dri ve at low speed in the negati ve (l eft) direction. If button 2 is additi o nall y
acti vated, the ax is will be dri ven at higher speed left. (see exampl e Fi g. 13.8- 16)

....
_1

button 2+3
Fast Movement
Axis I in the
Positive Directi on (ri ght)

Fig. 13.8-16 Manual Positionin o
______- .
Slow Movement
Ax is3 in pos.
Direction
~~~-4

Whi le send ing commands via RS-232 on the Controller, the foll owing abbrev iations
sho uld be understood:
As example, if button I onl y is pressed, co mmand "lPR-O.I 0000" will be sent via
RS232.

1 PR - O.lOOOO
Axes I

Relati ve
Movement

Directi on of
M ovement

Step width
Movement (0, I mm )
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elative Motion Axis I left neQativl
Send

..............- - - I Com

•
--.J....,
_. ? I IPR-O. IOOOO

Axes I

Hi1! 11

Abso lute
Movement

Zero poin t is given

Fig. 13.8-17 VI - relative moti o n ax is I left

Is

the

butto n

"Home"(Dri ve

all

ax is

to

zero

posi tio n)

operated,

"lPAO.OOOOO", a nd ,,2PAO.OOOOO", "3PAO.OOOOO" are sent in seque nce.

2 PA 0.00000

/

1 ~

I Home all AxeS]

IIIIDI

Fig. 13.8-18 Vl - Home all ax is

commands
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If the actual position is to be output, command "lTP, 2TP, 3TP" are required.

3TP
3 Axes

Command to
output
True

~

~
F ig. 13.8-19 VI - ReadPos of ax is I

Th e actu al analogue measurement value recording of the intensity is carried o ut by a
LabV1EW provided SubVI: As input in SubVI " AJ one p t" the Unit number, the C hannel
number (Measurement & Automation Explorer) and the upper and the lower Limits of the
measurement values are req uired.

-7
-7
-7

Unit number = I
Channel number = 0
Upper Limits = 10
-7
Lower Limits = 0

esurement of Intensity
or the Slide

Fig. 13.8-20 Measurement of intensity
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Structuregram "Manual Positioning"
Manual Positioning
If bunon is pressed
YES

11

NO

If axis 1L or 1R is
pressed

YES

~ILiS~~NO
Y~

~

f\

~~iS~~ ~i~
is active

.
non

YES

Send
t PR-1.0000
10 RS232

is active

YES

Send
1PR-O.tOOO
10 RS232

YES

Send
1PR-1.0000
10 RS232

Send
1PR-O. tOOO
10 RS232

Button "1A set 10 false

Butlon "I L set 10 false

IF Home button
YES
Send
1PA-O.OOOO, 2PAO.OOOO,
3PAO.OOOO 10 RS232

iS~

Enquiry il axis 2 (R or L) or
axis 3{R or L) are active?
Sequence equal 10 axis 1

NO

0

AeadPos active
~utto~
NO

YES

Send
tTP. 2TP, 3TP 10 RS232

~

Measure the present
intensity and display it on screen

while bullan ·SIOp manual control~ is true

Fig. 13.8·21 Slructu reg ram ,,Manual Positioning"

V
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Measurement - Rough Scan

In th is program part, the " Rough Scan" carried out over a prev iously given surface.
Before the scan can be started , three input conditio ns have to be met. They are:
~
~
~

The fi le name (path data)
Manual control functi o n must be "True"
The start button for Rough Scan mu st be acti vated.

MeasuremenURough Scan
If File name is not active and button manual con trol
is not active and button rough scan is true?

YES

~

Direction Of moveme nt se110 lrue
Number of movements In V<lirectlon
Present progress of processmg 01 y-axis Is displayed

in ch ecllbox. rough scan Is set 10 true and
Is set to false

calcula~on

Number ot movements in x-direction

Direc:liOn( lorward~

.-

YES
---

YES

___

Emergency bullon Plessed?

-_____.....

__

;0

- - NO

AxIs 1 In forward direction
Step width (a)

Sifllllar 10 case InQUiry 11 !l'ue.
excluded il axis 1 moves in
backward dlrecrion

WilIl un1l1 movement axis 1 Is

finished

Stop!
No axis movementl

,

Check the present posl~on of axis

Check the present position 01 axis

3

-

YES

Save va ll.le 01present

--

posi~on

IF emergency button Is pressed

~

NO
Move axis 3 Wlth Slep width (a)
y·direction

~rooncy button 15 pressed?

YES

~

Wan untIl movement 01 aXIS 3
IS l inished

Changing the dIrection 01 x-axis altet every loop t un
Display intet\Slty results 01 rough scan
Save Intensity dala rough scan and POSItion ror line scan

FIg. 13.8-22 Structu regram "MeasurementIRough Scan

NO

..----- ,
NO
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With the prese t step- width , the surface (Length A) is driven over and the inte nsity at th e
reached positi ons measured. The X-Axis (left to ri ght) is driven first.
When a row has been scanned, the Y-axi s is moved o ne step and the procedure repeated.
Thi s procedure is repeated unti l the entire Step Width set area has been covered and
scanned.

The actual progress position can be fo ll owed in an intensity graph (Result

Measurement. For later use in e.g. calcu lati on of middle (Calcul atio n, Fine Scan) the
measure ment values are stored in array form. Rough Scan data is stored in a previous
determined file name and can be recalled at any time. Operation of the EMERGENCY
STOP switch is possible at any time du ri ng the run , putting the system in the
EMERGENC Y STOP- conditi on.

13.8.4.4.1

Calculation

After the measurement modes have been defin ed (First Maximum, Binary,) in the
Operator fie ld , to start calc ul atio ns two further conditi ons are req uired:

•
•

Button "Calcu late" must be acti vated
Rough Scan must be completed

in the related checkbox, th e ti ck is di splayed when the conditi ons are met.
Rough Scan data has been previously stored in 2-Dimen sional arra y. Thi s data is made
available for the calculati ons. A generall y available " Medi an Fil ter" smoothes or adjusts
individu al intensity values to their background intensities If the option is used, the array
data will be made avail able not filtered fo r the different calculation types. The differen t
types are covered in chapter 3.2.3.
After calcul ation, the indi ces (Coordin ates) of the middle points are ascertained a nd
di splayed in a window by fl ashing pixel (Calcul ated centre flashes) and transmitted to the
Fine Scan function.

See Structuregram Fig. 13.8-23 .
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Calculation
Type 01calculat ion (First maximum , binary. binary fillered. manually)

/

IF calculate and rough
scan confirmed?

YES

/

Centre calculation done
(checkbox true)

NO

f\

Call array of rough scan
Median filler ON?

YES
Fillered data array of rough scan
for centre calculation

NO

Non-filtered data array of rough
scan
lor centre calculation

Which type is choosen?

case

1

Calculation of centre
- first maxim ummax . Intensity

case 2

case 3

case 4

Adjustment of
threshold

Adjustment of
threshold

Calculation of centre
- manually -

Calculation of centre

Calculation of centre
- binarY filtered -

- binarv-

Output of centre

coordinates

Output of centre
coordinates

Output of centre

Output of centre
coordinates

coordinates

.,
FIg. 13.8-23 Structuregram "Calcul ati on

13.8.4.4.2

Fine Scan

Two Opti ons permit the user to refi ne the s urface to be scanned:
•
" By length"
•

"Interactive"

T wo necessary conditions again have to be met before Fine Scan can be calTi ed out , the
Middle calcul ati on fu ncti on c heck box must display a tick , and the bu tton " S tart" in Fine
Scan must be acti vated.
[n " By Length"-Mode, a quadrant table area arou nd the calculated middl e wi th the input
step-width (a) and side length (A) is input.
In ,,[nteractive"-Mode the area to be canned is et thro ugh two co-ordin ate graticu les.
See o peralOr instructions Chapter ( 13.8.2.2.3).
The movement o f the axi s drives are covered by the same ro ut ine (Chapter 13.8.4.4)
except in Fine Sca n. Data is lOred and made avai lab le as required lo the nex t Cen tre Axi
routine.
The calcul ated middle pos iti on should be dri ven to after recalcu lation as in " Calculati on".
The ca lcul ati on ro utine is as in Chapter ( 13.8.4.4. 1).
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Fine Scan
Ad justment of grid size
~ By

Iength oder
M

~ "terac live"

Adjustment of length B of area scan

/

If button Start in FineScan is
pressed and checkbox
centre calculation active?

YES

-

NO

/

case 1 by length
case 2 interactive

case 1
A square area is located around the
calculated centre

case 2
The area to be scanned is defined by
means of 2 cursors in the intensity
graph

Move axis 1(X) in left corner of area to
be scanned

Move axis 1(X) in leh corner of area 10
be scanned

Move axis 3(Y) in lower corner of area
to be scanned

Move axis 3(Y) in lower corner of area
10 be scanned

Wait until m ovement of axis 1(X) is
finished

Wait until movement o f axis 1(X) is

Wait until movement of axis 3(Y) is

Wait until movement o f axis 3(Y) is
finished

finished
11

finished

I

Process of movements during fine scan is similar to procedure of rough scan
Save Data of FineScan and transmission of position array 10 centre axis

YES

IICenlreaxisact~
NO

New calculation of centre, respectively max. intensity.
The new calculation is similar 10
the previous.

Move axis 1(X) in poinl of maximum
intensity
Move axis 3(Y) in point of maximum
intensity
Wail until movement of axis 1(X) is
finished
Wait until movement of axis 3{Y) is
finished
Checkbox ~axis centered" is active

Fig. 13.8-24 Struclttregram "Fine Scan"

I
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Load Data from File

All previous data stored from Rough or Fine Scans can be opened for re-use here.
Operation of the "File" Buttons in user mask " Load Data" opens the desired data. The
requ ired path to the data should be prev ious ly defined, however. By the SubV I " Read Fil e
From Spreadsheet", the numerical tex t fi les are read in sequemi all y and converted into a
2- Dimensional array. Th e array can now by opli call y disp layed in an intensity graph. (see
Operator instructions).

Path input
l oad Data hom Flel

i0ad
~ilel
H _ _-

l?J

SubVI "Read Data
From Spreadsheet

Fig. 13.8-25 Read Data From Fil e

Load Data From File
IF FILE is active

YES

NO

In rows wise reading of numerical text
files. Following conversion of data in
2D·array of

numbers

Fig. 13.8-26 Strllcturegram Load Data rrom Fi le

o
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Action sequence"3"
The last sequence close the RS232-1nterface. Ir an error occurs at closing the interface or
communication between PC and Controller be detected, an error message will be given.

t:a::a::E1 3 [0 .. 3] FP P P P Cl
IError lessage
ubVI " RS232" to close
the imerface

__________
____

~Iose RS2321

/""'
,./

RS232

Ctose

.~ ~W

[r ~!'i

I~

Fig.13.8-27 SubVl-RS232 clo e interface

I
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Pulsed Nd:YAG Laser HL 204P

HL 204 P/4 : Front view and left side view
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Fig.13.9.1 HL 204P/4: Top view
HL 204P/4

q
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Fig. 13.9·2 Space for service works at HL 204P/4
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Laser Light Cable

The length of the laser light cable depends o n the di tance between laser device and
process ing optic . La er li ght cables with dimensions according to the following table are
deli vered together with the laser device.
T able 139.1 0 ata aser r19 Il1t ca bl e
Laser
Fibre core
Len gth of the laser li ght
di ameter
cable
4 rn , 6 m, 10 m, 15 m, 20 m
HL62P
200 J.lm
4 rn, 6 m, 10 m, 15 m, 20 m
HL 124P 400 J.lm
4 rn , 6 m, 10 m, 15 m, 20 m
HL 204P
400J.lm
4 m .. 20m

Rmin = 200

mm

Fig. 13.9-3 Length of the laser light cable
Standard length s of the laser li ght cable:
Sta nd a rd lengths

4 m, 6 m, 10 m, 15 m, 20 In
The specified values are usable length s, mea ured from the outlet
at the laser dev ice.
Info rmation abo ut the lengths of your laser li ght cables is to be
found in the documentati on delivered together with your laser
device.

Bending radius

Install a ti on

The bending radiu of the laser cable mu t be small er tha n
200 mm.
The la er li ght cables have to be installed without tensile stress
and buck les.
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Connections

Thi s sectio n contains information about: Ex ternal connections in the base of the laser
devi ce interfaces on the contTol unit and o n the mai ns distributi on

13.9.2.1

External Connections in the Base
.
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1 Mains cable, GEE pl ug 3 Control panel
2 Cooling water hoses 4 Ethernet cable 10 operating PC

Fig. 13.9-4 External connecti ons

Power supply: The laser device is suppli ed with electri cal power via a mains cabl e.
The mains cable is connected to the laser device.
Cooling water hoses: Connections for suppl y and return 3/ 4 inch. The hoses are attached
to th e connecti ons and sealed with 2 hose clamps each.
Ethernet interface for the: The control system is connected to the operatin g PC by
means of
operating PC
the Ethern et interface. Th e cabl e that co nnects th e operatin g
PC to the control uni t must not be longer th an 75 m.
IJO interface or field bus: The 110 interface can be used to connect th e laser device to
an interface external control system (e.g. a PLC) and to contro l it
from there.
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The laser dev ice can also be contro ll ed by means of one of th e following fi eldbusse :
•
•
•

Interbus - S
Profibu s - DP
DeviceNet.

In thi s case the board with th e VO interface is repl aced by a card the chosen fi eldbus
system. Infoml ation abou t pin assignment and data fomlat is then to be found in the
interface description of the chosen field bus system.
ASV interfaces for safety Shutter interfaces are located on the ASV and ASV2 boards.
The circuits shutter interfaces are part of the safety dev ices of the laser device.
They make it possible to set up safety circu its (SIK), e.g. for monitoring shielding covers
at the workstation.
EMERGENCY STOP The EMERGENCY STOP interface (X7) allows:
interface
• further EMERGENCY STOP pushbullo ns to be
connected to the laser device or
• the laser device to be integrated in a higher-ranking
EMERGENCY STOP circuit.
The h.i gher-ranking EMERGENCY STOP circuit can be part ofa
system the laser device is a component of.
ote
When installing the cable to an ex ternal EMERGENCY STOP
device, make sure that it cannot get pinched or rolled over.
Interface for external The contacts which are necessary to acti vate the function
control unit "Control ON", "Control OFF" from an external dev ice
(e.g. an PLC) are provided on the interface X8 o n the SUN board .
In additi on to that, the interface has contacts for connecting an
external laser warning lamp and an ex tern al monitorin g lamp.

Interface for connecting
The control pan el for sw itching the contro l o n and off is connected to interface X 12. If
operatin g th e laser device without a control panel , you have to ensure that the signal s
generated by the co ntrol panel are applied to thi s interface by some ot her way.
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Overview - Pulsed Nd: YAG Laser Ja204P

,'
1 Laser

2 Optical arrangement
3 Laser light cable (LLC)
4 Processing optics

5 Control
6 Mains distribution
7 Cabinet cooler

9 Laser cooler

10 Operating-PC
, 1 Control panel

8 Lamp power supply

Overview laser components

Power data
The fo llowing values o f laser power, pulse e ne rgy and beam para m ete r produc t are
avail ab le a t the processing sta tion . B y means of the laser power contro l these val ue will
be reac hed even if the arc lam ps s how a loss in effi cie ncy at the e nd of th eir li fe lime
Table 13.9·2 Performance characteristics of the Nd:YAG laser
HL62P
HL 124P
1064 nm
Wave length of the
1064 nm
laser light
60 W
120 W
Maximum average
power
250 W
300 W
M inimum pulse
power
3OO0 W
5000 W
Maximum pulse
power
Pulse duration at
0 .2 - 10 ms
0.3 - 10 ms
max. pulse power
0 .2 - 20ms
Pulse duration at
0.3 - 20m5
red uced pulse powe r
Maximum pulse
30 J
50 J
en ergy
200 Hz
300 Hz
Maximum pulse
repetition frequency
16 mm 'mrad
16 mm 'mrad
Beam parameter
product

family
HL204P
1064 nm
200W
500 W
SOOO W
0.3 - 9.S m5
0.3 - 20ms
75 J
400 Hz
16 nlln 'mrad

Fu rther performance c haracte ri stics can be see n in the Charac te ri stic c ur ves o n the
fo ll owi ng pages.
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2

4

1 Laser device
2 Laser lighl cable

3 Processing optics
4 Control panel

5 Operating PC

Fig. 13.9-6 Laser device componenls [150]

Laser light cable

Number and the length of the laser light cables depend s on the
appl ication of the laser device.

Processing opti cs

Number and arrangement of the processin g optics depend on the
machin ing task the laser device has to carry out.

Control Panel

The co ntrol panel is an optional part of the laser device. The
functio ns of the control panel can also be carried out by an

external
control system such as a PLC. Detailed informati on can be found
in the interface description.
Operating PC:

The operating PC is usuall y a commerciall y avail ab le device. An
indu stri al PC is deli vered for special app li cations. If desired by the
customer, the laser device can also be delivered without the operatin g

pc.

Chiller:

A chill er can optionall y be included in the scope of del ivery. Please
refer to the manufacturer's documentation for information about the
chiller.
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Components of the Optical Arrangement

2

3

A

5

4

B

1 Laser beam, blocked
2 Mirror inside the beam guideway

3 Absorber
4 Laser beam, re leased
5 Mirror outside the beam guideway

Fig. 13.9·7 Central shutter (YZ) [1 50)

The exi t of a laser beam can be released (B) or locked CA) by means of the central shutter.
When the laser beam is released, it pas es the central hutter as shown chart B. When the
laser beam is locked, the central shutter guides the laser beam into an absorber (3), where
it will be transformed into hear.
In dead conditi on the central shutter is locked . The central shutter has two functions:

Operating function:

In the operatin g fun cti o n the central shutter is contTo lled by
o perator-ori ginated commands or laser program s as long as the
safety circuit is closed.

Safety fun ction:

When the safety circuit i interrupted , the central shutter is
immedi atl y closed. Thi s also happens when the com mand to
open comes from th e operator or from the run ning laser program .

Informati on about the fun ctio ning and the wiring of the central hutler is to be found in
the interface descripti on.
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Shutter switch (VWl, VW2, ...)

A

B

c

A VW 1 and VW2 closed

Fig.13.9·g

B VW1 open

C VW2 open

hutterswitch [150]

A shutter swi tch is a beam switch wi th a safety fun ction. Its design does not differ from
that of a usual beam switch. The difference lies in the acti vation of the hutter sw itch by
an ASV or ASV2 board. The shutter switch is integrated into a safety circuit via the ASV
or
ASV2 board. The shuller switch has tWO functions:

Operating fun ction In the operating function the central shuller i controlled by
operator originated commands or laser programs as long a the
safety circuit is closed.
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Sa fety fun ction When the safety ci rcuit is interrup ted, the shutter switch is

immediatly posi tioned so that the laser beam is guided into an
absorber (see piclUre before, chart A). This al so happens when th e
command to open comes from the operator or from the running
laser program.
Information about functi oni ng and wiring of the safety circui t is to
be fo und in the interface descriplion.

The number of shutter switches in one opti cal arrangemen t
corresponds in general to the number of li ght path. The shutter
switches are arranged in one line. They are activated in such a
way that at most one shutter switch is open(mirror in the beam
guideway, see picture above, charts B and C). So it is ensured that
in case of interrupted safety circuit, the laser beam is always gui ded
into the absorber which is located at the end of the line.

Beam switch (Wl , W2, ...)

2

A
1 Mirror outside the beam guideway
2 Laser beam passes straight

3

4

B
3 Mirror inside the beam guideway
4 Laser beam dellected by 90·

Fig. \ 3.9-9 Beam switch r 150]

The laser can optionally be guided into one of two directions by means of a beam switch.
If the mirror is in the beam guideway, the laser beam is deflected by 90° (B). If the mirror

-

--

------------------------------------------------------------------
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is sw ivelled Ollt of the beam guideway, the la er beam passes the beam switch straight
(A).The beam sw itch can be co ntro ll ed via operator com mands or via laser program.

Fig. 13.9-10 Physical Splitter [150]

The physical splitter the laser beam into two beams. The ratio of power in the individu al
beams is constant. Each beam contain s 50 % of the power. One beam continues in a
straight line. The oth er beam is defl ected by 90 % to the right or left.

Fig. 13.9-11 Physical spliner with adj ustable splitter ratio [150]

The physical splitter with adjustable splitter ratio co ntains a semi-tran parent mirror with
variable transparency over the angle of rotation . Accordingly, the sp litter rati o depe nds on
the angular
positi on of the mirror. The proportion a of the deflected beam can be set to a va lue in the
range from 20 % to 80 % on an actu ator (alTow).
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Fig. 13.9-12 Defl ection (U I, U2; ... ) [150]

Th e defl ecti on defl ects the laser beam by 90 % to the ri ght o r left

t Incoupling optics

2 Optical plug of an LLK

Fig. 13.9-13 Incoupli ng optics [150]

Th e in coupling opti cs co ntains a lens whi ch foc uses th e laser beam to the beginning of th e
li ght guide in the laser light cable. Thi s results in low-loss incouplin g o f the laser beam
into the laser light cable.
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Selecting a light path

The positions of the mirrors in the contro ll able components o f the opt ical arrangement
(beam switche , shutter sw itches, shutters) determinate the li ght path.

Fig. 13.9·14 Li ght path delerminated by YW2 [ ISO)
In the fi gure (Li ght path determinated by VW2) above the mirror of shutte r switch VW2
has been swiveled into the beam guidance. At thi point, the laser is deflected by 90 % and
coupl ed into the laser light cable connected to thi s li ght path.

Fig. 13.9·15 Light path determi nated by YWI [ISO)
In th e fi gure (Light path determinated by VW I) the mirror of s hutter swi tch VW I has
been swiveled into the beam guidance. At thi s point, the laser is deflected by 90% and
coupl ed into the laser li ght cable connec ted to thi s li ght path.
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Laser light cable

Fig. 13.9·16 Lase r light cable, course [150]
Purpose

The laser li ght cable is a fl ex ible tran mi ssion medium for laser
beams. It allows spati al seperation between laser and machining station.

Structure

In the interior of the la er li ght cable there is a light guide, which
guides the laser beam from the laser device to the processing optics.

The light guide is surrounded by a pl astic tube and a steel case. The steel case protects the
light guide fro m mechan ical tres . It limits the bending radius of the laser light cable.

The steel case is surrounded by an ex tern al plasti c tube whi ch protects the laser light
cable against environmental effects.

A safety circui t integrated into the laser lig ht cab le switches off the laser automati call y, if
the light guide is damaged or the laser ligh t cable has been removed from the laser or the
processing optics.
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Table 13 9·3 Techn ical data
HL62P

HL 124P, HL204P

Fibre core diameter

200 llm

Standard lengths

4m , 6m, I Sm, 20m
Extensions in steps of 5111 available up to SOm
200 mm

Minimum
permissable bending
radius
Cable diameter

400 llm

12.5 mm

2

3

4

I

~~, ~'---===c::::rClJID
~
"IIIICO'

,

v

6

j

5

,
7

1 Optical plug , laser side
2 Cover slide
3 Electrical plug , monitoring
4 Cable adapter

5 Cable
6 Optical plug, processing side
7 Cover stide

Fig. 13.9·17 Laser li ght cable, compo nents [1 50)

Monitoring

The laser li ght cab le is monitored o n the who le length. The laser
device switches off immediately and no more laser light may be
em itted if a faul t occurs in the laser li ght cable.
The fi t of the two optical plugs is monitored a wel l. If an optical
plug is loosened, the laser device immediately switches off.
The electri cal plug (3) connect the integrated safety monitoring
of the la er ligh t cab le to the safety circ uit of the laser dev ice.
The cab le adapter (4) allows the mon itoring cable to be
connected when the counterpiece is term inated by a ro und pl ug.
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Laying the LLK

Outside laser protection cabins the laser light cab les have to be
Laid firm ly.
For
•
•
•

thi s can be used:
cable cl amps
cable ducts
other suitable auxi liary means for fi xing cab les.

In ide laser protection cabins wbich are monitored by a safety
circuit, laser light cabl es may be laid freely and movably.

Control

Fig. 13.9- J

COnlrol unit [1 50]

The control unit control s all functi ons of the laser de vi ce. Apart from thi s, it monitors
numerous operational values and reports when a value is outside the permilled range.
The contro l contains interfaces to hi gher-ranking controls. Theya llow an ex ternal contro l
of the laser dev ice. For more informatio n, please the interFace d escripti on.
Controlling

The most important fun cti ons are:
• Switching the laser on and off.
• Co ntro lling the opti cal alTangeme nt.
• Execlltin g an d managin g laser programs .
• Co mmuni cati on with ex ternal devices (e.g. PLC ).

Monitoring

The co ntrol also mon itors among others the fo llow ing operati onal
va lues:
• Laser power.
• Te mperature of the coolants.
• Te mperatures within the area of the laser and o f th e opti cal
arrangement.
• Conditio n of the laser light cabl e.
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• Safety co ntacts at the processing points.
Messages

If an operational value is outside the permitted range, the control
system generates a monitorin g message or a fault message.
A corresponding message is displayed on the mon itor of the
operatin g Pc. When a malfunction occurs, the control stops the
operatin g of the laser unti l the cause fo r th e malfunction is
elimin ated.

Configuration

The control is compi led of electroni cs subassemblies as shown in
the foll owing fi gure.
The configuration of the contro l may differ in individul a cases

from
the one indicated in the fi gure [148].

17

16

15

1 Central processor

10 Free slot

2 Free slol
3 Interface board

11 Interface lamp power supply

4 Board VHlM

13 Cooling unit 2
Interface mains distribution
Connections for 24V
Monitoring of the laser light cable
17 Free slot

5 Free slol
6 Frequency generator, digital

7 Board for working and safely shutter
8 Free slot

9 Laser measu ring board (LMP)

Fig. 13.9-19 Control unit deSCription [ISOJ

12 Free slot
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13.10

Sensors, Detectors and Power Supply Drivers

13.10.1

WINCAM-PCI

ITEM

Specification WINCAM·PCI

Measurable Sources

CW a nd pulsed Sources

Measured Beam Powers
beam

5 J.l W to 20 mW, fo r a I mm diameter Gaussian
at 633nm, ND 4.0 filter in stall ed

Electro ni c Dynamic Range
CW beams
hutter

32 dB (1, 600: I) for 20d B SNR, using e lectro ni c
and CCD gain contro l

Pul sed, pul se-width < 100 J.l s

10dB (10: 1) for 20dB SNR, usingCCD gain control

Pul sed, pul se width > 100 J.l s

10dB min. for < 100 J.l s pul se width
32 dB max . for 16ms pulse width

Manual Dynami c Ran ge
All beams

Up to 40 dB ( 10,000: I) using C-mount Neutra l
Den sity filters avai lable from

SNR
(Signal-IO-RMS Noi se Ra ti o)

24d B (250: I) optical signal to noise ratio

Imaged Beam Dimensions
WCAM 6
WCAM8
Pi xel Dimensio ns
WCAM6
pixels)
WCAM 8
Mea urement Accuracy
Measured & Di spl ayed Profil e
Parameters

Di splayed Profi les

4.89 x 3.64mm (" 1/3 inch" camera format)
6.46 x 4 .83 mm (" 1/2 inch" camera fo rmat)
ex terna l optics.
6.5(H) x 6 .25(V) mm pixel s (7 52 x 582 usable
8.6(H) x 8.3 (V ) mm pi xels (752 x 582 usable pi xels)
1% +1- IJ.lm absolute accuracy, for beam s> 100J.lm
Gaussian beam diameter
Gaussi an fit
Second Moment beam diameter
Knife-Ed ge beam di ameter
Cenu'oid positi on, re lati ve and abso lute

X&Y
2-D plot ( 10, 16 or 256 colors)
3- D p lot ( 10, 16 or 256 colors)

Update Rate

25 Hz max. for fu ll screen.
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Data Analysis
Pass/ Fai l
Ave ragin g
Log data and stati sti cs
Deviation

On-screen, in selectable Pass/ Fai l co lours
Beam diame ter runnin g average
Up to 4096 samples. Min ., Max., Mean , Standard

Power Measure ment

Unit of mW (relati ve to a refere nce measurement
prov ided by the user as an input to the software.)

Source to Sen sor Di stance

1.0mm minimum , wi th ND filter removed.

Wavelength Range
WCAM6 & WCAM 8
WCAM6/NG & WCAM 8/NG
Third party cameras

3S0 to IISOnm , Sili con CCD Camera
190 to II SOnm (cover glass removed)
< 190nm ; I .2~m to 20 ~m ; contact

Dimensions
Camera Head
(See drawing below)

Across ax is width x Height x along ax is depth
148 x 90 x 22mm (S.8 x 3.5 x 0.9 inches)
200mm (8 inches with cabl e connected)

Mounting

'4 -20 & M6 threaded mountin g holes

Camera Port Adapter

Standard I"x 32 TPl C-Mou nt internal thread

Weight, Camera Head

340gm (0.7S Ib)

Imaging Board

Standard PCI with 9-pi n & IS -pi n D sockets
RCA type input for RS - 170 & CCIR cameras.
Win CAM works with almost any third party camera
Standard RS- I 70 (NTSC) , CCIR & Pyrocam

Th ird Parts cameras
camera

fi les are included. Custom fi les may be user
generated.
9 pin D-connectors 3m ( 10ft. ) standard length.

Camera Cable

WinCam Head
Actual Size

Fig. 13.10-1 Schematic beam profi ler [15 t]

Senso r --ff-,f--.
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WinCAM PCI Card Edge Connectors

@ .- ~

000 V
00
00
00
0

'----

/

RCA 75 Ohm

9-pin female D-Connector
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Data Strobe
Data Input
Data Clock
Video Signal Ground
Raw Video Signal
Shutter Output
+8 Volts DC +/- 10%
-12 Volts DC +/-10%
DC Ground

Serial Interface
Serial Interface
Serial Interface
Output
Output
Output
Output (300mA max.)
Output (50mA max.)
Ground

15-pin female D-connector

~
000
000
000

~

Pin 1
Pin 2
Pin 3
Pin 4
Pin 5
Pin 6
Pin 7
Pin 8
Pin 9
Pin 10
Pin 11
Pin 12
Pin 13
Pin 14
Pin 15

Data Strobe
Data Clock
Data Line
Ground
Video1 Input
Trigg er Input
not used
Video2 Input
Video3 input
Ground
Shutter2 Input
not used
+8 Volts DC +/- 10%
-12 Volts DC +/- 10%
Ground

Serial Interface
Serial Interface
Serial Interface

TTL only

Output (300mA max. )
Output (50mA max.)

Fig. 13.10-2 Conneclor Pm Asslgnmenls

Trigger Input: Connect to Pin s 6 (TTL signal) and IS (TTL Ground) [ 151 )
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WinCAM Software

Wln.Cfim PC "JIW SAW?) HMPI' 01 'I P'aitJ .... I !».It by 11]1) loom ... 1

1lIiJ£I
2
3

4

5

10

9

8

7

Fig. 13.10-3 GUI WinCAM Soft ware [ 15 1]

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pull-down Menu Bar
Button Ba r, access to frequentl y used fun cti ons
Status and enh anced d iagnostics
WinCAM button, one of many - signal level
Main window
He lp Hin t; place the cursor on the regionli tem of interest & find a hint he re
3D-view
Thum bna iI view area
Vertical Y axi s profil e
Hori zontal X axis profi le
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PDA55 Switchable Gain, Amplified Silicon Detector

The PDA55 is an amplifi ed, switchable-gain, sili con detector designed for detecti on of
light signals fro m DC to 10 MH z. A fi ve-posi tion rotary switch all ows the user to vary
lhe gain in 10 dB steps. A bu ffered output dri ves a 50n load impedance lip to 5 volt. The
PDA55 housing includes a removable threaded coupler that is compatible with any number
of Thorl abs I" threaded accessori es. Thi s allows convenient mountin g of ex tem al optics,
light filters, apertures, as well as providi ng an easy mounting mechani sm using the
Thorlabs cage assembl y accessori es.
The PDA55 has an 8-32 lapped mounting hole with a 0.25" mounting depth and includes
a I 20 VAC power ACIDC suppl y. The PDA55 -EC has an M4 tapped mounting hole
and includes a 230 VAC ACIDC power supply.
cations PDA55
Performance
o dB Selling
ransimpedance
rans. Gain (50:)

min

ffset
10 dB Selling
ransimpedance
rans. Gain (50:) ,

andwidth
Noise (RMS)
pffset
20 dB Selling
ransimpedance
rans. Gain (50:) •
Bandwidth
,"oise (RMS)
ffset
30 dB Selling
ransimpedance
rans. Gain (50:) •
Bandwidlh
Noise (RMS)
p llsel
40 dB Selling

.2SmV
5 mV

.44mV
5 mV

.30mV
5 mV

4.7 x 10. VIA
2.35 x 10 VIA
2.3MHz
0.35 mV
SmV

.40mV
5mV

1.5 x 10. VIA
0.75 x 10-V/A
700kHz
0.40 mV
10mV

p.46 mV
OmV

0.48 mV
20mV

4.7 x 10, VIA
2.35 x 10'V/A
170kHz
0.53 mV
20mV

p.60 mV
OmV

0.74 mV
100 mV

1.5 x 10, VI A
0.75 x 10' V/A
60kHz
O.Sl mV
20mV

.0mV
OOmV

.36mV
10 mV

ransimpedance
100-120VAC,
(220-240V AC-EC
version)

50-60Hz , SW

rans. Gain (50:) ,
Bandwidlh
,"oise (RMS)
Ollsel

max

1.5 x 10, VIA
0.75 x 10' V/A
10 MHz
0.33 mV
6mV

1

Bandwidth
Noise (RMS)

typical
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Operation
•

The PDA55 gain is adjusted using a small slotted . crewdri ver to turn the
internal, gain-sellin g ro tary swi tch. An access bole labeled GA IN is provided on
the rear panel fo r thi purpose. The gain is set to OdB , when the slot is aligned
cOllnterclockwise as far as it will go. Each clockwi se cl ic k o f the switch
increases the gain by 10 dB. Do not use excessi ve fo rce whe n adjusting the gain
sw itch.

•

The PDA55 is switched on by the POW ER toggle sw itch located on the rear o f
the opti cal sensor.

•

The li ght to voltage co nversion can be estimated by factorin g the wavelengthdependent responsivity of the sili con detector with the transimpedance gain as
shown below:
(e.g. output in volts I watt = transimpedance gain (V IA ) x responsivity (NW ))

•

The maximum output o f the PDA5 5 is 10 vo lts for hi gh impedance loads (5 V
for 50: load s). Adjust the gain so that the measured signal level o ut of th e
PDA55 is below 10 volts (5 volts with a 50: load) to avoid saturation. If
necessary, use ex ternal neutral density fi lters to reduce the input li ght level.

•

For max imum lineari ty performance when measuring focused beams, fi bre
ou tputs, or small d iameter beams, do not exceed a max imum inten ity of I

OmW/cm
•

2

Because of the fi nite gai n-bandwidth performance common to all amplifi er
c ircuits, the bandwidth of the PDA55 goes dow n with increased gain settings.

0.7 .,-- - - - - - - - - ,
~ 0.6

~ 0.5

?1

0.4

>
~ 0.3

&.

0.2
~
'" 0.1

Gain Switch
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(dB)

1
2
3
4
5

0
10
20
30
40

o+--~--~--+--~
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500
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900

1100

W av e l e ng th ( nm)

Fig. 13.10-4 Detector Responsivity [156]
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Maintaining the PDASS

There are no serv iceab le parts in the PDA55 optical head or power supply. The housing
may be cleaned by wipin g with a soft damp cloth. The window of the detector should
on ly be cleaned using o pti ca l grade wipes. If yo u suspect a problem wi th your PDA55
please call T horl abs and techni cal support will be happy to assi st you.

• ...r ......

12" cable

x

x

len~th

.n., ...I

~m

/ '~

~.-~DC power input

..

End view of 5pin DIN

Cross-section view X-X
Detector

Signal output

--0-

SM1T1
threaded coupler

Thread
M4-Tap

Fig. 13.10-5 Scale Drawing PDA55 [156]
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Laser Sensor CP24MHT80

The sensor uses a hi gh-reso lution CMOS lin e array and DSP technology, virtually
elimi natin g material , co lour and brightness related measurement va lue differences. The
Measurement range is calibrated accurate to IOl1m. Integrated analogue o utput can be
co nfi gured for voltage 0 .. . 10 V ( 10 ... 0 V) or c urrent 4 .. . 20 mA (20 .. .4 mAl [ 157).

--

.. eClnca
. I 0 ata [157]
T a bl e 13 10? 0Jpllca an d El
Optical Data

Electri cal Data

Working Range

40 ... 160 mm

Supply Voltage

Measuring Range

120mm

Resolution

< 20 I1m

Resolution (SpeedMode)

Current
Consumption (Ub
24V)

< 30 I1m

Measurement Rate

1500 Is

Linearity

0. 1 %

Response Time

< 660 I1 s

Linearity (SpeedMode)

0.2%

Response Time
(Resolution Mode)

< 1660l1s

Li ght Source

Laser (red)

Temperature Dri ft

Wave Length

660 nm

Temperature Range

< 10l1 mfOC
-25 ... 50 QC

Service Life (T =
Q
+25 C)

Analog Output

0 ... 10 V

100000 h

< I mA

Laser Protection
C lass (EN 60825-1)

Current Load
Voltage Output

2

Analog Output

4 ... 20 mA

max . Ambient Light

10000 Lu x

Current Output
Load Resistance

<500 Ohm

Interface

RS-232

Baud Rate

38400 Bd

Table 13 10-3 Mechanical Data
Mechani cal Data

Output Data

Adjustment

Teach-In

Error Output

Housing

Plastic

Analog Output

Protecti on Mode

IP 67

RS -232 Interface

Connection

M 12x l

Protective
Insul ation, Rated
Voltage

50 V

18 ... 30 V DC

=

<80mA
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Control
Panel

Laser diode
Interface

ccoSensor

Fig.

>J. >V · V

Reflex Sensor CP24MHT80

Connecting Line M 12x1 , 8-pin (S80-2M)
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Fig. 13.10·7 Con necti on diagram [157]
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Control Panel

03 07 12 24 25 63 -

Error Indicator
Selector Switch
Analogue Output Indicator
Plus Button
Minus Button
Analogue Output Current Indicator

-/+ = Minus and Plus Key with LED
Run = Sensor operation
RES .lSPEED Mode = Switch Resol ution
TEACH = Measurement range
RS-232 = Interface operati on
U/I Mode = Analogue Output

Top View Control Panel

Fig. 13.10-8 Control Panel [157]

Housing Dimensions, Dimensioned Picture :

50
4

, 20

39

'£

NI

D

0

'"

270'C

;1

I

:;j

:;1

~I

&
1= Transmitter Laser diode
2= Receiver CMOS Line Array

31.5 ,11.1,

::E

'::::

All dimensions in mm (1 mm = 0.03937 Inch )

Fig. 13.10-9 Scale Drawing of Laser Sensor [ 157]
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Ne-File for Laser Matcrial Processing of Laser Scnsor Holder

;%_ N_WENGLOR_ MPF - CP24MHT80
;$PATH=I_N_WKS_ DIR/_N_ WENG LOR_WPD
N100 ; (==================================================)
N1 10 ; (Andreas BOnting
)
N120 ; ( Laser Sensor Holder for Fine W elding Stati on
)
N130 ; ( -------------------------- ------------------ ------------------------------------------- )
N140 ; ( Customer: Andreas BOnting
)
N150 ; (Machine: Vmax and Nd :YAG Laser
)
N160 ; ( PEPS CAD ICAM System Version 5.3.12
)
N170 ; ( PoslProcessor Version: 2.00 itec
)
N180 ; (==================================================)
N190 ; ( Material: No Slainless steel
)
N200 ; ( Thickness : 2mm
)
N210 ; ( Issued : 07.03.2006
N220 ; (
N230 ; ( PostProzessor Version: 2.00 itec AG
N240 ; ( UpDate vom 29.07.2006 :
)
N310 ; (================================================== )
N320 T10 1
N330 G 17 G60 G90
N340 SOFT FFWON
N350 IN IT_MACH
; Machine parameter
N360 INIT_TECH
; Process parameter
N380 G01 Z=H_SAFEPOS_Z F=V]OS_Z
N390 G64
N400 G04 FO.2
N1 000 TRANS X=H_CUT_ X Y=H_CUT_Y Z=H_CUT_Z + THICKN ESS
N1010 G01 X105.00 Y10 .58 F=V_START
N1020 LASER_ON
N1030 G01 G41 F=PROC_SPEED_GATE
N1040 G1 X104 Y10.576
N1050 G3 X1 03 Y9.576 10 J-1
N1060 G3 X103 Y9.576 12 JO
N1070 LASER_OF
N1080 G01 X1 16.37 Y67 .89 F=V_POS
N1090 LASER_ON
N1100 G01 G41 F=PROC_SPEED_GATE
N1 11 0 G1 X116.164 Y66 .908
N1 120 G3 X116.934 Y65 .722 10.978 J-O.208
N1130 G2 X126.502 Y62 .796 1-11 .934 J-56 .146
N1140 G3 X128.001 Y66.505 10.749 J1 .854
N1150 G3 X1 07.143 Y70.939 1-23.001 J-56.929
N1160 G3 X107.003 Y66.94 1 1-0.07 J-1.999
N1170 G2 X1 16.934 Y65.722 1-2 .003 J-57.365
N1180 LASER_ OF
N1190 G01 X71 .00 Y1 15.58 F=V_POS
N1200 LASER_ ON
N1210 G0 1 G41 F=PROC_ SP EED_GATE
N1220 G1 X69 .25 Y115.576
N1230 G3 X68 .25 Y11 4.576 10 J-1
N1240 G1 X68 .25 Y112.076
N1250 G3 X70.75 Y109.576 12.5 JO
N1260 G1 X71 .25 Y1 09.576
N1270 G3 X73.75 Y112.076 10 J2.5
N1280 G1 X73 .75 Y117.076
N1290 G3 X71.25 Y119.576 1-2.5 JO
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N1300 G1 X70.75 Y119.576
N1310 G3 X68.25 Y117.076 10 J-2.5
N1320 G1 X68.25 Y114 .576
N1330 LASER_OF
N1340 G01 X9.00 Y115.58 F=V_ POS
N1350 LASER_ON
N1360 G01 G41 F=PROC_SPEED_GATE
N1370 G1 X7.25 Y1 15.576
N1380 G3 X6 .25 Y1 14.576 10 J-1
N1 390 G1 X6 .25 Y11 2.076
N1400 G3 X8.75 Y1 09.576 12.5 JO
N1410 G1 X9 .25 Y109.576
N1420 G3 X11.75 Y112.076 10 J2.5
N1430G1 X11.75Y117.076
N1440 G3 X9 .25 Y1 19.576 1-2.5 JO
N1450G1 X8.75Y119.576
N1460 G3 XS.25 Y117.076 10 J-2.5
N1470 G1 XS.25 Y1 14.576
N1480 LASER_OF
N1490 G01 X-5.00 Y113.68 F=V_POS
N1500 LASER_ON
N1510 G01 G4 1 F=PROC_SPEED_GATE
N1 520G 1 X-2.4 Y11 3.676
N1 530 G3 XO Y116.076 10 J2.4
N1540 G1 XO Y1 26.076
N1 550 G2 X2 .5 Y128.576 12. 5 JO
N1 560 G1 X11 3.964 Y128.576
N1 570 G2 X11 5.732 Y127.844 10 J-2.5
N1 580 G1 X134 .268 Y109.308
N1590 G2 X135 Y107.54 1-1.768 J-1.768
N1600 G1 X135 Y56.063
N1610G1 X150.14 Y32.219
N1620 G2 X149.337 Y28.748 1-2.111 J-1.34
N1630 G1 X103.107 YO.369
N1640 G2 X99.683 Y1 .169 1-1 .308 J2.131
N1650 G1 X75 Y40.397
N1660 G1 X75 Y88.576
N1670 G1 X67.5 Y88.576
N1680 G2 X65 Y91 .076 10 J2.5
N1 690 G 1 X65 Y101.076
N1700 G3 X62.5 Y103.576 1-2.5 JO
N1 710 G1 X2 .5 Y103.576
N1 720 G2 XO Y1 06 .076 10 J2.5
N1 730 G 1 XO Y11 6.076
N1 740 LASER_OF
N1750 T ERMINATE(O)
N1760 M30
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Output Graph
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Fig. 13.10-10 Output Graph [157)

Sensor Interface Box
The Refl ex Sensor CP24MHT80 is conn ected vi a interface cabl e (S232-W ) and
Connecting line S80·2M to the interFace box. Thi s interface cabl e offers twO connectors
for a RS232 computer interface and provide direct connections to the interface connector
box via SuB-D Plug.
S80-2M - nput

Laser sensor
connecting diagram

.,

RS232

Connecting Diagram
1
3

•
•5

,

':>UIJ- U

,
1
3

•

•5

•

Connecting Diagram

C ,,

•
,•,
5

B

.'

,\ rl

'"
cv
Yf

'.

P.
<

Fig. 13.IO·ll Sensor I nterface Box [1571

A stable power supply unit ( 18 ... 30V) can be connected directl y to the interface
co nnector box. Thi s interface box offers two analogue control and error OUtputs (4mm
co nnectors) for measuring the senso r output vo lt age or current whi ch is a linear Functi on
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of th e di stance s (working di stance of the laser sensor). The laser senso r is direcll y
connected to the interface connector-box via interface cable (S80-2M). A ll out puts
offered (Fig. 13. 10-2) are connectable vi a Sub-D connector to the interface box.

Lasersensor
Input (Sub-D)
Error OutDut

I

Input Power
Supply
An alog
Output

Interface Cable
(S80-2M)

ng
Line to

c,
,

,
,
J

•

2

l/'L

I RS232

1

I

5
4

6
7

Q , •. 1QV

4 ... 2OmA

1

3

8

---

+
V
RxD
TxD

o
0-

=
S

Fig. 13.1 0-14 Pin Assignments Laser Sensor (157)
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13.10.3

Inductive Digital Comparator 2000/ 2001

Ext ramess 2000
F unctions:
ON/OFF
R ESET (Zero selling the
digital and analog
displays) - 0 - (Set the
analog display la zero)
PRESET (enter
any numeri cal
values)
mmlinch switch able

Di al Comparator can be
remotely operated via th e
interface
• High COntrast LeD with 6.5
mm high digits. Analog
display has a 4 mm long
pointer fo r better visual
perception, ideal when
checking concentricity and
flatness as well as search for
the reversal point when
measuring bores
• Operatin g and di splay unit
(bezel) can be rotated
th rough 280'
• Measuring force spring is
interchangeable
• Lower SlOp is adjustable
• ProtecLi on class IP54
• Operating temperat ure 5 -

Reversal of cou nting
direction RANG E (Switch
the mens. range and
resolution)

ASS (reference 10 elecl.
zero point)

• Battery charge status
is indicated
• Lineari zed inductive

absolu te measuring system

40' e

• Power supply via the
in tegrated rechargeable
batteries (40 hrs.) or main
power adapter
• Rate measuring va lu es
are actualized 20 values/s

2001

• Scope of supply:
Mains adapter. rubber
bellows and span ner fo r
preliminary stroke setLing

• Data outpu t
either Opla RS232C
or Digimalic

Fig. 13.10-15 Inductive di gi tal comparator

• Factor can be set/adjusted
• Cont rol outpu t compaLible to
Dial Comparators with limit
contacts

Extram ess 2001
Features are identical to

Extramess 2000. in
addition: MAX / M IN

• Scope of su pply:
Mains adapter. rubber
bellows and spanner for
preliminary stroke selli ng

memory, c.g. ideal to
search ror the reversal
point

Table 13.10-4 Technical Data
Measuring
ranges
switchable

Resolution
readings

Oisplay
range of
analog display

mm (inch)

mmlinch

mm (inch)

2000 1.8 (.ar)
1.8 (.al")
0.8 (.a31 ")

0.001 /. 00005"
0.0005/.00002"
0.00021 .0000' "

± 0.030 (.OO15"")
± 0.015 (.0006")
± 0.006 (. 0003")

1.8 (. al")

0.001/ .000050.0005/ .00002"
0.00021 .00001 "

± 0.030 (.OOW)
± 0.015 (. 0006-)
± 0.006 (. OOOr)

2001

1.8 (.al")

0.8 (.031 ")

and

• , Difit in a"1 IftO position

..

In~

Span of erro ...

Overt ravel

Mea<.

mm

N

0.6
0.6
0.3

2A
2A

0.7 - 0.9

4346000

4346900 **

0.6
0.6
0.3

2..
2..
2.9

0.7 - 0.9

4346100

4346910 **

G

"'"

Adopl#T BIUA 9lO

Order no.

Order no.

230 V

115 V

force

2.9
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Inductice Digital Comparator

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Operaling bullons
Display
Mounling shank
Measuring spindle
Contact point 90 1H
Connection or mains
power supply
Data output
Rotateable pOerating
and display unit

~ .-.,;. ~

I"

•
,

,reto: ! )

~--"-'!:Y
,-

-....

_.

hi

.

I "

~

,

I

,
.,

Fig. 13.10·16 Description of Inductive Digital Comparator

Accessories:
Data Connecti on Cable:
Opto RS232C (2 m), SUB-D jack 9-pin Data Connection Cable Di gimatic (2 m), fl at
plug I O-pin Software for 200 1 for blocki ng/di sabling indi vidual operating fu nctions,
includes cable Cable to co nnect control outp ut to an SPS

20eOh

Fig. 13.10-17 Manual Life,·
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APe Laser Diode Driver Kit

The LD2000 and EB2000 are integrated together to form the EK2000 Laser Diode Driver
Kit. The EB2000 allows users to qui ckly set up the LD2000 with a laser and DC power
suppl y without havin g to develop a custo m PCB or ex tensive hand wiring. All of the
LD2000 features are supported with convenient, easy to use co nnector interfaces. The
LD2000 is a low-noise, stable laser diode current source that can be operated with laser
diodes havin g a common laser anode and monitor photo diode cathode. The driver
operates in an automatic power contro l (APC) mode using th e bui lt-in monitor photo
diode integrated in the laser diode for feedback. On board trim pots are provided for
contro llin g the laser power and curre nt limit. Both functi ons can also be contro lled via an
external voltage source. The LD2000 supports a wide range of laser diodes with drive
currents up to I OOmA and photo diode currents from 20flA to 2mA. The LD2000 also has
an ex ternal modu lati on input to support appli cati ons that require modu latin g the laser
outpu t [156] .

13.10.5.1

Features

Constant power mode from 20 flA

to

125 fl A (factory confi gured, for othe r monitor

currents see sectio n 13. 10.5.3)

• Laser dri ve currents fro m 0 to 100 mA
• Low No ise / Ultra Stable Laser Control
Sl ow Start for diode protection
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Using the EK2000

The EB2000 was to support all of the LD2000 features although for most applications,
only a few of the component locati ons on the EB2000 wi ll be used. The minimal
confi guration will include one LD2000, one EB2000, o ne DC Power Supply (see
important note below), and a diode laser. A typical setup is shown in Figure 13. 10-1 8
below:

AC INPUT ,..-_ _ _-,

DC POWER SUPPLY

o

I
o

LD2000

I

EB2000

0

Fig. 13.10-18 Set-up of di ode laser with EB2000 and LD2000 [156]
Table I li sts the descripti ons of all the compo nents the EB2000 supports. A diagram of
the EB2000 circuit board is provided in Figure 2. (Please refer to the LD2000 Application
otes for additional detailed informati on on the LD2000 operation) .

Battery

LD2000

EB2000

LeD-Displav

Power

--

Supply
Display

LD
Output

Fig. 13.10-1 9 LDBA Constant Current Drive with EB2000 and LD2000
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M inimal Configuration: To set the LD2000 up for the si mplest configuration (CW
mode, no ex tern al modul ation) fo llow the steps below:
I. Connect a DC power suppl y to P2.
2. Connect your la er to PI .
3. Install jumpers in PS and P6 to e nab le the o n-board trim pots (default position).
4. Install a jumper in P LO to disable the ex ternal modu lation.
5. Install the appropriate value re istor in RFEXT(see LD2000 AppLication

otes).

llle EB2000 is now set up to operate the la er in a CW mode usi ng the LD2000 onboard tTim pots to control the laser dri ve current.
GENERAL
The LD2000 is composed of three independent ci rcuits; I) slow start ci rcui t, 2) limit
current circuit, 3) output contro l circuit. Each is described below:

Slo w Sta rt C ircuit
The slow start circuit is used to monitor the uppl y voltage and keep the la er output off
until the power supply stabil izes. The low tart circuit uses a voltage reference and a
comparator to monitor the supply Voltage. An internal 2.5V reference is compared

10

the

vo ltage at the ON/OFF pin (pin 17). When thi voltage exceeds 2.5V, the laser is enabled.
The comparator input (pin 17, ON/OFF) has an input impedance of 20 k. Thi s res istance
is used with an external resistor (RPU on Evaluation Board) to form a voltage divider that
sets the LD2000 dropout vo ltage. For most a pplications a lSk r esistor tied from th e
+12V power supply to the 0

/OFF pin which disables the laser when th e power

supply drops below 4.SV is adeq ua te.
Note: the 0 /OFF pin can also be used to disable the la er by pulling thi pin low to OV .
The slow start circuit uses an internal time co n tant fo rmed by a I M and a I F capacitor
to yield a 50ms turn on delay. Thi s can be ex tended by adding an external capaci tor
CDL Y on th e evaluation board.
Limit C urrent Circuit
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The limit current circuit is a constant current source which can be set by the on-board trim
pot or an ex te rn al control voltage. Thi s detemlines the max imum dri ve current that can
be suppli ed to the laser. The transfer functi o n for th is contro l is 40mAN . The curre nt
limit al 0 detemlines the laser current whe n operating in the constant current mode.

Constant Power Feedback Loop
The constant power feedback loop circuit uses the laser monitor photo di ode c urrent
(which is proportional to the laser output power) to reg ul ate the laser output power. An
internal transimpedance ampl ifier converts the photo diode current to a vo ltage used by
the feedback circuit. The feedback loop vari e the drive current to the laser such that the
voltage deri ved from the photo diode monitor current matches an adjustable setpoi nt
voltage (described below). The laser output can be adj usted by varyin g the setpo int
voltage.
Whe n the c urrent limit is set highe r than the laser curre nt needed by the feedback loop th e
laser i operating in a con tant power mode. If the current needed by the feedback loop is
hi gher th an the cu rrent limit, the laser dri ve current will be cl ipped to the cu rrent limit a nd
the laser wi ll then be operating in the constant current mode.
The photo diode tra nsi mpedance amplifi er has an internal gain of 20kwh ich yield a SO
AN output. Since the maximum vo ltage of the feedback loop is 2.SV, this limits the
max imum photo di ode current to 12SA. Th is upper lim it can be easil y increased by
adding an ex ternal resistor (see Appendix B).

The setpoil1l voltage used by the feedback loop is the difference between the PD
CU RRE T SETPO INT voltage and the An alog Modulation Voltage as foll ows:
VSETPOI TT = VPD CU RRENT SET POl TT - VA ALOG
The control loop integrator has a time constant of approx imately 60flS set by a n
0.012flF integratin g capacitor. The loop time constant can be ex te nded by addi ng an
ex ternal capacitor across CX I and CX2 (pin I and pin 2 of the LD2000) .
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ote: all control signal s are based o n the photo diode current. The user must refer to
the manufactures spec sheets of the parti cular di ode that wi ll be used to correlate this to
the laser output power.

13.10.5.3

Using the LD2000

The LD2000 is packaged as a component whi ch, with minimal external compo ne nts,
can be integrated into a system to make a complete laser diode driver system. We
recommend using printed circuit board co nstruction to achieve optimum results. The
pi n outs for the LD2000 are prov ided in Fi g ure I and described below:

LD2000 PIN DESCRIPTION

Pin

Description

1,2

CX I, CX2 - These pins are provided for co nnectin g an external capacitor to the
contTol loop integrator to ex tend the integrator time constant. Thi s may be
necessary to get maximum bandw idth when using TTL modu lation . Connect
the positi ve terminal of the cap to CX2.

3

ANALOG MODULATION - Thi s pin is used with an ex ternal voltage signal
source to provide analog modulation. The transfer function (referenced to th e
photo di ode curre nt) is -50IlNV (see note I) with Ov bei ng the laser compl etely on.
The laser output decreases as th is voltage increases wi th the laser bein g co mpletely
off at 2.Sv . Conn ect thi s pin to ground when not using the analog modulati on.

4

SLOW START - Th is out put pin is hi gh during the start up period and goes low
when the laser is e nab led. It can be used as a LASER EM IS SIO

indi cator. An

external capaci tor ca n be connected from thi s pin to ground to extend the slow
start delay time. Note: thi s output wi ll not drive an LED di rectly and must be
buffered (contact the factory for mo re details).
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S

PO CU RRENT TRIMPOT - Ttti s pin is connected to th e wiper of the on-board PO
Current Trim pot. Connect thi s pin to the PO C urrent Setpo int to control the
photo di ode curre nt with the on-board trim pot.

6

PO CURRENT SETPOlNT - Thi s pin controls the PO Current according to a
transfer function of SO~ A1V with DV being the laser is comple tely off (0 photo
di ode current). The laser output inc reases as thi s voltage increases.

7

REF OUT - Thi s is a buffered 2.SV voltage reference.

8

PO AMP O UT - This is an analog voltage proportio nal to the photo diode current
and
VPO AMP = V+ / 2 - RF

* rpo

where RF = PO AMP Transimpedance gain (internal 20k in parallel with
RFEXT )
9

V+ - Positive supply vo ltage (+8 to + I 2 VOC) .

10

GNO - Powe r suppl y commo n.

II

LO A / PO K - Common laser dio de anode, ph oto diode cath ode.

12

PO A - Photo d iode anode.

13

LO K - Laser di ode cathode.

14

LIMIT SETPOINT - This vol tage determines the max imum laser dri ve current
accordi ng to the transfer fu nction 40mAIV .

IS

LIMIT TRIMPOT - Thi s is co nnected to the wiper of the Limit Current trim pot.
Connect thi s to the Limit Setpoint pin to use the o n-board trim pot to set the
current limit.

16

Not used. This mu st be tied to ground to operate the laser.

17

ON/OFF - Thi s pin is used to ex tern all y turn th e laser on and o ff through the slow
start circuit and to set the low vo ltage dropout point. It has an internal 20k resistor
to ground . Connect a I SK resistor to the power suppl y vo ltage to set the dropout
voltage to 4.S V.

18

LIM IT OUT - This is an output voltage proporti onal to the limit cun·ent wi th a
transfer fun ction o f 40mAIV . Use thi s pin to assist in settin g the laser curre nt
limit.
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Setting the Feedback Resistor

The LD2000 is con figured at the factory for a maxi mum feedback gai n. Thi s gain
setting is appropriate for lasers that have low monitor currents in the range of 20 to
120mA (e.g. TOLD9215 ).
For most lasers, the photo diode current is greater than I 20 A and the feedback gain will
have to be red uced to drive the laser at full drive current. Thi s can be done quite easily by
following the procedure below:
Determine the appropri ate feedback ga in using tJle fo ll owin g calculati on:
RFEXT = 20,000 / (8000 " IMON - I ) (ohms)
where: RFext is the external gai n setting resistor to be added

O.

IMON is the mo nitor current for a parti cular laser. (A)
Pi ck the nearest standard value resistor ( 1/4W , 5% or better). Table I li sts so me typical
values for vari ous lasers.

RFext \"5. PO

~'I onllor

CmT('1lt

I . "' ~_~.

PO Mt'lUtor Ct:lTenI (mAl

Fig. 13.10-20 RFext vs. photo di ode monitor current [156]

Install the RFext resistor into space RF EXT o n the evaluation board .

Be sure to use adequate ESD preventat ive measures when handling diode lasers. A
grounded wrist band and anti -stati c mat are req uired
due to stati c di scharge.

lO

prevent damaging the diode laser
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Operating Modes of EK2000

CW OPERA TION
To operate the EK2000 in a CW mode, do the following steps:
Connect your laser diode to the pre-wired connector assembly.
Attach a suitable DC voltage supply across P2 on the Eval Board . A I ' long prewired cable
assy wi ll be provided. Connect the + voltage to the red wi re and the grou nd to the bl ack
wire. The power suppl y will be bypassed near the LD2000 with a I OflF tantalum capacitor
(C l) and a 0.1 flF ceramic capacitor (C2).
Short P6 on the Eval Board to use the on-board PD Current Trim pot (factory default
setting). Short PS on the Eval Board to use the on-board Current Limit Trim pot (factory
default setting). Short PlO on th e Eval Board to set ana log modulation to FULL ON
(factory default selling). Short P9 on Eval Board to set ON/* OFF to off position (factory
default setting).
Turn both the PD Current Trim pot and the Current Limit Trim pot cou nter-clockwise 20
turns each to set these at their mini mum operating points.
Turn the DC power supply on and use a voltmeter to monitor the LIMIT OUT (P8 on Eval
Board).
Adjust the Current Limit Trim pot clockwise slowly while observi ng the LIM IT OUT to
set the maximum operating current fo r your laser (refer to laser manufacturer's data sheets).
Note: thi s output is 40mAIV .
Remove the shorting jumper across P9. Using a calibrated power meter to monitor the
di ode laser output, slowly adj ust the PD Current Setpo int trim pot clockwise to obtain the
desired operatin g power level. The laser wi ll begin to em it upon reachin g the dri ve curre nt
thresho ld.

Analog Modulation
To operate the EK2000 analog modulation fea ture, follow the setup procedures for CW
Operation to establi sh th e laser operati ng conditi ons. Once the EK2000 has been etup
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for your laser, remove the shoning jumper from Pl O and apply a positive vo ltage from
PI O- VMOD to PIO-GND to modulate the laser.
The analog modu lation vo ltage has a negati ve tTan sfer function characteri stic. Th at is, at

°

volts, the laser is fully on, at 2.5 vo lts the laser should be fully off.

The linear operating range of the modulation is determined by the transimpedance gain of
the PD ampflifier, RF. The appropriate transimpedance gai n for the laser can be cal cul ated
as follows:

RF = 2 ,5 VI I Man
Where

lMON

is the photo diode current specified by the laser manufacturer for the

maxi mum operating output power. Note: the LD2000 includes an internal 20K
resistor. RF is the net
resistance of the internal 20Kresistor with any ex ternal resistance added in parallel on
pin s 8 and 12. To calculate the ex tern al resistance

(RFw)

needed to operate at a

parti cu lar monitor
current (lMON). use the fo ll ow ing equation:

RFext

= 50 ,000 I

(20,000 x IMON - 2 .5)

Extrernal Modulation Operation
The laser output power can be controlled vIa an external modulati on voltage whil e
operating in the Constant Power Mode. The laser output is inversely proportional to the
modulating voltage with OV being the laser fu ll y o n and 2.5V turnin g the laser fully off.
To use the ex tern al mod ul ati on, do the fo ll owi ng:
I. Set up the LD2000 for Constant Power (refer to Section 5.0).
2. Attach an ex tern al modu lat ion source (e.g. functio n generator, D/A converter,
etc.) to the analog modu lati on Input (P 10).
3. Apply power to the EK2000 and adjust the modu lation inpu t amplitude and

---------
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frequency For the desired output.
4. The laser output will now be controlled by the external modul ati on voltage.

Pmax

Pout _______ __ _

~--------------------~-------------. Vmod

2 ,5 V

Fig. 13.10-21 Laser power vs. modu lation voltage (156)

The graph above describes the characteri sti c of the modul ation voltage. If the LD2000 is
set up to match a parti cul ar laser, the solid curve would represent the output power of the
laser as a function of the modul ation voltage. A couple of notes of interest:
a. If the PWR Limit contro l is set below the maximum output power, the laser output
will plateau (cUp) at the PWR Limit level for modu lati ons below the PWR limit.
b. If the total feedback gain , RF, is not optimi zed for the operating laser, the laser turn
off point of the output will be different than 2.5V (usually somewhere below 2.5V since
the default feedback gain is usually too hi gh for most lasers).
c. If the feedback gain is too low for a laser (i.e. the maximum laser power can be
reached at a poi nt somewhere below the maximum setting of PWR Limit, than use care
to set the PWR Limit control to the max imum desired operating power before applying
the modulating voltage.
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LD2000 Theory of Operation

The LD2000 uses the internal monitor photo diode provided on most low power di ode lasers for
feedbac k when operatin g in the Consta nt Power Mode. The fOllowing fi gure i a block di ag ra m
of the LD2000 laser driver:

r ~ ...,

RFeXl
RFlnt

20K

VCCl2

PO
2.SV

VCCf

•
VCCJ2

-

VCCJ2

-

'10
'10

Lo

CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE

Fig. 13.1O·22 LD2000 Simpljfjed Block Di agram - Constan t Current Source [ 156]

The laser power is regulated th rough an integrating feedbac k loop. The setpoi nt of the feedbac k is
determined by the PWR LIMIT control trim pot and the AN ALOG MOD IN . An intern al
transimpedance amplifier converts the laser feedback current 10 a voltage that is used as the en"Ql"
signal for the feedbac k loop. Since a U analog signa l levels are based on a 2.5 Y internal reference,
we will use this to deri ve the feedback gain setting resistor value:
The LD2000 has an internal transim pedance gai n of 20K. Without a user installed feedbac k
resistor, the transimpedance gain is:
RF = 20 K

and Y",m is eq ual to:
V ERAOA

= RF • 'MON
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where

'MON

is the feedback monitor photo current. The total tran simpedance gain shou ld be set so

that the photo current at the maxi mum laser power equals 2.5 volts.
Since

VERROR has

a maximum va lue of 2.5V, we can derive the value of an externa l feedback

resistor needed to set the tran simpedance for any laser:

RF' = 2.5V I 'MO
w here RF' is the transimpedance gain needed, and fMON ' is the monitor photo current for your
laser.
RF' = RFEXT

11

20K

RF' = RFE XT' 20K I (R FEXT + 20K )
solving for RFEXT,

EB2000 Component Description
Table 13-10-5 EB2000 Component Description s [1 56
Ref Des

Description

Pin

Pin

Connection

EB200 LD2000
0

Pl

Laser Connections

1

11
12
13
9
10
7
6
10
7
14
10
14
15
5
6
6
12

Laser Diode An ode
Monitor Photo diode Anode
Laser Diode Cathode
Power Supply Positive +8 to + 12VDC
Power Supply Return
CW Terminal (Vref 2.5V)
Wiper Terminal
CCW Terminal fGN D)
CW Terminal (Vref 2.5V)
Wiper Terminal
CCW Terminal (GN D)
Jumper these 2 pins to enable onboard trim pot.
Jumper these 2 pins to enable onboard trim pot.
These pins can be used to monitor
the laser photo diode feedback
current. The voltaae sensed here will
be determined by the transimpedance
aain :
(i.e. V= IMON . 20K • RFEXT I (20K +

16
10
17
10

LIMIT OUT
GND
ON I 'OFF input
GND .

1
2

3
10

ANALOG MOD
GND

1

9

+ Cap terminal

2
P2

Power Supply Hookup

P3

Power Limit External Trim pot
50K)

P4

Current Limit External Trim pot
50 k 1

~
1
2
1
2

3

P5
P6
P7

1
2
3
On-Board Current Limit Trim pot 1
2
Enable.
On-Board Power Limit Trim pot 1
2
Enable.
Photo diode Amplifier Output
1
Monitor
2
Attach a DVM to these pins to
monitor the Dhoto diode
transimpedance amp output.

RFEXT) )

P6
P9

Curren t Limit Monitor
I( 40mA I V )
ON I 'OFF

1
2
1
~

Pl O

Cl

Shorting these two pins will
disable the laser output.
Analog Modulation Input
If external analog modulation is
not required, these 2 pins must
be
1iumpered to(lether.
Power Supply Bypass
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( 1 0 F tantalum recommended)
Power Supply Bypass
0.1 F ceramic recommended)
CDLY AddinQ an external capacitor will
extend the turn-on delay cycle .
C2

~

10

- Cap terminal

1
~
1

9

Unpolarized

10
17
10

~

The pad nearest the LD2000 has a
positive potential. Attach the + lead of
an electrolytic to this pad.

Table 13.10-6 External Resistors [1561
Ref Des

Description

RF EXT An external resistor can be added
here to modifv the
transimpedance Qain of the
LD2000 photo diode feedback
circuit.

Pin

Pin

EB200
0

LD2000

1
2

B
12

Connection
Unpolarized
(Refer to the LD2000 Application
Notes for a detailed description of
photo diode feedback circuit

A mounting location is also
provided above the R F EXT to
mount a trim pot (e.g . Bournes
3266 series , 1 M) to provide
continuous adjustable
transimpedance gain .
RPU

A 1 5K resistor must be installed
here in order to operate a laser.

1
2

17
10

Unpolarized
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LD2000 Description Top View
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Fig. 13.J0·23 LD2000 Description Top View (156)

to LDBA Constant Current Drive (9pin Sub· D)

bt

Shielded cable

[1
Stra in rel ief

li=*r

laser diode

8ao

ESD Protection CKT

O{]

~=ID

Retaining ri ng

Fig. 13.10·24 SITain Relief and ESD Protecti on for laser diodes

Laser diode output
current 9pin·Sub· D

Cu rrent mnnil'" display

Fig. 13.10·25 LDBA Constant Current Dri ve
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13.11

LDBA Component Data, Materials and Drawings

13.11.1

Laser Diode Data

HL6354MG/S5MG - Low Operating Current Visible Laser Diod e
Description
The HL6354MG/55MG are O.63J.lm band A IGarnP laser di odes with a multi -qua ntum
well (MQW) structure. They are suitable as li ght sources for laser levelers, laser s can ners
and opti cal equ ipment for measurement [ 158).

Application
•

Laser leveler

• Laser scanner
• Measurement
Fig. 13.11-1 Lase r diode HL6354MG [1 58]
Features
•

Visible light output : 635nm Typ (nearl y equal to He-Ne gas laser)

•

Single longitudinal mode

•
•

Optical output power: 5mW CW
Low operating current : 27mA Typ

•
•

Low operating voltage: 2.4V Max
Operating temperature: +50· C

•

TM mode oscillation

Table 1311-1 Absolute Max imum

Ratin~s

Item
TC=25'C
Optical output power

Symbol
Po

LO reverse voltage
PO reverse voltage
Operating temperature
Storage temperature

VR(LO)
VR(pO)
Topr
Tstg

Value
7
2
30
-10 to +50
-40 to +85

Unit
mW
V
V

·c
·c
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0Jptlca
. I and e Iectn.ca I charaClenStlCS

(lc = 25 "C)
Symbol ~in
Ith

!rYP
18

Operating current

op

e7

Operating voltage

\lop
ea

Item
hreshold current

Beam divergence
parallel to the junction
Beam divergence
parpe ndicular to the
Lasing wavelength
Monitor current

~ax

Un it

!rest Condition

~7
~6

ImA
mA

Po=5mW

~2
~

~.4

~

10

et

"
~5

~O

f35

Xp

~30

~3 5
p. 25

~40

liS

Po=5mW
Po=5mW
Po=5mW

nm
mA

Po=5mW
Po=5mW

~ R (pD ) = 5 V

The casing of commercial laser diodes can be rem oved with this special can opener
(Figure 11 .2) to have closer access for application optimi sing to the diode chip .

The can opener works with following lasers TO- 18, TO-46, TO-3, 5.6mm and 9mm.
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Materials for LDBA Components

Material I: Vacodil46 - Material No.: 1.3920 [152J
Chemical Composition: Ni (46 %), Mn (0.2 %), Si (0.2 %), C « 0.02 %), Fe (53.59 %)
Mechanical Properties:
Tensile strength: SOOMPa
Yield point: 300MPa
Vi ckers hardness: 140HV
Physical Properties:
Average linear Extension:
7.9x I 0-6K"1
7.7x 10-6 K -1
7 Ax 10-6K -1
7 .3x I 0-6K" I
8.6x 10-6K -1
9.7x I 0-6K" I

20- 100°C
20- 200°C
20 - 300°C
20- 400°C
20- 500°C
20- 600°C

Specific Resistance (20°C)
Densi ty:

OA9f1Qm)

8.2g1cm 3

Ma terial 2: - Material No.: 1.4546

X5CrNiNb 18- 10 [152]

Chemical Composition: C (0.08%), Si ( 1%), Mn(2%), P (0.045%), S (0.03%), Cr ( 19%),
Ni (9%), Nb (0.8%), Fe (68%)

Material 3: Material No.: 1.4301
Analyse in % :
C
0.07
Si
1.00
Mn
2.00
P
0.045
S
0.030
Cl'
17.00-19.5
Mo
8.00- 10.5
Ni
9
Rest
Fe

XSCrNi 18-10/ X4CrNi 18- 10
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13.11.3

LDBA Component Drawings pp. 390 - 396

•

Laser Diode

• Interface Connector
• GRIN-Lens Mount
• GRIN-Lens Mount-/I
•

GRIN-Lens Holder

•

Gas-Inlet

• Output Coupler
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Drawings of Clamping Tools pp. 398 - 403

•

HD-Clampin g Device

• Laser Diode Clamping
•

GRIN-Lens Clamping

•

Gas-Inlet Clamping Tool

•

Bea m Profiler Holder
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